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I - SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The Air Pollution Control Office has the task of developing
technology for a national program for control of air pollution
and, as a part of this program, is conducting a series of systems analysis studies of various industries which are primary
sources of air pollution.

These studies are being conducted by

the Division of Process Control Engineering.

This study is

directed at the iron foundry industry, with particular emphasis
on the melting area.
For the purposes of this study, the iron foundry industry
is defined as those shops that melt iron (including iron and
steel scrap) in furnaces, pour the molten iron into molds, and
alloy and/or treat the iron in either the molten or cast state
with processes limited to making gray, malleable and nodular
or ductile cast iron.

This definition excludes blast furnace

processes, processes for converting iron to steel, and processes
wherein molten iron is not cast in molds, such as metal abrasive
shot.

THE EMISSIONS
PROBLEM
The last 20-25 years have seen significant advances in
the technology of making iron castingso

The use of cupolas
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as the main melting source is decreasing and being replaced
with the advanced technology of melting with electric arc and
induction furnaces.

In addition to increasing the production

capacities of the foundries, the electric furnaces have made
it possible for the foundries to use charge materials such as
iron borings and steel turnings, sheet steel, etc., which were
previously considered impractical for use as cupola charge
without extensive preparationo

The availability and lower cost

of such materials, better control of the metallurgical process
involved in making molten iron, and freedom from the use of
coke as a fuel have made electric furnaces very popular with
some foundries.

In spite of all these advancements, the cupola

has remained the main melting unit in the iron foundry industry
and continuing efforts are being made to improve its performance
and that of the charge material.

Improvements in foundry melt-

ing technology have not resulted in full elimination of the
pollutants emitting from the foundries into the atmosphere.
The pollutants discharged by the iron foundry industry
are:
1.

Emissions from melting furnace operations, such

as smoke, metallic oxides, oil vapors and carbon monoxideo
20

Emissions from other dust-producing operations

within the plant, such as sand fines, metal dust and coke dust.
3o

Odors and gaseous compounds such as fluoride fumes,

vapors and facing fumes from both sources.

The physical diffi-

culties of satisfactory collection of pollutants are not easily
solved and, in most cases, costs of satisfactory collection are
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quite high.

Gases from foundry furnaces are hot and must be

cooled before collection.

If recirculated water is used for

cooling and dust collection, corrosion problems may be introduced.

Cost of fresh water is often prohibitive requiring

recirculation in most cases.

Most metallic oxides from melting

operations are extremely small in size, to about 0.7 microns,
and require very efficient equipment for collection.
Particulate emissions have been a point of focus for concentrated efforts in the control of air pollution.

However,

gaseons emissions and odors from the foundries have not been
given much attention, and the foundry industry now has to take

steps to suppress these discharges into the atmosphere.

Many

of the odors in the foundries result from coremaking and shell
molding operations, but the common gaseous emissions also include vapors from melting oily metal scrap, painting operations,
inoculation of metal, and from metal pouring into molds.
CONCLUSIONS
The lack of correlation between standard furnace design
factors and emissions levels requires that the explanation for
the wide variance in type and quantity of emissions lie with
cupola operating factors.

This is borne out of the fact that

all variables proven to affect emissions levels, or indicating
a probability of affecting emissions levels, relate more to the
operation of the cupola than to its design.

These operating

factors can be easily divided into two quite distinct groupings with some cross effects from one group to the other.
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The first group consists of variables related directly to
cupola operation, including specific blast rate, blast tempera
ture, type of lining, and operating variables of the afterburner.
The afterburner itself is an emission control device but adjust
ment of gas and combustion air is considered here as a variable
for the melting systemo

These variables are relatively inflex

ible and are determined by required, or desired, operating char
acteristics.
The second group of variables concerns the quantity and
quality of charge materials.

These include metal to coke ratio,

use of oxygen or natural gas, and the use of briquettes which
often contain oil or cementitious materials.

Also, contamin

ants or alloying materials may occur in the metallic charge.
These factors are highly variable, often changing from charge
to charge.

This second group is more controllable, but at some

cost.
Insufficient data prohibit the quantitative evaluation of
the total effect of all variables in the first group compared
to all variables in the second group.

The data suggest, how

ever, that the type and quantity of cupola emissions are affect
ed more by the quantity and quality of charge materials.

Cer

tainly little or no limestone dust, coke particles, or oil vapor
and other combustibles will appear as emissions unless these
materials are charged into the cupola.

Similar statements can

be made for zinc, lead, aluminum, chromium, cadmium, copper,
silicon and other oxides, particularly when their formation is
abetted by the injection of oxygen, or high blast rates.
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Certain relationships expected to be identified were not
discovered.

Blast air temperature, with a demonstrable effect

on coke rate, must by extension show a secondary effect on the
emissions level.

The use of afterburners in the cupola stack

has been shown to aid in the incineration of combustibles.

In

corporation of these devices would no doubt noticeably lower
the emission levels.

The fact that these relationships are not

identified might be attributed to two factors possibly affect
ing all the analyses:

the quantity and quality of the test

data.
Stack testing is not an exact science at this time and no
single technique has been accepted by the industry.

Methods

and equipment used to obtain the data are discussed later.

Re

producibility of results is difficult with any given technique
by a single testing firm, even for a stable emissions producing
system.

With relatively unstable conditions as exist in cupola

furnaces and the generally poor working conditions existing at
the top of cupola stacks, variation in results would be expect
ed.

When this situation is further compounded by the use of

different techniques, equipment, and testing companies to ob
tain data for comparison and analysis, the confidence level of
the data must suffer, despite the high degree of professional
ism of the laboratories performing the tests.

As a result of

this condition, all data used in this analysis have undergone
critical evaluation before acceptance.

II - TRENDS OF THE IRON FOUNDRY INDUSTRY
The iron foundry industry in the United States is in the
peculiar position of having its output increase in recent years
both on a tonnage and a dollar basis, while at the same time
there has been a decrease in the number of active installations.
These foundries are located in 48 states, although 80% are lo
cated in only 13 states.

In fact, 1,116 or 62% are located in

25 major metropolitan areas of United States cities.

Of all

iron foundries, only about 525, or 29%, can be classified as
medium and large foundries, employing more than 100 people, and
only 91 can be called very large, employing over 500 people.
Thus, by far the majority of foundries are small installations,
many being located in small communitieso
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS
OF IRON FOUNDRIES
The distribution of iron foundries by states and by major
metropolitan areas is shown in Exhibit II-1.

The highest con

centration is in the states which border on the Great Lakes,
namely, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin,
New York and Indiana.

This group of seven states contains

almost half of all of the iron foundries in the United States
and more than half of the iron castings capacity.

The State

of California contains the greatest concentration of iron
foundries in the western half of the country, with one-third
of the iron foundries in that 17-state area being in California.
Other areas of high iron foundry concentration are in the
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southeastern states and in the northern states bordering on
the west bank of the Mississippi River.
The variations which have occurred in the distribution
of iron foundries by states during the period of 1963-1969
are given in Exhibit 11-20

IRON FOUNDRY
POPULATION
The population trends in the foundry industry have been
developed in Exhibit II-3.
The total number of foundries of all types has remained
relatively constant during the postwar period, ranging from
5,000 to 5,800 and averaging approximately 5,400.

However,

the iron foundry population has shown a steady decline, from
3,200 in 1947 to 1,670 in 1969.

If this decline is continued,

the number of foundries is projected to be approximately 1,000
by 19800

However, the average size of iron foundries has been

increasing steadily, with average annual production per foundry
going from 3,800 tons in 1947 to 5j300 tons in 1959 and to
8,700 tons in 1969.

By 1980, the average production per iron

foundry is projected to be approximately 16,500 tons per year.
An analysis of the population of iron foundries with respect to size of foundry has shown that almost the entire decline in foundry population has been among the small foundries,
with employment of under 100 per foundry.

The number of medium
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sized foundries has remained almost constant, while the number
of large foundries has increased slightly.

The number of

small foundries has declined by one-third from 1959 to 1969
and is expected to further decline to only about half of the
1969 population by 1980.

IRON FOUNDRY
PRODUCTION
Annual castings production in the United States has varied
widely, depending on the economy, with the ranges during the
postwar period as follows:
.

Iron Foun d ry Pro d uction

TyEe of Metal
All Metals

1, 2

Production Tons Eer Year
Last 5-Year
Maximum
Average
Minimum
13,200,000

20,800,000

20,000,000

All Reported Cast
Iron
11,032,000

17,084,000

16,329,000

Cast Iron from
Iron Foundries

10,000,000

14,486,000

13,817,000

9,340,000

11,936,000

11,650,000

661,000

1,227,000

1,075,000

1,570,000

1,092,000

Gray Iron
Malleable Iron
Nodular Iron

The complete castings production picture has been shown
graphically in Exhibit II-4.

The data, as reported by the

Department of Commerce, included the production of ingot molds.
However, only about 30% of ingot molds are produced from gray
iron melted in cupolas, with the rest being produced from
direct blast furnace metal.

Since castings production from
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direct metal was excluded from this study by definition, and
additionally has already been covered by the iron and steel
industry study, the estimated portion of ingot mold production
from this source was deducted from total iron castings production.
IRON FOUNDRY
MELTING EQUIPMENT
The cupola is still the most common method of melting iron
with about 1,930 cupolas in 1969 for a combined capacity of
18,570 TPH.
ten years.

This is a decline of about 900 cupolas in the past
This decline can be expected to continue, although

at a decreasing rate, as more foundries are abandoned, and
others convert from cupola to electric melting.

The trend to-

ward decline in the number of cupolas is expected to continue
for the foreseeable future, with the projected number being reduced to approximately 1,000 by 1980n

The use of the cupola

from the postwar period is depicted in Exhibit II-5.
The trend toward electric melting in iron foundries has
been accelerating rapidly, as shown in Exhibit II-6.

Although

some scattered electric melting installations existed in iron
foundries prior to the mid-1950's, the great majority of the
installations were made during the period of 1960-1970.

The

most recent census of foundries, taken in 1969, has revealed
that there were some 374 electric arc furnaces installed in
176 iron foundries in the United States.
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Since many foundries which produce both iron and steel
castings use the same melting furnace for both purposes, the
actual number of arc furnaces used for iron melting has been
estimated to be approximately 200, located in some 100 foundries.
The number of arc furnace installations for iron melting
has been increasing at a rate of about 15 furnaces per yearo
If this rate were to continue, the number of such furnaces
could be expected to reach approximately 350 by 1980.
For the most part, the electric arc furnace installations
have been for the replacement of cupolas in existing foundries,
although there have been several new foundries built in recent
years in which arc furnaces were installed.

The number of arc

furnaces melting iron will, therefore, be higher than the straight
line projection, possibly in the range of 400 to 450 furnaces
by 1980.
In 1969, there also were 495 careless induction furnaces
installed in 191 iron foundries.

Approximately half of these

furnaces were in foundries which also produced steel castings.
Since many of these iron and steel foundries use the same furnaces for melting both metals, the actual number of these careless induction furnaces which are used for melting iron is estimated to be approximately 300, located in some 125 foundries.
The number of careless induction furnace installations has been
increasing at a rate of approximately 50 per year.

This trend
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will probably accelerate, resulting in an estimated 700-800
furnaces in iron foundries by 1980.
OTHER EQUIPMENT
IN IRON FOUNDRIES
All foundries employ some kind of molding practice with

almost all iron foundries using sand molding.

The trend is

toward modern mechanized or semiautomated molding, some of
which employ conveyors for moving molds past each of the
molding stations.

This can be expected to increase as more

foundries automate or mechanize their operations.
Coremaking is another area that is undergoing rapid
changes, with the trend being away from oil-bonded, baked
sand cores, toward chemically bonded, thermally cured or
airset cores.
CONCLUSIONS
These figures and trends are of importance at this time,
in that they tend to emphasize certain factors having a direct bearing on this study.

These factors can be summarized

as follows:
1.

The number of iron foundries is still declin-

ing, but at a lesser rate.

However, there were about 1,670

installations in 1969.
2c

The number of cupola installations is still

declining, but also at a lesser rate.

The majority of iron

foundries, however, still use cupolas for melting and will
no doubt continue to do so for many years.
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3.

Only 5% of the total number of iron foundries

can be classified as large foundries.

However, 62% of all

iron foundries, including most of the larger ones, are lo
cated in 25 large metropolitan areas.

~I
III - THE IRON FOUNDRY PROCESS
The iron foundry consists of a number of distinct but
strongly interconnected operations.

In a large production

foundry, each of the operations can be highly mechanized, or
even automated, while the smaller foundries still may retain
many manual techniques.
All foundries utilize certain basic operations consisting
of:
1.

Raw material storage and handling.

2.

Melting.

3.

Pouring into molds.

Other processes present in most, but not all, foundries
include:
1.

Molding.

2.

Sand preparation and handling.

3.

Mold cooling and shakeout.

4.

Casting cleaning, heat treating, and finishing.

5.

Coremaking.

6.

Pattern making.

A simplified, schematic flow diagram encompassing most

of these processes is presented in Exhibit 111-1.
Each operation contains equipment and processes capable
of producing emissions which may include gas, fume, smoke and
particulate matter.

The latter can range from metal dust from
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grinding operations, that is relatively easy and inexpensive
to collect, to extremely fine ferrous and nonferrous oxides
from melting furnaces, that are very expensive to collect.

The

sources of these emissions are schematically indicated in
Exhibit Ill-1, and the operations are described in the following paragraphs.
GRAY IRON

PRODUCTION
Exhibit III-2, Process Flow Diagram for Gray Ductile and
Malleable Iron, outlines the most common flow pattern in the
iron foundry industry.

The flow begins with the raw material

storage area including the scrapyard and stores facilities for
scrap, pig iron, alloys, sand, binders, and other raw materials.
The furnace charge is made up in, or adjacent to, the scrapyard
and consists of the metallics, flux materials, and, in the case
of cupola melting, coke for fuel.
Melting furnaces for iron include the following principal
types:
1.

Cupolas

2.

Electric Arc

3.

Electric Induction

4.

Reverberatory.

The charge material is transferred to the melting furnace,
and the resultant molten iron is tapped into a temporary holding unit or into a ladle for pouring into completed molds.
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The holding unit may be a large ladle or forehearth to accommo
date the constant flow of metal from a continuous-tap cupola or
it may be a gas fired or electric powered furnace also used to
increase the temperature of the iron.

Holding furnaces are also

utilized with electric melters for accumulation of hot metal,
superheating, and analysis adjustment.
Molten metal from the forehearth or holding furnace is
transferred to a pouring ladle, from which molds are filled, or
to a large "bull" ladle used for filling a number of smaller
pouring ladles.

In some production foundries, metal is trans

ferred from the furnace by ladle to a channel induction holding
furnace adjacent to the pouring zone of a molding line where
the molds are filled from smaller pouring ladles or from an
automated pouring machine.

The holding furnace is capable of

restoring heat lost during the transfer and providing superheat
ing where desired.

Chemical additions to the molten iron while

in the ladle normally include desulphurizing agents, usually
some form of sodium carbonate.
The molding area is supplied with molding sand mixed with
the required additives to permit the production of satisfactory
molds of green sand, dry sand, dry baked sand, shell or hot box
sand, or other molding material.

After the mold has been com

pleted and closed, it is filled with hot metal, cooled suffi
ciently to insure solidification, and moved to the shakeout area
where the sand and casting are separated by manual or mechanic
al means.
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In green sand molding, the used sand from the shakeout,
plus spill and overflow sand, is returned to the sand preparation system for reconditioning and reuse.

Used sand from

other molding processes is either disposed of or transferred
to a thennal wet or dry sand reclamation system.
After being separated from the molding sand in the shakeout, the castings connnonly are cooled, sorted, trinnned, and
then cleaned by shotblasting.

Processing after cleaning in-

cludes chipping and grinding.

Heat treatment may be specif-

ied for certain types of castings before machining.

Surface

coating applications such as paint or ceramic coatings are
normally the final operation.
DUCTILE IRON
PRODUCTION
The manufacture of ductile iron castings is essentially
the same as the production of gray iron except for magnesium
treatment and minor analysis modifications, and for the more
extensive heat treatment which is sometimes required.

The in-

oculants that produce the desired graphitic nodularization
are connnonly added to the molten metal in the ladle at a special station.

The resultant smoke and ftnne emissions, as well

as the momentary pyrotechnics, generally require a ventilated
and partially shielded station to protect foundry personnel.

MALLEABLE IRON
PRODUCTION
Malleable iron process flow is also similar to gray iron
flow with the exception of an annealing operation required to
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convert the as cast

11

white 11 iron into malleable iron, and the

press straightening sometimes required to correct the warping
that results from the annealing process.

In other regards the

process flow for malleable iron is the same.
Specifications for various classes of gray, ductile, and
malleable iron are tabulated in Exhibits III-3, 111-4 and 111-5.

RAW MATERIAL STORAGE &
FURNACE CHARGE PREPARATION
Raw Material
Receiving and Storage
The raw materials used for iron production fall into the
following classifications:
1.

2.

Metallics
(a)

Pig Iron

(b)

Iron and steel scrap

(c)

Turnings and borings (loose or briquettes)

(d)

Ferroalloys

(e)

Foundry returns

Fluxes
(a)

Carbonate type (limestone, dolomite,
soda ash)

(b)

Fluoride type (fluorspar)

(c)

Carbide type (calcium carbide)

3.

Fuels-Coke (for cupolas)

4.

Refractories

These materials, except for foundry returns, are received
by railcar or truck, usually unloaded by crane and stored in
the foundry scrapyard.

Exhibit III-6 Process Flow Diagram for
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Raw Material Storage and Furnace Charge Makeup, outlines the
common flow patterns in the iron foundry industry.
Although open stockyards are still common, the use of
covered storage areas is becoming more widespread as a means
of protection from weather, keeping materials dry, and assist
ing in containing and eliminating dust and smoke which may be
generated.

Scrap Preparation
Scrap materials, including foundry returns, are usually
used in the as-received form.

Where scrap preparation is re

quired, the operations may involve any combination of the fol
lowing:
1.

Cutting to size by flame torch, shear or by

2.

Cleaning by degreasing, steam or by shotblasting.

3.

Burning of surface coatings or oils in a confined

breaking.

chamber or in the open air.
4.

Drying or preheating.

With the exception of the cutting operations, scrap prep
aration is not widely performed for cupola melting, or for top
charged electric arc furnaces.

For electric induction furnaces

and side charged arc furnaces, a greater degree of preparation
is necessary to obtain dry scrap of the proper size.
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Furnace Charge
Preparation
The methods of makeup and handling of melting furnace
charges vary widely from completely manual systems where all
materials are hand shoveled or carried, to highly mechanized
systems where one man can control the handling, weighing, and
loading of all raw materials.

Charge makeup for the cupola

is more complex than for electric furnaces, because of the
necessity of using coke and large quantities of flux.
Charges are nonnally loaded directly into the furnace
charging bucket, skip, or similar container.

The prescribed

combination of metallics, flux and coke (for cupolas) is
weighed either before loading or while loading.
IRON MELTING

Four types of melting furnaces represent over 98% of the
installed melting systems.

The following table, from a 1968
United States Department of Corrnnerce 1 study, shows the distribution of melting furnaces in the iron foundry industry.
Iron Foundry Melting Furnaces - 1968
Furnace Tyee
Cupola

Number
Installed

Percent of
Total

1,232

89.5%

Electric Induction

73

5.3

Electric Arc

42

3.1

Other Types

29

2.1

Total

1,376

100.0%
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The furnace census does not show the number of reverberatory furnaces in use, but it would be expected that they constitute the majority of the 2.1% indicated as "Other Types."
Despite the low incidence of use, this method of melting is of
interest because of its reported low emission of particulate
matter, and its increasing use in small foundries.
The reverberatory furnace is heated by coal, natural gas
or oil, while the induction and arc furnaces obtain their heat
from an electric induction coil or an electric arc.

In the

cupola, coke is a portion of the furnace charge and the heat
required to melt the iron is derived from the combustion of
the coke in contact with the metallic and fluxing charge materials.
Exhibit III-7, Process Flow Diagram Melting Department,
illustrates the most 'common flow patterno
Cupola
Furnaces
The cupola is a vertical furnace with a normally circular
cross section which is charged alternately with metal, coke, and
a fluxing material, to produce molten iron of a specified
analysis and temperature.

Many fundamental cupola designs have

evolved through the years, two of which are widely in use at
this time--the conventional refractory lined cupola and the
more recent development, the unlined, water-cooled cupola.
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For all cupola design, the shell is made of rolled steel
plate.

In the conventional design, an inside lining of re-

fractory material is provided to insulate the shell.

The un-

lined, water-cooled cupola utilizes a steady flow of cooling
water on the outside of the unlined shell from below the charging door to the tuyeres, and an inside lining of carbon block
below the tuyeres to the sand bed, to protect the shell from the
interior temperature.

Conventional lining is used at the charg-

ing door level and in the upper stack.
Illustrations of lined and water-cooled cupolas are shown
in Exhibits III-8 and III-9.

Exhibits III-10 and III-11 pre-

sent approximate melt rates and gas volumes for lined and unlined
cupolas.
The cupola bottom consists of two semicircular, hinged
steel doors, supported in the closed position by props during
operation, but able to be opened at the end of a melting cycle
to dump the remaining charge materials.

To prepare for melting,

a sand bed ·60 to 10 inches deep is rammed in place on the closed
doors to seal the bottom of the cupola.

At the beginning of

the melting cycle, coke is placed on the rammed sand bottom
and ignited, preferably with a gas torch or electric starteru
Additional coke is added to a height of four or five feet above
the tuyeres after which regular layered charges of metal, limestone and coke are placed on the coke bed up to the normal
operating height.
The air blast is turned on and the melting process begins.

As the coke is consumed and the metal charge is melted, the
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furnace contents move downward in the cupola and are replaced
by additional charges entering the cupola through the charging
door.
Combustion air is blown into the wind box, an annular duct
surrounding the shell near the lower end, from which it is piped
to tuyeres or nozzles projecting through the shell about three
feet above the top of the rannned sand.
Blast air entering the cupola through the tuyeres contains
21% oxygen which combines quickly with the carbon in the coke
as follows:
C + 02+C02 + 175,900 BTU/pound mole
The oxidizing zone in which this reaction occurs is designated
the combustion zone.

It is the zone of highest temperature and

extends from the tuyeres to a level where the following reaction
occurs:
C + CO2

+

2 CO - 69, 700 BTU /pound mo le

The reduction of CO2 to CO starts before all oxygen in the
blast air is consumed.

The maximum

co2

concentration is be-

lieved to be approximately 14%-18% at the boundary of the
oxidation and reduction zones at a maximum temperature of
2,800°-3,400° F.

Both reactions noted are reversible and

proceed in both directions depending upon conditions at different levels.

The reactions almost cease in the preheat

zone as energy is used to preheat the charge materials and
the gas temperature is lowered to the reaction temperature
below which further reduction of carbon dioxide to carbon
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monoxide will not occuro 2

A pictorial description of a cupola

reaction area is shown in Exhibit III-12.
The tap hole through which the molten iron flows to the
spout is located at the level of the rammed sand bed.

For

continuous tap operation, the slag also is discharged through
the tap hole and separated from the iron by a skimmer in the
spout.

For intermittent tapping, molten iron collects in the

well with the slag floating on its surface, and a slag hole
is located at the level representing the height of the maximum
amount of iron desired to collect in the well.

An opening is

provided in the cupola shell 15-25 feet or more above the
bottom plate for charging the cupola.

The charging door open-

ing varies in size according to the intended method of charging and the diameter of the cupola.

The upper stack is

extended sufficiently to pass through the building roof and
provide the required natural draft.

A spark arrestor is

fitted to the top to reduce the hazard of fire.
Exhibit III-13 shows examples of typical material balances
for lined and water-cooled

cupolas◊

Electric Arc
Furnace
The direct arc electric furnace consists of a refractory
lined, cup shaped, steel shell with a refractory lined roof
through which three graphite electrodes are inserted.

The

shell is arranged for tilting to discharge the molten charge.
Charging of the metal to be melted is accomplished by chuting
through a door opening in the side of the shell for fixed roof
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furnaces, or by raising the roof and swinging it aside to permit the use of a bottom dump charge bucket for removable roof
furnaces.

Exhibit III-14 is an illustration of an electric arc

furnace.
Foundry furnace sizes usually range in diameter from about
3 1 0" up to 12 1 0 11 with holding capacities of 500 pounds to 25
tons, and melting rates from 250 pounds to 12 tons per hour.
In recent years, furnaces as large as 17 1 0 11 in diameter, holding 65 tons and with melting rates of over 20 tons per hour
have been installed in production foundrieso
Exhibit III-15 is a typical heat and material balance for
an electric arc furnace.
Induction
Furnaces
The induction furnace is a cup or drum-shaped vessel that
converts electrical energy into heat to melt the charge.

Un-

like the electric arc furnace, rto electrodes are required.
Heat is produced by utilizing the transfonner principle in
which a magnetic field is set up when the primary coil of the
transformer is energized.

The magnetic field at a high flux

density induces eddy currents in the charge which are converted to heat by the electrical resistance of the charge itself.
Heat develops mainly in the outer rim of the metal in the
charge and then carries to the center by conduction until the
metal is molten.

The electrical energy is converted into heat

by induction in two ways.

In the channel induction furnace,
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the metal charge surrounds the transformer core, thereby form
ing a loop or channel.

In the coreless induction furnace, the

metal heated is both the core and the secondary coil.

Furnace

coils are water cooled to prevent heat damage.
Exhibits III-16 and III-17 are illustrations of channel
and coreless induction furnaces.
The induction furnace lends itself to either continuous or
batch-type operations and is used as a melting furnace or for
holding or duplexing operationso

Generally, the coreless fur

nace is better adapted to melting and superheating, whereas the
channel furnace is better suited to superheating, holding, and
duplexing, although it is also used for melting.
Induction furnaces are supported on a pedestal-type struc
ture.

A common arrangement contains pivot bearings for tilting

the furnace for tapping.

The entire furnace must rotate through

about 100° to empty the vessel.
The furnace top of a coreless furnace is normally level
with the charging platform and the operating functions of charg
ing and slagging are carried out on the platform.
Exhibit III-18 is a typical heat and material balance for a
coreless induction furnace.
Reverberatory Furnace
The reverberatory type of fuel fired furnace is found in
two types of applications in the iron foundry.

The large,

stationary reverberatory or air furnace is associated with
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malleable iron foundries, where it has long been used as a duplexing unit in conjunction with a cupola.

These furnaces are

generally powdered coal fired, although oil and gas are also
used.

They are not melters, but are used to receive molten iron

from the cupola, and to refine and superheat it for pouring.
These furnaces are long, rectangular units with arched or suspended roofs, generally fired from one end, and with waste gases
exhausting into a stack from the opposite end.

Temperatures of

2,900° F and higher are reached in these furnaces.

Holding ca-

pacities range up to 40 tons.3, 4
The second type of reverberatory fuel fired furnace is
used for melting.

It is generally small in size, up to two

tons capacity, and tilts for pouring.

Furnaces of this type

are found in small foundries, where economical installations
and low emission melting are desired.
Exhibit III-19 is an illustration of a reverberatory furnace.
Inoculation
Inoculation is a process used in the production of ductile
iron or to improve the mechanical properties of castings.
In ductile iron production, inoculation ·serves to precipitate carbon in the iron in the form of disconnected spheroids.
A matrix of low carbon ferrite forms which is required to make

ductile iron of satisfactory quality.

Because of economics

and availability, magnesium is usually used for inoculation.
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Pure magnesium can be applied, but a more common practice involves using nickel, copper or silicon with magnesium in alloy
form.

Magnesium impregnated coke is also popular.

When the mag-

nesium compound is added to the molten iron, the reaction is more
or less violent depending upon the form of the magnesium.
Exhibit III-20 illustrates several methods of magnesium
treatment.
MOLDING, POURING
AND SHAKEOUT
Molding
Many molding materials and types of equipment suitable for
the production of iron castings have been developed and are widely
used today.

Molding techniques found in current practice include

green sand, dry sand, shell or hot box molding, full mold and the
Rheinstahl process.

Green sand molds are usually least costly of

all molds to produce.
In general, m6lding sand is prepared by adding organic or
inorganic binders and water to clean silica sand and mulling the
material in a manner to insure that all sand grains are coated
with the binder mixture.

The prepared sand is then discharged

from the mixer, or muller, and transferred to the molding area.
In mechanized foundries, the transfer is usually effected by
mechanical or pneumatic conveyor.

Smaller foundries often use

front end loaders, tote boxes, or wheelbarrows.
The typical molding operation is done with the aid of molding machines.

The complete operation is often performed in two

separate machines.

Molding machines capable of molding cope

and drag simultaneously in one molding cycle are often utilized.
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Pouring
Pouring is generally done within a short time after the
molds have been prepared to prevent drying of green molding
sand.

The molten metal is temporarily stored either in large

refractory lined holding ladles, or in furnaces designed to
maintain the tapping temperature, or to superheat the metal,
from which it is tapped off as needed.
Shakeout
The hot casting is commonly separated from the sand on a
heavy-duty vibrating screen.

The sand flows through the screen

openings to the return or shakeout sand system for transfer to
the return sand bin of the sand conditioning system.

The cast-

ings are removed from the shakeout manually, by hoist, or action
of the vibrating screen to a cooling and sorting conveyor or
to tote boxes.
Many foundries separate the casting from the sand manually,
particularly those foundries which are not highly mechanized.
Exhibit III-21 illustrates a common process flow diagram
for molding, pouring, and shakeout.
CLEANING, HEAT TREATING
AND FINISHING
Cleaning and finishing of castings are the final operations perfonned in the foundry.

Cleaning generally refers to

the operations involved in the removal of sand and scale; sprues,
gates, and risers; and fins, wires, chaplets or other metal not
a part of the casting.

The castings, after they have been sep-

arated from sand at the shakeout screen, are cooled in boxes
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or on a conveyor which moves them to the cleaning and finishing
area.

For gray iron castings, the gating system may be broken

off by impact in the shakeout, or may be removed on a sprue removal section of the casting delivery conveyor.
Exhibit III-22 is a typical process flow diagram for cleaning and finishing.
Heat treatment of iron castings is perfonned for the
following basic reasons:

1.

For Gray and Ductile Iron
Stress Relief - 1000° - 1250° F
Annealing
- 1250° - 1650° F
Normalizing
- 1650° F
Quench and Temper - 1550° - 1600° F

2.

For Malleable Iron
Annealing - 1600° F

Generally, these treatments are carried out in batch-type
or continuous heat treating furnaces which may be gas or oil
fired, or electrically heated.

Atmosphere control is sometimes

used for the higher temperature treatments.
SAND CONDITIONING

Most of the sand used in the foundry molding operation is
reused many times with the addition of binders and moisture for
each use.

The cost of new sand, its handling and storage space

requirements, and additional cost for disposal of used sand
make single usage of new sand impractical.

Therefore, most

foundries have effectively used sand collection and reconditioning systems.
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In general, sand conditioning systems consist of the following:
1.

Raw material receiving and storage

2.

Sand mixing system

3.

Prepared sand delivery system

4.

Spill sand recovery system

Exhibit III-23 illustrates the sand conditioning process flow.
Reclamation equipment designed to remove the accumulated
buildup of clay and carbonaceous material on the sand grains
to extend the working life of molding sand is available.

The

use of such equipment often becomes a desirable economic alternative to the purchase of new replacement sand.

Sand is often

reclaimed by high production foundries with large molding sand
requirements and by foundries located in areas where suitable
molding sand is relatively expensive.
COREMAKING

Cores are normally made of silica sand, organic or inorganic binders, and a liquid to activate the binding material.
The selection of the core formulation and process best suited
to a particular application requires consideration of many
factors including green strength, dry strength, porosity, core
complexity, quantity of cores required, and raw material, equipment and production costs.

The process flow diagram for core-

making is illustrated in Exhibit III-24.
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The major coremaking processes in current use for castings
are:
Oil Sand Cores
Shell Cores
Silicate Bonded Cores
Furan Cores
Hot Box Cores
Oil Sand
Cores
Oil sand cores are widely used although silicate and resin
bonded cores are being used in greater numbers each year.
table or mineral oils are commonly used as binders.

Vege-

Cereal

binders and clay are often used in conjunction with core oils.
The cereal binders, mostly derived from corn flour, are added
to improve green and dry bond, decrease the oil required, and
improve collapsibility of the core.

Clay is often added in

small amounts to increase the green strength.
Shell Cores
Shell cores for iron castings make use of round, clean
silica sand.

The resin normally employed for iron castings is

phenolformaldehyde.

Hollow shell cores are made by the invest-

ment process in a shell core machine, and small, solid cores
can be made in a hot box machine.
Silicate Bonded
Cores
Silicate bonded cores are made in a molding or core blowing machine, and set by the application of carbon dioxide in a
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manner that pennits the gas to completely penneate the core.
Since the storage life of silicate bonded sand is short when
exposed to the air, due to absorption of CO2, the mixed sand
must be stored in covered containers.
Furan Cores
Furan air set cores employ resins made from furfuryl alcohol, ureas, and fonnaldehydes.

The resins are mixed with core

sand and phosphoric acid activator in conventional mixing equipment.

Binders are usually converted from liquid to solid at

room temperature.
Hot Box
Cores
Hot box core resins include furfuryl alcohol, urea-formal-·
dehyde and phenol urea-formaldehyde.

The liquid resin is mixed

with the core sand and activated in conventional mixing equipment.

Binders are converted from liquid to solid by heat sup-

plied by ovens, infrared lamps, dielectric ovens or heated
core boxes.
PATTERN
MAKING

Foundry patterns are nonnally made of wood or metal.

Pat-

terns for small production runs tend to be the fonner and for
large production runs, the latter.

Wood patterns generally

have a shorter useful life, although they can be repaired more
easily than the metal patterns which usually have a higher first
cost.

A large production requirement, however, often results
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in a lower pattern cost per mold if metal patterns are used.
Wood pattern shop equipment includes different types of
saws, planers, joiners, lathes, edgers, routers and drill
presseso

Metal pattern making equipment includes typical

machine shop tools.

\~
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IV - EMISSIONS GENERATED
AND THEIR CONTROL

GENERAL CHARACTER
OF EMISSIONS
Emissions of particulate matter, dust, fume, smoke, and
gas are a by-product of most foundry processes and operations.
The type, concentration, size and hazards of foundry emissions
are tabulated in Exhibit IV-1 by foundry department and operation and are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Raw Material Storage
and Charge Makeup
The handling, preparation, and charge makeup of basic
foundry raw materials--scrap metal, coke, and limestone--produce
moderate amounts of emissions.

The storage of coke and lime-

stone over extended periods results in degradation of these
materials from the action of the sun, rain, and repeated freezing and thawing.

Ferrous scrap corrodes rapidly.

Subsequent

handling during the makeup of furnace charges causes the limestone dust, coke breeze and rust to be released into the environment.

Every conveyor transfer becomes a point where the

emission control is desirable, as well as storage bins, weigh
hoppers and the location where these materials are placed into
charging buckets.

Rehandling of coke results in additional

degradation and, to a lesser degree, this is also true of limestone.

\
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The preparation of metallic charge materials including the
breaking and cutting of large scrap, removing cutting oil
residue from machine shop turnings and borings in preparation of
briquetting, and cleaning of return scrap represent additional
sources of emissions.

Breaking and cutting of scrap, and cen-

trifuging of oily turnings and borings are a minor source of

emissions.

The removal of oil from turnings and borings by

ignition results in smoke and vapors.

The amount of emissions

depends upon the quantity of oil remaining on the turnings and
the method of removal.
Melting Department
The melting department is responsible for a large proportion
of emissions, producing the need for emissions control equipment on cupolas, electric arc furnaces, preheaters and dryers.
Emissions from coreless induction furnaces are usually insignificant due to the normally higher quality of the scrap charge
and the fact that no combustion takes place in the unit.
Channel induction furnaces also produce minimal amounts of
emissions and are seldom provided with emissions control equipment.
Cupola
The cupola is the largest single source of difficult-tocollect emissions, producing fume, smoke, particulate matter,
dust and gases.

Concentrations are affected by the quality and

quantity of charge materials, the use of techniques such as
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oxygen enrichment and fuel injection, the volume and rate of
combustion air, and the melting zone temperature.1
Iron melting in a cupola produces heavy concentrations of
emissions ranging in size from greater than 44 microns to less
than 1 micron in a gas stream up to 2000° F.

Concentrations

are affected by the quality and quantity of charge materials,
the use of techniques such as oxygen enrichment and fuel injection, the volume and rate of combustion air, and the melting
zone temperature.
The range of concentrations of emission components reported by seven foundries are shown in Exhibit IV-2 and are in
general agreement with those reported by Engels and Weber 2
shown below.
Chemical Composition of Cupola Dust
Component

Mean Range

Si02

20%-40%

Scatter Values

10%-45%

CaO

3-6

2-18

Al2O)

2-4

0.5-25

MgO

1-3

0.5- 5

FeO(Fe203,Fe)
MnO

12-16
1-2

5-26
0.5- 9

Exhibit IV-2 portrays the major components of particulate
emissions from iron melting cupolas and the percentage by weight
of the various materials determined by chemical analysis of the
effluent of seven cupolas.

The nine components can be grouped
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into three major categories:

(1) metallic oxides, (2) silicon

and calcium oxides, and (3) combustible materials.
The amount of metallic oxides occurring in cupola emissions
is believed to be related to the presence of the respective metals in the scrap charge and their partial vapor pressures at
the temperature of the cupola melting zone.

All metallic ox-

ides except those of iron indicate the presence of nonferrous
contaminants or alloying additions in the metallic scrap.

Thus,

zinc oxide could result from the presence of galvanized scrap;
lead oxide from terne plate, lead bearing steel, or red or white
lead painted scrap; aluminum oxide from aluminum scrap, chromium,
and copper; and cadmium oxides from chrome plated materials.
Iron oxides are always to be found in cupola emissions, the concentration being dependent on such factors as scrap thickness,
degree of surface corrosion, and temperature in the melting zone"
The oxides of silicon and calcium, representing the second
category, derive from lining erosion, embedded molding or core
sand on foundry returns, dirt from the scrapyard adhering to
scrap, or from the limestone flux.
The third category of emissions, combustible material, includes coke particles, vaporized or partially burned oil and
grease and other contaminants swept up the stack by the top
gases.

Certain other variables influence the amount of cupola

emissions.
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1.

Blast rate.

Specific blast rate, when increased,

produces more emissions by entrainment of metallic oxides and
mechanical dusts, such as coke and limestone.

A portion of the

entrained particles is filtered out of the gas stream by the
burden, with a higher burden offering greater opportunity of
particle capture.

Emission rates are greater during burn-down,

due in part to increased temperatures resulting in larger gas
volumes, higher gas velocity, lower collecting ability of the
smaller burden height, and greater formation of metallic oxide
vapors in the melting zone.

Furthermore, the vertical height

of the reducing zone is shorter, with less potential for reduc
tion of the already formed oxides.
2.

Coke Rate.

It is believed that cupola emissions

vary directly as the percent of coke in the charge and some
researchers have reported such a trend.

2

A degradation of the

coke while weighing, charging, and moving downward in the cupola
shaft will result in an increase of coke dust in the furnace.
Therefore, any change in operating practice resulting in a
decrease in the coke charge, including heating of the blast
air, or injection of an auxiliary fuel, should have a beneficial
effect on the amount of particulates emitted.
3.

Afterburners.

The use of an afterburner, proper-

ly designed and installed, decreases the quantity of combustible
particles released to the atmosphere or control system.

Suf

ficient oxygen must be provided through the charging door to
permit complete combustion and the upper cupola stack must ex
tend far enough to permit time for combustion before the particles
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are exhausted to the atmosphere or to the emissions control
equipment.

Deficiency in either factor will tend to negate

the potential advantage of the afterburner.
4.

Oxygen Injection~

Oxygen injection in the blast

air tends to increase the quantity of particulate emissions by
increasing the oxidizing nature of the melting area, and increasing the melting rate.

Oxygen injection also increases

the melting rate tending to offset the increase of emissions
when considered as a function of metal melted.
5.

Operating Practices.

Operating practices have

noticeable effects on emissions levels.

The use of wood or

paper products for igniting the coke bed results in smoke during this part of the operating cycle.

Fluctuating burden

height can result in higher emission rates.

Coke and lime-

stone require careful handling to limit degradation, and should
be screened prior to weighing in order to limit the addition
of dust to the charge.

Shotblasting of foundry returns and

cleaning of oil scrap will result in lower emissions.
Particle size distributions of cupola emissions for 19
installations are tabulated in Exhibit IV-3o

A definitive

relationship between size distribution and chemical composition of emissions has not been discovered in the literaturec
It is believed, however, that a high percentage of less than
5 micron particles coincides with a finding of substantial
percentages of metallic oxides.

Similarly, a high percentage
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of greater than 44 micron particles is believed to correspond
to large amounts of Si0 2 from foundry returns and dirty scrap,
and combustibles, including coke breeze.
Cupola design parameters have no discernable affect on
emission type or quantity.

Two trends are noted in recent

test data:
1.

Particulate emission rates from acid lined cup-

olas ranged from 9.5 to 37 pounds per ton with a median rate
of 19 pounds per ton.

For unlined cupolas the range was 7.5

to 66 pounds per ton with a median rate of 40.5 pounds per ton.
2.

Those cupolas reported as using briquettes in

the metallic charges all have emissions rates greater than
average of all foundries for which emissions rates are available.
The data also indicate a significant correlation between
emissions and blast rate for acid lined cupolas expressed by
the formula:
E = .05 + .07 B
where:
E = particulate emissions in pounds per ton of melt
B = specific blast rate in SCFM per square foot furnace
area.
A plot of the data and the curve is shown in Exhibit IV-4.
Additional data for unlined cupolas indicate a significant
correlation between emissions and coke rate and specific blast

'

'
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rate, expressed by the fonnula:

E = 57 - 6.6 C + 0.1

B

where:
C

= metal

to coke ratio.

The curve is shown in Exhibit IV-So
Oxygen enrichment and natural gas fuel injection have been
presented in recent years as techniques to reduce coke requirements, or to increase melting rates when using the same metal
to coke ratio.

These techniques have been partially accepted

by the industry because of their substantial advantages but
little research and development work has been done to date
that establishes their effect on cupola emissions.
The available data are inconclusive but some show an increase in emissions resulting from oxygen enrichment.

Other

data however, indicate that although total emissions are increased, the improvement in the melting rate with oxygen enrichment results in a slightly lower emission rate per ton of
metal melted.

Additional testing is required to definitely

establish the effect of oxygen enrichment on emission levels.
Chemical analysis of the metallic oxides in the cupola
emissions for one cupola, with and without oxygen enrichment,
is shown in the table on the following page"
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Metallic Oxide Content of Cupola Emissions
with and without Oxygen Enrichment
With Oxygen
Enrichment

Without Oxygen
Enrichment

MnO

1.0%

1.0%

PbO

5.0

3.0

ZnO

35.0

28.0

CuO

1.0

1.0

FeO

46.0

48.0

Si02

11.0

18.0

SnO

1.0

1.0

100.0%

100.0%

Metallic Oxide

Total

The tabulated data show little change in the content of iron
oxide for the two operating conditions.

It is reported that

a visual examination of the plume verifies that the emission
rate is higher with oxygen enrichment.

Particle size distri-

bution data were not obtained for this test program.
Several research programs are currently in progress to
determine the effects of natural gas injection as a replacement for part of the coke charge.
program 2 are shown below.
Burner Height
Inches

Coke
Replaced with
Gas Percent

0%

The results of one such

Production
TonsLHour

Emissions
PoundsLTon Melt

14.8

67.8

50

30

20.1

57.1

50

40

20.3

58.5
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The emission rate of 67.8 pounds per ton reported for the
control condition with no coke replacement is several times
higher than shown in Exhibit IV-4 for a specific blast rate of
272 CFM/SF.

Two special conditions, one inherent in the test

program and the other a factor of weather conditions, could
account for the discrepancy. 3
The injection of other hydrocarbon fuels including coal
and fuel oil has been reported in the literature.

Less im

portance is attached to these efforts than the injection of
natural gas, and no data pertaining to the effect of these
fuels on emissions have been reported.
Electric Arc
Furnace
The number of electric arc melting installations in iron
foundries is relatively small, with less than 50 known to ex
ist in 1959, and approximately 200 in 1969.
The emissions from iron melting in the arc furnace come
from two principal sources--the burning or vaporization of
combustible materials which are in the charged raw materials,
and the burning of the electrodes and some of the charge me
tallics during meltdown.

In both cases, the greatest evolu

tion of gases occurs during the early part of the cycle, when
meltdown takes place and when the electric power consumption
is highest.

Although the type and quantity of effluent from

combustion of impurities in the charged materials is highly
variable depending on the nature and cleanliness of these
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materials, the gases produced from combustion of the electrodes
are a known and comparatively constant and calculable source of
emissions.

Approximately 9-11 pounds of electrodes are consumed

per ton of iron melted, producing approximately 30 pounds of CO
and CO2 gases, plus 150 pounds of N2 from air induced into the
furnace. Additionally, a quantity of the metallics, principally iron, is oxidized and emitted as oxide fumes.
The electric arc furnace produces moderately heavy concentrations of particulates.

From 50% to 80% of the total particles

are less than 5 microns in size when melting iron.

The gas

stream is well over 2000° F, requiring cooling by infiltrated
air or water sprays.
The size distribution of particulate matter and chemical
analysis of the effluent from three electric arc furnaces are
given in Exhibit IV-60

Emission rates are tabulated in Exhibit

IV-7 for 19 acid brick lined arc furnace installations with
capacities from 2 to 25 tonso
The wide range of emissions rates, from 4 to 40 pounds per
ton of charge metal, and the lack of correlation with furnace
size indicate that the rate at which emissions are produced is
relatively independent of these factors.

A slight trend exists

toward a relationship between the rapidity with which melting
occurs and the rate of emissions produced, indicating that high
power inputs to produce short melt cycles will also produce
higher emissions.

This conclusion is further verified by the

relationship depicted in Exhibit IV-8, in which the concentration
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of heavy rate of emissions is in the early or meltdown part of
the cycle.

The less time devoted to the holding or refining

period, the more concentrated the emission rate will be during
the cycleo
Induction Furnace
Induction melting produces light concentrations of effluent consisting of fume, smoke, and oil vapor.

The smoke and

oil vapor usually derives from small amounts of cutting oil adhering to the steel or iron scrap.
Coreless induction furnaces used as holding or superheating furnaces charged with molten iron only emit approximately

lo5 pounds of emissions per hour per ton of process weight and
therefore are rarely provided with emission control equipment.
Reverberatory Furnace
The reverberatory or air furnace for melting or duplexing
produces comparatively light to moderate concentrations of
emissions in the range of 1 to 3 grains per standard cubic foot.
Combustion occurs within the furnace but the gas or oil fuel is
burned in highly efficient burners above the metal bath.
fume and fly ash are produced in this type of furnace.

Smoke,
The

smoke results from combustion of oil on the scrap and other combustible materials in the charge.

Fume, mostly metallic oxides,

appears in the effluent, as it does in any melting furnace, and
is the result of nonferrous contaminants in the charge material,
vaporized along with a portion of the iron scrap in the molten
bath.

The concentrations are related to the partial pressures
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of the oxides at the melting temperature.
Preheaters
Preheaters serve to raise the temperature of charge before
it goes into an induction furnace.

As

a result, electrical ef-

ficiency and melting rates of the furnace are increased and
melting time is reduced.

Preheating also produces a clean,

safe charge because water, oil, emissions and other nonmetallic contaminants are evaporated or burned off.
Preheat equipment includes a cover, base, bucket, combustion chamber, burner and fans.
The type and concentration of emissions found in preheaters
are similar to that found in induction furnaces without preheaters,
Inoculation
The practice of producing ductile iron by ladle inoculation of molten iron with magnesium, or other light metals which
produce similar effects, accounts for about 10% of total iron
tonnage casto

The treatment agent is generally a form of mag-

nesium which can be introduced into the molten iron to produce
the desired effect.

Exhibit IV-9 illustrates the various meth-

ods by which this can be accomplished.
The reaction produced during the inoculation process is a
violent one since magnesium vaporizes at a temperature below
that of molten iron.

The degree of the violence varies with

the foiin and method of introduction of the magnesium.

Because
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of this, only a relatively low percentage of the magnesium
which is introduced is actually involved in the reactions
which produce ductile iron, with the remainder being vaporized and expelled as a gaseous fume.

The actual yields vary

from as low as 15% to high as 80%, depending on the inoculating agent used and the rapidity with which it is added to
the iron bathe

The yield factor which is most generally ac-

cepted is about 35%.
Magnesium is the principal agent causing emissions during
inoculation, since the alloying materials which are used as
carriers of the magnesium either dissolve in the iron or oxidize to form slag.

A major exception to this is the use of

magnesium impregnated coke which evolves CO and
well as MgO fumes.

co2

gas as

The boiling point of magnesium is about

2,025° F, which is well below the temperature of molten iron
and which accounts for the violence of the reaction which
takes placeo

The magnesium in the inoculant is used up in

three ways:
1.

Reaction with any sulfur present to form MgS,

which becomes part of the slag.

Although iron which is to

be used for ductile iron production is generally pretreated
with a basic material such as Na 2 co or Caco to remove sul3
3
fur, there is usually Oo02% to Oo03% of the sulfur remaining.
This will be effectively eliminated by the magnesium, using
about Oo5 pounds of magnesium per ton of iron.
2.

A small quantity of magnesium will dissolve in

the iron, to the extent of about Oo04%.

This amounts to about
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0.8 pounds of magnesium per ton of iron.
3.

The remaining magnesium will boil off, forming

MgO upon contact with the air.

The amount of magnesium which

is added will vary from 0.12% to 0.30% of the iron treated or
from 2o4 to 6"0 pounds of magnesium per ton of iron.

Deduct-

ing the lo3 pounds of magnesium which was consumed by sulfur
reaction or dissolved in the iron leaves from 1.1 to 4.7
pounds of magnesium per ton or iron treated to form MgO fumes.
This will result in from about 2 to 8 pounds of MgO fumes generated per ton of iron treated.
The fumes from the inoculation process will be largely
MgO, with this material accounting for from 60% to 80% of the
total, depending on the form in which the magnesium was introduced and the violence of the reaction.

The more violent re-

actions, particularly when silicon-magnesium alloys are used,
will also produce SiOz particles in the emissions.

Iron ox-

ide, as Fe 2o3 , will also be found in the emissions and will
constitute the second most important material present, after
MgO.
Particle size of the emissions will be fine for the MgO
and Fe 2o3 portions with the silica and alumina particles generally of larger size. These particles are under one micron
in size and are difficult to collect, requiring the use of
fabric filters or high energy wet scrubbers.
The reported results from the inoculation station of a large
gray and ductile iron foundry are as shown on the following page.
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Iron Treated

30 Tons per Hour

Inoculant Added

20-22 Pounds per Ton Iron

Inoculants Used

~Soda Ash
- iMgFeSi-(10% Mg)
(75% Fe

Emissions Produced

100 Pounds per Hour
3.3 Pounds per Ton Iron

Emissions Analysis

32. Oo/~ MgO
18.7% Fez03
9.5% CO2
4.2% Si02
2.5% S
1.1% C
0.6% cao
Balance Na 2o

This station was used for ductile iron inoculation, desulfurization and ferrosilicon inoculation, which explains the presence of such elements as sulfur and calcium in the catch.

The

amount of magnesium in the inoculant was 2.25 pounds per ton of
._.;,

iron treated.

At a yield of 35%, this resulted in 1.45 pounds

vaporized, giving 2.4 pounds per ton of MgO.

This amounts to

73% of the emissions actually captured.
Molding, Pouring
and Shakeout
Molding
The molding operation is not a major contributor to foundry emissions.

In green sand molding, the moisture in the sand

acts as a dust suppressant.

Small quantities of dry parting

compound are emitted when the mold halves are dusted with this
material.

Liquid partings used to prevent molding sand from

sticking to metal patterns or match plates have a kerosene base.
When sprayed on the patterns, a portion of the vehicle vaporizes,
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and the solids such as stearic acid are sprayed into the air
in the immediate environment.

Sea coal is also used as a mold

spray and is released into the atmosphere.

Concentrations are

light, approximately one grain per standard cubic foot.
Molding sands consist of silica, zircon, olivine, charnotte~
and occasionally other mineral grains bonded with clay, bentot1··
ite, portland cement, plaster of paris, petroleum residues and
bitumens.

Additives are often added as cushioning materials,

with such materials as sea coal, pitch, wood flour, silica
flour, perlite, ground cereal hulls and chemicals in common use.
Binders and additives used to improve the strength, molding
properties, and casting properties of sand also contain amounts
of combustible materials which fonn gas which evolves during
the pouring and cooling of molds.
Green molding sands, which are most commonly used in iron
foundries, may contain the following additives.
Additive

Amount by Weight

Wood flour

0.5% - 2.0%

Sea coal

2.5% - 8.0%

Cereal binder

0.5% - 1.0%

Silica flour

0.0% -15.0%

Pouring
Emissions from the pouring operation are much more severe
than molding and are usually more difficult to capture.

The

hot metal, when poured into the mold, first ignites and then,
as oxygen in the mold is exhausted, vaporizes such materials in
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the sand as sea coal, cereal and synthetic binders, and core
binders.

Steam is formed in green sand molds from the moist

sand and in the full mold process, the complete pattern is
consumed.

Emissions are affected by the quantities of the

different source materials required to produce satisfactory
castings.
Most of the emissions are steam, vapor, and smoke with
a smaller percentage of particulate matter.

In the case of

the full mold process and many of the synthetic binders, the
emissions such as hydrogen chloride and methyl chloride are
toxic, and only the low concentrations per mold, coupled with
general foundry ventilating systems, prevent potentially serious physiological reactions in molders, pouring crews and
shakeout men.

The concentration of smoke, fume, and vapors

is related to the hot metal temperature, length of time between pouring and shakeout, and the quantities of binders,
moisture and parting compounds required to make a satisfactory mold.
The effect of molten metal during pouring is to vaporize
the volatile materials and the water contained in the molding
sand adjacent to the mold cavity"

Although this effect de-

creases rapidly as the distance from the cavity increases, the
gases formed are forced through the molding sand and vent holes
and are expelled into the surrounding atmosphere.
of these gases is illustrated in Exhibit IV-10.

The nature
The combus-

tible portions of the gases are relatively high, consisting of
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from about 4% for dried molds to as high as 76% for molds with
a high percent of cereal and bentonite.

The H in the combus2
tibles comes from decomposition of water vapor, while the CO
comes from combustion of organic materials.
The volume of gas formed is illustrated in Exhibits IV-11
and IV-12, for various mold materials.

Gas evolved ranges from

200 to as high as 700 cubic feet per cubic foot of sand at
1,800° F.

Only a small portion of the sand adjacent to the

sand-metal interface approaches this temperature and gas formation drops off rapidly as the distance from the interface increases.

Although relatively small amounts of particulates are

involved, the toxicity of the unburned combustibles makes collection a desirable factor.

The high temperatures associated

with pouring often result in burning of gas as it leaves the
molds.

This afterburning is desirable to completely convert

the combustibles to

co2

and water vapor and to eliminate explo-

sion and toxicity hazards, particularly if the mold contains
oil sand cores.
Examples of toxic emissions are carbon, styrene, low molecular weight polystyrene, ethylbenzene, methyl chloride,
chlorine, hydrogen chloride and decomposition of evaporative
products in addition to CO,

co2

and H2 o. 4

Shakeout
At the shakeout, the action of separating castings from
· the mold brings the hot casting into contact with moist and
cooler molding sand originally located away from the mold cavity.
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The result is the creation of additional smoke, steam and vapor
of the same type emitted during the pouring operation.

Concen-

tration of the emissions is momentarily high, over three grains
per cubic foot, but the casting is cooler than the molten metal
while pouring allowing the sand to be quickly separated from the
casting.

The emissions are often able to be contained and re-

moved through the use of ventilated hoods.
Cleaning and
Finishing
Cleaning and finishing operations produce emissions less
troublesome than other foundry processes.

Emissions are gener-

ally larger and easier to capture and separate from the airstream though concentrations can occasionally exceed three
grains per standard cubic footo

Particle sizes are as large as

five to seven microns and their concentrations are dependent
upon type and surface speed of the grindstone and the amount of
pressure exerted by the grinder.

Chipping operations produce

such large particles that control of the effluent is not required.

Abrasive shotblasting produces high concentrations of

metal particles, sand dust, and broken shot but modern blast
machines are provided with high efficiency fabric filters designed for the purpose.

The concentration of these emissions

is a function of the quantity of embedded sand on the castings,
fracture strength of the shot, and length of time in the blast
cabinet or room.

Sand blasting, now rarely used, produces high

concentrations of sand dust with concentrations related to air
pressure, blast sand characteristics and length of time required
for cleaning.
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Effluent from annealing and heat treating furnaces is
minimal except when the castings have previously been oil
quenched.

Concentration of the resulting smoke is a function

of temperature and amount of oil residue on the casting surfaces.
Painting is infrequently done by foundry departments.
Effluent from this operation consists primarily of vapors from
thinners and concentrations depend on the type and quantity of
the volatiles.
Sand Conditioning
New molding and core sand are ordered to a desired screen
test for specific use but always include some fines.

The escape

of fines into the atmosphere varies with the method of handling.
Closed systems such as pneumatic conveyors release only small
amounts and are provided with exhaust connections at the inlet
and th~ receiver.

Systems using belt conveyors and bucket

elevators release fines and dust at most transfer points between
conveying units.
Many smaller foundries unload and transfer sand to floor
level bins manually, or with front-end loaders.
load points are generally uncontrolled.

Load and un-

The handling of con-

ditioned molding or core sand presents fewer problems than new
sand because of the moisture content and binder additives.
Control equipment and hoods at transfer points are generally
not required.
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Shakeout or return sand produces more emissions because
it has been partially dried from contact with the hot metal.
Introduction of fresh spill sand from the molding floor and
excess prepared sand helps considerably in cooling, moistening
and decreasing dust and fines from being emitted at conveyor
transfer points.

It is considered good practice to enclose the

transfer points and provide exhaust connection at these locations and also at the vibrating or rotating screen and the
return sand storage bin.
Moderate concentration of fines, in the range of one to
three grains per standard cubic foot, dust and binder materials are emitted at the sand mixer.

Concentrations are substan-

tially increased if the muller is equipped for sand cooling.
This is accomplished by directing a blast of cooling air either
over or through the sand while it is being mixed.

The air

blast entrains small particles and must be exhausted to a control device to separate the particulate matter from the air
blast.
Co remaking
Emissions resulting from coremaking operations are generally in the form of fume and gas, the type and amount depending
on the nature of the core mix and the coremaking process.

The

core mix is typically comprised of silica sand, binder and moisture.

Sand emissions are light, under one grain per standard

cubic foot.

The binders used in coremaking include linseed oil,

core oil, wheat flour, sulphite, pitch, oilless binders, resins,
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silica flour, fireclay, wood flour, iron oxide, bentonite, and
silica sand.
Core binders that generate a considerable volume of gas on
pouring of the mold are undesirable.

A typical core mix for

malleable iron castings might be as follows:
Sand

92%-98%

Cereal

Moisture

.75%-1.25%

0%-5%

Oil

Binder

0%-1%

0%-.5%

Core mixes for gray iron castings vary greatly according
to the general size of the casting and the specific application
for the part.

The rate of gas volume generated in a core

during the curing process is largely a function of baking time.
Exhibit IV-13 illustrates the effect of baking time on the
volume of gas generated at various baking temperatures.

A

review of the curves quickly points out that the gas content
is reduced by baking at higher temperatures.
Resinous binders, nonnally used in shell molding processes,
cause various hazards.
tremely toxic.

The decomposition of the products is ex

Dennatitis is the principal effect caused by an

excess of free phenol, fonnaldehyde, hexamethylenetetramine, or
alcohol.

The extent of the hazard depends upon the specific

agent and the tolerance level for that agent.

Phenol, for ex

ample, can cause dennatitis and do organic damage to the body
at levels exceeding five parts per million.

Fonnaldehyde is a

nuisance at levels exceeding five parts per million.

Hexameth

ylenetetramine can cause skin irritations with direct contact.
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Other toxic and irritating materials include furfuryl alcohol, ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol, urea, carbon monoxide and
silica dust.

These can be released during shell operations.

Each has varying minimum levels of concentration before its toxicity or irritation are critical or a nuisance.

Ventilation be-

comes the important factor in minimizing these hazards.
The sand-to-oil ratio has a bearing on the volume of gas
generated in a core during pouring.

The effect of sand-to-oil

ratio on the amount of core gas given off during pouring is
illustrated in Exhibit IV-14.

The relative amounts of gas

produced by various core binders is given in the table.

Com-

position of gas has not been detennined.
Core Binder

Cubic Centimeter
Gas per Gram

Linseed

380 - 450

Petroleum

350 - 410

Urea Resins

300 - 600

Cereal

550 - 660

Inventory of
Foundry Emissions
An analysis of cupola and electric furnace emissions and
the factors affecting the rates of emissions shows that an average of 20.8 pounds of particulate emissions are produced per ton
of metal melted in an iron foundry cupola, and that an average
of 13"8 pounds of particulate emissions per ton of metal melted
results from direct electric arc furnace iron production.
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Exhibit IV-15 shows the total estimated particulate emis
sions generated by melting operations in foundries using cupolas
and direct electric arc furnaces in 1969.

The exhibit shows

total quantities for each of nine geographical regions and the
nationwide totals based on the molten iron production for the
year and the above emission rates.

Based on a survey of iron

foundries, considering the number and capacity of furnaces
equipped with control systems, the effectiveness of the control
systems, and the number of uncontrolled furnaces, it is estim
ated that 75% of the particulate emissions generated are pres
ently being released to the atmosphere.
Exhibit IV-15 also shows estimated quantities of carbon
monoxide generated and emitted.

The first estimate is based

on an average cupola operating with a 7/1 coke ratio, using
coke with a carbon content of 91%, and with 11.6% carbon mon
oxide in the top gas.

Under these conditions, 276 pounds of

carbon monoxide is generated per ton of metal melted.
The amount of carbon monoxide emitted to the atmosphere is
dependent on a number of factors including the temperature of
the top gas, the availability of infiltrated air to provide
oxygen for combustion, the completeness of combustion, and the
percent of the total time that burning of the carbon monoxide
occurs.

With sufficient oxygen from the infiltrated air and

with constant combustion, the carbon monoxide content should be
completely burned.

Several factors tend to work against this

ideal condition, including the flame being extinguished by each
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charge addition, lack of immediate reignition either without
an afterburner, or with an improperly directed flame from an
afterburner, varying carbon monoxide content precluding constant combustion, and variable air supply.

A conservative es-

timate of 50% combustion efficiency has been applied to the
quantities of total carbon monoxide generated to obtain the
estimated weight of this gas emitted into the atmosphere.
The results of the calculations for emissions from melting
operations can be summarized as follows for 1969 nationwide
production levels:
Total castings produced
Total molten iron produced
Total particulate emissions
generated
Total carbon monoxide
generated
Total particulate emissions
emitted
Total carbon monoxide emitted

16,614,000 Tons
24,367,000 Tons
243,000 Tons
2,924,000 Tons
182,000 Tons
1,462,000 Tons

The above data are derived only from cupola and electric
arc furnace operation.

Emissions from other melting equipment

including induction furnaces and reverberatory furnaces are
negligible, not only because of conditions inherent to these
types of furnaces but also because generally cleaner scrap
metal is used for furnace charges and a relatively small percentage of the total iron is melted in these furnaces.

Pre-

heating of less clean scrap for charging into induction furnaces
will add significantly to the emissions inventory only when the
process is substantially more widely used than it is now.

At

its present level of application, preheater emissions are also
negligible.
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Emissions from non-melting foundry processes, with a single
important exception, are often controlled as a standard practice,
have the most effect on the foundry environment, and are released
to the atmosphere in lesser quantities than the cupola and electric arc furnace emissions.

The concentration of these emissions

at their source can be substantial as in the case of the shakeout,
abrasive cleaning, and grinding, but the particles emitted are
often large with a relatively high settling rate.

The portion

of the particulate matter escaping the normal collection ductwork tends to settle out within the foundry building.
The non-melting emissions posing the greatest current problem are those resulting from coremaking.

A minor problem existed

in the past when practically all cores were made from oil sando
This type of core, however, is thermally cured in a core oven,
and the emissions are relatively easy to capture from the core
oven stack for afterburning.

The use of organic chemical bonding

agents, that are becoming more and more widely used, intensifies
the problem since these produce emissions extremely difficult to
capture due to their method of application.
Molds or cores made from air set sand are often set out on
the foundry floor or racks while the sand sets.
onment in this situation is often extremely poor.

The local envirNot only is

it difficult to capture the emissions over a large floor area,
but the dilution of the gaseous emissions by the air makes the
resulting mixture difficult and expensive to incinerate in any
type of afterburner.
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The situation in many foundries for thennally cured chemical
binders when making shell or hot box cores causes similar prob
lems for the local environment as well as afterburning.

The

resulting odors can be detected beyond the foundry property in
many cases.
Exhibit IV-16 shows estimated nationwide quantities of par
ticulate emissions from non-melting operations by geographical
regions.

The exhibit shows that an estimated 1,504,000 tons of

particulates were generated, and that 76,600 tons of the total
are emitted into the atmosphere.
CONTROL OF
FOUNDRY EMISSIONS
The current state of the art of foundry emissions control
does not fully satisfy the needs of the industry.

On a purely

technical basis, virtually all particulate and most gaseous
emissions can be controlled.

However, the cost of such control

for several basic foundry processes may be beyond the present
financial ability of the small and medium foundries, which com
prise approximately 90% of the industry.
The emissions more difficult to collect are by and large
those with large concentrations of very fine particles five mi
crons and smallero

Conversely, the emissions easier to collect

are those consisting entirely of large particles.
The problems arising from each type of foundry contaminant
and the techniques of pollution control vary with the nature of
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the specific situation.

Of all techniques available to control

foundry pollutants, emission collection equipment systems are
the most significant.

These systems, which include dry centrif

ugals, wet collectors, fabric filters and electrostatic precipi
tators, vary widely in design, capabilities, cost and application.
A tabulation of different emission collection equipment designs

and their particular application to foundry processes is shown
in Exhibit IV-17.
In addition to the many dust collection equipment systems
which are in use, a variety of types of hoods, ventilating and
exhaust systems and various other techniques are employed to
capture or exhaust foundry emissions.
Exhibit IV-18 presents a surrnnary of control equipment on
gray iron foundry melting furnaces and a review of the collec
tion efficiencies of the control equipment is given in Exhibit
IV-19.
Raw Material Handling,
Preparation and Charge
Makeup
Few fixed emission points exist in typical yards where con
trol can easily be applied; however, most of the emissions which
come from these areas are dusts of relatively large particle
sizes which settle readily.

In a few cases, ventilation systems

and dry centrifugal collectors have been installed in the charge
makeup area, when it is located inside an enclosed building.
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The one area which has been receiving attention in recent
years involves those foundries in which metallic charge materials
are either burned to remove nonmetallic coatings or accompanying
nonmetallic debris, or are preheated to remove moisture or oily
coatings.

Since these operations are almost always performed

in a fixed combustion unit of some type, emission control systems
are relatively easy to apply.

Medium energy wet collectors have

been used where oil fumes were present, and dry centrifugal
collectors were applied where dry dusts were to be collected.
Cupola Melting
It is estimated that approximately 360 iron foundry melt
ing systems in the United States are currently equipped with
some type of air pollution control equipment, ranging from wet
caps to fabric filters, wet scrubbers, and electrostatic pre
cipitators.

In fact, every known method, from simple spark

screens to complicated systems such as electrostatic precipita
tors, has been tried with varying degrees of success.

Although

selection of cleaning equipment varies with the purpose of the
installation, recent attention has centered on those techniques
which have been most successful in high efficiency control of
emissions, such as high energy wet scrubbers and fabric filter
baghouses.
The problem of selecting gas cleaning equipment for cupolas
depends essentially on the degree of efficiency required, need
to meet existing pollution codes, and the economic factors of
capital and operating costs.
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Wet caps, dry centrifugal collectors, wet collectors,
fabric filters and electrostatic precipitators are the different
collection systems which have been used for cupola emission
control.
wet Caps
Approximately 95 gray iron foundries had cupola wet caps
in 1967.

These collectors are placed directly on top of cupola

stacks and thus do not require any gas-conducting pipes and
pressure-increasing blowers.

2

Wet caps are relatively simple

designs and usually consist of one or more inverted cones
surrounded hy a collecting trough.

Energy requirements are

low and collection efficiency is best for particles 44 microns
in size and larger.

These systems are most practical in plants

having an existing supply of low cost water and the ability to
dispose of collected dust in sludge form. 5

Furthermore, some

type of wet cap system is often employed in conjunction with
high energy wet collector installations on cupolas.
The low efficiency of the wet cap has caused it to decline
in use in recent years.

Attempts are now being made to develop

·higher efficiency of wet caps with multiple spray sections.
Dry Centrifugal
Collectors
This is a low energy unit designed for larger sized particles
in light to moderate concentrations.

In a cupola installation,

ductwork and an exhaust fan to draw gases to the collector are
requiredc

These systems also necessitate capping the cupola and
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installing a cooling spray to reduce the temperature of exhaust
gases flowing to the collector.

Often, dry centrifugal units

are used as precleaners of hot blast cupola top gases prior to
feeding into a recuperator.

Furthermore, this type of collec~

tor is an integral part of most high efficiency emission collection systems.

In 196 7, approximately 15 gray iron foundries

!:;;;:,;-;

dry centrifugal installations which were not part of a largc:c
cupola emission collection system.

The low efficiency of the

dry collector has resulted in almost no new installation on
cupolas in recent years, unless they were part of a larger system,
Wet Collectors
Several different medium and high energy designs have been
applied on cupolas.

A wide range of capacities and collection

efficiencies is availableo

These systems are usually used where

moisture and/or high temperature are present in the emission.
A complete installation requires ductwork, an exhaust fan and

capping of the cupolao

As with wet caps, these systems are most

practical where low cost water and sludge disposal equipment are
availableo 5 , 6

Although only 30 gray iron foundries had cupola

wet collectors in 1967, recent trends indicate that installations of this type system are increasing more rapidly than any
other.
Fabric Filters
When cupola collection efficiencies of 99% or higher are
required, the fabric filter is the system type often selected.
Although various fabric materials are available, glass fabric
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is typically chosen because of its resistivity to high temperatures.

Complete installations may include numerous components

such as a baffle, raised cupola stack and lid, ductwork, exhaust
fan, spray coolers and other items in addition to the fabric
filter unit.

Another type of installation involves using heat

exchangers instead of spray coolers.

Fabric filter units can
be installed to handle more than one cupola if desired. 6 Approximately 39 gray iron foundries were equipped with fabric
filters on cupolas in 19670
Electrostatic
Precipitators
Rare applications of these systems have been made on cupolas.

Excessive costs, operating and maintenance problems have

limited their use.

Only one gray iron foundry was reported to

have a cupola electrostatic precipitator installation in 1967.
Additional installations have been made in the past few years.
Afterburners
In cupola installations, afterburners or gas igniters can
be employed for burning the combustible top gases, thereby reducing the opacity of particles and CO discharged from the stack,
and for eliminating potential explosion hazards from cupola
gases.

Afterburners are usually located just below or opposite
the charging door. 6
Preheaters
Burning of unburned products of combustion can also be ac-

complished at times with a type of blast air preheater which
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burns exhaust gases from the cupolao

Not only is thennal

efficiency of the cupola capable of improvement, but the
preheater acts as a settling chamber for collecting coarse
dust. 6
Electric Arc
Melting
A number of significant differences exist between the
electric arc and cupola air pollution problem.

First, the

electric arc melting process and emissions problem are less
complex.

Second, since the average particle size of elec-

tric arc emissions is considerably smaller than that of the
cupola, different collection objectives exist.

Finally,

more unifonn electric arc operating conditions and lower
emissions evolution tend to simplify the design of control
equipment for this process. 8
In 1967, approximately 24 gray iron foundries had some
type of air pollution control equipment for electric arc melting processes, but the number of installations has increased
substantially in the last few years.
Fabric Filters
Fabric filters are best suited for electric arc furnaces
and have been most frequently applied.

This is due to the

extremely fine particle size of dust and fume emitted from
electric arc furnaces.

Complete installation of a fabric fil-

ter unit to the furnace includes ductwork, an exhaust fan to
draw gases to the collector and a means of collecting the gases
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from the furnace. 6

Approximately 20 gray iron foundries had

fabric filter installations on electric arc melting in 1967.
Wet Scrubbers and
Electrostatic
Precipitators
These collection systems are rarely used on electric arc
furnaces.

Wet scrubber limitations include the existence of

too much fine dust and high energy requirements.

Electrostat-

ic precipitators can encounter exhaust volumes too low for
their design requirements.9

Four foundries were reported to

have wet scrubber installations in 1967 on electric arc melting processes.
Furnace Hoods
Electric arc furnaces are also equipped with various types
of hoods to capture pollutants. 10
Arrangement of electrodes
and gear above the furnace top as well as the method of charging and operating largely detennines the hood type applied.
Often, some type of hood is used in conjunction with a collection unit.
1.

Full Roof Hood - This type of hood is attached to

the top ring of the furnace.

It requires stiffening to prevent

sagging at high temperatures and protection of electrodes to
prevent short-circuiting.
2.

Side Draft Hood - This unit is located on the side

of the roof close to the electrodes to produce a lateral type of
control.

An overhead hood at the charging door is also often

used with the side hood.
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3.

Canopy Hood - A canopy hood, located above the

craneway, usually offers little interference with furnace operating procedure.

Effectiveness of these units is limited

due to equipment requirements needed to handle the large volumes of infiltrated air. 6
Fourth Hole
Ventilation
In this system, a water-cooled probe is directly connected
to the furnace roof.

The probe maintains a carefully controlled

draft in the furnace body.
Snorkel
This technique is similar to the fourth hole ventilation
method except that the extra hole serves as a natural pressure
relief opening for the furnace. 8
Electric Induction
Melting
No combustion and only limited metal oxidation occur in
this type of furnace and since relatively clean scrap is used
for charge material, no serious emissions problem exists for
induction melting of iron.
Induction melting produces light concentrations of emissions consisting of fume, smoke, and oil vapor.
are usually not provided or required.

Control devices

The smoke and oil vapor

usually derives from small amounts of cutting oil adhering to
the steel or iron scrap, and can be eliminated by preheating
prior to charging into the induction furnace.
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The burning of oil residue on the scrap produces objectionable effluents requiring the use of emission control equipment.
Afterburners and wet scrubbers on the preheater, either separately or in combination, are often used to reduce these emissions
to acceptable levels.
Reverberatory
Furnace
The emissions from this type of furnace come principally
from the combustion of oil or gas fuel, plus some slag and iron
oxide which is carried up the stack with the products of combustion.

The older installations are exhausted into the atmos-

phere through a stack or chimney.

Medium energy wet scrubbers

with a 3- to 20-inch pressure drop and fabric filter bag collectors have been applied in a few cases.
The rotary reverberatory furnace has been only recently
utilized in small installations in iron foundries.

A small

quantity of emission in the form of waste products of combustion and sleg particles is given off.

None of these installa-

tions has been equipped with a collector.
Inoculation
The original installations of inoculation stations either
exhausted directly into the foundry building, or were equipped
with a ventilation hood which then exhausted into the atmosphere.

In recent years, ductile iron inoculation stations have

been equipped with collecting hoods, or have been installed in
enclosed rooms, and the resultant gases have been drawn off by
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means of an exhaust fan, into a dust collection unit.

Medium

energy wet scrubbers and fabric filter baghouses have been used
for dust collection for ductile iron inoculation stations.
Mold Pouring,
Cooling and
Shakeout
Capture of emissions resulting from pouring and cooling of
molds has been common for several decades for those high volume
production foundry installations where finished molds are set
out on continuous car-type mold conveyors, providing fixed locations for pouring, cooling, and shakeout operations.

With

this type of equipment, side draft hoods are often provided for
the pouring area and side or bottom draft hoods at the shakeout,
with the mold cooling conveyor between these two points fully
hooded with sheet metal.

Ducting is commonly provided from each

area to a single control device, usually a wet scrubber or dry
centrifugal collector.
Collection systems have been, and still are, unconnnon for
those smaller production and jobbing foundries where completed
molds are set out on the foundry floor or on gravity roller
conveyors, and where the pouring and cooling utilize a substantial percentage of the molding flooro

The problem for this

type of operation is related more to the cost of capture of the
effluent with a minimum amount of infiltrated air, than to separation of the effluent.

With pouring and cooling in nonfixed

locations, and without hoods to capture the effluent, much of
the air in the foundry would require handling at a prohibitive
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cost, due to the volume processedo

Furthennore, large particles

quickly settle out on the floor and machinery since the airflow
is far below the minimum capture velocity.

A partial solution

to the problem in the pouring area has been provided in nonferrous foundries by a traveling vent attached to the pouring ladle
bail, and ducted by means of flexible tubing and specially designed connecting ducts to a suitable emission control unit.
This technique pennits capture of effluent resulting from mold
pouring with a minimum of infiltr2ted air.

Additional venting

is required during subsequent cooling, however, and this is not
practical when the ladle is moved on to pour the next mold, with
the result that significant emissions are still not collected.
There is no reason why similar equipment could not be developed
for iron foundries.
Large castings, such as automotive dies and machine beds,
can be cast by the full mold process.

Generally, no central

pouring station is provided and the smoke generated is released
directly into the foundry building, creating an industrial hygiene problem.
The current method for controlling the smoke is through
the use of ventilating fans.

A properly designed arrangement

of fans and m@keup air systems may produce a relatively clear
shop environment, but as the smoke is exhBusted from the foundry, an air pollution problem is created.

The problem is further

complicated by the fact that ventilating fans exhaust large volumes of low pressure air and are not designed to be connected to
a duct and collector arrangement.
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Sand Preparation
and Handling
Processes such as mechanical sand handling systems and
sand mixing or reconditioning equipment produce an emissions
problem.

Medium energy wet collectors are best suited for

effluent control.

Occasionally, fabric filters are employed

only when dry sand conditions exist.

Often, some type of

hood is used to capture emissions in sP--,d conveyor systems
especially at transfer points.

As with many other processes,

ductwork and an exhaust fan are required in a complete collection system. 9
Coremaking
The gases emitted from bake ovens and shell core machines
are a serious problem and difficult to control.

Usually these

gases are permitted to exhaust to the atmosphere through a
ventilation system.

Sometimes, catalytic combustion devices

are used on core ovens to burn gases to noncombustible analysis.
Other coremaking processes present a less serious air
pollution problem capable of control.

In core-blowing or

core-shooting, fabric filters are usually selected if control
equipment is desired.

In rare instances, medium energy wet

collectors are used.

For core grinding, cotton or wool fab-

ric filters and medium energy dry mechanical and wet scrubbers
are frequently selected. 9
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Cleaning and
Finishing
Dusts from gate and riser removal are generally controlled
with local exhaust systems connected to dry mechanical collectors, medium energy wet collectors, or possibly cotton or wool
fabric filters.
work station.

Sometimes exhaust hoods are provided above the
Other cleaning processes such as abrasive shot-

blasting and tumbling are commonly controlled with fabric filters or medium energy wet collectors.

Applications of dry

mechanical collectors are also made for abrasive cleaning processes.
Most of the trimming and finishing operations generate
pollutants and require control.

Chipping and grinding opera-

tions are nonnally provided with local exhaust hoods connected
to either high efficiency centrifugals or fabric filters.

Wet

collectors are used if central sluicing systems are employed
or where grinding exhaust is combined with other cleaning room
operations.
Surface painting requires ventilation to reduce the hazard
due to volatile materials being atomized in the air.

Exhaust

systems are generally used where dip painting is performed.
Open tank installations are also provided with local ventilation
hoods.9
Heat treating furnaces for malleableizing or for other
treatments of iron castings present the usual problem of emissions from combustion of liquid or gaseous fuels.

In most
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foundries, these are exhausted into the foundry building, or
through a stack to the atmosphere.

Medium energy wet scrubbers

are an effective means of cleaning these exhaust gases, but
have not been applied in many cases.
Mi see llaneous
Areas
Some of the non-manufacturing areas are sources of air
pollution in foundries.

These include the pattern shop and

crating or boxing for shipping, where woodworking operations
occur.

Dry centrifugal collectors are conunonly used to col-

lect the wood dust and chips from these operations.

Machine

shops and metal pattern shops usually present minor problems
of collecting the dust from machining or grinding of cast
iron.

Dry collectors are commonly used for this purpose.

COST OF EMISSION
CONTROL SYSTEMS

Generally, all foundry emissions are expensive to control,
and since the collected material has little or no value, its
collection adds no value to the foundry's product.

The instal-

lation and operating costs of control systems vary over a wide
range.
The cost of an emissions control system depends on the
following variables:
- Properties of emissions, including size distribution, density, chemical composition, corrosiveness, solubility,
combustibility, and concentration"
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- Difficulty of capturing the emissions in an
air, gas, or water stream of moderate temperature and volume.
- Difficulty of separating emission particles
from the captor medium.
Properties of the matter to be collected are generally
fixed by the process and raw materials, although modification of the equipment could possibly alter the properties.
Assuming them to be fixed for a given operation, the first
consideration is the cost of capture.

If the operation oc-

curs in an enclosed and fixed location such as a melting
furnace or oven, capture may be relatively simple and may
be accomplished at low cost although emission collection
and separation costs could be high.

If the location of the

operation is not fixed and occurs in the open, such as pouring of molds set out on the foundry floor, then capture is
difficult and more expensive.

In the latter case, with pour-

ing emissions dispersed throughout the plant, much of the air
in the building must be processed through the control system
to collect the emissions.

A system of this capacity would

be expensive to install and operate.
The third factor of system cost is the difficulty of
particle separation from the captor medium.

Large, dense

particles, such as metallic fragments from grinding operations, can usually be separated by the use of relatively low
cost dry centrifugal collectorso
oxide particles from

a

Submicron-sized metallic

melting furnace, however, require
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more costly collection equipment such as high energy wet scrubbers or fabric filters.
The basic and auxiliary equipment costs are the main components of the total capital cost.

These equipment costs varied

on the average from 42% to 66% of the total capital cost.

On

an individual foundry basis, the ratio of equipment to total
investment varies considerably.

The following information il-

lustrates the average ratios observed for cupola installations.
Equipment Costs as a Percentage o.f
Total Investment Cost
Eguiement Cost/Total Investment
Range
Average

Control System
Wet Caps

42%

36% - 67%

Mechanical Collectors

55

36

- 79

Low Energy Wet Scrubbers

65

48

- 80

High Energy Wet Scrubber

66

48

- 85

Fabric Filter

65

41

- 82

The wide variance in the range of equipment cost as a percent of total investment is caused by several factors.

The data

represent installations at many foundries which have many different requirements.

Some foundries had available space for the

control equipment while others required some plant modifications
to install the equipment.
cost.

The age of the foundry affects the

In some new foundries, the pollution control equipment

was designed as an integral part of the facility, while in old
foundries, additional costs must be incurred for adaptation of
facilities.
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Cupola Melting
The approximate installed cost of control equipment is
given in the following table:
Approximate Installed Cost, $/ACFM for Cupola
System

Cost

High Energy Scrubber

$6.50-$8.50

Low Energy Scrubber

1.75- 2.50

Fabric Filter

7.50- 9.00

Mechanical Collector

3.00- 5.00

The annual operating costs are given in the following
table:
Approximate Annual Cost $/Ton
A6ove Charge
Below Charge
Door Take-Off
Door Take-Off

System
High Energy Scrubber

$2.10-$9.00

$1. 00-$4. 00

.90- 5.00

.35- 3.50

2.00-10.00

1.00- 4.00

Low Energy Scrubber
Fabric Filter

The wide range in operating cost is due to variations in
cupola utilization.

Foundries operating at 4,000 hours per

year will approach the lower limit of the range and foundries
operating at 1,000 hours per year or less will approach, and
possibly exceed, the higher value.
Electric Arc
Melting
The approximate installed cost of control equipment is
given in the following tab"le.
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Approximate Installed Cost, $/ACFM for Electric Arc
Roof
Diameter

Local Hood
Intennittent Continuous
Openition
Service

Remote Cano2y Hood
Intennittent Continuous
Service
Operation-

6 feet

$2.10

$2.50

$1. 25

$1. 85

8 feet

1.90

2.50

1.25

1. 75

10 feet

1.85

2.35

1.25

1. 70

12 feet

1.85

2.30

1. 25

1.60

14 feet

1.80

2.25

1.25

1. 60

Annual operating costs of fabric filters are given in the
following table:
System

roximate Annual Costs
_L_o_c_a_ _ __
Canopy Hood

Fabric Filter

$2.90-$8.00

A

$1. 70-$4. 00

The range in annual costs, as in the case of the cupola,
is due to variations in electric arc utilization.

Furnaces

operated at 4,000 hours per year will approach the lower limit
and foundries operating at 1,000 hours per year will approach
the higher value.

V - RECOMMENDED PRACTICE FOR TESTING
PARTICULATE EMISSIONS FROM
IRON FOUNDRY CUPOLAS(l)
by A.F.S. & G.D.I.F.S.

INTRODUCTION
ihe iron foundry industry has had many air pollution studies con-

ducted on cupola err:issions at their various plants.

Of great concern to the

industry and to the individual firms that have conducted such testing are the many
varied and diverse test methods and test procedures used by the variety of ind~pendent
organizations conducting such tests.

The di verse methods and equi prr.ent used in

p~rforr.1ing such tests have made comparison and evaluation of resuits ir.ipractical
or a near ir,1possibility.

Many of the tests conducted have shm·m marked incon-

sistencies betv,een individual test runs by the same test group ar.d also in
co;;.paring the resu1 ts on the same sys ten by different testing organizations.
A number of the procedures used in cupola testing suffer frora
O:)vious inadequacies when they are carefully scrutinized.

Consequently, it has

bee~ deew.ed desirable and necessary that a recorrrr.ended test procedure and tes~ing
ITiethod be made available to assist the metalcasting industry in achieving the
r.iaxirilum in erdssion control 1•1ith the minimum of \·tasted and misdirected effort
and expense.

Since the industry is unique in the large, nonproductive investments

needed to gain compliance with air pollution control requirements, it is especially
significant that its emissions be evaluated by test methods and procedures able to
~roduce consistently reliable results detailing these emissions, but do not
unnecessarily and unfairly penalize the plant.
Part;cul ate emission tests of cupola stack gases are done under
varied conditions and in several different locations, depending on the test objective.

Both location and objective influence the test equipment employed although

the tvio usual purposes 1-Jill be:
1)

to determine nature and/or quantity of emissions released
in the raw cupola gases

Note:

The recommended procedure discussed in this section has,
of this date, not been endorsed by any bodies other than
A.F.S. and GoD.LF.S. and is presented for information only.
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2)

to determine n;iturc and/or quantity of emissions on the
cleaned gas side of a control unit.

Raw gas test 1oc ati ons :

a)

In cupola stack, above charging door.
difficult location for testing.

This is the most

Gas flmv is extremely

uneven and the flow rate is relatively low; gas temperature
is high - often 1200°-2200°F - and fluctuating; dust loading

is extreirely uneven because of channeling caused by indraft
of much cold outside air drawn into the cupola stack through
the charge door. This test location is necessary where a
cupola has no control systews or has a wet cap type collector.

b)

In inlet duct ahead of dust collector. This is an easier
location if a reasonably straight duct run is available.
Duct velocities and dust loadings are more uniform and car.fined
in a smaller cross section.

Normally gases will be cooled to

500°F or lower at the sampling point from evaporation of
cooling water. The added volume of water vapor must be measured
,and considered in gas density calculations and dust loadings
if reported in grains per standard cubic feet dry gas.
Inlet and outlet samples should be supplemented wherever
possible by using the catch as a check for the test data.
Catch can be more readily obtained from dry .collector
types especially for a complete melting cycle.
c)

Catch plus outlet loadings.

Where dry collectors are employed,

the entire test procedure is simplified by actual weighing of
collected material. The higher the efficiency of the collecting
device the more nearly the catch wi 11 represent the rav,
sample. Chances for error are diminished because of quantity
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of collected material available although it will
be difficult to obtain accurate catch quantities
except for a complete melting cycle - thus providing
an averaging of the peaks and valleys of emission
concentrations.
See com.ents for outlet loading under "Cleaned Gas Locations

11

•

Cleaned Gas Locations:
a) After dry collector.

Conventional dust sampling tech-

niques will be satisfactory for such locations.

Coarse

particles will be removed by a dust collector so the
importance of a large diameter sampling probe diminishes.
Hater vapor content of the gas should cause no condensation
problems with 350° to 550°F gas temperatures.

Collecting

device in sampler can be influenced by intended analysis gross weight, particle size distribution, chemical composition, particle count, etc.
b} After wet collector. Sampling problems are rrore complicated
than after dry collectors because gas stream is saturated or
nearly so. Close coupling of sampling components is essential
and heating of the sampled air often required.
Exception: Wet cap type of collectors have too short a
contact tiwe to bring gas stream close to saturated conditions. Sampling after the collector will be questionable
value unless gases are gathered in a discharge stack of
several diameter lengths.
In recognition of these differences in purpose and location for
testing emissions the following procedure is divided into three sections.
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Section I deals exclusively with sampling rai-1 particulate emissions
in the cupola stack.
Section II deals exclusively with sampling raw particulate err.issions
in the inlet duct connecting the cupola to the dust collector.
Section III deals exclusively v1ith sa:r.pling cupola gases after they
h~ve been cleaned.
RE1\SOtlS FOR SAMPLING A CUPOLA

Basically sampling is done for three reasons:
1)

to determine if a collecting device is of a high enou~h
efficiency so that its effluent does not exceed a predetermined level.

2)

to meet regulat9ry requirements that specify a minimum
')

efficiency of removal of particulate from the gas stream,
expressed as a percentage of uncontrolled emission.
3)

to obtain information regarding particulate emission
which will be used for designing gas cleaning devices.

Officials of local, regional or state regulatory bodies should
be consulted prior to testing except when the testing is being done for purely
informationt1l dt1ta for the cupo1 a m·mer or operator.
If source testing is being done to determine compliance with 1egal
requirements the appropriate control officials should be consulted.

If the

control body has experience and is equipped to perform cupola testing, they
may wish to perform their ov:n tests to determine compliance.
Generally control bodies will not accept the results of tests
performed by the ovmers, operators or vendors of collection devices unless
standard procedures 1-;ere followed and test data and reports show evidence
that experienced personnel conducted the tests.
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In most cases it wi 11 be necessary for the owner or operator of a
cupola to employ the services of an organization capable of performing these tests.
l✓ hen

this is done th·e control authorities should have given prior approval of the

testing organizations capabilities and acceptability of their test results.

In

any event, it is advisable to notify the proper authorities in advance so that
they may have on site observers present if they so desire.
The foundryr.:an should select a testing organization 1vith proven
capability, a good reputation and in whom he has complete confidence.

As test

data can have major economic consequences and as the foundryman usually cannot
check the quality of the testing procedures confidence in the organization is a prereq:..i site.
The next step is consultation with the appropriate control authorities.

The foun<lryman along vlith the testing organization must involve them-

selves in this because regulations are sometimes not easily understood, and frequently interpretation is modified by political and cowmunity attitudes.

Authori-

ties will be aware of changes in enforcement po1icies, or pending changes in
iegislation, and the foundryman cannot expect outside testing organizations to
be cognizant of these considerations.
The nuir.ber and type of tests to be taken must be agreed on in
advance by all parties concerned.

Frequently, meeting the specifications of the

pertinent code dictate the nurrber and kind of samples to be run.

At other tiffieS

the purchase agreement between vendor and foundryman specifies testing methods.
If discretion can be used the use of several short tests is recomw.ended over one
longer one.
evident.

~/hen several results can be corr.pared, any large differences are

If these differences are not as a result of operational changes or

adjustments they may indicate error in the test procedure or malfunction of the
·~est equiprient.

One test of long duration gives only one answer with no basis
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for comparison. Accuracy and precision of testing is controlled as much by the
care exercised and quality of the testing personnel as it is by the test procedure.
Errors in each manipulation such as weighing, measuring gas vo1ur::e,
and calculating results must not exceed 1 percent and should be kept under that
if possible.

In this way cumulative errors can be held to little more than 1

percent.

CUPOLA OPERATING AND TEST CONDITIONS
Due to the various possible modes of operation of cupolas and
cupola systems, it is recommended that cupola emissions be evaluated under conditions that characterize normal or average cupola operations at any particular
plant.
Particulate matter emitted via raw cupola stack gases consists
principally of iron oxides and silica from the charge metal and impurities adhering
to the charge metal plus combustible matter.

Secondary combustion in the upper

portion of a cupola stack will tend to reduce the combustible portion of the
particulate emissions to ash if temperature and retention tirre are sufficient.
Cupola stack gas will also contain some vapor from substances which
reaches the melting zone and is volatilized. These substances include silicon,
zinc and silica (sand). The degree of volatilization will depend on melting zone
temperature which is influenced by changes in the fuel (coke and/or gas) ratio,
preheating of the blast air or scrap and enrichment of the blast air with oxygen.
Consequently, it is of utmost importance that the factors affecting melt zone
temperature be nonnal before testing begins.

Equally as important, materials that

can cause fuming, such as galvanized iron, sand, and silicon, for example, be added
in normal amounts during the test period.

Changes from normal melt process can

result in emissions which are markedly better or worse than will be obtained
during everyday operation. Either result will be unsatisfactory.
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The particulate matter emanating from a cupola has a wide range
of particle size distribution \·1hich influences the correct choice of stack testing
method.

For many cupolas, peaks in particle sizes can be found on distribution

curves at three ranges.

These are in the 200 to 500 micron range, the 20 to 50

micron range and the 5 micron and below range.
Many factors influence the particulate emission rates of a cupola
system. These include the rate of cupola operation, the character, cleanliness
and method of introduction of the charge. material, the type, size and amount of
the coke used. the frequency, length of time and number of periods when tuyere
b1ast air is operative or inoperative during any period, the type of metal being
mGlted, the method and type of alloy introduction, and other diverse factors.
It is necessary, therefore, that each cupola and cupola system be
individually analyzed to determine conditions under which stack or source
emission tests are needed to define the full range and character of its emissions.
One of the factors having a roost profound effect in cupola emissions is the rate of cupola melting; as cupola blast air and coke input is
increased to accommodate higher melting rates, cupola emissions increase significantly.

It is important, therefore, that cupola source-emission tests be conducted

at melting rates approaching the normal expected rate of cupola operation if the
results are expected to characterize emissions for the system.

Often times it is

not practical to operate at maximum melting rates since melting rates must
ref1ect current production and pouring schedu1es.

It should be appreciated,

however, that cupola charging and melting rates have a profound influence on
cupola emissions.
If for any reason tests during either start-up or burn down periods

are made such tests should be kept and evaluated separately from each other as
v!e 11 as a 11 others •
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If various metals are produced at various times from the same
cupola (such as gray and cutile iron} it is desirable that the emissions be
evaluated for each type produced if there is a difference in melting conditions.
The melting conditions that would tend to require evaluation in terms of
differences in emissions would be reflected by variations in blast air rates,
coke rates and charge metal characteristics.
Prior to any field test period the test;'ng firm should be consulted for recommendations as to the nunber of days and nu~her of test runs to
be

conducted to define the full range of cupola emissions consistent with cupola

operating practices and other pertinent considerations.

It is important that the

pl a;1t 1 s full range of operati ans be evaluated consistent with the stated objectives of the emission test program.
03TAINING MEANINGFUL TEST DATA

For short run jobbing cupolas, it is recommended that a minimum of
three dustloading test determinations be conducted of cupola emissions as part
of any emission study. A volumetric detennination should be conducted for each
of the three test periods. To make the emission data be the

IOOSt

meaningful it is

n2cessary and desirable that detailed records be kept of cupola operating conditions concurrent with the emission studies.
The emission test program can usually be conducted in one to three
days of field sampling by an experienced testing organization. The following
minimum information is considered necessary in establishing and fixing cupola
operating conditions.

It is necessary that these cupola operating data be

secured concurrently with stack emission studies:
l}

Nature, weight and constituents of all cupola charges.

2}

Nurrb_er and time of a11 cupola charges made on the test
date(s).
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3) Cupola blast air record showing volume changes during
test.

Verify that records indicate volume introduced

but not quantities diverted as a means of throttling.
4)

Presence of, type, number, capacity and location of
afterburners.

5)

Existence of gas ignition in the stack.

Ample precedents exist for evaluating the emission performance of
only one cupola in a bank of two cupolas that are operated on alternate days.
This situation is particularly valid if both cupolas are of the same size,
aerate from the same tuyere blast air supply, are used in the production of
similar types of iron and are operated at the same approximate rates.
If there are n~rked variations or changes in the operation of a
2-bank cupola system, particularly with respect to the factors outlined above,
it is recor.imended that each cupola be evaluated individually for its emission

potential. The design of a single emission control system serving a dual bank
of cupolas r.iust be predicated on achieving conformance with regulations for the
rrDst severe conditions of cupola operation during the normal production part of

t:-,e melt cycle.

For the larger job-shop cupola-operators and for the production

foundry it is recommended that a minimum of two days field testing of cupola
emissions be conducted. This type of test program will permit the operation
and evaluation of both cupolas in a two unit bank.
The cupolas themselves should be operated at normal melting rates
dJring the test period. Test dates should be selected when foundry pouring
schedules will permit normal operation.
It is not necessary to obtain a gas analysis to determine gas
density from the cupola because the difference in weight between air and the
co~bustion gases is insignificant for exhaust volume calculation purposes.
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SAMPLING PROCEDURES Arrn EQUIPMENT

A major problem in sampling and analysis is that high accuracy
and precision must be obtained in a working foundry, where conditions are
not conducive to laboratory-type manipulations. To achieve effective installation
and operation of a sampling train in a foundry requires someone who is not
overly worried \'Jith minute detail. On the other hand, when the critical analytical measure0:nts and manipulations are made, the greatest attention to
c1eanlinesi, accuracy, and detail is required.
The sampling equipment required for this work must fit the same
pattern.
it

and

It must be simple, rugged, and yet capable of high accuracy.

In general,

~ust be highly portable. Reliable equipment is available from several vendo~s,
all qualified testing groups have their own.
a.

Filtering Medi a
A

good filtering medium is a prerequisite to accurate

sampling. Efficiency of collection must be at least 99
percent for all particulates encountered. An ideal filter
medium should

be

very 1i ght so that accurate weight di f-

ferences can be obtained from small samples. The filter
should also be strong and resistant to both heat and moisture.
No medium available has all these properties so a
compromise must

be

made.

Readily available media and some

of their characteristics are listed below.

Reliable

suppliers will give the characteristics of their products
on demand.
FILTER PAPER

Conventional filter paper, made from cellulose, comes
in hundreds of grades; roost of them are not suited to fine
particulate filtration, but some are specially designed for
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this service. They have good mechanical strength, good
resistance to moisture, and reasonable heat resistance.
Conventional paper must be dried and desiccated before
each weighing, and must weighed on a balance from which
moisture can be excluded.

Ideally the paper should be

allowed to reach equilibrium in a constant-humidity room,
and should be weighed there.

GLASS FIBER FILTER PAPER
Glass fiber filter paper will withstand higher temperature
than conventional paper, but it should be remerrbered that
a plastic binder is used in the manufacture of roost of this
paper and that the binder lowers temperature resistance.
Some paper is made without binder and this is much more resistant
to temperature. However, this material lacks mechanical strength,
and the unbonded variety is particularly weak.

Glass fiber filter

paper has the great advantage that it is not sensitive to humidity
and so can be used where a dessicator is not available.
THit✓.3LES

The Soxhlet thimble has been used widely in the past. The
thimbles are made of two materials, paper and ceramics. The
paper thimbles have the same strengths and weaknesses as ordina~J
paper, and the same precautions apply. The ceramic ones cow~
in a variety of porosities.

If the pores are sma11 enough for

this work, rates of filtration will be extremely small.

In

addition, ceramic thimbles are very heavy so that large samples
must be weighed to obtain accuracy. Thimbles of any type are
not recommended for this work.
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A variety of cloth materials are used for filtering
particulates.

Usually efficient filtration results

only after a coating of particulate has been built upon
the cloth. This buildup occurs most rapidly when the
sampled gases contain large arrounts of particulate,
hence sampling error is minimized.
When particulate loading is low, such as when sampling
cleaned gas, significant error can be introduced unless

the fabric is 99 percent efficient on the first material
that deposits.
b. ~Jeighing
The first steps in sampling is weighing the filter paper,
or other ired1um.

Each paper should be marked with a nunt>er

before weighing. The conman practice of writing the weight
on the paper after it has been obtained creates an error
equal to the weight of the ink used.

Much larger errors can

result from the handling required to write on the paper.
Lastly, and oost importantly, the practice is poor technique,
and, if allowed, will encourage other slovenly practices.
The atrrosphere in an ordinary analytical balance can be dried
to sor.e extent if a small beaker of concentrated sulfuric
acid or container of silica gel is placed inside and the
doors are kept closed.
If filter papers are weighed on one balance initially,
and on a second when loaded, the second balance should be
checked for consistency with the first. This can best be
done

by

checking the weight of pre-weighed paper, and
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applying a correction if required. Accuracy on the total
weight is not vital, but the difference between initial
and final weights, \-Jhich represents the weight of the sample,
is critical.
c.

Flow Measuring
Volume flow rate measuring devices must be preceded by

system components to minimize the surging or pulsating effects
normal in cupola operation and sampling. The use of flow
rate measuring devices in testing effluents from a dynamic
system, such as a cupola, requires that frequent readings
be taken (2 or 3 minutes reading cycle should be the raaximum
time period between readings) and that all readings must
be conducted on a stopwatch timed basis.
It is recowmended that sampling volume flow rate measurements be taken using two different flow measuring mechanisms
in any high volume sampling train. The average of the two
sampling volun~ rate measurements and computed sampling volumes
should then be used in the subsequent dustloading calculations.
d. Flushing the Sampling Train
At the end of each dustloading test run it is imperative
that the sampling train (nozzle, connecting tube or hose and
sampler) be thoroughly cleaned and flushed.

Distilled water

should be used and introduced into the nozzle at high velocities to aid in scrubbing the sampling train.
The particulates flushed from the sampling train should be
handled, weighed and separately detennined.

Significant

quantities of particulates are deposited in any sampling train,
so it is important that this w~terial be included with the
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sampled catch when computing the dustloading test results.
e.

Velocity-Volumetric Tests
An S-type pitot tube is preferred to a regular pitot tube

because it is not as prone to plugging. Stainless stee1, Iconel
or other high temperature resistant material should be used
.in the pitot tube construction. A ruggedly constructed inclined
draft gage is recommended for use in the velocity and dustloading
tests. The pitot tube should be checked and calibrated according
to the manufacturers recomrr~ndations at regular intervals to
establish the proper correction factor to be used in the volumetric calculations.
f.

Sampling Trains and Sampling Equipment
Few emission sources offer the trying field test conditions

attendant to sampling as do cupola systems. The need also
cannot be emphasized enough for rugged field sampling equipw~nt
for this testing. A schematic diagram of sampling apparatus
for the static balanced tube method of sampling, incorporating
reco11111endations for cupola effluent source emission sampling
is presented in Fig. 1.
A possible commercial source for various components of the
sampling train is indicated in Table 2. This is not to be
construed as an endorsement of any particular manufacturer
but is illustrative only of the rugged type of test equipment
recommended for cupola source sampling.
v:hen assemb1ing sampling equipment, joint sealing materials
should not be exposed to the sampled gas stream where adherence
of the particulate could occur.

Long-radius bends should be used
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instead of elbows to facilitate cleaning. The probe should
be just long enough for the task at hand. The rest of the train
shou1 d be asserrb led and tested for 1eaks.

If the meter ; s a dry

gas meter, it is to be calibrated before each use.

If an orifice

meter, or flow-meter type, is used it must also be calibrated

each time, and it must~ in addition, have enough sensitivity
so that readings can be read to less than 1 percent.

if volume is obtained

by

Finally,

multiplying an instantaneous reading

by the time of operation, fluctuations must be kept to 1 percent.
The vacuum pump or compound air ejector must be the 1ast
element of the sampling train unless it can be proved that there
is no leakage through the packing, etc., under the worst conditions that can be visualized.
g. Analysis of Captured Particulate
It is recommended that the procedure for weighing and
determining size distribution of the captured particulate
be used as stated in the ASME PTC 27-1957 Section 4 Paragraphs
75-79 (see Appendix).
Fine particulate matter should be sized and analyzed
within 24 hours after the sample is taken to minimize agglomeration and a possible change in character.

It is most

desirable if the sample is dried immediately after the test
has been run to prevent degradation.
The minus 44 micron fraction of the collected particulate
must be carefully handled and analyzed because of the strong
tendency to agglomerate.
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SECTION I - SJI.MPLHIG RAW PARTICULATE EMISSIONS IN THE CUPOLA STACK

Recommended Test Method and Procedures
A thorough and complete review of the available test methods and
procedures used in the conduct of source emission studies has resu1ted in the
recomr:-:endation of the follO\•Jing basic requirements as essential to an acceptab1e
evaluation of the test methods:
1)

In order to obtain a tru1y representative sample of coarse
particulates from the gas stream a large volume sa:i:pling
train should be used.

The sampling nozzle should be

constructed of stainless steel having a minimum inside
diameter of 3/4 inches, since raw cupola emissions cover
a broad range of particle sizes, with individual particles
not uncor..r:ionly ranging up to 3/8 inch diameter or larger.
2)

Particulate matter is defined consistent with the definition
accepted by the dust collection industry and as adopted
in the Anerican Society of ~1echanical Engineers Performance
Test Code 21-1941, Dust Separating Apparatus and Performance
Test Code 27-1957, Determining the Dust Concentration in
a Gas Stream.

See item 1 in the Appendix.

In essence, this

defines particulate matter as all filterable solids present
at standard temperature in an effluent gas strea~.
3)

It is necessary that a truly

11

isokinetic 11 sample of gases

and solids be secured by the sampling system.

This requirement

is a practical consideration dictated by the \·1ide range of
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particle sizes involved and, therefore, the special
need for securing a truly isokinetic sample of the
eff1 uent so1ids.
4)

vJhen sampling in the cupola stack, water-cooled
corrosion-resistant, sampling probes and sar.ip1ing nozzles
are required. ihis is a practical requirement since
cupola temperatures in excess of 1200°F are com~on, and
samp1e contamination by corrosion products forrr~d in the
nozzles and probes of the samp1ing system must be preventad.
Hater-cooling also serves to preserve the sampling probes
from deterioration and distortion.

5) The American Society of Mechanical Engineers Performance
Test Code 27-1957, Determining Dust Concentration in a
Gas Stream, with modifications as outlined below offers the
best and most practical test method and test procedures
for the conduct of source emission studies from cupo1as.
The following are additional important considerations in
the sampling of cupolas and cupola syster.is when uti1izing as
a broad base the test procedures and techniques e~bodied in
ASME PTC 27-1957, Determining Dust Concentration in a Gas
Stream. See item 2 in the Appendix. The criteria supple~~nt
the methods and procedures contained in ASME PTC 27, when
applied to cupola source emission testing:
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a.

Test Location and Test Openings
A test location in a cupola stack must at best be a

compromise. The location should be as far above the top
of the charge door opening as practical but be at least
one equivalent cupola inside daimeter below the top of the
cupola stack. This location will require that protective
shelter be provided since test personnel and equipment may
be subjected to possible fallout of particles.
Test ports should consist of t1110 six inch pipe nipples
(schedule 40} installed radially in the cupola shell and
cupola lining at 90 degrees to each other. Both 90 degree
test ports must be accessible from the sheltered test platform.

Six-in test ports are usually required to accomrr~date

high volume sampling nozzles. An acceptable test platform
can usually be constructed using temporary steel scaffo1ding.
Corrugated iretal sheeting can be used for the roof of the test
platform. The six-inch pipe nipple test ports should protrude
out a few inches from the cupola she11 and should be flush with
the inside of the cupola lining. The test port nipples shou1d
be fillet-welded to the cupola shell. The threads of the pipe
nipples should be graphited and six-inch pipe caps installed
hand tight so that they can be readily removed during the test
period.
b. -Method of Subdi vi ding Cupo1a Stack
The cupola stack cross-sectional area should be measured
at the test elevation.

Due to refractory erosion and/or the
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buildup of siagged deposits which affect the cupola cross
section, it is important that the cupo1a cross section and
cross sectional area be determined at the test elevation.
The AS;1f PTC 27 test code prescribed procedure (see item 2
in Appendix) should be followed in determining the location
of the test points to be used in both the volurietric or
pitot tube traverses and during the test runs.
A minimum of 12 points should be used as sampling
locations in traversing a cupola stack in the dustloading
test runs.

Additional sampling points should be used when

the maximum to minimum velocity variation in the velocity
profile approaches, or exceeds, a 2 to 1 figure.
It is important that dust sampling be conducted at each
test point and that the dustloading test-data sheet reflects
the sampling conditions at each test point in traverse of the
cupola from each test port. The practice of using a much
sma11er number of test points during the dust1oading test
runs, as compared to a large number of points used in the
velocity checks, is almost certain to bias the test results
and cause the results to be of a questionab1e nature with
respect to securing a representative cupola samp1e.
c.

Number and Duration of Test Runs
Test runs shall consist of a minimum of 60 minutes

actual dust sampling. Based upon a minimum of 12 points of
dust safil)l ing of the cupola cross section from the

b10

90
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degree test ports, an acceptable minimum sampling schedule
would consist of sampling for 5 minutes at each of the
12 points. The fie1d test data sheets and the test report

must clearly reflect the location and the time of sampling
at each of the sampling points used.

A minimum of three

sets of flow, temperature and pressure readings should be
taken at each sampling point. The field data shall be logged
and should reflect the dynamic conditions of cupola flows and
sampling rates at each test point.
Readings of sampling flow rates, temperatures, pressures,
gas analyses and other pertinent test data which are part
of each dustloading test run should be taken on a 2 (maximum
3) minute cycle at each sampling point during each dustloading
test run. The total sampling program should be conducted under
stopwatch timing precision.
Three dustloading test runs and 3 velocity-volumetric test
runs should be conducted in a single day of field sampling,
as previous1y mentioned.
d. Sampling Probes
Sampling probes used in the dustloading test runs of raw
gas should be of water-cooled, stainless steel construction. The sampling probes should be a minimum of 3/4 inch inside
diameter, and preferab1y of larger inside diarreter for tests
conducted on raw gas emissions. Conventional smaller diameter
test probes are suitable for use on the downstream side of
dust collectors, but should not be used in raw gas sampling.
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Either a standard or null type probe may be used for
sampling raw cupola gases.

~ihichever probe is employed, a

truly isokinetic sample must be taken at a11 test points
during all test runs.
A nu11 sampling probe of either the balanced static
pressure type or balanced impact pressure type can be used.
Null type probes are prone to introduce minirr:um error as
their diameters increase and as the velocity of the flow
system increases.
A null sampling probe must be calibrated and of such
a size as to give the minimum sampling error (deviation from
isokinetic) for the expected sampling velocity range.
Either type probe presents certain shortcomings which
must be compensated for under the adverse, dynamic and widely
varying flow conditions attendant to normal cupola operation.
Cupola velocities can be expected to range from 600 to
2400 ft/min. depending upon the size of the cupola and the
rate of cupola operation. Nonnal operating velocity ranges
can be expected to be 1000 to 1800 ft/min.
Fixed rate sampling trains, based upon an occasional
velocity determination made at some fixed time, are unacceptable for cupola source sampling since such methods completely
ignore the dynamic nature of the cupola melting process.
e.

Filter Media
Due to the need for a large diameter sample probe and the

necessity of isokinetically sampling the gas stream, a high
volume sampling train is mandatory. The filtering media used
for reJTX)ving particulate from the gas stream must be of
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sufficient size to maintain the sampling rates necessary
without imposing undue pressure drop restrictions on the
sampling train.
The advantages and disadvantages of sorre of the various
filtering media that can be used in removing the particulates
from the sampied gas stream are stated in ASME PTC 27
Section 4 Paragraph 59 (See Appendix).

FOOTNOTE:

Cloth is often used as the filtering media because of its high
collection efficiency, good flow permeability, ability to be
shaped or adapted to any sampler configuration, and freedom
from plugging or excessive pressure buildup under minimum
condensation conditions.
In the event that a cotton sateen fabric is selected it
must be thoroughly \•1ashed and rinsed prior to use to be free
of starch and sizing materials. This filter medium has as
its most serious limitation a humidity or moisture pickup
tendency. This problem can be adequately dealt with by
proper and skilled weighing and handling techniques using
an enclosed single pan desiccated analytical balance.

Sampler units housing the filter medium should be made
or lined with corrosion resistant material and must permit
ready and free insertion and removal of the filter medium.
Sampler units must consist of airtight enclosures to ensure
that all sampled gases pass through the filter wedium, be
capable of easy field cleaning and of conserving the sampled
dusts with a minimum of sa~ple loss in filter handling.
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To facilitate transfer of collected material and prevent
the possibility of incandescent particles from contacting
the final filter medium it may be desirable to incorporate a
small stainless steel cyclonic collector ahead of the ulti~4te
fi 1ter me di um.

Such eye1ones tend to remove the 1a rger

particulates and prolong the sampling period before the pressure
buildup on the filter n~dium restricts isokinetic sampling,
due to reduced sampling flow rate capability.
Such cyclones offer the additional advantage of providing
a convenient method of measuring the gas sampling

flov1

rate.

This can be acco~plished by calibrating the pressure drop across
the cyclone collector unit entailing the measurement of the
pressure differential across the cyclone, the temperature and
the static pressure at that location.

FOOTNOTE:

Scrubber (impinger) or condensing systems are considered unsatisfactory for particulate filtration in cupola sampling trains. Such
systems promote and cause the formation of reaction products which
were not present in the cupola gas stream. Since most available
ir.1pinger or wet collecting apparatus, are associated with low
volume sampling rates (not to exceed 1.0 cfm), it can be seen
that they do not lend themselves well to high volurre rate
sampling without the use of multiple, parallel units.
Hhile it may be of interest in sorr.e instances to determine if
condensible material is present in cupola effluents such determinations are beyond the scope of this recommended practice for
particulate.
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Hhen a gas ana1ysis is desired it is recomri.ended that a continuous carbon dioxide and/or a continuous oxygen analyzer be
used to w~asure these gas constituents. Periodic checks can
also be made using an Orsat gas analyzer to verify the perforn-:ance
of the continuous gas analyzer or to check on the total gas
composition (CO 2 , o2 , CO, N2). The continuous gas analyzer
should be read on a two or three minute cycle throughout each
test run and the time noted.

Results of each Orsat gas analysis

conducted should be clearly indicated on the field data sheets
and in the test report.
Sulfur oxide emissions from cupola systems are of such a lm·:
order that it is usually unnecessary to measure them in lisht
of present day standards.

f. Sampling Volume Flow Rate
The need for a high volume sampling system to secure representative samples from cupola raw gas effluents often mitiga.tes
against the use of an integrating gas meter for measuring the
sample gas volume although such are available to handle the
flow ranges covered

by

3/4 to 2 inch inside diameter dust

sampling nozzles. However, portability requiremants for
such meters leave much to be desired and adverse field
conditions in cupola sampling often preclude the use of
such meters.
Sampling volume

flo\'1

rate measurements can be made

by

flowrator systems, calibrated pressure drop mechanisms such
as orifices, venturis or other similar flow measuring devices.
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SECi ION I I - Rl\H GAS TEST LOCATI OM HI DUCT AHEAD OF COLLECTOR

Tests are often conducted to determine performance of collectors
insta11ed for cupola gas cleaning.

Often a sample location in the connecting duct

will have advantages over that of a cupola stack location because 1.

Gases ~,ill be cooled, usually by evaporation of v,atGr,
to temper.atures be1m·t 500° F.

2.

Location roorc accessible.

3.

Dustloadings and gas velocity r.Dre uniform thru cross
section of sampling area.
(Duct velocities usually in teh 3000 - 5000 fpfu ran;e.)
In such locations:
a.

Nurrbcr of sample points can correspond to ASl".E

PTC
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and need not be the minimum of 12 recorm1endcd for the
cupola stack.
b.

Gas volu~e will include substantial proportion of
water vapor and influence gas density.

c. Sor.ie dust, especially of the coarser fractions, can
bypass the sample area if there is substantial runoff of cooling water or for dust fallout in cooling
toviers, external corrbustion char.ters, etc.
Whenever possible, catch fron collector should be obtained and checked
against calculated collected quantity from inlet and outlet samples.

It is often

difficult to get a sample covering only the test period, but often feasible to
obtain quantity collected during a complete melting cycle.

In the latter case,

daily average data can be compared to short test runs of the sampling equiprne:1t.
Comparison of coarse fraction in the catch with the quantities reported by sa:i:pling v1i11 also give an indication of effectiveness of the sa:n?ling
technique of such fractions.

When indicated, catch from the collector needs to be
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augmented by inclusion of fallout in preceding system elements as not~d ... 1.:c.;,, c.
SECTI00I I II - SAMPLING CLEANED CUPOLA GASES

General
Sampling behind a gas cleaner alleviates some of the pr0::,icn,::;
experienced when sampling ra1-1 cupola gases.

Extremely large particles

a-;-2 ;·,0

ionger present permitting the use of conventional 1/4" or 3/8" diar..c:ter sc:.::.;:,:~;-js
probes and lower sar:1pling volumes.

The violent velocity fluctuations expC:::Aic:1ecd

in a cupola stack have been moderated; and the high temperatures of ra\'1 cu;:,c1a
gases have been reduced.

On the other hand, a different proble~ is accentu~~~d.

Gc1s cleaning equipment is expensive, and is usually sold to n:Cet a sp~cificd
emission standard.

Since performance curves for emissions becor;;e asy~ptotic,

small changes in performance can cause large expenditures in equiprr.ent alter.ation,

therefore accuracy of testing becomes more critical.
Because the gas sampled is hot and humid, the probe:or filter
ho1der must be heated to stop condensation on the \'Jalls of the apparc1tus fro;,1
occuring.

Such condensate will interfere with the filtration of particulate.
Cupo1a off-gases are almost always cooled by direct contact vJith

water, so it can be a-sumed that they are humid after they have passed through a
cleaning device, whether a wet scrubber or not.

Consequently, a condenser ~ust

be inserted in the filtering train. This serves two purposes.

First, it

removes excess water i-Jbi ch may condense and damage the gas rr:eter.

Secondly,

and of vital importance, a condenser gives assurance that the gas passing
through the train is saturated at an identifiable point.

This provides the

basis for exact calculation of the volun: of dry gas metered, converted
to standard conditions.
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An acc.eptc1ble procedure for testing is

11

Determining :)ust

Concentration in a Gas Stream", PTC 27-1957, pub 1i shed by the Ame,i can
Society of Mechanical Engineers.
~Jhile isokinetic sampling is not as critical for cleaned gases
because of the sr.ia11 particle sizes involved, its use is recolilfiiended, fo:1C'::~:-.0
the sama procedure of test locations, sample time, pitot traverse and dat::.

log recor,mended in Section I and II.

FIGURE 1
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TABLE 2 - REPRESENTATIVE SOURCES OF
COMMERCIALLY MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
. Component

Source

1.

Stainless steel, water-cooled
static balanced, tube sampling
nozzle-3/4 in. minimum ID.

Individually designed and constructed
to meet nozzle diameter and probe
length needs. Fitted with 6 in. pipe
cap and pipe sleeve. Nozzles are to
be calibrated to effect isokinetic
sampling with minimum sampling error
at the optimum velocity range for each
different probe diameter. An acceptable
nozzlehead design is schematically illustrated in ASME PTC· 27 (Fig. 2).

2.

Inclined draft gage and ho Ider,
pitot tube.

Industrial Engineering Instrument
Co., Allentown, Pennsylvania

3.

Stainless steel cyclone

UOP Air Corrections Division
Darien, Connecticut

4.

Sampler

Fabricate to meet filter media confinement and handling requirements.

5.

Manometer

The Meriam Instrument Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio

6.

Thennometer

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.,
Newark, New Jersey

7.

Industrial exhauster

Clements Manufacturing Co.,
Chicago, Illinois
·

8.

Continuous gas analyzer

Thennco Instrument Corp.,
LaPorte, Indiana

9.

Orsat gas analyzer

Hayes Corp. ,
Michigan City, Indiana

Pyrometer and thennocoup le

Alnor Instrument Co.,
Division Ill. Testing Laboratories, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

10.

VI - GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ACFM -

Actual cubic feet per minute; refers to the
volume of gas at the prevailing temperature
and pressure.

Acid Lining -

A refractory furnace lining essentially of
silica.

Additive -

A substance added to another in relatively
small amounts to impart or improve desirable
qualities, or suppress undesirable qualities.
As additives to molding sand, for example,
cereal, sea coal, etc.

Aerosol -

Small particles, liquid or solid, suspended in
the air. The diameters vary from 100 microns
down to 0.01 microns or less; for example,
dust, fog, smoke.

Afterburner -

A device for burning combustible materials that
were not oxidized in an initial burning process.

Agglomeration - Gathering together of small particles into
larger particles.
Air Cleaner -

A device designed for the purpose of removing
atmospheric airborne impurities such as dusts,
gases, vapors, fumes and smokes.

Air Filter -

Any method used to remove gases and particulates
from the environment and stack emission; it may
be of cloth, fibers, liquid spray, electrostatic,
etc.

Air Furnace -

A reverberatory-type furnace in which metal is
melted by heat from fuel burning at one end of
the hearth, passing over the bath toward the
stack at the other end.

Air
Pollution -

The presence in the outdoor atmosphere of one
or more air contaminants or combinations thereof
in such quantities and of such duration that
they are or may tend to be injurious to human)
plant or animal life, or property, or that
interfere with the comfortable enjoyment of
life or property or the conduct of business.

Anneal -

A heat treatment which usually involves a slow
cooling for the purpose of altering mechanical
or physical properties of the metal, particulnrly
to reduce hardness.

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPANY. I Ne.
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Baghouse -

A large chamber for holding bags used in the

filtration of gases from a furnace to recover
metal oxides and other solids suspended in the
gases. It's a form of dust collector and the
bags may be constructed of natural, synthetic,
or glass fibers.
Baked Core -

A core which has been heated through sufficient

time and temperature to produce the desired
physical properties attainable from its
oxidizing or thermal setting binders.
Balanced
Blast -

Arrangement of tuyeres in a cupola which provides for distributing or balancing the blast
as required between upper and lower levels of
the melting zone.

Basic Lining -

In a melting furnace, the inner lining and
bottom composed of materials that have a basic
reaction in the melting process, usually either
crushed burned dolomite, magnesite, magnesite
bricks or basic slag.

Bed -

Initial charge of fuel in a cupola upon which
the melting is started.

Blast -

Air driven into the cupola furnac~ for combustion
of fuel.

Blast Volume -

The volume of air introduced into the cupola for
the burning of fuel. This volume governs the
melting rate of the cupola and approximately
30,000 cubic feet of air is required per ton of
metal melted.

Briquette -

Compact cylindrical or other shaped block formed
of finely divided materials by incorporation
of a binder, by pressure, or both. Materials
may be ferroalloys, metal borings or chips,
silicon carbide, coke breeze, etc.

Burden -

A collective term of the component

parts of the metal charge for a cupola
melt.

Burned Sand -

Sand in which the binder or bond has
been removed or impaired by contact with
molten metal.

Canopy Hood -

A metal hood over a furnace for collecting

gases being exhausted into the atmosphere
surrounding the furnace.

A. T. KEARNEY & CO~PANY. INc.
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Cantilever
Hood -

A counterbalanced hood over a furnace that can
be folded out of the way for charging and
pouring the furnace.

Cast Iron -

Essentially an alloy of iron, carbon and silicon
in which the carbon is present in excess of the
amount which can be retained in solid solution
in austenite at the eutectic temperature.

Catalytic
Combustion -

A device for burning combustible gases, vapors,
aerosols and odorous substances, reducing them
to water vapor and carbon dioxide.

Centrifuging -

A method of casting, employing a core and
depending on centrifugal force to make the metal
more dense and strong in the outer portion of
the casting. The mold cavities are usually
spaced symmetrically about a central sprue, and
the whole ~ssembly is rotated about that axis
during pouring and solidification.

Cereal
Binder -

A binder used in core mixtures and molding
sands, derived principally from corn flour.

Charge -

The total ore, ingot, metal, pig iron, scrap,
limestone, etc. introduced into a melting furnace for the production of a single heat.

Charging
Door -

An opening in the cupola or furnace through
which the charges are introduced.

Coke -

A porous gray infusible product resulting from
the dry distillation of bituminous coal, which
is used as a fuel in cupola melting.

Coke Breeze -

These are fines from coke screenings.

Convection -

The motion resulting in a fluid from the differences in density and the action of gravity due
to temperature differences in one part of the
fluid and another. The motion of the fluid
results in a transfer of heat from one part to
the other.

Cope -

The upper or topmost section of a flask, mold,
or pattern.

Core -

A separate part of the mold which forms cavities
and openings in castings which are not possible
with a pattern alone. Cores are usually made
of a different sand from that used in the mold
and are generally baked or set by a combination
of resins.
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Core Binder -

Any material used to hold the grains of core
sand together.

Core Blower -

A machine for making cores by blowing sand into
the core box by means of compressed air.

Core Oven -

Specially heated chambers for the drying of
cores at low temperatures.

Core Sand -

Sand for making cores to which a binding material
has been added to obtain good cohesion and
porosity after drying.

Crucible -

A vessel or pot made of a refractory such as
graphite or silicon carbide with a high melting point and used for melting metals.

Cupola -

A cylindrical straight shaft furnace usually
lined with refractories, for melting metal in
direct contact with coke by forcing air under
pressure through openings near its base.

Cupola, Hot
Blast -

A cupola supplied with a preheated air blast.

Cupola Stack -

The overall top column of the cupola from the
charging floor to the spark arrestor.

Cyclone (centrifugal
collector)

A device with a control descending vortex
created to spiral objectionable gases and dusts
to the bottom of a collector cone for the purpose
of collecting particulate matter from process
gases.

Cyclonic
Scrubber -

Radial liquid (usually water) sprays introduced
into cyclones to facilitate collection of
particulates.

Density -

Ratio of the weight of gas to the volume, normally expressed as pounds per cubic foot.

Desulfurizing - The removal of sulfur from molten metal by the
addition of suitable compounds.
Direct Arc
Furnace -

An electric arc furnace in which the metal being
melted is one of the poles.

Drag -

The lower or bottom section of the mold, flask
or pattern.

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPANY. TNc.
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Ductile Iron -

Iron of a normally gray cast type that has been
suitably treated with a nodularizing agent so
that all or the major portion of its graphitic
carbon has a nodular or spherulitic fonn as
cast.

Duplexing -

A method of producing molten metal of desired
analysis. The metal being melted in one furnace
and refined in a second.

Dust -

Small solid particles created by the breaking
up of larger particles by processes such as
crushing, grinding, drilling, explosion, etc.

Dust
Collector -

An air cleaning device to remove heavy particulate loadings from exhaust systems before discharge to outdoors.

Dust Loading -

The concentration of dust in the gas entering
or leaving the collector, usually expressed
as pounds of particulate per 1,000 pounds of
dry gas or grains per standard cubic foot.

Efficiency -

With regard to dust collectors, it is the ratio
of the weight of dust trapped in the collector to
the weight of dust entering the collector. This
is expressed as a percent.

Effluent -

The discharge entering the atmosphere from
the process.

Electrostatic
A dust collector utilizing a high voltage
Precipitator- electrostatic field formed by negative and
positive electrodes; the positive, uncharged
electrode attracts and collects the gas-borne
particles.
Elutriation -

The sizing or classifying of particulate matter
by suspension in a fluid (liquid or gas), the
larger particulates tending to separate by
sinking.

Emission -

The total pollutants emitted into the atmosphere
usually expressed as weight per unit of time
such as pounds per hour.

Endothennic
Reaction -

Designating, or pertaining to a reaction which
occurs with the absorption of heat from the
surroundings.

Equivalent
Opacity -

The determination of smoke density by comparing
the apparent density of smoke as it issues from
a stack with a Ringelmann chart. In effect, it
is a measure of the light obscurity capacity
of the plume.
A. T . .KF.AHNEY & COMPANY, lNc:.
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Exothermic
Reaction -

Chemical reactions involving the liberation
of heat; such as burning of fuel and deoxidizing
of iron with aluminum.

Fabric
Filter -

A dust collector using filters made of synthetic,
natural or glass fibers within a baghouse for
removing solid particulate matter from the air
or gas stream.

Facing Sand -

Specially prepared molding sand mixture used
in the mold adjacent to the pattern to produce
a smooth casting surface.

Fines -

A term the exact meaning of which varies.

1.

Those sand grains that are
substantially smaller than
the predominating grain size.

2.

That portion of sieved material
that passes through the mesh.

Flask -

Metal or wood frame without top or without
fixed bottom used to retain the sand in which
a mold is formed; usually consists of two
parts, cope and drag.

Flux -

Material or mixture of materials which causes
other compounds with which it comes in contact
to fuse at a temperature lower than their normal fusion temperature.

Fly Ash -

A finely divided siliceous material, usually

Forehearth -

Brick lined reservoir in front of and connected
to the cupola or other melting furnaces for
receiving and holding the melted metal.

Foundry
Effluent -

Waste material in water or air that is discharged
from a foundry.

oxides, formed as a product of combustion of
coke. A corrnnon effluent from the cupola.

Fourth Hole
In air pollution control, using a fourth hole
Ventilation - in the roof of an electric furnace to exhaust
(Direct Tap) fumes.
Fume -

A term applied to fine solid particles dispersed
in air or gases and formed by condensation, sublimation, or chemical reaction.
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Gas~

Fonnless fluids which tend to occupy entire
space unifo11nly at ordinary temperatures and
pressures.

Gate -

The portion of the runner in a mold through
which molten metal enters the mold cavity.

Gray Iron -

Cast iron which contains a relatively large
percentage of its carbon in the form of graphite
and substantially all of the remainder of the
carbon in the form of eutectoid carbide.

Green Sand -

or a compounded molding
sand mixture which has been tempered with water
and additives for use while still in a damp or
wet condition.

Griffin
System -

A method operating in two stages, to recoup and
preheat air by using the latent heat of cupola

A naturally bonded sand

gases.
Heat Balance•

A determination of the sources of heat input and

the subsequent flow of heat usually expressed in
equation form so that heat input equals heat output.
Heat
Treatment

A combination of heating and cleaning operations

Heel -

Metal left in ladle after pouring has been completed. Metal kept in induction furnaces during
standby periods.

Holding
Furnace -

A furnace for maintaining molten metal, from a
larger melting furnace, at the proper casting
temperature.

Hood -

Projecting cover above a furnace or other equipment for purpose of collecting smoke, fume or
dust.

Hot Blast -

Blast which has been heated prior to entering
into the combustion reaction of a cupola.

Indirect Arc
Furnace -

An electric arc furnace in which the metal
bath is not one of the poles of the arc.

Induction
Furnace -

A melting furnace which utilizes the heat generated by electrical induction to melt a metal
charge.

Inlet
Volume -

The quantity of gas entering the collector from
the system it serves (in cubic feet per minute
at a specified temperature).

timed and applied to a metal or alloy in the
solid state in a manner which will produce
desired properties.
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Inoculant -

Material which when added to molten metal modifies the structure changing the physical and
mechanical properties of the metal.

Inoculation -

The addition to molten metal substances designed
to form nuclei for crystallization.

Ladle
Addition -

The addition of alloying elements to the molten
metal in the ladle.

Latent Heat -

Thermal energy absorbed or released when a substance changes state; that is, from one solid
phase to another, or from solid to liquid or
the like.

Lining -

Inside refractory layer of firebrick, clay,
sand or other material in a furnace or ladle.

Magnesium
Treatment

The addition of magnesium to molten metal to
form nodular iron.

Malleable
Iron -

A mixture of iron and carbon, including smaller
amounts of silicon, manganese, sulfur and
phosphorous, which, after being cast as white
iron, is converted structurally by heat treatment into a matrix of ferrite containing nodules
of temper carbon, and substantially free of all
combined carbon.

Material
Balance -

A determination of the material input to the

Melting Rate -

The tonnage of metal melted per unit of time,
generally tons per hour.

Micron -

A unit of measurement which is 1/25,000 of an
inch or a millionth of a meter. Often designated by the Greek letter mu.

Mist -

Visible emission usually formed by a condensation process or vapor-phase reaction, the liquid
particles being sufficiently large to fall of
their own weight.

Mold -

The form, usually made of sand, which contains
the cavity into which molten metal is poured
to produce a casting of definite shape and
outline.

Muller -

A type of foundry sand mixing machine.

cupola and the output to fully account for
all material.
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Nodular Cast
Iron Opacity -

(See Ductile Iron)
The state of a substance which renders it partially
or wholly impervious to rays of light. Opacity as
used in an ordinance refers to the obscuration of
an observer's view.

Outlet Volume - Quantity of gas exhausting from the collector
(in cubic feet per minute at a specified
temperature).
Oxidizing
Atmosphere

An atmosphere resulting from the combustion of
fuels in an atmosphere where excess oxygen is
present, and with no unburned fuel lost in the
products of combustion.

Oxidation
Losses -

Reduction in amount of metal or alloy through
oxidation. Such losses usually are the largest
factor in melting loss.

Particulate
Matter -

Solid or liquid particles, except water, visible
with or without a microscope, that make up the
obvious portion of an exhaust gas or smokec

Parting
Compound -

A material dusted, brushed or sprayed on patterns
or mold halves to prevent adherence of sand and
to promote easy separation of cope and drag
parting surfaces when cope is lifted from drag.

Pattern -

A form made of wood, metal or other materials

around which molding material is placed to make
a mold for casting metals.
Plume -

A visible, elongated, vertical (horizontal when
windblown) column of mixed gases and gas-borne
particulates emitted from a smoke stack.

Pollutant -

Any foreign substance in the air or water in
sufficient quantities and of such characteristics
and duration as to be injurious to human, plant,
or animal life or property, or which unreasonably
interferes with the enjoyment of life aad property.

Preheater -

A device used to preheat the charge before it
is charged into the furnace.

Process
Weight -

The total weight of raw materials, except air,
introduced into any specific process, possibly
causing discharge into the atmosphere.

Recuperator -

Equipment for transferring heat from hot gases
for the preheating of incoming fuel or air.

Reducing
Atmosphere -

An atmosphere resulting from the incomplete
combustion of fuels.

A.T.J<EAHNEY & C0'.\1PANY, lNc.
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Refractory -

Heat resistant material, usually nonmetallic
used for furnace linings, etc.
'

Reverberatory
Furnace -

A large quantity furnace with a vaulted ceiling
that reflects flame and heat toward the hearth
or the surface of the charge to be melted.

Ringelmann's
Scale (chart)

A system of optical charts reading from all

Riser -

An opening in the top of a mold which acts as
a reservoir for molten metal and connected
to the casting to provide additional metal to
the casting as it contracts on solidification.

Rotary
Furnace -

A furnace using pulverized coal, gas or oil;
of cylindrical shape with conical ends, mounted
so as to be tipped at either end to facilitate
charging, pouring and slagging.

SCFM -

Units standing for Standard Cubic Feet per Minute.
The volume of gas measured at standard conditions,
one atmosphere of pressure and 70° F.

Sea Coal -

A term applied to finely ground coal which is
mixed with foundry sands.

clear to solid black for grading the density
of smoke emissions.

Sensible Heat - That portion of the heat which changes only
the temperature, but does not cause a phase
change.
Shakeout -

The operation of removing castings from a
sand mold.

Shell Molding - A process for forming a mold from thermosetting
resin bonded sand mixtures brought in contact
with preheated metal patterns, resulting in a
firm shell with a cavity corresponding to the
outline of the pattern.
Shotblasting -

Casting cleaning process employing a metal
abrasive propelled by centrifugal force.

Slag -

Nonmetallic covering which forms on the molten
metal as a result of the flux action in combining impurities contained in the original
charge, some ash from the fuel and silica
and clay eroded from the refractory lining.

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPANY. INc.
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Smoke -

A type of emission resulting from incomplete combustion and consisting predominantly of small
gas-borne particles of combustible material
present in sufficient quantity to be observable
independently of the presence of other solids
in the gas stream.

Spark
Arrestor -

Device over the top of the cupola to prevent
the emission of sparks.

Sprue -

The channel, usually vertical, connecting the
pouring basin with the runner to the mold
cavity. In top pour casting the sprue may
also act as a riser.

Standard Air -

Air with a density of .075 pounds per cubic
foot, generally equivalent to dry air at 70° F
and one atmosphere of pressure (14.7 psia).

Superhcating

- Heating of a metal to temperatures above the
melting point of the metal to obtain more complete refining or greater fluidity.

Tapping -

Removing molten metal from the melting furnace
by opening the tap hole and allowing the metal
to run into a ladle.

Tuyere -

The nozzle openings in the cupola shell and
refractory lining through which the air blast
is forced.

Vapor -

The gaseous form of a substance normally in the
solid or liquid state and which can be returned
to these states either by increasing pressure
or decreasing temperature.

Ventilation
System -

In the foundry, the exhaust ventilation and dust
control equipment for the health, safety, comfort
and good housekeeping of those who work there.

Venturi
Scrubber -

In air pollution control, a high velocity gas
stream directed into the throat of a venturi of
a wet scrubber to separate out particulates.

Wet Cap -

A device installed on a cupola stack that
collects emissions by forcing them through a
curtain of water. The device requires no
exhaust fan but depends upon the velocity
pressure of the effluent gases.

A. T. KEARNEY & CO:--t.PA.NY. INc.
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Wet
Scrubher

In air pollution control, a liquid spray device,
usually water, for collecting pollutants in
escaping foundry gases,

Wind Box -

The chamber surrounding a cupola through which
air is conducted under pressure to the tuyeres.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF IRON FOUNDRIES

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
l<laho
111 inois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total United States
Source:

1969
56
1
4
10
88
15
24
1
17
32
3
4
97
75
36
24
11
10
8
13

53
1J4
36
7

28
2
7
l
8
45

-

82
30
3
151
17
13
155
8
15
1
41
56
11

8
33
21
12
84

Gray I ran
1961
1965
56
59

-

3
11
86
17
21
2

-

19
29
4
4
104
81
37
22
15
10
8
12
56
122
35
7
30
2
8
1
5
44
1
88
33
2
162
14
16
183
9
16
2
45
63
9
8
34
21
12
82

--

--

1,571

1,653

Foundry Magazine Census of Foundries.

-

3
10
95
18
24
2
l
19
32
3
4
107
75
38
22
16
16
8
13

57
127
35
8
29
2
8
l
4
48
2
97
36
2
159
14
17
189
9
15
2
48
61
10
10
37
23
12
85

- -1,712

1963
65

-

4
10
102
20
29
2
1
20
35
3
4
113
84
43
23
16
13

9
14
67
133
38
8
33
4
8
1
8
56
1
103
41
2
163
17
16
198
10
17
3
52
68
10
10
37
23
13

87

- -1,837

1969
17
1
1
29
4
7

Ductile Iron
1967
1965
16
17

1963
12

4

1
23
3
6

1
24
4
6

1
23
3
5

3
8

3
6

1
2
6

1
2
7

1
32
16
8
9
2
2
1
5
13
36
8

1
31
12
6
6
1
2
3
9
32
5

9
28
4

2
7
28
3

6

5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
29
12
5
7

-

2

-2

Malleable

1969
2

-

1

1965

3

2

l

1963
2

-

-

1

5

5

4
l
5

9
4
1

10
4
2

11
4
1

11
5
2

1
3
7

1
3
8
1

1
5
6
1
1

1
3
6
1
1
2

1
2

-

1
28
11.

5
7

1
-

2

3

-

4

1

-

1967

-

-

1

-

2
12

1
10

10

17
7

16
5

19

17

4

6

61
12
5
48
2
4

52
6
7
43
1
5

46
6
7
41
1
5

7
18
5
1

8
17
4

7
11
5

-

7

8
5
28

--~

-

-

-5

7
4
25

- -387

-

-

5
6
2
23

-361

2

1
1

9

-

1
1

7

10

-7

46
5
6
34
2
2

16

18

16

18

14
1

13
1

1
14
1

5
8
5

1
1

1

1
1

2

9

-

-

-3

5
2
22
-328

-

-

-

16
1

-

1
1

10

-ll

-

-

1
1
10
-93

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1
1
11

1
1

-

- -95

11
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SUMMARY OF GRAY IRON SPECIFICATIONS

Specifying
Number

Specifying
Body
American
Society
for
Testing
and
Materials

A159-62T

Society
of
Automotive
Engineers

J43la

General
Services
Administration

Source:

QQ-1-653

Class

Tensile
Strength
Total
Silicon
Brinell
Carbon Percent
Minimum
Hardness
Percent
PSI
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

G2000(110)

20,000

-

187

3.40

3.70

2.30

2.80

G3000(111)

30,000

170

223

3.20

3.50

2.00

2.30

G3000a(113)

30,000

179

229

3.40

1.10

2.10

G4000b(l14)

40,000

207

269

3.40

-

1.10

1.80

G3500c(l15)

35,000

187

241

3.50

-

1.10

1.80

G3500(120)

35,000

187

241

3.10

3.40

1.90

2.20

G4000(121)

40,000

202

255

3.00

3.30

1.80

2.10

G4500(122)

45,000

217

269

3.00

3.30

1.80

2.10

G4000d(l23A) 40,000

248

311

3.10

3.40

2.10

2.40

G4000e(l23B) 40,000

248

311

3.10

3.45

2.10

2.40

G4000f(123C) 40,000

248

311

3.40

3.75

2.10

2.35

Gray and Ductile Iron Founders' Society, Inc.
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SUMMARY OF DUCTILE IRON SPECIFICATIONS

Specifying
Body and Number

Use

Class
or
Grade

Tensile
Strength
Minimum
PSI

Yield
Streng th
Minimum
PSI

D-2

58,000

D-2B

58,uOO

D-2C

Total
Carbon
Percent
Min, Max.

Silicon
Percent
Min. Max.

30,000

-

3.00

1.50

3.00

.70

1.25

.08 18.00 22,00

1. 75

2. 7 5

139

202

30,000

-

3.00

1,50

3.00

.70

1. 25

.08 18.00 22.00

2,75

4.00

148

211

58,000

28,000

-

2.90

1.00

3,00

1.80

2,40

.08 21.00 24.00

-

.so

121

171

D-3

ss,ovo

30,000

-

2.60

1.00

2.80

-

1.00

.08 28.00 32.00

2.50

3.50

139

202

D-3A

55,000

30,000

2.60

1.00

2.80

-

1.00

.08 28.00 32.00

1.00

1.50

131

193

D-4

60,000

-

-

2.60

s.oo

6,00

-

1.00

.08 28.00 32.00

4,50

5.50

202

273

D-5

55,000

30,000

-

2.40

1.00

2.80

-

1.00

.08 34.00 36,00

-

.10

131

185

D-5B

55,000

30,000

-

2.40

1.00

2.80

-

1.00

.08 34.00 36,00

2.00

3.00

139

193

45,000

3.00

-

2.50

-

-

-

-

149

201

American

Society
for
Testing
and
Materials
A439-62

American
Society
for
Testing
and
Materials

Austenitic Ductile
Iron Castings

Ferritic Ductile Iron
Castings for Valves,
60-45-15 60,000
Flanges, Pipe Flanges,
Pipe Fittings and
Other Piping
Components

Manganese
Percent
Min, Max.

Phosphorus
Percent
Min. Max.

-

-

.08

Nickel
Percent
Max,

M1.n.

-

-

Chromium
Percent
Min. Max.

Brinell
Hardness
Min, Max,

A445-63T
Source:

Gray and Ductile Iron Founders' Society, Inc.
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SUMMARY OF MALLEABLE IRON SPECIFICATIONS
TYPICAL COMPOSITION RANGES

Type
Ferritic Malleable
Iron

32510

Carbon
Silicon
Percent
Percent
Min.
Maxo
Min.
Max.
-- -2o3O 2.65
• 90 1. 65

35018

2oOO 2.45

-

2oOO 2o65

Grade

Pearlitic Malleable
Iron

Source:

Manganese
Percent
Min. Max.

----

Sulfur
Percent
Mino
Max.
---

Phosphorus
Percent
Mino Maxo
018

.18

-

018

-

.18

025

055

o,O5

.18

.95 1.35

025

.55

.05

o90 L 65

.25 L 25

.05

018

American Society for Metals
Handbook, Vol. 1, 1961.
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EXHIBIT III-6
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EXHIBIT III- 8

ILLUSTRATION OF CONVENTIONAL LINED CUPOLA

Wird

~o,/

C:cnverilioncl CJpolo

Source: Metals Handbook, 8th Edition, Volo 5,
Forging and Casting, American Society
for Metals, 1970, p. 337.

EXHIBIT III-2

ILLUSTRATION OF WATER-COOLED CUPOLA

_;· 0 c~, dui:::1

Woter-coo:ed ccpola (flood cooled I

Source: Meta ls Handbook, 8th Edition, Vol. 5,

Forging and Casting, American Society

for Metals, 1970, p. 337.

APPROXIMATE MELTING RATES AND GAS VOLUMES
.
FOR LINED CUPOLAS

Melt Rate TPH
Reta! to Coke Ratio
8/1
6/1
12/1
10/1

FCE
L1ned
Dia.

Blast
Ai['
(SCFM)

Av.
Chg. Doo['
(Sq. Ft.)

Indra ft
(CFM)

AboveDoo[' Total
(SCFM)

BelowDoo[' Total
(SCFM)

Above
Door
(ACfl!)

Below
Door IJ.850° F
(ACFM) -

l

-

-

570

1-1/2

-

940

10

2-1/4

-

-

1,290

10

3-1/4

4

-

1,810

10

3-1/4

4-1/4

5-1/4

2,420

11-1/4

3,380

4

5-1/2

7

-

3,100

16-1/2

4,950

8,050

3,500

18, 100

9,000

-

6,600

10,200

4,000

23,000

12,000
16,000

18

3/4

23

l

27

1- 3/4

32

2-1/2

37
42
45

4-1/2

6-1/4

8

48

5-1/2

7-1/4

9

54

7

9-1/4 11-1/2

2,000

650
3,000

7,700

3,000

1,450

8,500

4,000

2,000

10,800

5,000

2,700

13,100

7,000

3,940

1,050

3,000

4,290

3,000

4,810
5,800

3,600

22

10-3/4

4,100

45

13,500

17,600

4,600

34,500

13-3/4

5,200

so

15,000

20,200

5,800

39,500

18,000

.

20,000

11-1/4 14

17

6,400

50

15,000

21,400

7,100

42,500

66

10-1/2

13-3/4 17

20-1/2

7,700

52

15,600

23,300

8,500

51,000

23,000

72

12-1/4

16-1/4 20-1/4

24-1/2

9,200

52

15,600

24,800

10,500

56,000

28,000

78

15

19

23-3/4

28-3/4

10,700

60

18,000

28,700

12,000

65,000

32,000

84

17

22-1/4 27-3/4

33-1/4

12,500

63

18,900

31,400

14,000

71,000

37,000

60

9
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Adapted f['om Useful Information fo[' Foundrymen published by Whiting Co['poration.
Assumptions:
1. No ooo[' closure
2. No oxygen enrichment
3. No fuel injection
4. Ind['aft at 300 FPM
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APPROXIMATE MELTING RATES AND
GAS VOLUMES FOR UNLINED CUPOLAS

FCE
Dia.

Melt Rate TPH
Metal to Coke Ratio (1000° F Hot Blast~
5/1

6/1

7/1

8/1

9/1

10/1

Blast
Air
(SCFM)

Av. Chg.
Door
(Sq. Ft.)

Indra ft
(CFM)

AboveDoor Total
(SCFM)

36

4-1/2

4-3/4

5

5-1/2

5-3/4

6-1/4

2,300

12

42

6-1/4

6-1/2

6-3/l<

7-1/4

7-3/4

8-1/4

3,100

16-1/2

4,950

48

8

8-1/4

9

9-3/4 10-1/2

11-1/4

4,100

45

13,500

54

10

10-1/2

11-1/, 12-1/4 13-1/4

14-1/4

5,200

so

15,000

20,200

60

12-1/2

13

13-1/, 15-1/4 16-1/4

17-1/4

6,400

50

15,000

66

15

15-1/2

17

18-1/4 19-3/4

20-3/4

7,700

52

72

17-3/4

18-1/2

20

22

23-1/4

25

9,200

78

20-3/4

21-3/4

23-1/l 25-1/2 27-1/4

29

84

24-1/4

25-1/4

27-1/l 29-1/4 32

90

27-3/4

29

96

31-3/4

3,600

5,900

BelowDoor Total
(SCFM)

Above
Door

Below

Door@ 850° F

(ACFM)

(ACFM)

..

2,600

13,300

8,050

3,500

18,100

17 ,GOO

4,600

34, §00

16,000

5,800

39,500

18,000

21,400

7,100

41,500

20,000

15,600

23,300

8,500

51,000

23,000

60

18,000

27,200

10,500

59,200

28,000

10,700

60

18,000

28,700

12,000

65,000

32,000

34

12,500

63

18,900

31,400

14,000

71,000

37,000

31-1/: 34-1/4 36-1/4

39

14,300

95

28,500

t,2,800

16,000

93,000

42,000

33

34-1/2 39

41-1/2

44

16,300

110

33,000

49,300

18,000

Ul5,000

48,000

7,000
9,000

102

36

37-1/4

4B-l/2 44

47

50

18,400

120

36,000

54,400

21,000

115,000

56,000

108

40

41-1/2

45

52-1/2

56

20,600

128

38,400

59,000

23,000

128,000

62,000

49

Adapted from Useful Information for Foundrymen

published by Whiting Corporation.
t'1

Assumptions:
No door closure
2. No oxygen enrichment
3. Bo fuel injection
4. Indraft at 300 FPM
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EXHIBIT I II-12

ILLUSTRATION OF CUPOLA REACTION AREA

FiR 3.3. Cross·section of cupol~ showing reoctinn nreas.
CO2
D - High CO: CO~ ratio
B - Arca high in OJ
R-- High CO: CO 2 ratio
C-- -CO+ CO2

A - 0~

+

Source: The Cupola and Its Operation;
published by the American
Foundrymen 1 s Society, Third
Edition, 1965, p. 26.

EXHIBIT III-13

TYPICAL CUPOLA MATERIAL BALANCE

InQuts

Lined Cu12ola
Pounds

Percent

2,004
0
802
1,137
0
65

52.08%
0.00
20.83
29.56
0.00
1.69

Metal Charge
Pig Iron
Returns
Steel Scrap
Iron Scrap
Ferroalloys
Coke
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Flux and Additives
Air
Oxygen
Cupola Lining
Total Input Materials

Water-Cooled Cu12ola
Pounds
In12uts
Metal Charge
Pig Iron
Returns
Steel Scrap
Iron Scrap
Ferroalloys

0

4.33
0.75
0.00

Coke
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil

65

1.69

Flux and Additives

1,556
0

40.43
0.00

27

0.71

167
29

31848

100.00%

Air
Oxygen
Cupola Lining
Total Input Materials

Out12uts
Molten Iron

1,992
233
996
739
0
23

Percent
47.42%
5.56
23.71
17.60
0.00
0.56

253
0
0

6.03
0.00
0.00

58

1.38

1,898
0

45.18
0.00

0

0.00

41201

100.0%

Out12uts
2,000

51.97%

Molten Iron

2,000

47. 60%

Slag

32

0.83

Slag

44

1.04

Emissions Dust

14

0.37

Emissions Dust

19

0.45

1,802
1,188
507
99

46.84
65.91
28.10
5.49
0.47
0.02

Top Gases
Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
Hydrogren
Sulfur Dioxide

2,139
1,449
468
220
2
-0

50.90
67. 77
21. 87
10.29
0.07
-0.00

Top Gases
Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
carbon Monoxide
Hydrogen
Sulfur Dioxide

9
0

EXHIBIT III-14

ILLUSTRATION OF ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE

CIRCUIT
BREAKER

/;ELECTRODES
I

--

~7
.
"

__,,,.
·''",,~
, ) ') o,
'1'\t J!

.., ...,,

ELECTRONIC
CONTROLS
MAINTAIN
PROPER ARC

FLOOR CUT AWAY
TO SHOW TILTING
:t>lECHANISl1

Source:

The Picture Story of Steel,

published by the American Iron
and Steel Institute, 1952,
p. 18.

CONTROL
~ PANEL

HEAT BAL..\:-SCE

MATERIAL BAIANCE
BTU/Ton
(xlOOO)

P<2rccnt

Input Material

100.0

Returns
Steel Scrap
Ferroalloys
Carbo-Coke
Electrodes

Pounds
---

Percent

Inout lleat
Electrical
Energy

1,907

Output Heat

Mr

Melting and
Superheating
Iron
Heat Content
of Slag
Decomposition
of Water
Gases .
Sensible Heat
Latent Heat
Heat, Elec~rical
and Cooling
Losses

~

-1L..Q.

Total

1,407

100.0

NOTE:

1,132

59. 3

81

4,3

9

.5

Moisture
Lining
Total

1,388
630
17
31
10
318
8
38
--2,440

56.9
25.8
.7
1.3
.4
13.0
.3
1.6
--100.0

1,997
93

81.8
3.8

14

.6

_ill

~

rnc;:::::_-.._____E_ , ,

Charge
M~t~l

2,440

100.0

[1

Lining

~ - - - - - - El
-r~.

--<t~,~,,___-

231
-138

12.1
- 7.2

Total

Energy quantities include
only theoretical requirements
for heating, melting, and
superheating to 2800° F,
and normal electrical, transmission and heat losses. The
total is less than the average
used in normal practice since it
does not include allowances for
holding, or normal operating
Jelays.
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ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE - HEAT AND MATERIAL BALANCE
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EXHIBIT III-16

ILLUSTRATION OF CHANNEL INDUCTION FURNACE

Source: "Electric Melting for Mass Production
in U.S. Iron Foundries"
Modern Casting, July, 1968, p. 47.

EXHIBIT III-17

ILLUSTRATION OF CORELESS INDUCTION FURNACE

---

IIYDRAULIC lllT CYllNDERS
SHUNTS
STANCHION
COVER
COil
F. LEADS
G. WORKING REFRACTORY
H. OP£RATOR'S PlATFORM
A.

B.
C.
0.
E.

--·-®

I. STEH SHELL
J. TIE RODS
K. CLAMPING Bot TS
L. COil SUPPORT
M. SPOUT

N. REFRACTORY BRICK
0 ACCESS PORT
P. LID HOIST MECHANISM

Source: "Electric Melting for Mass Production
in U.S. Iron Foundries,"
Modern Casting, July, 1968, p. 47.

HEAT BAUNCE
INPUT HEAT
ELECTRICAL ENERGY

BTU/TON
(x 000)

PERCENT

1,669

100.0

ELECTIRCAL LOSSES
TRANSMISSION LOSSES
HEAT LOSS
TOTAL
NOTE:

RETURNS

PERCENT

378

18.6

1,351

66.7

IRON CHIPS

188

9.3

FERROALLOYS

43

2 .1

6

.3

CARBO-COKE

____ti

-1.,__Q.

TOTAL

2,027

100.0

STEEL SCRAP
1,131

68.4

325

19 .1

81

4.7

_ill

_I...J!.

1,669

PO\.:NDS

INPUT MATERIALS

OUTFUT !!EAT
MELTING AND SUPERHEATING IRON

MATERIAL BALANCE

100.0
~

ENERGY QUANTITIES INCLUDE
ONLY THEORETICAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR HEATING, MELTING& AND
SUPERHEATING TO 2800 F,
AND NORMAL ELECTRICAL,
TRANSMISSION AND HEAT LOSSES.
THE TOTAL IS LESS THAN THE
AVERAGE USED IN NJRMAL PRACTICE SINCE IT DOES NOT INCLUDE
ALLOWANCES FOR HOLDING, OR
NORMAL OPERATING DELAYS,

LINING

I
Charge
Metal

I ~1),.., (

;

.

ii I

!/ ;J

""'

i I

Cahlcs

OUTPUT MATERIALS
MOLTEN IRON

2,000.0

98.7

SLAG

10.0

.5

EMISSIONS
GASEOUS
PARTICULATE

15.5
1.5

.7
__._1

2,027.0

100.0

TOTAL

Tilting
Cylinder

CORELESS INDUCTION FURNACE - HEAT AND MATERIAL BALANCE
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EXHIBIT I II- 19

ILLUSTRATION OF REVERBERATORY FURNACE

ECLIPSE CENTRIFUGAL
BLOWER

CHARGING HOPPER

HIGH CAPACITY GAS
OR OIL BURNER

Source:

The Wheelabrator Corporation.

EXHIBIT III-20

ILLUSTRATION OF MAGNESIUM TREATMENT METHODS
FOR PRODUCING DUCTILE IRON

/'

\\_,/
'

Pil!::SSURE LADLE

Pil(SSURE CHAMBER

DETACHABLE BOTTOM UIOLE
CMAG -COK El

~r-;~;~
::-·•

.·:

.

.~ : ..
-

GAS
p

TRICKLING-Ill ( GAZALl

INJECTION

PLUNGING

0

\J

'°"'M•

Source: "Comparing Processes for Making
Due tile Iron, 11 E. Mod 1, FOUNDRY,
July, 1970, pp. 44-46.
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PROCESS FLO\s' DIAGRAM
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EXHIBIT III-23

EXHIBIT III- 24

PROO:SS FLOW D1AGRA~
CORF. :-fAKTN'G
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CHARACTERISTICS AND SOURCES OF EMISSIONS
IN VARIOUS FOUNDRY DEPARTMENTS

.P.!_ISSlONS
DEPAR'IMENT
RAW MATERIAL STORAGE
AND CHARGE MAKEUP

MELTING

OPERATION
Store metal scrap, coke, limestone,
dolomite, fluorspar, silica sand.

I

TYPE

I Dust:
Coke,
limestone

and sand.

CONCENTRATION

__

PARTl:CLE

SI~E

3 to Sgr. /cu. ft.
Moderate

{Microns)
Fine to coarse
30 to 1,000

Centrifuge or heat metal borings
and turnings to remove cutting oil

Oil vapors
Smoke
Unburned hydrocarbons

Light
Light
Light

.03 to l
• 01 to .4

Weigh charge materials

Coke dust
Limes tone dust

3 to Sgr./cu.ft.
Moderate

Fine to coarse
30 to 1,000

Cupola furnace melting

Fly ash, dust
Coke breeze
Smoke
Metallic orldes
Sulfur compounds
Oil vapors
Carbon monoxide

.2 to 5gr./cu.ft.
5gr,/cu.ft. & up
Heavy
Moderate to heavy
Light
'Light
Heavy

8 to 20
Fine to coarse
· .01 to .4
To .7

Electric furnace melting

Smoke
Metallic ·oxides
Oil vapors

Heavy
Moderate
Heavy

.01 to .4
To .7
• 03 to l

Induction furnace melting

Oil vapors, metallic
oxides
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
.2 to 5gr./cu.ft.

.• 01 to .4
.03 to l
To .7
8 to 20

Light to heavy
Light to heavy
1. 241fa/ ton
.41/f/ton

.01 to .4
.03 to l
75%-5 to 60 bottom fired
0 to 20 top fired

Reverberatory (Air) furnace

I Smoke

Oil vapors
Metallic oxides
Fly ash, sulfur compounds
Furnace charge preheating or drying I Smoke, dust
Oil vapors
Metallic oxides
Metallic oxides

MOLDING, POURING AND
SHAKEOUT

I

.03 to l

Holding furnaces

Iron oxide
Oil vapor

Light
Light

Fine to medium
• 03 to l

Duplexing furnaces

Oil vapor
Metallic oxides

Light
Light

,03 to l
To .7

Inoculation

Metallic oxides

Heavy

To 0.7

Light

Coarse

Molding
Dust, mist
Vapor

"<lM

~n>H
fa
l::J:I

,-.H
1--3
0

H\H
I,.)

<I

.....

CHARACTERISTICS AND SOURCES OF EMISSIONS
IN VARIOUS FOUNDRY DEPARnIBNTS

J.J.J.·•

DEPARnIBNT
MOLDING, POURING AND
SHAKEOUT (Cont'd)

CLEANING AND FINISHING

Pouring
Gray and ductile iron
Malleable

CONCENTRATION

PARTICLE
SIZE
(Microns)

Core gases
Facing fumes
Metallic oxides
Fluoride fumes
Magnesium oxide fumes
Synthetic binder
Smoke and fumes

Light
Heavy
Heavy
Moderate to

Shakeout

Dust
Smoke
Steam

3 to 5gr./cu.ft.
Heavy
Heavy

Abrasive cleaning

Dust

3gr./cu.ft.& up

50%-2 to 15

5gr./cu.ft.& up
3 to 5gr./cu.ft •
• 5 to 2gr./cu.ft
Light
Light

Above 7
Fine to medium
50%-2 to 7
Fine
50%-2 to 15

Grinding

Metal dust
Sand dust
Abrasive dust
Wheel bond material
Vitrified resins

Annealing and heat treating

Oil vapors, gas products
of combustion
Solvent vapors
Paint spray carry-over
Water spray carry-over

Painting
Spray and dip
SAND CONDITIONING

TYPE

OPERATION

[SS

Heavy
Heavy

Fine to medium
.01 to .4

heavy

50%-2 to 15
.01 to .4

.03 to 1
.5 to 2gr./cu.ft

50%-2 to 7

New sand storage

Dust

3 to 5gr./cu.ft.

50%-2 to 15

Sand handling system

Dust
Steam

3 to 5gr./cu.ft.

50%-2 to 15

Screening

Dust

3 to 5gr./cu.ft.

50%-2 to 15

Mixing

Dust
Flour
Bentonites
Sea coal
Cellulose

3 to 5gr./cu.ft.
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

50%-2 to 15
Fine to medium
Fine to medium
Fine to medium
Fine to medium

Drying and reclamation

Dust
Core gases

l/2to 2gr./cu.ft.

50%-7 to 15
.03 to 1

t'l
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CHARACTERISTICS AND SOURCES OF EMISSIONS
IN VARIOUS FOUNDRY DEPAR'IMENTS

--

EMTSSIONS
DEPAR'IMENT

TYPE

OPERATION

COREMAKING

I

...

PARTICLE

CONCENTRATION

I

ST7T'

Sand storage

Dust
Flour
Binders

Heavy
3 to 5gr./cu.ft.

(Microns)
Fine
50%-7 to 15

Coremaking

Resin dust
Sand dust

Heavy
Light

Fine to medium
Fine to medium

Baking

Vapors, gases
Smoke

-

-

-

.

'<H:"•1

a%,. ......
~
t,:l

WH

0~
t-t\H

<:

....

WI

Ii

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CUPOLA PARTICULATE EMISSIONS

Foundry
Number

Iron
Oxide

66

11.1%

85

14. 7

Magnesium
Oxide

Manganese
Oxide

Lead
Oxide

ht in Cupola Effluent
Aluminum Zinc
Silicon
Oxide
Oxide Dioxide

8.6

116

10.0

146

33.0

150

11.6

Note:

Combustibles

12.3%
1.4%

1.3%

28.7

90
113

Ca1c1.um
Oxide

3.7%
5.0

1.0

Quantities as reported.

56.3

42.0%

0.9

31.8

3.1

27.0

10.0

3.0

5.0

38.0

20.0

1.0

14.7

30.1

1.1

.05%

10.0

5.0

1.0

5.0

5.5

20.0

1.4

24.0%

1.0%

They do not add up to 100%.
tr.1
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EXHIBIT IV-3

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION-CUPOLA EMISSIONS

Cumulative Percent by Weight
Diameter In Microns

Foundry

-1

9

14
18
26
32

67
67
146
151

-5

-IO

-20

-50

-rrm

30%
64

50%
82

65%

99%

2

99

28

45

54

86

55
98

92
60
99

99%

13

12

82%
99

90%

98

99

99

15
19

21
25

99
99
99
99

14

Al
Bl
cl

2

3

8

4

5.5
13
12
25
26

7
32
17

28
30
32
41

23
32

11
8

12

22

18
17

32

24

42

Sources:

15

34

99

Oa6

A2
B2

0
0

-~Do

-2

7

7

26
25
24

la

The Cupola and Its Oeeration,
Third Edition, 1965
American Foun<lrymen 1s Society,
Po 820

2o

Air Pollution
Pu 1.c Heat
Noa999-AP-40,
Department of

38

36

34

47

99
13o7

53
28
62
53

75
75
69

80
94
89

56
69

61
81

42
44
L~l

32

En ineerin Manual,
Service Pu 1.cat1.on,
1967
Health, Education, and Welfareo

PARTICULATE EMISSIONS
VS. SPECIFIC BLAST RATE
FOR ACID LINED CUPOLAS
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EXHIBIT IV-6
Page

SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR TIIREE ELECTRIC
ARC INSTALLATIONS

Particle Size
Distributioni Microns

Less than 1

Foundrr A*

Foundri B

5%

8%

Foundrr C

18%

Less than 2

15

54

61

Less than 5

28

80

84

Less than 10

41

89

91

Less than 15

55

93

94

Less than 20

68

96

96

Less than 50

98

99

99

Note: *Foundry A provided an agglomerated sample and is,
therefore, less representative.

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPAN'Y. INc.

1 of 2

EXHIB1T IV-6
Page 2 of 2

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF ELECTRIC ARC EMISSIONS

Oxides

Foundry A
75%-85%
10
2
2

Iron
Silicon
Magnesium
Manganese

Foundry B Foundry C
75%-85%
10

0.8
2
2

75%-85%
10
1
2
0.5

Lead

1

Aluminum
Calcium
Zinc
Copper
Lithium

o.s

0.3
0.2
0.04
0.03

0.03
0.03

0.5
0.8
0.3
0.01
0.03

Tin
Nickel
Chromium
Barium

0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.3
0.03
0.07
0.07

0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01

Loss on Ignition
Ash

8.87
91.93

1

0.2

2.

3.1
96.9

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPANY, lNc.

0
100

EXHIBIT IV-7
EMISSIONS DATA FROM
ELECTRIC ARC MELTING FURNACES

1--1
(I)

..0

f3

::)

z

1
2

Furnace
Shell
Diameter
Feet

Furnace Furnace
Charge Cycle
Tons
Houris

Emissions

Produced
Lb/Ton Charge

11.0
12.0
8.0
12.0
7.0

15
20
5
20
3

1.15
1.5
1.0
2.5
1. 75

12.0(Est.)
6.0
20.0
18.3
10.0

10

12.0
8.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

25
5
3
2
2

4.0
1.0
1.75
2.0
1.3

4.0
40.0
12.7
10.7
13.4

11
12
13
14
15

7.0
9.0
9.0
11.0
9.0

3
6
6
18
6

2.0
2.3
2.0

5.3
15.3
12.8
601
29.4

16
17

9.0
8.0
11.0
12.0

6
4
14

3

4
5
6

7
8

9

18
19

Sources:

1- 4
5- 9
10-19

19

3.0

1.2
1.75
2.0
1. 75
1. 7

12.7
11.0

7.5
15.0

Foundry Visits
AFS Foundry Air Pollution Manual
Los Angeles Air Pollution Manual

EXHIBIT IV-8

RELATIONSHIP BE1WEEN RATE OF EMISSIONS
AND HEAT CYCLE FOR ELECTRIC ARC MELTING
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Source:

Coulter, 1954, Los Angeles Air Pollution Manual.
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TREATMENT AGENTS FOR PRODUCING DUCTILE IRON

15-20% Mg-Ni-Si
-Cu
-Fe

5-35% Mg-Si-Fe-Ca
Ce
La

MASTER ALLOYS

Metal} p ure
Vapor

Mg

Y,Th,Sc,

Coke with 43% Mg
Oxides
MgO + CaO
+ Al4C3

'''

'

Ca

Metal

Salts
Mg+ Ca-lChlorides
+ Ce-jFluorides

Reactive slags
Ca Si+ Ca-iChlorides
+Mg-Fluorides
+ Ce-

oz
Ca Si + 5% Ce
+ 3% Mg
trj

::x:

::c:
H
t:d
H

Source:

Modl, Comparing Processes for Making Ductile Iron, Foundry, July, 1970.
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Molding Sand Gas Analyses
A

Sand
Composition
co 2
02
co
Hz
Paraffins
Nz
Percent Oz
of Oz+Nz
CO/CO2
Percent C

C

D

4%
4%
Bentonite
Bentonite
5% Water 1% Cereal Dried

E

4%
Bentonite
1% Cereal 3.4% H20

F

1.5% Cereal
Core Oil 1.0%
Kerosene 1.0%
Dried

4%
Bentonite
Oven Dried

4%
Bentonite
2.5% H20

4.9
9.2
2.4
0.9
0

3.3
6.2
6.3
33.0
1. 2

2.0
2.9
11. 3
46.1
0

6.5
7 .4
10.8
2.5
0.4

2.8
1.7
11.5
50.3
2.9

5.0
5.2
30.4
25.6
2.2

82.6

49.7

37.7

72.4

30.8

31. 6

15.7
0.49
7.3

20.2
1.91
9.6

21. 7
5.7
13.3

21.0
1.66
17.3

25.0
4.10
14. 3

44.5
6.08
35.4

K

4% cireal
Sand
4% Bentonite
Composition 4% Water
CO2
02
co
Hz
Paraffins
N2
Percent Oz
of Oz+Nz
CO/CO2
Percent C

B

4% ¥:ereal
4% Bentonite
Dry

I

Oil
Drag

Oil
Check

Oil
Cope

L
Steel
Cavity
& Sprue

J

2.5
3.0
30.5
46.0
4.6
13.2

2.3
6.2
28.7
24,8
0.6
37.4

6.4
4.3
7.9
2.6
0.1
78.7

6.4
5.5
11.1
7.5
0
69.5

6.8
8.9
2.5
0.6
0
81.2

5.0
9.4
4.1
0.5
0.2
80.8

63.0
12.2
33.0

39.0
12.5
31. 0

15.7
1.23
14. 3

17.4
1. 73
17. 5

17.2
. 37
9.3

16.9
0.82
9,1
tr:l

>::

Source:

"Nature of Mold Cavity Gases," Locke & Ashbrook, AFS Transactions, 1950.
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MOLDit-.G SAND
GAS EVOLUTION AND HOT PERMEABILITY

Bond Clay Added

Percent
Tempering
Water

1

CC Gas Evolved Eer Gram of Sand
Total r.as
Gas from Dried S ecimen
Steam 0
l.,_ sooo F.
Minute 3 Minutes
Minutes
2I2° F,
212° Fo

Cubic Feet Gas
at 1,800° F.
per Cubic Foot
of Sand

Washed and Dried Silica Sand plus Bond Clays
5% Western Bentonite
4% Southern Bentonite
11% Ohio fireclay

2.5
2.5
3.5

• 50
3.50
3.00

2.50
3.50
3.00

2.50
3.50
3.00

40.0
4LS
56.5

43.3
46ol
60.3

145.2
154.9
203.0

233.8
247.8
824.8

Silica Sand Bonded with 5 Percent Western Bentonite and Other Binders
1-10 Sea Coal (Vol.)
1-35 Pitch (Vol.)
1% Cereal Binder
1% Resin Binder
1% Special Binder A
1% Special Binder B
1% Dextrine

3.0
2.9
3.4
3.4
3.5
2.0
3.5

9.00
4.25
7.25
5.25
4.25
2.25
8.00

19.50
7.50
9.50
7.00
7.00
3.75
8.75

19.75
7.50
9o50
7.00
7.00
3.75
8.75

49.8
48.2
56.5
56o5
58.0
33.2
58.0

76,2
58.2
69.0
65.4
67o3
87o7
69.6

256.0
19505
231.8
219.7
220.0
126.7
234.0

409 ,6
312.8
370.9
351.5
381.6
202.7
74.4

Silica Sands Bonded with 5 Percent Western Bentonite and 1-10 Sea Coal Volume
Washed and dried Ottawa
Western Michigan core sand
Michigan bank sand

8.0
2.9
2.8

9.00
5.00
10.25

19.75
15.25
25.50

19.50
15.25
25.00

49.8
48.2
46.5

76.2
68.4
80.3

256.0
229.8
270.0

409.6
367.7
432.0

134. 7
232.0
288.0
334.0
358.0

21505
371.2
460.8
534.4
572.8

14502
314.0
480.5

232.3
502.4
778 .3

Gas Evolution from Sands in Actual Use
Steel foundry-old sand
Steel foundry-facing sand
Malleable foundry-system sand
Malleable foundry-facing sand
Gray iron foundry-system sand

2.0
3.1
3.7
3.8
3.8

4.50
12.25
9.75
18.25
1L25

5.25
13.25
18.00
27.75
28.75

5.25
13.25
18.25
27.75
33.00

33.2
51.4
61. 5
63.0
63.0

40.1
69.1
85.5
99.4
106.5

Synthetic Sand vs. Naturally Bonded Sand
95%
5%
New
New

Washed and dried Ottawa
Western Bentonite
Albany sand
Ohio sand

2.5
4.8
7.8

.so

9.00
11.00

2.50
11.00
15.25

2.50
11.00
15.25

4QoQ
78.0
124.8

43.3
93.3
145.0

t-rJ

X

::r:
H

t,j

H

t-3
H

<I

~oucce:

"Gas Developed in Molds," Dunbeck, Foundry, September, 1944.
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EXHIBIT IV-12
GAS VOLUME EVOLVED AS A
FUNCTION OF VOLATILES
CONTAINED IN MOLDING SAND
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ENDOTHERMIC VOLATILES (~10ISTURE, VOLATILES IN BINDER & ADDITIVES)

LB. VOLATILES/FT.3 SAND

Note:

Adapted from an article by F. Hoffman, "Property Changes
and Conditioning of Repeatedly Circulating Foundry
Sand Systems," Modern Casting, October, 1967.
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EXHIBIT IV-13
EFFECT OF BAKING TIME ON

GAS GENERATED DURING POURING
FOR VARIOUS BAKING TEMPERA11JRES
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Adapted from Foundry Core Practice by
ll. Dietert, 1966, p. 172.
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EXHTHJT TV-14

20

EFFECT OF SAND TO OIL
RATIO ON AMOUNT OF
CORE GAS GENERATED
DURING POURING
~
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u
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~ 15
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~t:l
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t'..il'
p..
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<
0

. 10

u
u

5 . . . . L .I- - - - - 1 - - - - - - - + - - - - - - + - - - - - - + - - - - - - - i
24: l
40:1
72: 1
56:1
88:1

SAND RATIO BY WEIGHT
Source:

Foundry Core Practice, H. Dietert, 1966.

EXttI!lIT JV-15
INVENTORY OF IRON FOCNDRY EMISSIONS
FRO~ MELTING OPERATIONS, 1969
Total
Particulate
Emissions
Generated,
Tons (3)

Carbon
Monoxide
Genera tee,
Tons (3)

Particulate
Emissions
E:nittec,
Tons (4)

Carbor.

Region

Castings
Production
Tons(l)

~ew England

2.15,000

162,000

3,800

49,000

'J. ,fiOO

3 ,'.>01 ,000

5,143,000

51,000

594,000

3~,coc

8,125,000

12,613,000

126,000

1,541,COO

94,SCO

770,5CC

li07,0C8

Re, 1,non

9,100

11, ,ouo

6,800

5/,500

662,000

6,800

88,000

5,100

Molten Iron
Production
Tons (1)

:-lonoxide
Er.i:.tted,
ror:s (5)
7.4, ',00

Maine

N<!w H.imp~hire

v~ rn1ont

Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Co:inecticut
Middle ,\tl'!_!J_tic
Nt'W York
Ne·..-.• .Ir-rsev
Pt' nn~ y 1 v<1 ;1 i a

EeSst N. Ccntrnl
- Ohio
---Indians
Illinois
Michigan

t,~isconsin

i,'._,n K. C,,nt.ral
- Mir.nesoto - ·
Iowa
Missouri
NPbraska
Ki:r.s.1s
II:. Dnkntn

S. Dakotn
South Atlantic
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
W. Virginia
N. Carolina
S. Carolina
Geor2ia
Florrda
East S. Central
Kentucky
Mississippi
Alabama
ter.r.essee

2,300,000

2,887,000

27,700

304,000

20,800

152,000

West S. Central
Arkansas

531,0CC

748,000

7,700

100,000

5,800

50,0CO

2!,3 ,000

1.12,000

:1 ,.100

.18,000

2,500

19,CCO

~99,000

739,000

7,600

95,000

5,700

47,500

2_h 36_7_,_001 l

2L._J,000

2,924,00~

Louisiar..a
Oklahona
Texas
.~G\_;.j\t.-3~_;,

~~lnt a na
Cn I ~lrndo

Arizona
Nevada (2)
:dahc
New :--'exico (2)
Wvodng (2)
Pacif.:.c
Yiash: a~t:u:~

(:n•~on .
Cal,tor:1:a
Hawct i i
1\laska

Tctal

Noles:

(1)

Cast.ing6 and molt,~n iron proJ.1~ction quant it.ies iron: cupolas and electric

arc furnat~cs only.
(2)

No iron foundries are locatt'd in Xevada, New Mexico, and Wyoming.

(3)

Particulate emissions and carbon r.ionoxide generated are the estimated
maximum produced.

(4)

Particcl5tl' e,,issions er:,ittcc: are estir.iatcd at 75% of maximum produced,
with an avern1:,e 25'% b,:i:1g co1·:ected.

(5)

Curbon :nonoxice e:::itted is esti,:ated at 50% being burned and 50'?. released to the at:ncsphere.

EXHIBIT IV-16

INVENTORY OF IRON FOUNDRY EMISSIONS

Fi:WM NON-~IELTIKG OPEMi'IONS, 1969

Region
New England
Maine

Castings
Production
Tons

Molten Iron
Production
Tons

Total
Particulate
Emissions
Generated
Tons

Particulate
Er.lissions
Emitted
Tons

239,000

368,000

21,000

1,100

:-tiddle Atlantic
New York
Kew Jersey
Pennsylvani.a

J,643,000

5,603,000

319,400

16,200

East North Central
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin

8,453,000

13,001,000

741,100

37,700

West Norlh Central
Minnc:;ota
Iowa

677,000

1,041,000

59,300

3,000

485,000

746,000

42,500

2,200

2,327,000

3,579,000

204,000

10,400

551,000

847,000

48,300

2,500

24'.l,000

383,000

2 l, 800

1,100

531,000

817,000

46,600

2,400

l§__,_385 , OO_Q

1, SQ4_2.ooo

New Ha:npshi n'
Ver□ ont

Massachusetts
Connecticut

Missouri

Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota
South Atlantic
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
West Virginia
North C<lrolimi

Soulh Carolina
C:eorgia

Florida
East Suutr. Central
Kcnl ;.;cky
Mississ~.ppi

A1aban1
Tennf'ssee

West South Central
1\rkansDs
Louls:,:ina

Oklahoir.a
Texas
~tounta in
~ontan.~

Colorado
Arizona
Nevac:a (1)
ldaho
New Mexico (1)
Wyoml.ng (1)

Pacific
Washingto:-i

Oregon
Califo:·nia
Hawaii
Alaska

Note:

(1)

No i.ron founc2ries are located in Nevada, New ;-texi.co, and
Wyoming,.
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SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
INTRODUCTION
Sampling and analytical techniques for the determination
of emission rates from industrial processes have been standardized for many specific particulate and gaseous materialso
The techniques described in the following paragraphs are those
most widely used in the testing of iron foundry emissions
testing.

The format and wording for most procedures correspond

to the source indicated for each procedure.

SAMPLING TECHNIQUE
Scope
The primary objective of stack testing is to determine
the nature and/or quantity of emissions being released into
the atmosphere.

Sampling procedures that follow are applicable

to the cleaned gas side of the control unito
Apparatus
The accuracy of emission testing results is dependent
upon qualified personnel conducting the test and the use of
the proper apparatus for the material to be collected.

Figure

1 illustrates information on sampling locations and apparatus
most commonly involved in stack testing.
Sampling Principles
The location and number of sampling points are based on
size and shape of the duct, uniformity of gas flow in the duct,
A. T. KEARNEY & CO!>iPAN Y, Ix c.
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availability of an adequate sampling port, and the space required to set up the equipment.

Unfortunately, ideal condi-

tions are seldom found in field testing and agreement on these
factors must be reached before conducting the test"
To insure constancy of test conditions and results, complete information must be developed as to continuous or cyclic
operation; nature, weight and composition of materials; gas
volume and fluctuations; pressure; temperature and humidity;
presence of other devices such as afterburners; and related
conditions affecting the operation and equipment.

These

factors will regulate the time, number and duration of test
runso
Stack Gas Velocity
To determine particulate concentration in an exhaust
stack, isokinetic source sampling must be usedo

This is the

condition that exists when the velocity in the nozzle of the
sampling tube is exactly the same as that in the stacko
Isokinetic sampling is not mandatory when only gaseous substances are to be assayed.
In isokinetic sampling, the traverse area of the duct
must be divided into equal areas and a pitot traverse taken.
The use of the S-type pitot is recorrnnended where particulates
are involved to avoid any possibility of partial plugging
and faulty readingso

The velocity at each point must be

calculated, and the volume of flow required to maintain that
A. T. K E ARK E Y & CO I-1 l' AN Y, I~ c.
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velocity in the sampling tip should volume fluctuate.

Provi-

sions must be made so that the volume can be recalculated immediately each time the pressure changes at the meter.

However,

when sampling is downstream from a gas cleaner, the volume is
controlled by the system's fan and remains relatively constant
and this procedure may not be necessary.
Detailed procedures on conducting velocity measurements
are given in Bulletin WP-50 of the Western Precipitation
Company, ASME Performance Test Code 27-1957 and the Industrial
Ventilation Manual of the American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists.
Concurrent with conducting the pitot traverse, it is essential to determine the temperature of the stack gas.

The

measuring device will be dependent on the temperatures involved.
Sample Probe
In assembling the sampling probe, teflon tape should always be used instead of pipe dope to prevent adherences of
particulates.

Long radius bends should be used instead of el-

bows to facilitate cleaningo

The probe should be just long

enough for the task at hand.

The rest of the train should be

assembled and tested for leaks,
Temperature and Humidity
If the gas sampled is hot and humid, condensation may
occur in the probe or in the filter holdero

The probe or

filter holder must be heated to stop condensation from occurring
A.T.KEARNEY & CO~PANY, INc.
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because the water formed will trap water on the walls of the
apparatus and will interfere with the filtration of particulates.
Temperature control baths may be required for gas absorbers.
In some cases the probe can be provided with a water cooling
jacket.
Condensation
A condenser in the sampling train is required if the gas
is humid.

This serves two purposeso

First, it removes excess

water which may condense and damage the gas meter.

Second,

and of vital importance, a condenser gives assurance that the
gas passing through the train is saturated at an identifiable
point.

This provides the basis £or exact calculations of the

volume of dried gas metered and conversion to standard conditions"
Collection Devices
The characteristics of the material in the stack will
determine the collection method required.

Dry filter mediums,

of a variety of types, are most commonly used for particulate
mattero

Although in some cases the wet impingement method

followed by a thimble is usedo

Gases are collected in ab-

sorbers with a proper absorbing solution.

Grab sample units

are available for spot samplingo
Flow Meters
If a dry gas meter is used, it must be calibrated before
each use.

If an orifice meter, or flow-type meter, is used

A. T. KEAR~EY & CO~I'ANY, I Ne.
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it must also be calibrated each time, and it must have enough
sensitivity so that readings can be obtained to less than one
percent,

Finally, if volume is obtained by multiplying an

instantaneous reading by the time of the operation, fluctuations
must be kept to one percent.
Vacuum Source
A vacuum source is required to draw the sample from the
stack through the sampling train"

A variety of pumps or ejec-

tors are available for this purpose.

Their capacity must be

sufficient to draw the gas through the sample train at the required volume"

The range is from one liter to several cubic

feet per minute.
Sampling time will be dependent upon the factor of obtaining a representative sample of the operation.

It may vary

from several long continuous integrated samples of 30 to 60
minutes or a number of short samples of 5-10 minuteso

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
Introduction
Analytical procedures for a number of materials are given
in the sections that followu

All calculations must be accord-

ing to standard procedures and the standard conditions of temperature at 70 degrees Fahrenheit and an atmospheric pressure
of 29.92 inches of mercury.

A.T.KEARNEY & COMPANY. I:,.ic.
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Particulate Matter
(a)

Scope

The definition of particulate matter accepted by the dust
collection industry is given in the ASME Perfonnance Test Codes
21-1941 and 27-1957.

In essence, this defines particulate mat-

ter as all filterable solids present at standard temperature in
an effluent gas stream.
(b)

(c)

Auxi 1 iary
Apparatus
- Filter Media -

Efficiency of collection must be
at least 99% for all particulates
encountered and must be resistant
to both heat and moisture.

- Balance

Macro analytical balance or
equivalent.

- Drying Oven

Suitable for drying filters for
about 5 hours at 105° C.

- Desiccation

To retain dried filters before
weighing.

Sampling
Procedure

The first step in sampling is to prepare the filtering
mediumo

An identification number should be provided for each

filter and recorded on a separate data sheet.

Prior to weigh-

ing, the filter should be dried for about 5 hours at about 105°
C and then weighed immediately.

This weight should be recorded

on the data sheets and not on the filter.

In order to keep

weighing errors at a minimum, careful handling of the filters
is requiredo

A. T. KEARNEY & COM PA NY, INc.
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Preferably the pitot traverse, temperature and humidity
readings should be taken not more than one-half hour before
sampling is begun.

Assemble the sampling train as shown in

Figure 1 and proceed with the sampling by inserting the probe
into the test stack.

Continual observation of the sampling

train during the entire sampling period is required to record
any changes in pressure, temperature and airflowo

This infor-

mation, along with barometric pressure, sampling time and rate,
is recorded on the sampling data sheet.

Complete information

on the process should also be noted on the sampling data sheeto
Length of the sampling time, at any specific point in the
stack, will be contingent upon changes, if any, in the process
or fluctuations of air volumeo

The sampling time should at

least cover a complete cycle and will vary from 30-60 minutes.
If airflow is not uniform in the stack, 5- to 10- minute samples
at each of the traverse points should be obtained.

Samples

taken during start-up and burn-down periods should, as a rule,
be considered separately from those taken during the production
cycle of the cupolao
After a run is completed the probe must be cleaned of
retained particulate mattero

An acceptable procedure is to

brush with a long flexible brush while the sample train is
pulling in clean air.

For other contaminants, follow pro-

cedures, if any, indicated for the specific material.

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPA~Y, Tse.
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(d)

Sample
Preparation

Collected samples should be dried and placed in a desiccator to reach equilihrium before weighing.

The difference

between the original weight and final weight is the total
amount of particulate matter collected.
(e)

Calculations

The total particulate matter collected is expressed in
grams.

From this value, calculations can be made to express

the findings in grains/SCF, pounds/hour, or pounds/1,000 pounds
of gas, using the followi.ng constants:
One (1)

gram
One (1) pound
One (1) gram
One (1) standard
1.

=

15c43 grains

=

7,000 grains

= 00002205 pounds

cubic foot of air=

Grains/SCF
Grains/SCF

2.

0.075 pounds

=

(Grams) (15043)
Total SCF sampled

Pounds/Hour

Pounds/hour= 60 (grains/SCF) (total gas volume to atmosphere - SCFM)
7,000
3.

Pounds/1,000 Pounds Gas
Pounds/1,000 Pounds gas=

(grams) (2.205)
(0.075) (total SCF sampled)

Arsenic
Source:

American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists,

A. T. KF.ARNEY & COMPA~Y. 111.c.
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(a)

Scope

Stack sampling for arsenic is based on the reaction of
arsine with silver diethyldithiocarbamate.

The amount of

arsenic, in the air sample, is read directly from the calibration curveo
(b)

Auxiliary
Apparatus
Greenberg-Smith Impingero
Beckman DU Spectrophotometer with photomultiplier
or equivalent
-

(c)

Arsine Generator (See Figure 2)

Reagents

Silver Diethyldithiocarbamate - a cooled solution of
silver nitrate (lo7 gin 100 ml distilled water) is added to
a cooled solution of sodium diethyldithiocarbamate (2.25 gin
100 ml distilled water).

The lemon yellow precipitate is

filtered off, washed thoroughly with distilled water and dried
in a vacuum desiccator below 20° Co
Pyridine - Mallinckrodt reagent grade pyridine is passed
through an alumina column 1 inch in diameter and 6 inches in
depth, at the rate of approximately 150 ml per hour.

This

process may remove a considerable quantity of colored material.
Arsine Absorbing Solution - Dissolve 1 g of silver
diethyldithiocarbamate in 200 ml of chromatographed pyridine
and filter the solutionc

A. T. KEA RKEY & CO~PANY, Ixc.
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Hydrochloric acid - Baker's analyzed, specific gravity

1.19.
Potassium Iodide Solution - Dissolve 15 g reagent grade
potassium iodide in 100 ml distilled water.
Stannous Chloride Solution - Dissolve 40 g stannous
chloride dihydrate in 100 ml hydrochloric acid.
Zinc - Baker's analyzed; granular 20 mesh.
Lead Acetate - Dissolve 10 g reagent grade lead acetate
in 100 ml distilled water.
Arsenic Standard Stock Solution - Dissolve 1.320 g arsenic
trioxide in 10 ml of 40% sodium hydroxide and diluted to 1
liter with distilled water.

(Various strengths of standard

solutions are prepared by further diluting this stock solution
with suitable volumes of water, triple distilled in glass.)
Nonag - Stopcock grease, Fischer Scientific Co.
(d)

Sampling Procedure

Assemble sampling train of probe, impinger with 100 ml of
distilled water, flow meter and vacuum pump.

Sampling rate is

at 1 CFM for a period long enough to provide a minimum of 30
cubic feet at standard conditionsc

A. T. KEA'\RNEY & COMPA.XY. I:sc.
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(e)

Analytical Procedure

Calibration curve - known microgram amounts of arsenic
(1-15 micrograms) in the form of standard arsenic solution
are pipetted into 125 ml Erlenmeyer flasks.
is added to make the total volume 35 ml.

Distilled water

To the flasks are

added 5 ml hydrochloric acid, 2 ml 15% potassium iodide
solution, and 8 drops of stannous chloride solution.

The

flasks are swirled and allowed to stand for 15 minutes.
Three ml of the pyridine solution of silver diethyldithiocarbamate are placed in the absorbing tube, which is
attached to the scrubber containing glass wool impregnated
with lead acetate. (See Figure 2.)
The ground joints are lubricated with "Nonag" stopcock
grease, 3 g of granulated zinc are added to the solution in
the flask, and the receiving tube is inserted immediately"
Arsine evolution is completed in about 30 minutes.
At the end of this time, the absorbing solution is
transferred to a 1 cm square cell and the absorbance measured
at 560 millimicrons in the Beckman spectrophotometer.

Plotting

measured absorbances against micrograms of arsenic taken produces the standard curveo
Air samples, after the previously described preparation
treatment, are treated in the same manner as the standardso

A. T. KEARNEY & CO.MP:\ NY, T~c.
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(f)

Calculations

Arsenic, in the form of arsine, displaces an equivalent
amount of silver from silver diethyldithiocarbamate ..
mg As/M3
Where

=

V·Y

1 OOO·v·Va
'

= aliquot (ml)
V = total sample (ml)

V

y =

micrograms in v

Va = gas sample volume, in cubic meters,
at standard conditions

Beryllium
Source:
(a)

Michigan Department of Public Health.

Scope

This method describes a procedure for determining
beryllium in stack gases"
(b)

Auxiliary
Apparatus
-

Millipore filters and holdero

-

Bausch

&

Lomb Large Littrow Emission Spectrograph

or equivalent"
(c)

Reagents

Platinum Internal Stock Solution - Purchase directly from
Jarrell-Ash Company a 10% platinic chloride solution"

This

calculates out to be 57.88 mg platinum in 1 ml solutiono
Platinum Internal Standard Working Solution - Pipette 1 ml
of platinum stock solution containing 57.88 mg Pt per ml into a

A. T. KEARNEY & COM PA ~Y. lNr-.
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25 ml volumetric flask, take to volume with water giving a
solution containing 116 micrograms platinum/.05 mlc
Standard Beryllium Solutions:
lo

Beryllium stock solutiono

Dissolve 00982 g of

BeS04•4H20 in 10 ml of redistilled 1:1 hydrochloric acid
and dilute to 100 ml with distilled water.

Solution contains

5.0 mg beryllium per 100 ml or 2.5 micrograms Be/.05 ml.
2.

Working beryllium standard solutionso

These

should be prepared from the stock solution just before use~
Suggested concentrations are from 0003 to .5 microgram Be/.05
ml.

Nitric Acid - To clean all laboratory glassware.
(d)

Sampling
Procedure

Assemble sampling train of probe, millipore filter and
holder, flow meter and vacuum purnpc

Sampling rate at 1 CFM

for a period long enough to provide a minimum of 10 CF at
standard conditions,
(e)

Analytical
Procedure

The millipore filter containing the sample is transferred
to a chemically clean 125 ml beaker.
wet ashed with nitric acidc

The filter and sample are

The residue is then dissolved in

3 ml of concentrated nitric acid and 1-2 ml of distilled watero
Transfer to a graduated centrifuge tube, rinse the beaker with
water and add the rinsing to the sample solution.

A. T. KEARNEY &

COMPA:'.\fY, TNc:.
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a volume of 0.2 ml and if an appreciable amount of salt is
present, a volume of more than 0.2 ml may be required.
The standard curve is plotted on log-log paper and
micrograms Be per 005 ml is plotted versus the intensity
ratio Gf Be 234806 line over Pt 2357~1 line.

The standard

curve is usually set up in the range of .003 microgram Be/.05
ml to o5 microgram Be/.05 ml.

Six beryllium concentrations

used to establish the working curve are prepared as follows:
For the first 3 concentrations, the stock solution
containing 50 micrograms Be/ml is diluted 1 ml to 100 in
distilled water giving a working solution of o5 microgram
Se/mL
l"

"003 microgram Be/"05 mlo

Pipette 1.2 ml of

working standard beryllium solution (.5 microgram Be/ml) into
a 10 ml volumetric flask and take to volume with watero
2o

0005 microgram Be/.05 rnlo

Pipette 2 ml of

working standard beryllium solution (.5 microgram Be/ml) into
a 10 ml volumetric flask and take to volume with watero
3o

aOl microgram Be/.05 ml.

Pipette 4 ml of

working standard beryllium solution (.5 microgram Be/ml) into
a 10 ml volumetric flask and take to volume with watero
4.

c05 microgram Be/.05 mlo

Pipette .2 ml of stock

beryllium solution (50 micrograms Be/fll) into a 10 ml volumetric
flask and take to volume with waterc

A. T. KEAH~EY &
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5 • • 1 microgram Be/.05 mlo

Pipette .4 ml of stock

beryllium solution (50 micrograms Be/ml) into a 10 ml volumetric
flask and take to volume with water.
6 • • 5 microgram Be/.05 ml.

Pipette 2 ml of stock

beryllium solution (SO micrograms Be/ml) into a 10 ml volumetric
flask and take to volume with water.
Spectrographic apparatus, materials and exposure conditions
are as follows:
1.

Optical conditions - 10 micron slit is used in

the spectrograph.
2.

Densitometer - Non-recording National Spectro-

graph Spec Reader.
3.

Electrodes - Upper Electrode (cathode) United

Carbon Products Company, 3/16" diameter, sharpened to a point
in a regular de-leaded pencil sharpener.
(anode).

Lower Electrode

United Carbon Products Electrode, catalog No. 100-Ls

1/4" diameter, crater is 3/16" diameter and 5/32" deep.
4.

Exposure conditions - 220 volts DC arc, operating

at 7.5 amperes with a constant gap of 5 rrnn maintained between
the anode and cathode, exposure time is until burn-out of
lithium chloride buffer.
Su

Photographic - Eastman Kodak Spectrum Analysis

No. 1 Plate, developed 3.5 minutes in Eastman D-19 Developer
at 68° F and fixed for 8 minutes in Eastman Koda Fixer (National
Spectrographic Developing machine).

Emulsion is calibrated by

use of the two-step filter in front of the slit.

A. T. KHAHNEY & CO.MPA~Y, l-s-c:.
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the filter section is given by Bausch and Lomb Company, makers
of the filtero

60

Nitrogen - AirCo dry nitrogen, flow rate regu-

lated by F. W. Dwyer Manufacturing Company flow meter, maximum
flow rate 6 liters per minute, regulator 3,000 poundso

The

nitrogen flow around the electrode is between 3-4 liters per
minute.
Preparation of the electrodes for both standard curve and
sample analysis is as follows:

A 1/4" diameter electrode is

waterproofed by immersion in Dow Corning silicone solution
(2% in acetone), and air dried for at least 30 minutes,

A 10

mg charge of lithium chloride-graphite buffer is placed in the
electrode and packed by tapping gently on the table topo
Into the electrodes prepared as described above is pipetted

c05 ml of the platinum internal standard working solution (116
micrograms/.05 ml).

The electrodes are placed in a 60° Coven

and allowed to dry.

Upon removal from the oven, 005 ml of the

standard beryllium solution is pipetted into the appropriate
electrodes.

From the centrifuge tubes, where the samples have

been evaporated down, is pipetted .OS ml into the appropriate
electrodesc

The electrodes are then returned to the 60° Coven

and maintained at that temperature until dry.

The temperature

is then brought up to 105° C and maintained at that temperature
for 1 houro

The electrodes are now removed from the oven and

are ready for analysiso

After the spectrograph and power

A.T.KEARNf:Y & COMPA.~Y.11'.c.
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supply have been set as previously described, the electrodes
are placed in the respective electrode holders.

The nitrogen

flow is turned on and set at a rate of between 3-4 liters per
minute around the lower electrode.

With the shutter open during

the entire exposure the arc is lit and allowed to run until
burn-out of the lithitnn chloride buffer which is indicated by
a vanishing of the red lithium color.
After the plate has been developed and dried as described
previously, it is placed on the densitometer and the percent
transmission set to 100 on a clear portion of the plate.

The

percent transmittance value of Be 2348.6 and the background
adjacent to this line is read.

The percent transmittance

value of Pt 2357cl line is also read.

Through the use of the

gamma curve the percent transmission values of the bismuth line
and the background adjacent to it and the Pt line are transformed to I values and a ratio taken of I value Be 2348"6 over
I value Pt 2357.1 made.

Each one of the varying concentrations

of beryllium standard curve and of the sample is run in triplicate and an average of these taken for the final calculationo
The amount of beryllitnn per oOS ml sample is read from the
standard curve.
(f)

Calculation
micrograms Be/M3
where

V

=

V =
y

:a=

Va

=

=

V•Y
Vo Va

aliquot (ml)
total sample (ml)
micrograms in v
gas sample volume, in cubic meters,
at standard conditions

AT. KEARK"FY & COMPA""l"Y. I-sc.
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Cadmium
Source:
(a)

Michigan Department of Public Health.

Scope

Stack testing for cadmium can be accomplished by the
polarograph method using a dropping-mercury electrode with
the sample as the electrolyte.
(b)

Auxiliary
Apparatus

Sargent Polarograph - Model XXl, recording type or
equivalent.
(c)

Reagents

Standard Lead Solution - Dissolve approximately 25 grams
of C.P. Pb(N03)2 in minimum of hot water and cool with stirring.

Filter with suction on small Buchner funnelo

recrystallizationo

Repeat

Dry crystals at 100°-110° C to constant

weight, cool in desiccator and store in tightly stoppered pyrex
bottleo

The product has no water of crystallization and is not

appreciably hygroscopic.

Weigh exactly 0.1599 grams of recry-

stallized C.P . Pb(N03)2, put into 500-ml volumetric flask, and
take to volume with 0,1 N HCl.

This gives a standard lead

solution containing 200 micrograms Pb/ml with 0.1 N HCl as the
electrolyte.

The 0.1 N HCl should be prepared from constant

boiling hydrochloric acid.

A.T.KF.AR~F.Y &
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Standard Cadmium Solution - Weigh exactly 0.2744 grams of
Cd(N03)2·4H20 into a 500-ml volumetric flask and take to
volume with 0.1 N HCl.

This gives a standard cadmium solution

containing 200 micrograms cadmium per ml with 0.1 NHCl as the
electrolyte.

As in the lead solution the 0.1 N HCl should be

prepared from constant boiling hydrochloric acid.
Oxygen Absorbent for Purification of Nitrogen - Pass
nitrogen through a first scrubbing flask (a midget impinger)
containing concentrated NI-¼OH and copper turningso

Caution:

Make certain hole in impinger is not plugged before turning
nitrogen under pressure on.

Then pass nitrogen through a

second scrubbing flask containing concentrated sulfuric acid,
again making certain this is not plugged before applying
pressure.
0.2 N hydrochloric acid - Prepare this from constant
boiling hydrochloric acid according to outline in Lange's
Handbooko
Clean, Dry Mercury - Purchase from Eberback & Son
(d)

Sampling
Procedure

Assemble sampling train of probe, impinger with 100 ml
of 5% nitric acrid, flow meter and vacuum pump.

Sample at

rate of 1 CFM for a period long enough to provide a minimum of
30 cubic feet at standard conditionso

A. T. KEAR~EY &

COMPANY, lNc.
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(e)

Analytical
Procedure

Sample Preparation - Transfer the collecting solution
from the impinger into a 250 ml beaker, wash out impinger with
hot 5% nitric acid and all taken down to dryness on a hot plateo
Cool and add 25 ml of Oo2 N HCl.

Heat just to boiling and

transfer to a 50 ml volumetric flask.

Dilute to volume with

distilled water which will dilute the 0.2 N HCl to 0.1 N HCl
which is the electrolyte.
Transfer a 10-ml aliquot from the 50-ml volumetric flask
into the polarographic cell, add 1 ml of 200 micrograms Pb per
ml solution, and remove oxygen from the cell by bubbling
nitrogen, which is being purified as described under reagents,
through for three to five minutes.

The initial voltmeter is

set at .3 volts, the span voltmeter is set at .6 volts, thereby giving a range from -.3 volts to -.9 volts.

This is suffi-

cient as lead "comes off" at approximately -.44 volts and
cadmium at approximately -.66 volts.

The sensitivity setting

might have to be found by trial and error; 0.020 suffices for
most samples although if the cadmium is low the sensitivity will
have to be increased (decreasing the number of microamperes/mmo).
If there is a possibility that Pb is present in the sample
an aliquot of the sample should be run in the polarographic cell
first, without any internal standard added.

If there is Pb

present in the sample, this must be taken into account when Pb,
the internal standard, is addedo
A. T. KJ-<:AH~EY & COMPANY, INc.
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Standard Curve - Into the polarographic cell is introduced
1 ml of 200 micrograms Pb per ml solution, 1 ml of 200 micrograms Cd per ml solution and 9 ml of 0.1 N HCl.

This gives a

total amount of solution in the cell of 11 ml, thereby enabling
a later removal of 10 ml of the sample and 1 ml of 200 micrograms Pb per ml internal standard solution.
an electrolyte in the cell of 0.1 N HCl.

Also, the~e is

Both the volume of

liquid in the cell and the electrolyte for standard curve and
sample are critical for a proper analysis.
On

the standard curve the heights of the Pb and Cd curves

are measured in mmo

The Cd to Pb ratio is found, which is

divided by the number of micrograms of Cd used giving a factor
for 1 microgram Cd versus 200 micrograms Pb.

It is suggested

that 200 micrograms Pb be used as an internal standard in each
sample for Cd thereby simplifying the calculations,

The factor

for 1 microgram Cd versus 200 microgram Pb, found at the beginning of the series of samples being analyzed, will be used
for the calculations throughout this serieso
(e)

Calculations

For the sample "polarogram" the heights of the Pb and
Cd curves are measured in nnno and the Cd to Pb ratio found in
the same manner as the standard curve.

The ratio found here

is divided by the factor found in the standard curve for 1
microgram Cd versus 200 micrograms Pb giving the number of
micrograms of Cd in the aliquot put into the polarographic cello

A. T. KEAR~EY & CO~PANY,

INC,
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mg Cd/M3 =
Where

v =
V=
Y=
Va=

zt ..

V•Y

f,ooo•v•Va
aliquot (ml)
total sample (ml)
micrograms in v
gas sample volume, in cubic meters,
at standard conditions

Fluoride
Source:

Talvitie method modified by Michigan Department
of Public Health.

(a)

Scope

This method describes a procedure for determining fluoride
in stack gases.
(b)

Auxiliary
Apparatus
Standard impinger with fritted glass bubbler.
250 ml Claissen flasks.
100 ml Nessler Tubes.

(c)

Reagents

Standard Sodium Fluoride - Make a solution containing 1 mg
of fluoride per ml (2.21 g of sodium fluoride to 1 liter)o
Take 10 mls of this solution and dilute to 1 liter; 1 ml of
this dilution contains .01 mg fluoride,
Color Forming Reagent - Dissolve 36.99 g of sodium sulfate
in about 500 ml of hot distilled water and 17.7 g of sodium
formate in about 200 ml of hot distilled water.

Mix together

and when cooled, add 0"1436 g thorium nitrate tetrahydrate and
11 ml of 90% formic acid.
A. T. KEARNEY & COMPAXY, lNc.
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Alizarin monosodium sulfonate indicator 128.25 mg dissolved
in 1 liter of distilled waterc
Nitric Acid - About 5 ml concentrated acid, diluted to a
liter with distilled water.
Sodium Hydroxide -- oS N. (20 g dissolved in 1 liter of
water).
Silver Sulfate.
Concentrated Sulfuric Acido
(e)

Sampling
Procedure

Assemble sampling train of probe, impinger with fritted
glass bubbler containing 100 ml of a 2% sodium hydroxide
solution, flow meter and vacuum pumpo

Sample at a rate of

1 CFM for a period long enough to provide a minimum of 15
cubic feet at standard conditions,
(f)

Analytical
Procedure

Sample Preparation - Transfer the collecting solution from
the irnpinger into a Claissen flask.

Slowly add 35 ml of con-

centrated sulfuric acid (using small long stem funnel) to
content, submerging and swirling flask in cool-cold water
while adding the acid--this offsets the loss of HF"

Add

boiling chips and silver sulfate (to cover the end of a spatula).
Close the flask with a two-hole rubber stopper, through which
passes a thermometer and a 6 mm O.D, glass tube drawn to
A. T. KEA RKEY & CO:MPANY, lNc.
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capillary size and extends down into the solution.
tube to a separatory funnel containing water.

Connect

This is to

slowly add water to both cool the flask and to replenish the
water boiled off due to distillation in the Claissen flasko
The distillation flask should be placed on a pad of
transite or asbestos, or on a plate of aluminum with a hole
about 2 inches in diameter made to fit the flask perfectly.
Regulate the heat under the steam distillation flask so
that the distillate being collected remains coolc

Adjust the

application of heat to the still so that a temperature of 165°
C is maintained.

Collect the distillate in a 250-ml volumetric

flask or in a 250-ml beaker, and then make up to exactly 250 ml
in a volumetric flask.

Stopper the flask and mix.

ml into a 100-ml-long form Nessler tube.
indicator.

Pipette 25

Add 5.0 ml of alizarin

Titrate carefully with a .5 N sodium hydroxide un-

til the solution changes from yellow to a decided pink.

Back

titrate with the dilute nitric acid until the solution changes
to a pure yellow.

Dilute to about 90 ml, add 3 ml of thorium

reagent, make up to exactly 100 ml and mix well.
minutes, compare with the standardso

After 30

If the same is beyond

the range of the standards, use a smaller aliquot.

If it is

too close to the standard containing no fluorine, double or
treble the aliquot.
A blank must be carried through all the steps of the procedure, using the same amounts of reagents as are used in the
A. T. KEARNEY & COMPANY, I~c.
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samples.

An aliquot of 75 ml is usually necessary to determine

the amount of fluorine present in the blank.
(f)

Calculations

Calculate the total amount of fluorine present in the
blank and subtract this from the total fluorine found in each
sampleo

v.y

mg F/M3 =
where

l,OOO•v•Va

V =

aliquot (ml)

V = total sample (ml)

Source:
(a)

y

=

Va

=

micrograms in v
gas sample volume, in cubic meters,
at standard conditions

Michigan Department of Public Health.

Scope

Stack testing for cadmium can be accomplished by the
polarograph method using a dropping-mercury electrode with
the sample as the electrolytec
(b)

Auxiliary
Apparatus

Sargent Polarograph - Model XXl, recording type, or
equivalent.
(c)

Reagents

Standard Lead Solution - Dissolve approximately 25 grams
of CcP, Pb(N03)2 in minimum of hot water and cool with stirring.

Filter with suction on small Buchner funnela
A. T. KEARNEY &
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recrystallization.

Dry crystals at 100°-110° C to constant

weight, cool in desiccator and store in tightly stoppered pyrex
bottle.

The product has no water of crystallization and is not

appreciably hygroscopic.

Weight exactly 0.1599 grams of recry-

stallized C.P. Pb(N03)z, put into 500-ml volumetric flask, and
take to volume with 0.1 N HCl.

This gives a standard lead

solution containing 200 micrograms Pb/ml with 0.1 N HCl as the
electrolyte.

The 0.1 N HCl should be prepared from constant

boiling hydrochloric acid.
Standard Cadmium Solution - Weight exactly 0.2744 grams
of Cd(N03)2•4H20 into a 500-ml volumetric flask and take to
volume with Ool N HCl.

This gives a standard cadmium solution

containing 200 micrograms cadmium per ml with 0.1 N HCl as the
electrolyte.

As in the lead solution, the OQl N HCl should be

prepared from constant boiling hydrochloric acid.
Oxygen Absorbent for Purification of Nitrogen - Pass
nitrogen through a first scrubbing flask (a midget impinger)
containing concentrated N1¼,0H and copper turnings.

Caution:

Make certain hole in impinger is not plugged before turning
nitrogen under pressure ono

Then pass nitrogen through a

second scrubbing flask containing concentrated sulfuric acid,
again making certain this is not plugged before applying
pressure.
0.2 Nu Hydrochloric Acid - Prepare this from constant
boiling hydrochloric acid according to outline in Lange's
Handbook.
A. T. KEARNEY & COMPA::-.-Y. lNc.
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Clean, Dry Mercury - Purchase from Eberbach and Son.
(d)

Sampling
Procedure

Assemble sampling train of probe, impinger with 100 ml 5%
nitric acid solution, flow meter and vacuum pumpo. Sample at
rate of 1 CFM for a period long enough to provide a minimum
of 30 cubic feet at standard conditions.
(e)

Analytical
Procedure

Sample Preparation - Transfer the collecting solution to
a 250-ml beaker, wash out impinger with 5% hot nitric acid and
all taken down to dryness on a hot plate.
of Oo2 N HClo

Cool and add 25 ml

Heat just to boiling and transfer to a 50-ml

volumetric flask.

Dilute to volume with distilled water which

will dilute the 0.2 N HCl to 0.1 N HCl which is the

electrolyte◊

Transfer a 10-ml aliquot from the 50-ml volumetric flask
into the polarographic cell, add 1 ml of 200 micrograms Cd per
ml solution, and remove oxygen from the cell by bubbling nitrogen which is being purified as described under reagents, through
for three to five minutes.

The instrument used is a Sargent

Polarograph - Model XXI and the settings are as follows:

A.C.

switch down (on), D.M.E. - up (negative), Damping - down (off),
Initial EoM.Fo - up (additive), D.C. E.M.F. - down (1.5 V
span), Chart drive - up (on), Operation - up (E.M.F. increasing).
The initial voltmeter is set at .3 volts, the span voltmeter is
set at .6 volts, thereby giving a range from -o3 volts to -.9
A. T. KEARNEY & COMPA:SY. lNc.
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This is sufficient as lead "comes off" at approximately

-.44 volts and cadmium at approximately -.66 volts.

The sen-

sitivity setting might have to be found by trial and error,
0.020 suffices for most samples although if the lead is low
the sensitivity will have to be increased (decreasing the
number of microamperes/mm).
If there is a possibility that Cd is present in the sample,
an aliquot of the sample should be run in the polarographic
cell first, without any internal standard addedo

If there is

CD present in the sample this must be taken into account when
Cd, the internal standard, is addedo
Standard Curve - Into the polarographic cell is introduced
1 ml of 200 micrograms Pb per ml solution, 1 ml of 200 micrograms Cd per ml solution and 9 ml of Ocl N HClo

This gives a

total amount of solution in the cell of 11 ml thereby enabling
a later removal of 10 ml of the sample and 1 ml of 200 micrograms Cd per ml internal standard solutiono
electrolyte in the cell of 0.1 N HCl.

Also, there is an

Both the volume of liquid

in the cell and the electrolyte for standard curve and sample
are critical for a proper analysiso
On the standard curve the heights of the Pb and Cd curves
are measured in mmo

The Pb to Cd ratio is found, which is

divided by the number of micrograms of Pb used giving a factor
for 1 microgram Pb versus 200 micrograms Cd.

It is suggested

that 200 micrograms Cd be used as an internal standard in each
sample for Pb thereby simplifying the calculations.

A. T. KEAR~EY & COMPANY. IN c.
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for 1 microgram Pb versus 200 micrograms Cd, found at the
beginning of the series of samples being analyzed, will be
used for the calculations through this series.
(f)

Calculations

For the sample "polarogram" the heights of the Pb and
Cd curves are measured in rrnn and the Pb to Cd ratio found in
the same manner as the standard curveo

The ratio found here

is divided by the factor found in the standard curve for 1
microgram Pb versus 200 micrograms Cd giving the number of
micrograms of Pb in the aliquot put into the polarographic
cell.
mg Pb/M 3 =

V•Y

1,000•v•Va
where

V

= aliquot (ml)

V = total sample (ml)

y = micrograms in v

Va = gas sample volume, in cubic meters,
at standard conditions.
Mercury
Source:

American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienistso

(a)

Scope

Divalent mercury fonns an orange-yellow complex with
dithizone in dilute acid solution which can be extracted by
chlorofonn.

An additional extraction in the presence of

chloride and bromide ions eliminates the interference of other
metalsn

A. T. KEAR1'-EY & COMPANY,
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(b)

A

Auxiliary
Apparatus
Beckman DU Spectrophotometer or equivalent.
Squibb separator funnels.

Cuvettes.
(c)

Reagents

HCl-0.1 N.
Meta Cresol Purple Indicator - Dissolve 0.05 g of the
power in 6 ml of 0.05 N NaOH; then dilute to 100 ml with distilled water.
Buffer Solution - Dissolve 300 g anhydrous Na2HP04 and
75 g K2C03 in distilled water to make 2 liters of solution
(Macllvaine's Buffer Solutions).
Treated Chloroform - Chloroform treated with hydroxylamine
hydrochloride as per the method of Hubbard, Industrial Engineering Chemistry, Analo Ed., 9, 493 (1937)0
Dithizone Solutions - Make up a stock solution containing
0.5 mg dithizone per ml of chloroform.
solutions can be made up as neededo

Other strength dithizone

It is advisable to allow

the dithizone solutions to stabilize overnight before use.
Potassium Bromide Solution - 40% KBr in distilled water.
Armnonium Citrate - 40%,

Mix 40 g citric acid, monohydrate,

with about 20 ml distilled watero

Add sufficient ammonium

hydroxide slowly with constant stirring to make solution

A. T. KEAR~EY & COMPANY. lNc.
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alkaline to phenol red and make to volume with water.

Purify

by shaking with dithizone in chloroform and clear with pure
chloroform.
Mercury Standard Solutions - Dissolve 0.1354 g mercuric
chloride, C.P., special reagent grade in 1 N HCl and make up
to 100 ml with the acid.

This solution contains 1 mg Hg per

ml and is quite stable.

If any cloud or sediment develops,

it should be discarded.

Other strength solutions can be made

by dilution with distilled water as the need arises.
Hydroxylamine Hydrochloride - 20% solution in distilled
watero
(d)

Sampling
Procedure

Assemble sampling train of probe, impinger with 100 ml of
Oo25% iodine in a 3% aqueous solution of potassium iodide.
Sampling rate of 1 CFM for a period long enought to provide a
minimum of 30 cubic feet at standard conditionso
(e)

Analytical
Procedure

Sample Preparation - The contents of the impinger flask
and washings are made up to a known volume with distilled
water.

A proper aliquot is taken to place the mercury con-

centration within range of the methodu

Add 5 ml of ammonium

citrate, 1 ml hydroxylamine hydrochloride and shake.
drops of phenol red indicatoro

Add 2

(Always add the hydroxylamine

hydrochloride before the phenol redo)

Titrate with ammonium
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hydroxide to the full color end point pH of 8.5.

Extract with

5 ml portions of 20 mg/liter dithizone solution, withdrawing the
chloroform layers into another 250 ml Squibb separatory funnel,
into which has been placed 50 ml of 0.1 N HCl.

Continue to

extract with and withdraw 5-ml portions until the dithizone in
the chloroform layer does not change color.
Shake the above dithizone extract with 50 ml 0.1 N HCl
for 2 minutes.
funnelo

Draw off the chlorofonn into a clean separatory

Wash the aqueous phase with two, 3-5 ml portions of

treated chloroform and add to the extracts.
phase.

Discard the aqueous

To the chlorofonn extracts, add 50 ml of Ool N HCl and

10 ml of the 40% KBr reagent.

Shake for 2 minutes.

The Hg

goes into the aqueous phase as H2HgBr4 while the Cu and Bi
remains in the dithizone which is discarded.
phase with a few ml of treated chlorofonn"

Wash the aqueous
Let the phases

separate well and discard completely all chloroform droplets.
An aliquot of the stripping solution may be taken if necessary
so that the amount of Hg will fall on the standard curve.

If

an aliquot is taken, make up to 50 ml volume with 0.1 N HCl.
Add 10 ml buffer solution to bring the pH to 6, and 10 ml
of 10 mg/liter dithizone solution.

Shake well for 2 minutes.

Avoid any exposure to direct sunlight or exceedingly bright
artificial light.
NOTE:

If the separatory funnel was not washed thoroughly with

distilled water, the dithizone may be oxidized.

A. T. KE A RNF.Y & COMPA~Y, 1Nc.
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A

By means of a cotton swab on an applicator stick, remove

any traces of moisture from the stem of the funnel after the
stopcock has been opened for a second to allow the chloroform
to fill the bore.

Loosely insert a small cotton plug in the

stem of the funnel.

Rinse a cuvette twice with 1-2 ml portions

of the chloroform layer and draw off the remaining dithizone
into the cuvette.

Place in the spectrophotometer and read at

point of maximum light absorption (485 millimicron) against
distilled chloroformc

A blank on reagents should be carried

through the entire procedure and this blank subtracted from
the final result.
Standard curve - Suitable concentrations of mercury to
give coverage over the entire range are used to establish a
particular curve.

Three or four points are sufficient.

Place 5 ml of the 40% KBr reagent, 10 ml of the buffer
solution and the proper amount of standard mercury solution in
a 125 ml Squibb separatory funnel.
make the final volume 65 ml.

Add enought 0.1 N HCl to

Then add 10 ml of 10 mg/liter

dithizone solution and shake for 2 minutes.

Flush the stem of

the separatory funnel and remove moisture by means of a cotton
swab, withdraw the chloroform layer and read in the spectrophotometer as described above.
The 10 mg/liter dithizone solution is of sufficient
strength to cover the range from Oto 15 micrograms of mercuryo
By using 20 ml instead of the standard 10 ml of this reagent,
A.T.KcAR~EY & CO.MPANY,I:sc.
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the concentration range covered can be doubledo

It is not re-

connnended to add more than 20 ml of 10 mg/liter dithizone to
any sampleo
For only an occasional mercury analysis, it is better to
bracket the sample with standard amounts rather than prepare
an entire curveo
(f)

Calculation

mg Hg/M3

=

v.y
1,000.v.va

where

Source:
(a)

v =
V=
Y=
Va=

aliquot (ml)
total sample (ml)
micrograms in v
gas sample volume, in cubic meters,
at standard conditions

Michigan Department of Public Healtho

Scope

Stack testing for zinc can be accomplished by the polarograph method using a dropping-mercury electrode with the sample
as the electrolyte.
(b)

Auxiliary
Apparatus

Sargent Polarograph - Model XXl, recording type, or
equivalent.

A. T. H..EARNEY & C0~1PANY, lNc.
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(c)

Reagents

Stock Zinc Solution - Weigh exactly 5.0 grams of dry
reagent zinc (30 mesh or finer) into a 500-ml volumetric
flask and add a minimum amount of constant boiling hydrochloric
acid to get the zinc in solution.

Boil until solution is

complete and make up to volume with distilled water.

The

solution contains 10.0 mg zinc per ml.
Working Standard Zinc Solution - Pipette 5.0 ml of stock
zinc solution (10.0 mg zinc per ml) into 500-ml volumetric
flask and take to volume with 0.2 M KCl.

The solution contains

100 micrograms zinc per ml with 0.2 M KCl as the electrolyte.
0.2 M KCl Solution - Weigh 14.9 grams reagent grade KCl
into 1 liter volumetric flask and take to volume with distilled
watero
Standard Cadmium Solution - Weigh exactly 0,2744 grams
of Cd(N03 )z•4Hz0 into a 500-ml volumetric flask and take to
volume with Oo2 M KClo The solution contains 200 micrograms
Cd per ml with 0.2 M KCl as electrolyte.
Oxygen Absorbent for Purification of Nitrogen - Pass
nitrogen through a first scrubbing flask (midget impinger)
containing concentrated N"4.0H and copper turnings.

Caution:

Make certain hole in impinger is not plugged before turning
nitrogen on under pressure.

Then pass nitrogen through a

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPA~Y. 1xc.
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second scrubbing flask containing concentrated sulfuric acid,
again making certain this is not plugged before applying
pressure.
Clean, Dry Mercury - Purchase from Eberbach & Son.
(d)

Sampling
Procedure

Assemble sampling train of probe, impinger with 100 ml
5% nitric acid solution, flow meter and vacuum pump.

Sample

at rate of 1 CFM for a period long enough to provide a minimum
of 30 cubic feet at standard conditions.
(e)

Analytical
Procedure

Sample Preparation - Transfer the collecting solution
from the impinger into a 250 ml beaker, wash out impinger
with 5% hot nitric acid and all taken down to dryness on a
hot plate.

Add 2 ml concentrated nitric acid, wetting the

sample thoroughlyo
mixo

Add 6 drops perchloric acid and swirl to

Evaporate to dryness on a hot plate at 350°-400° C.

Repeat the acid treatment to obtain complete digestion.
and add 10 ml of 0.2 M potassium chloride solution.

Cool

Loosen

the solids with a rubber policeman, rinse policeman and beaker
walls with 3-5 ml of Oo2 M potassium chloride solution.
with a watch glass and boil 2-3 minutes.

Cover

Filter the solution

into a 50-ml volumetric flask washing the filter with Ou2 M KClo
Dilute to volume with Oo2 M KCl giving the sample in 50 ml with
0.2 M KCl as the electrolyte.
A. T. KEAR:t--EY & COMPA~Y. I.Ne.
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Transfer 10 ml aliquot into polarographic cell, add 1 ml
of 200 micrograms Cd per ml solution, and remove oxygen from
cell by bubbling nitrogen through for three to five minutes.
The initial voltmeter is set at .4 volts, the span voltmeter is
set at 1 volt, thereby giving a range from -.4 volts to -1.4
volts.

This is sufficient as cadmium "comes off" at approxi-

mately -.66 volts and zinc at approximately -1.05 volts.

The

sensitivity setting will vary depending on the amount of zinc
present.

The setting used for the standard curve is 0.02

microamperes/mm.
If there is a possibility that Cd is present in the sample
an aliquot of the sample should be run in the polarographic cell
first, without any internal standard added.

If there is Cd

present in the sample this must be taken into account when CD,
the internal standard, is added.
Standard curve - Into the polarographic cell is introduced
1 ml of 100 micrograms Zn per ml solution, 1 ml of 200 micrograms Cd per ml solution, and 9 ml of 0.2 M KCl solution.

This

gives a total amount of solution in the cell of 11 ml thereby
enabling a later removal of 10 ml of the sample and 1 ml of
200 micrograms Cd per ml internal standard solution.
there is an electrolyte in the cell of 0.2 M KCl.

Also,

Both the

volume of liquid in the cell and the electrolyte for standard
curve and sample are critical for a proper analysis.

A. T. KEAR~EY & COMPANY, Ixc.
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On the standard curve the heights of the Zn and Cd curves
The Zn to Cd ratio is found which is

are measured in mm.

divided by the number of micrograms of Zn used giving a factor
for 1 microgram Zn versus 200 micrograms Cd.

It is suggested

that 200 micrograms Cd be used as an internal standard in each
sample for Zn thereby simplifying the calculationso

The factor

for 1 microgram Zn versus 200 micrograms Cd, found at the
beginning of the series of samples being analyzed, will be used
for the calculations through this series.
(f)

Calculations

For the sample "polarogram" the heights of the Zn and Cd
curves are measured in mm and the Zn to Cd ratio found in the
same manner as the standard curveo

The ratio found here is

divided by the factor found in the standard curve for 1 microgram Zn versus 200 micrograms Cd giving the number of micrograms of Zn in the aliquot put into the polarographic cell.
mg Zn/M3 =
where v =
V =
Y=
Va=

V·Y
l,OOO•v•Va

aliquot (ml)
total sample (ml)
micrograms in v
gas sample volume, in cubic meters,
at standard conditions
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Nitrogen Oxides, Phenoldisulfonic
Acia Method
Source:
(a)

Public Health Service.

Scope

When sulfur dioxide, ammonia, iron or other compounds
that interfere with the hydrogen peroxide method are present
in the gas to be sampled and/or the concentration of the
nitrogen oxides is below about 100 ppm, this method is usedo
Accuracy below 5 ppm is questionable.

This test is unsuitable

for atmospheric samplingo
(b)

Apparatus
Sampling Probe

Stainless steel (type 304 or
316) or glass tubing of suitable size (1/4-inch-OD, 6-footlong stainless steel tubing has
been used)o

Collection Flask -

A 2-liter round-bottom flask
with an outer 24/40 joint for
integrated samples or a 250ml MSA sampling tube for grab
samples.

Orifice Assembly -

The size of the glass capillary
tubing depends on the desired
sampling period (flow rates of
about 1 liter per minute have
been used). Use of this orifice
is not mandatoryo

Adapter with
Stopcock

Adapter for connecting collection flask to sampling "T".

Three-way Stopcock.

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPANY, I Ne.
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- A 36-inch Hg manometer or
accurate vacuum gageo

Manometer

Spectrophotometer - Beckman Model "B" or
equivalent.
(c)

Reagents

Thirty Percent Hydrogen Peroxide - (reagent grade)o
Three Percent Hydrogen Peroxide - Dilute 30% HzOz with
water at 1:10 ratioo

Prepare fresh daily.

Concentrated Sulfuric Acid.
Ool N (approximate) Sulfuric Acid - Dilute 2.8 ml concentrated H2S04 to 1 liter with water.
Absorbing Solution - Add 12 drops 3% Hz02 to each 100 ml
0.1 N HzS04.

Make enough for required number of tests.

1 N (approximate) Sodium Hydroximde - Dissolve 40 gm NaOH
pellets in water and dilute to 1 liter.
Concentrated Ammonium Hydroxide.
Fuming Sulfuric Acid - 15 to 18 weight percent free
sulfuric a~hydride (oleum)o
Phenol (reagent grade).
Phenoldisulfonic Acid Solution - Dissolve 25 grams of
pure white phenol in 150 ml concentrated H2S04 on a steam batho
Cool and add 75 ml fuming sulfuric acido

Heat to 100° C for 2

A.T.KF.ARNEY & COMPA::-;fY, l!o!"c.

hours.

Store in a dark stoppered bottle.

This solution should

be colorless if prepared with quality reagents.
Potassium Nitrate (reagent grade).
Standard Potassium Nitrate Solution - Solution A:
Dissolve 005495 gram KN0 3 and dilute to 1 liter in a volumetric
flasko Solution B: Dilute 100 ml of Solution A to 1 liter.
One ml of Solution A contains the equivalent of 0.250 mg N02
and of Solution B, 0.0250 mg NOz.
(d)

Sampling
Procedure

Integrated Grab Sample - Add 25 ml freshly prepared absorbing solution into the flasko

Record the exact volume of

absorbing solution used.
Set up the apparatus as shown in Figure 3, attach the
selected orifice.

Purge the probe and orifice assembly with the

gas to be tested before sampling begins by applying suction to
it.

Evacuate the system to the vapor pressure of the solution:

this pressure is reached when the solution begins to boil"
Record the pressure in the flask and the ambient temperatureo
Open the valve to the sampling probe to collect the sample"
Constant flow will be maintained until the pressure reaches
Oo53 of the atmospheric pressure,
reached.

Stop before this point is

During sampling, check the rate of fall of the

mercury in one leg of the manometer in case clogging, especially
of the orifice, occurs.

At the end of the sampling period,

record the pressure, temperature, and barometric pressure.
A. T. KF.A RNFY & COMPANY, INc.
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An extended period of sampling can be obtained by following
this procedure.
intervals.

Open the valve only a few seconds at regular

For example:

Open the valve for 10 seconds and

close it for 50 seconds; repeat every 60 secondsor
Grab Sample - Set up the apparatus as shown in Figure 4
for high concentrations (200-3000 ppm) or the apparatus as shown
in Figure 4 for low concentrations (0-200 ppm) but delete the
orifice assembly.

The same procedure is followed as in the

integrated method except that the valve is opened at the source
for about 10 seconds and no orifice is used.
Calibration curves are made to cover different ranges of
concentrations.

Using a microburette for the first two lower

ranges and a 50-ml burette for the next two higher ranges,
transfer the following into separate 150-ml beakers (or 200-ml
casseroles)o
lo

0-100 ppm: 0.0 (blank), 2.0, 4o0 9 6.0o, 800,

10.0, 12.0, 16.0, 20.0 ml of KN03 Solution B.
2.

50-500 ppm: 0.0 (blank), LO, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0,

4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0 ml of KN03 Solution A.
3o

500-1500 ppm: 0.0 (blank), 5.0, lOoO, l5o0,

20.0, 25.0, 30.0 ml of KN03 Solution A.
4.

1500-3000 ppm:

0.0 (blank), 1500, 30.0, 3500,

4000, 45.0., 50.0, 55.0, 60.0 ml KN03 Solution A.
Add 25.0 ml absorbing solution to each beaker.

Follow as

directed in the Analytical Procedure section starting with the
addition of 1 N NaOH.
A. T. KEARNEY & COMPA~Y. h,c.
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A

After the yellow color has developed, make dilutions for
the following ranges: 50 to 500 ppm (1:10); 500 to 1,400 ppm
(1:20); and 1,500 to 3,000 ppm (1:50).

Read the absorbance of

each solution at 420 millimicron.
Plot concentrations against absorbance on rectangular
graph paper.

A new calibration curve should be made with each

new batch of phenoldisulfonic acid solution or every few weeks.
(e)

Analytical
Procedure

Shake the flask for 15 minutes and allow to stand over
nightc
Transfer the contents of the collection flask to a beakero
Wash the flask three times with 15-ml portions of H20 and add
the washings to the solution in the beaker.

For a blank add

25 ml absorbing solution and 45 ml H20 to a beaker.

Proceed

as follows for the bank and sampleso
Add 1 N NaOH to the beaker until the solution is just
alkaline to litmus paper.

Evaporate the solution to dryness

on a water bath and allow to cool.

Carefully add 2 ml

phenoldisulfonic acid solution to the dried residue and
triturate thoroughly with a glass rod, making sure that all
the residue comes into contact with the solution.
HzO and four drops concentrated H2S040

Add 1 ml

Heat the solution on

the water bath for 3 minutes, stirring occasionally.

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPANY. l.sc.
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Allow to cool and add 20 ml H2 0, mix well by stirring,
and add 10 ml concentrated N}¾OH, dropwise, stirring constantly.
Transfer the solution to a 50-ml volumetric flask, washing the
beaker three times with 4- to 5-ml portions of H20•
mark with water and mix thoroughly.

Dilute to

Transfer a portion of the

solution to a dry, clean centrifuge tube and centrifuge, or
filter a portion of the solution.
Read the absorbance of each sample at 420 millimicron.

If

the absorbance is higher than 006, make a suitable dilution of
both the sample and blank and read the absorbance again.
(f)

Calculations
ppm N0 2 =

(5.24 x 10 5 ) (C)

Where C =

concentration of NOz, mg (from calibration
chart)

Vs=

Vs

gas sample volume at 70° F and 29092 in
Hg, ml.

Sulfur Dioxide and Sulfur Trioxide,
Shell Development Company Method
Source:

National Air Pollution Control Administration
Publication 999-AP-130

(a)

Scope

This method describes a procedure for determining sulfur
dioxide and sulfur trioxide in stack gases"

A. T. KEARNEY & COMPANY, lNc.
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(b)

Apparatus
- Sampling Probe

- Filter

Glass tubing (preferably borosilicate or quartz) of suitable
size with a ball joint at one
end and a removable filter at
the other (a 1/2-inch-OD, 6foot-long tube has been used.)
-

- Adapter

A filter is needed to remove
particulate matter, which may
contain metal sulfates and
cause interference during
analysis. Borosilicate glass
wool, Kaolin wool, or silica
wool are suitable filters for
removing particulate matter.
Six plug-type connecting tubes
T 24/40, one with a 90° bend
and a socket joint.

- Heating Tape

-

An insulated heating tape with
a powerstat to prevent condensation in exposed portion
of probe and adapter. Alternative: glass wool or other
suitable insulators.

- Dry Gas Meter

-

A Ool-cubic-foot-per-revolution
dry gas meter equipped with a
fitting for a thermometer and a
manometer. Alternately, a
calibrated tank or a rotameter
calibrated at the operating
pressure may be used.

- Vacuum pumpo
One 10°-50° C + 1° C· and
'
one 0°-300° C' + 5° Care
suitable.

- Thermometers

- Manometer
- Absorbers

-

-

A 36-inch-Hg manometer
Two U-shaped ASTM D 1266 lamp
sulfur absorbers with coarsesintered plates.

A. T. K:E A RNF.Y & COMPANY, IN c.
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- Filter Tube
- Scrubber for
Purifying Air
- Teflon Tubing

(c)

46

One 40-mm-diameter Corning
medium-sintered plateo
-

An ASTM D 1266 lamp sulfur
absorber with coarse-sintered
plate.
Teflon tubing, 1/4-inch ID,
for connecting absorbers.
Alternative: 8•mm pyrex tubing
with butt-to-butt connections
held together with Tygon.

Reagents

Water - Distilled water that has been deionized.
Isopropanol, Anhydrous.
Eighty Percent Isopropyl Alcohl - Dilute isopropanol with
water at a ratio of 4 to 1.
Thirty Percent Hydrogen Peroxide - (reagent grade)o
Three Percent Hydrogen Peroxi'd&.:., ~,.Dilute 30% hydrogen
'.

"··"'·"··,...

peroxide with water at a ratio of 10 to 1.

J

·'

Prepare fresh

daily.
Barium Chloride - (Bac1 2 ·2tt20 1 reagent grade).
0.0100 N Alcoholic Barium Chloride - Dissolve 1.2216 grams
BaClz•2HzO in 200 ml of water and dilute to 1 liter with
isopropanol.

Standardize this solution with OoOl N alcoholic

sulfuric acid solution.

A. T. KEARNEY & COM PA ~Y. 1:-.c.
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(As an alternate titrating solution to 0.01 N alcoholic
bari\ll1l chloride, in American Petroleum Institute Study Group
uses 0.01 N alcoholic barium perchlorate bec·ause they believe
that it gives a sharper end point during titrationo)
Thorin Indicator - 1-(0-arsonophenylazo)-2 naphthol-3,
6-disulfonic acid, disodium salt.
0.2 Percent Thorin Indicator - Dissolve 0.2 gram thorin
indicator in 100 ml water.
(d)

Store in polyethylene bottle.

Sampling
Procedure

Set up the apparatus as shown in Figure So

Place 30 ml

of 80% isopropyl alcohol in the first absorber and 10 ml in
the filter tube.

The add 50 ml of 3% hydrogen peroxide to the

second absorber.

A light film of silicone grease on the upper

parts of the joints may be used to prevent leakageo

Wind the

heating tape in a uniform single layer around the exposed
portion of the probe and adapter and cover the heating tape
with asbestos tape wound in the opposite direction.

Place a

thennometer between the heating tape and asbestos as near the
adapter joint as possible.

Connect the heating tape to a

powerstat, switch on the current, and maintain the probe and
adapter at a temperature at which no condensation will occur
(about 250° C).

Sample at 00075 cubic foot per minute until

2 cubic feet or a suitable volume of gas has been sampledo
Record the meter readings, temperatures and pressures at
A. T. KEARNEY & COMPA~Y. J-,...r..
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10-minute intervals.

Note the barometric pressureo

Do not

sample at a vacuum of more than 8 inches Hg.
Disconnect the asbestos tape, heating tape, probe, and
adapter and allow them to cool.

Connect the scrubber for

purifying air to the inlet of the isopropyl alcohol absorber
and add 50 ml of 3% hydrogen peroxide.
the ice bath with tap watero

Replace the water in

Draw air through the system for

15 minutes to transfer residual sulfur dioxide to the hydrogen
peroxide absorber.

Disconnect the purifying air scrubber.

(Although the use of air for removal of sulfur dioxide from
isopropyl alcohol should not result in oxidation of sulfur
dioxide to sulfur trioxide, the American Petroleum Institute
Joint Study Group uses 99% nitrogen to preclude any possibility
of oxidationo)

Remove the filter and wash the probe and

adapter with 80% isopropyl alcohol.

Place the washings in the

isopropyl alcohol absorbero
Disconnect the hydrogen peroxide absorber and transfer
the contents and the water washings to a 250-ml volumetric
flask.

Dilute the water to the mark.

Analyze for sulfur

dioxide.
Stopper the isopropyl alcohol absorber and apply suction
to the filter end.

Remove the suction line and allow the

partial vacuum in the absorber to draw the solution from the
filter.

Rinse the filter tube with 80% isopropyl alcohol be-

fore the suction is lost.

Transfer the contents of the isopropyl

A. T. KEARNEY & CO!-1:PANY, I.i-.c.
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A

alcohol absorber and its washings to a 250-ml volumetric flask
and dilute to the mark with 80% isopropyl alcoholo

Analyze for

sulfur trioxide.
(e)

Analytical
Procedure

Sulfur Trioxide - Pipette a suitable aliquot to a flask
and dilute to 100 ml with 80% isopropyl alcohol.

Add a few

drops of thorin indicator (enough to give a yellow color).
Titrate with OoOl N BaClz to the pink end point.

Make a blank

detennination in parallel.
Sulfur Dioxide - Transfer a suitable aliquot to a flask
and add 4 times this volume of isopropyl alcohol.

Dilute to

100 ml with 80% isopropyl alcohol, add enough thorin indicator

to give a yellow color, an titrate with standard 0.01 N BaClz
to the pink end point.
(£)

Run a blank detennination in parallel~

Calculations
ppm S02 or S03 by volume
Where

=

24(A-B) (N) (F) (T)
(Vo) (P)

A = OQOlN BaClz used for titration of sample
B = ml OoOlN BaCl2 used for titration of blank
N = exact nonnality of BaClz
F
dilution factor
T = average meter temperature, OR
Vo = observed volume of gas sample, cu ft
p = average absolute meter pressure, in. Hg
;a;

A. T. KEARKEY & COMPAKY, l:sc.
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Section I - GENERAL INFORMATION

1.

Type of Metal Cast
Metal Cast

2.

1.

Grav Iron

2.

Malleable Iron

3.

Ductile Iron

5.

1.

Under 10

□
□

2.

10-49

3.

50-249

0

4.

Over 250

To what industry do you supply castings?

D
D
D
D
D
D
4.

Tons/Month Melt

Average number of production workers for 1968.

D

3.

Percent Cast

1.

Automotive

2.

Agricultural

3.

Cast Iron Pipe

4.

Industrial and Electrical Equipment

5.

Valves and Fittings

6.

Jobbing

Weight range of castiggs produced.

D

1.
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□

2.
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□ 3.
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□ 4.

100-500

D

Over 500 lbs.

5.

What is the basic product cast. (i.e., Brake drum, pipe,
machinery bases, railroad, etc.)

------------
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NOTES:

*

1. IF CLOSED, DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION, CONTROL STATION, FAIL SAFE FEATI!RES, ETC.
2. NOTE NATURE OF BLAST HF..ATING, E.G., RECUPERATIVE, EXT. FIRED, RECUP. & EXT.
3. ~OTE WIIETilc.R LINE, HEDIUH OR HIGH FREQUENCY FOR CORELF.SS INDUCTION.

FIRED.

tp
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7.

Characteristics of charge for each furnace
1''urnace Number

Charge
a.

1

Metallic (lbs, Total)
1.

Remelt

2.

Pig Iron

3.

Purchased Cast Iron

4.

Purchased Steel

5.

Briauettes

6.

b.

Punchings and/or Turnings
Fluxes (lbs. Total)
1.

Limestone

2.

Doloraite

3.

Soda Ash

4.

Fluorspar

5.

Other (specify)

c.

Carbo-coke(lbs.)

d.

Additives

(lbs. Total)

1.

2.
3.

4.
e.

Metal to Coke Ratio

£.

Sulphur Content of Coke. %

g.

Desulphurizing Agents (lbs)

h.
i.

1.

Caustic Sotla

2.

Soda Ash

3.

Other (specifv)

Quality of Scrap
1. Rusty
3.
2. Dirty
4.
Chareini;, M~thod

Oily
Clean

(ll11,-,lrot-

at-,-

.\

'l.

I

j

4

')

fi
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8.

9.

How is the scrap prepared and treated?

--------------

1-·urnace Number

Stack Analysis

l

2

3

4

5

b

7o 1,,;V
7o 1,,;u2
7o N2
Stack Gas Temp. @

Top of Burden. °F

10.

AllQY additions to the ladle
Ooeration

.lVPe

Adrtitions in

lh!=l.

Ladle Size Tons

Nodularization
Alloys

1.

2.
3.

4.
Other

1.

2.

11.

Average length of time for "light-up" per day, min.

12.

Method of light-up

□
□
□
□
□

1.

Wood

2.

Gas

3.

Oil

4.

Electric

5.

Other (specify)

--------
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13.

14.

------

Have you in the last ten years replaced cupolas?
a.

Type of furnace.

□

1.

Electric Arc

□

2.

Induction, Coreless

D

3.

Induction, Channel

□

4.

Other (specify)

b.

When, 19

c.

Reason

--

Pourin8 Smoke Control
a.

Furnace Tapping
1.

b.

Ventilation

·o

1.

General

□

2.

Local

2.

Effectiveness

□

1.

Excellent

□
D

2.

Good

3.

Fair

Mold Pouring
1.

Ventilation

D

1.

General

D

2.

Local

2.

Effectiveness

D

1.

Excellent

D

2.

Good

D

3.

Fair
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Section III - CONTROL SYSTEM

15.

Identification of control system.
(g) for each control systemo

Control
Number
(a)

Control
System

Furnace(s)
Controlled

(b)

(c)

Complete colunms (b) through

Year
Installed
(d)

1

19

2

19

3

19

4

19

Gas
Vol.
cfm
(e)

Gas
Temp.

OF

(f)

Pressure
Drop
Inches Water
( 1!)

-

-

(a)

Control System Identification Number is for reference
in succeeding items.

(b)

Type of control system.

Please use the following code:

System
Fly ash and spark arrester
Afterburner
Wet Cap
Mechanical Collector
Wet Scrubber
Fabric Filter
Electrostatic Precipitator

Code
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

Where a control system consists of several pieces of
connected equipment such as an afterburner, mechanical
collector, and electrostatic precipitator indicate the
sequence by 2/4/7.
(c)

Furnaces serviced by the control system. Use the furnace
identification number from Item 6. Furnaces not listed
here will be assumed to have no control system.

(d)

Year the control system was installed

(e)

Rated gas volume in std. dry cubic feet per minute at the
exhauster inlet.

(f)

Gas temperature at the exhauster inlet in degrees fahrenheit.

(g)

Static pressure drop through the exhauster in inches of water.

Appendix B
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16.

-------

Characteristics of the control systems.
items below:

Complete the applicable

Control ::;ys terns
1

a.

Height of exhaust stack above
ground level (ft.)

b.

Combustion chamber size in
Btu I s/hour

c.

Water consumption in gallons/min.
1. Dust collector
2. Gas cooling
3. Recirculated

d.

Noise control(./)

e.

Heat exchanger.

f.

Type of filter media
Media
1. Natural fibre
2. Synthetic fibre
3. Glass fibre

g.

Air to cloth ratio

h.

Effluent and gas take-off
Take-off
1. Above charging door
2. Below charging door
3. Into side draft hood
It
full roof hood
4.
canopy
5.
" snorkel hood
6.
"
7. Direct shell evaluation
B. None

TvPe or make

L

3

-4
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17,

Operation of control system
Report below for each control system.
Control Svstem
.l

a.

Particulate Concentration
1. Inlet,gr/dry scf., lbs./1000 1bs. gas,
lb./hr.
2. Outlet,gr/dry scf., lbs./1000 lbs. gas,

b.

Catch. lb, Dust/1on Melt
Collection Ett1.ciencv. ia
Melt rate at which measurements were made. Ton/hr,
Particle Proportion,%
Distribution
2 microns
I. I:ess tFian
2.
5 mfcrons
"
"
3.
lU microns
"
4.
20 microns
50 nu.crons
5.
lUU microns
6.
200 microns
7.
"
"
500 microns
8.
",,
lUUU microns
9.
"
Gas Analysis, %

c.

d.

e.

lb./hr.

.
11

.

.
II

f.

1.
2.

co

3.
4.
5.

N2

6.

g.

h.

CO?

02

H?
s02
H2U

7.
Catch Proportion, to
2 microns
1. Less than
) microns
2.
lU microns
J.
zu microns
4.
SU microns
5.
lUU microns
6.
'
;wu microns
I.
500 microns
8.
'
lUUU microns
"
9.
Chemical Composition of Catch, 7o
1.
2.
).

4.
).

6.
lo

i.

Combustible Analysis
1.
l •

3.

2

'i

4
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18.

Controlled non-melting operations

Foundry Control
K)peration System
(a)
(b)

Type

-( c)

Year
Installed
(d)
19

Control Eau1.pment
Rated
C.:ollecti.on Collection
Size (cfm)
(11/week) Efficiency(%)
(e)

(f)

(ir)

--

19

--

19

-19
-19

--

19- From the following list indicate in column (a) above, the code number of
each of the operations in which your foundry employs air pollution control
equipment.
Operation
Metal pouring and mold cooling
Corcmaking operations
Sand drying and sand reclamation
Sand conditioning
Sand handling
Mold and casting shakeout and conveying
Abrasive cleaning
Tumbling operations
Grinding operations
Annealing and heat treating furnaces
Pattern shop sawdust and chip systems
Casting surface coating
Welding

Code
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11

12

13

In column (c) above indicate the code number for the type of control
equipment.
Control Equipment
Afterburner
Mechanical collector
Wet scrubber
Fabric filter

Code
1
2
3
4

Appendix B
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19.

For the operations listed below provide the following:
Capacities, number of units, and equipment types.

--

Operation

a.

Molding
Automatic Molding Lines
Molding Machines
Sand Slingers
Other (specify)

b.

Sand Conditioning S:t:stems

c.

Core Room
Batch Ovens
Tower Ovens
Horizontal Oven
Core Blowers
Molding Machine
Core Sand Plant
Other (specify)

d.

Shakeouts
Mechanical
Manual

e.

Cleanin~ Rooms
Shot Blast Machines
Tumbling Barrels
Grinders
Other ( specify)

f.

Heat Treatment
Oil Fired Ovens
Gas Fired Ovens
Oil Quench

g.

Paint Booths

Number
of Units

Capacity

Equipment
Type
and Size

AFS code
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Section IV - COSTS OF POLLlITION CONTROL

20.

Investment costs. Report on lines 1 - 5, the designated
costs associated with each of the control systems.
Control Systems
on Furna<'es

Investment Cost CateQories
1.

Basic Eouioment

2.

Auxiliarv Eauioment

3.

Ern!ineerine

4.

Installation

5

Total

1

2

(a)

(b)

]
( c)

4
(d)

All Other
Control
Systems
(e)

Described below are examples of the items to be included in each
type of investment cost. The column headed "All Other Control
Systems" should include investment cost totals for all non-melting
control systems as reported in item 18.

1.

Basic equipment. Include taxes and shipping charges with
price on the "flange to flange" costs of basic
equipment. If you manufactured the basic control equipment,
estimate the cost of fabrication.

2.

Auxiliary equipment. Include the following items essential
to the successful operation of a control system but not generally manufactured by gas cleaning equipment suppliers:

F.o.n.

a.

Air movement equipment
(1) Fans and blowers
(2) Electrical; motors, starters, wire conduit,
switches, etc.
(3) Hoods, duct works, gaskets, dampers, etc.

b.

Liquid movement equipment
(1) Pumps
(2) Electrical; motors, starters, wire conduit
switches, etc.
(3) Piping and valves
(4) Settling tanks

c.

Storage and disposal equipirent
(1) Dust storage hoppers
(2) Sludge pits
(3) Draglines, trackway, roadway, etc.

AFS Code

------
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d.

Support construction
(1) Structural steel work
(2) Cement foundation, piers, etc.
(3) Insulation (therman)
(4) Vibration and/or anti wear materials
(5) Protective cover

e.

Instrumentation: measurement and/or control of:
(1) Air and/or liquid flow
(2) Temperature and/or pressure
(3) Operation and capacity
(4) Power
(5) Opacity of flue gas (smoke meters, etc.)

3.

Engineering. Allocate the cost of research and engineering
expenditures required for the selection of the specific
control system, including such items as: material sperifi
cations, gas stream measurements, pilot operations, etc.

4.

Installation.

Include the following items when applicable:

Labor to install
Cleaning the site
Yard and underground
Building modification
Design contingency
Inspection
Field contingency
Overtime
Existing facilities protection
Supervision and engineering
Field Office charges
System start-up
Profit reduction attributable to plant shutdown for
installation

AFS Code

21.
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Annual costs.
Report in lines 1 - 6 the designated annual costs assoriated
with each of the control systems.

Annual Cost Categories
1.

Ooeratinl2'.

2.

Maintenance

3.

Denreciation

4

Overhead

5

Process and eoui.oment chanees

6.

Total

,All Other

Control Systems
on Furnaces
3
2
1

4'

(h\

(d\

,~,

( r\

Control
Systems
( e)

Described below are examples of the items to be included in each
type of annual cost. The column headed "All Other Control
Systems" should include annual cost totals for all non-melting
control systems in item 18.
Annual Cost Categories
1.

Operating costs
a. Utilities needed to operate such as ele~tricity,
water, and gas
b. Waste disposal operations
c. Materials consumed in operating the system

2.

Maintenance costs include labor and materials for:
a. Replacement of parts and equipment
b. Supervision and engineering
c. Repairs
d.
Lubrication
e. Surface protection (cleaning and painting)

3.

Depreciation is the straight line allocation of total
investment costs over the accounting life of the equipment

4.

Other overhead for the control system includes:
a. The cost of capital at 7% of the total investment
cost
b. Property taxes
c. Insurance
d, Miscellaneous

Appendix B
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5.

-------

'.Page

15

Process and equipment changes: include here changes
in melting processes, melting equipment and furnace
charge which were made when pollutioo control equipment
was installed.

AFS Code

22.

--------
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List and evaluate any benefits from controlling your air
pollution such as reduced plant maintenance, reduced roof
maintenance, increased property value, by-product recovery,
reduced insurance premiums and fewer complaints by employees
and neighbors, and/or problems incurred due to the control
equipment such as design problems, start-up problems, and
production delays.

AFS Code

23.

-------

Remarks.
(Coke Analysis)
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EXHIBIT I\'-:

A_PPL_l_C_AII_ON OF EMISSION CO!'-'TROL EQUIPMF.ITT SYSTIHS TO FOUNDRY PROCESSES

:..'et

Foundrv Process
R."lW Material Handling
and Preparation

Orv Hech,mical
Hedlun:i
LN Pressure
Pressure
Loss
Losg
Cvc lone
No

Rare

Mediu:t:
Pressure
Lnss
"4-8"

Low Pressure
Loss
{'wet r.ae}
No

5crubbl!r
lnterocdute
Pressure
Loss
"9-20"

Rare

High
Pres!'.ure
Loss
"21-80"

Fabric
Orlon or
Dacron

Cotton or
,._.ool

n

l ter

Electrostatic
Precin{tatnr
Glass

Nomex

No

No

Rare

No

No

No

Frequently

6rv

___E_il

Catlllytic
Coc~sti°'}_

No

No

No

Rare
Rare

No
No
No

No
No.
No

Melting, Processes
Rare

Frequently

Frequently

Frequently

No
No

No
So

No
No

frequently
Rare

Frequently
Occasionally

No

No
No

Rote

Rare
Usual

Occaaionally
Rare

No

No

No

No

No

Inoculation

No

No

No

Rare

Rare

Rare

Occ1tsionolly

Rare

Rare

No

No

No

No

Hold Pourlng 6c Cooling

No

No

No

Rare

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Rare
No

Occnsionally
Rnre

No
No

Usual
Usual

Occasionally
Occasionally

No
No

Occasionally
Occa&ionally

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Rare
Rare
Rare

Occasionally
Occasionally
Occasionally

No
No
No

Usual
Usunl
Usual

Rare
Rare
Rare

No
No
No

Rare
Occasionally
Occasionally

No
No
No

No
No
No

Ho
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

Frequently
Rare

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Frequently
Usual

Ho

No
No
No

No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No

Frequently

No
No
No
No

Ho

Frequently

No

Cupola
Electric Arc
Electric Induction

No
No

No

~

Enclosed Hood
Slde Hood
Sand Pree11ration 6c Handling
Shakeout Moldlng Sand
Nev Sand
Core Sand
Coremaklng
Mechanical Material Handl lng
PneUI:1at ic
Sake Oven
Grinding
C ■ -ttn,g

Rare

Rare

No
No

No
No

Rare

Occasionally

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Rare
Rare
Rare
Occasionally

No
No
No
No

Frequently
Usual
Usual
Usual

'
',

No
No
No
No

Usual
Usual
Usual
Usual

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Frequently
Rare
Rare

Frequently
Frequently
Frequently

No
No
No

Frequently
Frequently
Usual

No
No
No

No
No
No

Frequently
Frequently
Usual

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

Occasionally
Usual
Usual

!fo
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No

Frequently

No
No
No

No
No
No

No

No

Ho

Frequently
No

Cleaning

Alrleu Abrasive
Blast Rooms
Tumbling Milla
Sprue
Grind{ng
Snagging
Swing Frame
Portable
Boiler Fly Ash
Chain Grate
Spreader Stoker
Pulverizer
Paint Ovens

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Ho

No

No

Frequently

011 Burn-off Furnaces

No

No

No

Rare

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Frequently

Usual
Frequently

R11re
Usual

No
No

Rare
Rare

No
No

No
No

Occai1ionally
Occasionally

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Pnttern Shop
Wood
Metal

Source a:

Foundry Air Pollution Control Manual. American Foundrymen' s Soc Lecy, 1967.
A'Tlcrican Alr Filter, Dust Collector Selection Guide, Bulletin 268-A, October, 1966.
Personal notes of John Kane.
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EXHIBIT IV-18
Page I of 2

SUMMARY STATISTICS - AIR POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT
ON GRAY IRON FOUNDRY MELTING FURNACES
(Number of Foundries)

Group by Size (1967 Value
of Gray Iron Shiements)
Total respondent foundries
Under $500,000
$500,000 to $999,999
i1,ooo,ooo to $2,499,999
2,500,000 to $9,999,999
$10,000,000 and over
Value not reported
Total respondent foundries
without furnace air pollution
control equipment
Under $500,000
isoo,ooo to $999,999
1,000,000 to $2,499,999
:2,soo,000 to $9,999,999
10,000,000 and over
Value not reported
Total respondent foundries
with furnace air pollution
control equipment
Under $500,000
$500,000 to $999,999
$1,000,000 to $2,499,999
$2,500,000 to $9,999,999
$10,000,000 and over
Value not reported
Type of equipment
Wet Cap
Fabric filter
Particulate wet scrubber
Mechanical collector
(Cyclone)
Electrostatic precipitator

T~ee of Furnace

Cueola

1,232

525

223
221
172
29
62

1,052

514

200
178
107
7
46

180
7.T
23

Electric
Arc

42

w
4

10
3
3
2

18

IT
4
1
2

24

~

4

Electric
Induction

73

Other

Total

29

~

"IT

4

1
1

12376
604
240
247
180
37
68

29

1,172

2

213
198
112

11
16
5
3

73

j4

11
16
5
4
3

2

"IT
1
1

584
13

52

204
""""TO
27
49
68
24
16

43

6

65
22
16

3
2

95
39
30

20

95
59

4

34

15
1

15
1

EXHIBIT IV-18
Page 2 of 2

SUMMARY STATISTICS - AIR POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT
ON GRAY IRON FOUNDRY MELTING FURNACES
(Number of Foundries)

GrouE by Census Regions

CuEola

T~Ee of Furnace
Electric Electric
Arc
Induction Other

Total respondent foundries
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

12232
87
229
428
115
121
100
62
18
72

42

Total respondent foundries
without furnace air pollution
controls
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

12052
78
207
356
103
110
88

18

Total respondent foundries
with furnace air pollution
controls
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific
Source:

59

4
14
2
4
2
2
14

6
1

2
1

15
36

1
7

180
9
22
72
12
11
12

24

36

29
4

73
4
11
23
2

29
4
3
7
2
1

5

3

7
2
1
1
4

1
6

6

1
4
1

10

6

5

7

12376
95
247
472
121
131
108
73
27
102

12172

86

221
392
108
118
95
70
23
59

4
8
1
2
1

204
----g26
80
13
13
13

1
7

3
4
43

3
3

73
4
11
23
2
5
5
7
6
10

Total

Based on a survey conducted on BDSA Fann 8O7--Gray Iron Foundry-Air Pollution Control.

•
COLLECTION EFFICIENCY OF EMISSION CONTROL EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS

Particle
Size

Foundry
Aeplication

Typical
Inlet
Loading
Gr/_SCF

Wet
Cap

0.4

0.3

0.05

0.4

0.0-1

0.2

0.02

X

0.01

X

X

X

0.01

X

0.02-0.05

X

0.01

X

Typical Outlet Loading Gr/SCF
Low
Efficiency
Fabric
Wet Scrubber
Filter
30" -i 0"
Cyclone
15" -3 o"

Electrostatic
Precipitator

Melti_ng
Gray Iron Cupola

Coarse to Fine

1/2-10

Electric Arc

Fine

1/2-2

X

Screens and Transfer Points

Medium

1 /2-3

X

Dry Sand Reclaimer

Coarse to Fine

Sand Cooler

Medium

Abrasive Cleaning

Fine to Coarse

Grinding
Shakeout

Note:

_Q. _Q02_-_Q. _01

o. 036

10-40

X

1-20

X

0.01-0.05

X

X

X

X

1/2-5

X

0.01-0.05

X

X

0.01

X

Coarse to Medium

1/2-2

X

0.01

X

0.1

0.01

X

Fine to Medium

1/2-1

X

0.01

X

X

X

X

0.1

Particle Size
Coarse
Medium
Fine

+20 Microns
2-20 Microns
-2 Microns

X = Not applicable or rarely used.

t-r:I

>c:

::i:::
H

Underlined outlet loading is lowest for that application.

0:,

H

""3
H

Sources:

Foundry Air Pollution Control Manual, American Foundrymen's Society;
Air Pollution Engineering Manual, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, #999-AP-40.
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This handbook was prepared to provide
practical information about managing the
shrubs and woody vines of the NorLheasL that
are important to wild birds and mammals for
food and protective cover.
This work stemmed from forest-wildlife research needs expressed in a series of analyses
begun within the Northeast Section of The
Wildlife Society and later sponsored by the
Association of Northeast Game, Fish, and
Conservation Commissioners. A commit.t.ee organized by federal-aid supervisors in the
USDI Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
at Roston recommended preparation of a
handbook to pull together available informal.ion that would he useful in the management
of shrubs and vines for wildlife. The committee noted that, though several recently published handbooks provided informa1ion about.
commercially valuable tree species, no such
handbook was available for the smaller woody
plants.
Work on the handbook began in 1967 when
the Northeastern Deer Stucly Group, sponsored hy the Commissioners, agreed to take on
the job.
As the first step in planning the handbook,
we listed nearly all the shruhs and woody
vines that had been reported to have some
kind of value for wildlife. 'fhcn biologists

throughout the Northfiast were asked to review the list and rate the plant'> to help us select the most important species to include.
The selected list includes plants in ~6 genera and 100 species. Besides the native plants,
we included three exoties that have become
widely naturalized: a rose and two honeysuckles.
ThPrc may he some hias in the selection, hecause most of the wildlife biologists who par1.il'ipated in selecting the plants had been
working- almost exclusively with game spt~cies,
and many were specialists on deer. However,
we feel that t.his hias is not. seriou:-, because
many groups of game animals and non-game
animals have similar habitat requirements.
We made no attempt to illustrate the plant.-;
for purposes of identification. Illustrated field
guides to woody plants are readily available,
as are state and provincial flora publications.
The handbook contains 41 chapters by dif
ferent authors. To avoid repet.it ion, literature
references have been consolidated into a single
list. at the hack of the book. A glossary of
terms is also appended.
The authors hope that this handbook will
prove useful not only to ,•,ildlife managers, but
aJ:.m to anyone who owns or manages land or is
interested in providing- favorable habitat for
wildlife.
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By Ward M. Sharp
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The ecology of shrubs and woody vines concerns the interactions among shrubs :md vim•~",
other plants, animals, and thP environment.
As examples, interactions of shrubs with other
plants and with fire have an impact on the
welfare and developrrnmt. of shmhs in I hP
lancbcape. Animals play a key role, exerting
both beneficial and detrimental efiects.
Shrubs cannot be defined exactly. Generally, tht-!Y are low, erect, woody plant.-;, usually
under 25 feet in height, and usually have several stems. Any definition is arbitrary because
of the great variation in heigh! and form. The
person who ii. not familiar with either trees or
erect shrubs may encounter difficulty in distinguishing tree regeneration or small trees
from shrubs.

hlackh1!rries ( Rulms spp.). and the low scrviceherries ( Amclanchier spp.). In optimal sites
American elder (Sambucus canadensis) may
beconw clonal. Fin-! stimulates seed germination in all clonal species, and some species such
as lowbush bluPhenies nePd to he hurned on
a rotation basis.
ThP- multi-stemmed shrubs include those
that produce numerous stems from a common
root collar. Typical examples arc the highbush
hluchcrries, wifherod (Vihurnum 1:assinoide.-;),
and mountain laurPl ( Ka.lmia latifolia).
Single-stemmed shrubs include many of the
tall species. Shrubs in this group grow from a
single stem, or sometimes two or more stems
may originate from near ground level. Flowering dogwood ( (;ornus florida), hawt homs
(Crataegus spp.), and hophornbeam (Ostrya
vir~iniana) belong in this category.
Climbing or trailing woody shrubs or vines
are ecologically similar to erect. shrubs, although in appearance the relationship may
spem remotP.. The vine growth form may hold
for all species of a genus such as grape (Vitis)
or greenbrier (Smilax), but not for all species
of genera such as honeysuckle (Loniara) or
bramble (Rulms).
The climbing vines often use erect shrubs or
trees for support and access to sunlight.
Woody vines, like wild grape. usually hecomc
estahlishPd at the same time as new tree and
shrub regeneration. Once established, they

GROWTH FORMS
Individual speeies fall into one, or in some
cases more than one, of the following categories: ( 1) erect shrubs, either clonal, multistemmed, or singlt-!-i.temmed; and (2) climbing or trailing shrubs or vine.-;.
Clonal shrubs and vines form dense colonies
from underground, horizontal rootstocks. Col(mies may de\'elop from a single seedling.
Smooth sumac (Rhus gla.bra) grown from
seed will start clonal development by the fifth
year. Other plants of clonal hahit, for examµle,
aw lowbush hludwrries ( Vaccinium spp.),
gray-stemmed dogwood ( Corn us racemosa),
2

grow along with their supporting plants. They
seldom take hold in forest stands once the
trees att.'lin pole-timber size. Trailing vines
such as dewberries (Rubus spp.) usually grow
in open fields. They compete for sunlight with
grasses and forbs by trailing over the herbaceous plants.

highbush blueberries establish best in wet soils
or soils that are waterlogged in spring.
Som<.' shrubs prefer soils of limestone origin;
others prefer acid soils of sandstone origin;
and others are tolerant of a wide range of soil
and moisture conditions. This trait also varies
among species within a genus such as serviccberry, dogwood, and hawthorn. The shrubby
roundlcaf scrviceberry (A. sanf?uinea) occurs
in Pennsylvania on limestone ;;oils, while
downy scrviccbcrry (A. arborea) is common
throughout the state.
If. is point.lPss to t.ry Lo lay down hard and
fast rules on the soil and moisture requirements of shrubs and vines in general. These
needs arc as variable as the needs among tree
species.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
The principal factors that interact on
shrubs arc (1) physical- -sunlight, soils and
moisture, temperature, and fire: and (2) biological-browsing, insects and disease. and seed
dispersal by animals.
Sunlight

Among all I.he environmental fact.oTH, full
sunlight is most important for nearly all species. When luxuriant. shruhs are ,.J1adfid by the
dense canopy of invading trees, most species
become suppressed and wane regardless of
other factors such as moisture, temperature,
and soil nutrients. When taller shrubs are
shaded aftcr they reach normal height, they
may persist longn than the ]ow-grO\ving species. Those that persist are suppressed. Their
vigor wanes and their fruiting potential decline,;.
There are exceptions to this, however. A few
species grow well in partial or full shade. But
tlw majority grow best and produce the most
fruit in openings such as road edges, old fields,
and clearcut forest stands.
From the importance of full sunlight in the
life span of most shruh communities, one may
reason that shrubs evolved in a grassland or a
forh-grass environment. They transformed
these sites into savannas that later wem invaded by trees. Man and fire have played
leading roles in perpd.uating sunlight exposure in the shrub community.

Temperature

Temperature is most important during flowering and setting of the fruit crop. When temperatures drop below freezing during flowering, the entire fruit crop may be eliminated.
In other respects, native shrubs in the region
are adapted to temperature extremes in winter.
Fire

Fire has been a key factor in the shrub community for so long that many species evolved
through periodic <wc·urrence of firn. Consequently, many shrubs are fire-adapted. The
known fire-adapted species arc those that
form dona) colonies from a horizontal root
system. Many of the multi-stem groups benefit from the influenee of periodic burning.
Shrubs of the heath family :•mch a blueberries,
huckleberries, and mountain laurel arc rejuvenated by periodic burning.
Fire serves four roles in shrub management.
lt is a pruning and sanitation agent for cleaning up dead or decadent. sf.ems; it tends to set
back tree regeneration; it is conducive to
breaking set!d dormancy and stimulating germination; and it helps control disease and insects.
For fire to serve best. it must be used periodically and in a prescribed manner. Except
for lowhush hhwherries, the optimum intervals
between burnings have not been resolved. Pre-

Soils and Moisture

Soil and moisture are comhincd here because shrubs tolerate a wide range of soil and
moisture conditions. Some shrubs occur in wet
sites while others need dry upland sites. This
requirement varies even among species of the
same genus, such as blueberriP.s. Lowbush
blueberries require dry upland soils; native
3

scriptions should give season, moisture conditions. and the method under which fire is
used. Optimal benefits are usually derived
from hurning in early spring. Burning in
droughtv periods or after leaves have unfolded
mav be ·more detrimental than beneficial. The
bc~eficial role of fire in shrub management is
neither widely recognized nor practiced in
wildlife management.

Insects and Diseases

The detrimental impart of insects and fungous cfo:ease.s may he greater than that of
browsing mammals. This impact may ht-! local, it
may go undetected, or it may be more prevalent among certain groups of shrubs than
among others.
Insects arc principally defoliators, but some
al.tack the succulent shoot tips or the woody
branches. Defoliators are periodic as a rule,
hut complete defoliation even for one season
can trigger a decline in shruh vigor. I have observed that defoliation in a colony of gray
dogwood was followed hy failure t.o .set fruit in
the following years and by top dieback. Sucking insects such as lace bugs and aphids may
destroy the leaf chlorophyll, leaving the foliage with a seared to brownish appearance by
August. Aphid attacks on succulent shoot tips
in seedling shrubs can weaken plants so that
they succumb to winter-kill or drought.
The fungous diseases most frequently encountered among shrubs are those that attack
the flowers, fruits, leaves, and stems. Those attacking the rootsiocks are little known except
hy pathologi:,;t;: and may go undetected. Rust,
leaf spot, and mildew arc the diseases most
frequently observed.
Many of the fungi may affect the flo,,rers
and fruits, thus reducing fruit quality and
yield. Affected fruits either drop prematurely
or those that per.sis!. are cleformPd or mummified (Heald 1926). Fruits of wild grapes arc
commonly mummified by fungom, diseases.
Hust diseases mav he fatal. For 1ixample, hawthorn rm,t is oft;•n fatal where the alternate
host:, eastern redcedar (Junipcrus virginiana),
is common. Leaf spot diseases kill part.s of the
leaves, thus redueing photosynthetic activity.
Thev also affect the flowers and fruits. The
imp;ct of disease on s 1:rub.s results in unthrifty or undernourished plants or total kill.
Prescribed or controlled burning in 8hruh
communities will help control fungous disP-ai-;es, such as !('af spot. and some defoliating
insects. But rust control is realized only by wmoval of the alternaft) host. Fungil'idal sprays
are not considered eeonomically feasible for
native shrubs. Spraying insecticides for leaf
defoliators is also impractical in managing
.shrubs in a unit of wildlife range.

Browsing

The impact of browsing on shrub or vine
species depends largely on their palatability to
browsing animals. mainly deer, rabbits, rocfonts, and livestock. Most shrubs are vulnerable only at a particular stage in their life
cycle, such as the seedling and early rege1wraiion .stages.
The tops of some clonal and multi-stem
shrubs never grow beyond the reach of browsing mammals. Therpfore these .shruh.s have developed growth qualities that resist browsing.
Crov.rns of low hawthorns, for example, become
hedged from browsing; and the thorny,
hedged crowns prevent overbrowsing. Inhibiting substances which render some shrubs unpalatable are known. ::\.fountain laurel is toxic
to some hoofed animals, especially sheep; and
elderberries arc unpalatable to cattle.
The effects of browsing by deer may vary
because of changes in fad~1rs other 1.han thP
hrow.sing it.self. For example, Pennsylvania
had a !age deer herd in rn;m to 1960. In that
period, a closed-canopy poletimber fore.-,!, also
developed. Such shrubs as mountain laurel
and the scrub oaks- -lightly browsed by deer
and intolerant to shading-died bcnca th the
dosed canopy of trees. Therefore all fact.ors of
the shrub environment must be evaluated before damage is attributed exclusively to deer.
Cottontaib, and woodchu<'k.s prefer seeding
shrubs under 21 inches in height. In my attempts to propagate American elder in wildlife
areas, woodchucks and cottontails were as destructive as deer. Mice girdle shrubs at ground
level; consequently, their damage may go undetected.

1

ing. Land in farms and pastures in New York,
for example, tolalled 22,600,795 acres in 1910,
but hy 19fi0 farm ahanclonment had reduced
this area by •10 percent to 13,672,937 acres
(Co11hlin 1954). A similar or even greater
abanclonmenl of farm and pasture land since
1910 or earlier has occurred in most northeastern stat.es. (Fre.v et al. 1957). The trend is
c-1mi.inuing.
It has not been generally · realized that in
the agricultural era, conditions of rural living
(including clearing and burning, extensive
acres of pasturcland, fence rows, and early
lumbering operations) enabled native shrubs
to flourish and increase in abundance. Now,
with dean farming. use of herbicides, and conversion of abandoned farms to a closed-canopy
forest, nat.iv<! shrubs have declined in sites
where they were formerly abundant. These
conditions point up the need for an aroused
interest in the ecology and managemeni of native shrubs and vines.
Beginning in the 19~0s, shruhs from ot.her
part.c; of the world took precedence over native
.-,pecies. Much t!mphasis has been placed on exotic species for wildlife and soil-erosion plantings since that time. Consequently, native species received little study except hy a few individuals who recognized the limitations and
risks or exol ics compared to native species.
Even with the emphasis on planting millions
of exotics in wildlife habitats, they have contrilmt.ed litUe forage or fruit.s for wildlife.
Having- conducted studies in shrub ecology
over the pa;;t lwo decades in Pennsylvania, l
can only view the future with concern if interest in native shrubs continues to lag as in the
past four decades.

Seed Dlspersal
by Animals

Shrubs and vines that produce berries or
fleshy fruits depend on birds and mammals for
seed dispersal. Seeds of these fruits are mostly
Hmall with hard seedcoats; and whtm eaten hy
most birds and some mammals, they arc passed through the digestive t rad cit her unharmed or treated so as to increase germimitive capacity ( Krefting and Roe 1949).
Birds are more efficient. disseminator,: than
mammals. In bird droppings, seedc;: are more
widely dispersed, and fewer seeds are deposited at one site. Mammals such as raccoons
and foxes deposit numerous seeds at a spot.
But birds and mammals may destroy those
seeds that have a large endosperm, such as hazelnuts (Corylus spp.), scrub oak acorns
(Quercus ilicifolia), or chokecherry (Prunus
virginiarw). Small rodents, in particular, consume the embryo along with the endosperm.

LAND USE
The era of native shrub8 and vines prohahly
reached its peak between 1900 and 1920 in the
Middle Atlantic and Northeastern St.ates. Up
to that time, vast. acreages had been converted
to farm and pastureland. Livestock production
equalled that of row crops. Lumhering operations had converted extensive areas t.o brushland. Use of fire in the landscape was a common and accepted practice. Th<~ period befon!
I 920 was t.he agricultural era in the region.
Farm and pasture abandonment was characteristic of the decades after 1920. Beginning
ahout 1933, fence rows between fields \Vere
being eliminated in a move toward clean form-
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SPECKLED ALDER, Alnus rur;osa (Du Roi) Spreng. Also
called Hoary or Tag Alder.
HAZEL ALDER, Alnus Serrulata (Ait.) Willd. Also called Common, Smooth, and Streambank Alder.

Ry William M. Healy and ,John D. Gill
Northeastern Fore.,t J,'xperiment Station
Morgantown, West Virginia

RANGE

the surface during part of the growing season.
Saturated soil app1!ars i.o he required for seed
germination.
One study showed that saturation for intervals of I to 16 days stimulated growth of
m•wly emtirged hazel alder seedlings (McDermott W51). In a study in northern Michigan, Brickman (1950) found :::pecklc<l alder
growing only on sit.es that had a saturated soil
during the spring months. although some alder
sites became dry during late summer. From
this and other observations, he felt that speckled alder requires a sH t.uratecl soil on which
to germina1.e aml become <'stahlished.
Speckled alder grows \ ,ell on a variety of
soils, including rocky till, sandy loam, gra:v
forest soils, and muck. Tht> range of tolerance
to alkalinity or acidity could not be found, hut
is prohahly similar to that of European alder
( A. glulin.o:w I L.l Gaertn.) and European
speckled alder (A. incana [L.] ::Vfocnch.),
which g-rew well on Ohio spoil banks with a
pH range of :1.4 t.o 7.7 (Lowry et nl I 9R7).
In the oak-hickory region, flood plains commonly support sl.;,inds of alders and willmvs; if
undisturhed, these shrubs give way to American sycamore, elms, red maple, and swectgum.

The combined ranges of the two species include the entire region. Speckled alder occurs
from ~ewfoundland to British Columbia and
southward to Maryland, West Virginia, Ohio,
northern Indiana, and Minnesota. Hazel alder
grows as far north as Maine and ranges southward to Florida and Texas ( Gleason 19G3b).

HABITAT
Speckled alder is the more northern species.
It is most common along the northern boundary of Lht: United States (Brickman 1950)
and is restricted to higher elevations at the
southern edge of its range. In West Virginia.
hazel alder grows mostly al. elevations helow
2,600 feet, while speckled alder is common in
the mountains above 2,600 feet (Strausbaufh
and Core 1952-64). Optimum growing c-ondit.ions for the alders have not been described,
but it is possible that climatic factors limit
hoth specie;.: at the edges of their rangp;:_
Alders most commonly occupy poorly
drained soils. Typically, they border streamhanks and form thickets where surface drainage is slow and the ground-water level is near

1
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In northern forests, alders grow with willows
and heath shrubs as well as tamarack, birches,
aspens, and conifers (Shelford 1968).
About 80 species of plants were found growing in hazel alder stands in Pennsylvania, but
silky dogwood, black willow, jewelwccd (Impatiens spp.), and sensitive fern ( Onocf Pa sensibilis) were the most characteristic ( Liscinsky J.972:.'3.5). Blackberries. common chokeberry, American elm, goldenrod (Solidago
spp.), hlmigrass (Pou spp.), and a,;t.ers (A.~tu
spp.) were also common associates (Lis('insky
1972:85).
LIFE HISTORY
Individual alders bear male and female flower,; on separate catkins. Flowering occurs in
April-May on catkins formed during the preceding year (BassPt f't al J.<J61). Wind spre<1ds
the pollen. The seed matures in egg-shaped
conclets. Seed occasionally ripens as early as
August and is usm1\ly fully ripe hy September
or October ( U. 8. ForPst Snvice 1918).
~o information ahout the youngest or oldest Set)d-hcaring age in speckled ald<~r was
found, and little is kno\vn about geographical
differences in seed production. Other alder
species hear seed wlwn fos;; than IO years old
and yield good seed crops almost every year.
Winds spread the seeds during September
through April. Spreading distances and the
number of seeds produced per plant arc not
definit.ely known.
Alders reproduce from seeds, sprouts, layering, underground stems, and suckers. Seed is
t.he primary source of m,w stands on freshly
exposed soil. Perpetuation and spread of established st.ands result. mostly from sprouting or
other vegetative means.
Growth rates depend on many factors, inclwling site conditions, competition. and type
of growth (seedling or sprout). The largest
speckled alder st.and ohserved in a Michigan
study was 26 years old and had stems averaging 5.5 inches d.h.h. and 2G feet tall (Brickman 1960). Clearcut I.in~ one aspen-balsam poplar-speckled alder stand in northern Michigan rt~sulted in a dense stand of alder sprouts,
which rpached a maximum height of 6 feet the
second year after cutting (/Jay 1956). Eight
speekled alder stand:- in Ontario shmv,·d great

variation in height/age relationships among
individual stems. The alder stands were growing on peat-covered day ;.;oils and had originated after clearcutting black spruce. The
tallest stern measured was 12 feet high and 13
years old, while the oldest was :30 years old
<1nd only !i..:i feet. high. The average height of
the speckled alder canopy varied from ::: to 6
feet, and the annual height growth decline<!
steadily after 9 to 10 years of age ( Vincent
19U1).

Hazel alder stands in Pennsylvania had similar growlh paHerns. St1·m growth was most
vigorous from 1 to 8 years. Stems were more
than lii ft!el tall at, 10 ye::irs of age, hut height
increased little during the next 10 years. After
about. 20 years of age, many stems hegan to
die and few stems reached :HJ years of age
(l,iscinshy 1.972:So).
The alders arc prinrnry invaders of denuded
areas with ,:aturatcd soil. Both species grow
more vigorously in full sunlight than in shade.
and they are intolerant to intermediate in tolerance to shading. In general, sprouts Hre
more tolerant of shade than seedlings (Hricl,man 1950) and speckled alder may he more
tolerant than hazel alder.
Hazel alder st.ands in PPnnsylvania sddom
regenerate themselves, and they arc usually
replaced by trees (Liscinsky 1972). Speckled
alder stands in northPrn Michigan aw often
overtopped hy species such as halsam fir,
nortlwrn whil1~-crnlar, and l'ed maple, hut it
take,; many years for these species to replace
alder ( Brichman 1950). In the same area,
speckled alder is common beneath stands of
tamarack, balsam poplar, aspen, and hirch;
and on some sit1•s it may even replace aspen
and balsam poplar (Brichman 1950). Speckled
alder has been recommended for ornamental
plantings in shady areas ( Kammn<'r 1934).

USE BY WILDLIFE
Moose, muskrats, beavers, cottontails. and
snowshoe h<1res feed on twigs and foliage.
Deer browse alders, but most inV(•stigators
rate the plant low in preforence. Woodcock
and grouse eat small quantities of huds, catkins. and seeds. J\ldcr seeds are also eaten hy
some smaller hirds, parlicularly,· redpolls ancl,
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to a lesstff extent, goldfinches (Martin et al
1951).
Alder i::; an important t"over plant for woodcock and grouse. \Voodcock usr> alder covers
from early spring through fall for nesting,
feeding, and resting. They prefer the edges
more t.han centers of large cvenage thickets
(Lisc:inshy JY(j5). Alder stands were rorn,idered important grouse cover in :Michigan, particularly where dt->er had eliminated other
shrubs. Speckled alder provided the high
:-hmh cover needed around grouse drumming
sites (Palmer 196:J). Beavers commonly use
alders in darn construction.

ery is to sow fresh clean seed in Novemhf,r
(llcit 1968:15). Seed should he hroa<lcast or
drilled in and lightly covered with either
washerl sand or sand mixed with hardwood
humus. EithC'r was superior to nursery soil or
leaf litter for covering speckled alder seedbeds
(U.S. Forest 81-'rcice /94R). Seedbeds should
he mulched for overwinter protection, but the
mulch should be removed when germination
begins in thf' spring. The beds should be kept
moist and shaded until late summer of the
first season (U.S. Fore:;t Service 19,/8).
Seed may be planted in the spring if it is
first. stratified in moist sand or vermiculite for
60 to 90 days. Speckled alder seeds st rn ti fi1~d
for 2 months at 32 to 40' F. gave excellent
germination within 10 days after sowing
(Daly 1966). Hazel alder seeds stored at
41 ~F. for 206 days gave 30 percent germination, which was mostly complete 10 days after
sowing. Keeping the seed.-, in complete darkness had no effect on percent or time of germination (AfcDermott 1953).
For long-term storage>, seeds should be thoroughly deaned, air-dried and refrigerated in
sealed containers. Alder seeds kept in this
manner at. 34 to 38"F. Wt'rP viable after 10
years (Heit 1967<').
Two- and 3-ycar-old seedlings should be
used fo1· fidd plantings; 1-year-old hazel alder
stock had very low average survival in the
field (L1sr.:insky 1972:61). Plantings succeeded
on a variety of sites, but not on extremely dry
soil. Heavy .sod should hi' scalped hack lwfore
planting; competition from dense herhaceom:
vegetation can c-ause planting failures.
Direct seeding of hazel aldt->r in the field has
been successful in Pennsylvania (Liscinsky
1965, 1972). Seedbeds prepared by disking
produced ;-H'i percent morn sPedlings than untreated plots, but good c-ntches occurred even
when seed was sown di:·ect ly on sod. Cool,
moisl. sites were best for direct seeding, and
the sites closest. to the stream produced thf'
most St~edlings. Gt~nerally, the hP-.st resulLq
were obtained when fall-collected seed was
sown during the following February and
March. Seeding- ral.ps were about 1/2 pint
( % pound) per 100 square feet. Attempts to
propagate hazel alder in the field from stem
and rool cuttings were uns1wcessful ( Uscinsl:_v 1972- 1

PROPAGATION
IL is usually best to coiled and process local
shrub:;. Seed or seedling stock is seldom available commercially. Conclcts can he harvested
in September ancl October from standing or
felled alders. Seeds arc easily shaken out of
dried conelets, but it is difJicult. l.o fan or
screen out impurities (U.S. Forest Srrvice
1948).
The following information pertains to hazel
alder seeds gathered in Penns:vlvania ( Liscinsh_y J972:6S). When seed was plentiful it look
1 hour to pick 4 gallons of cones, which produced 1.6 pounds of seed (3.2 quarts). When
seed was scarce, it took 1 hour to pick 1 gallon
of t·,mes, which yielded 0.4 pounds of seed. I I
took 2.5 gallons of cones to produce 1 pound
of seed. Purity of seed ranged from 60 to 90
percent, and :-;oundnt!ss ranged from 30 lo 60
percent. Germination capacity varied from 2
to 60 percent. One pound of seed had a volume of 2 quarts and conl.ained a total of
300,000 seeds.
The numbnr of speckled alder seeds per
pound is variable. Separate studies yield the
ranges of 256,000 to 625,000 ( Van Dersal
1938) and 473,000 to 890,000 (U. S. Forest,
Service 1948) seeds per pound. The latter
group avnaged 666,000 seeds per pound. 41
percent pure and 51 percent sound ( U. 8. Forest Service 1948). Yields of usable plants per
pound of seed have hccn reported as 10,000
for speckled alder and 10,000 for hazel alder
(Van Drrsal 1938).
The easiest way to handle alder in the nurs-

:n.
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MANAGEMENT

on the time the alders require to reach maturity or grow so tall that they handicap hunt.ers. Cutting scht•mes should provide patches
of various age classes, well dispersed through011 t t.he :.;tand. A culting cycle of approximately 25 years, with cutting at ,1- to 5-year
intervals, has been recommended for managing alder coverts for woodcock in Pennsylvania (Liscinsky 1972).
Overmaturn thickets can be opPned up hy
clearcut.ting. Spring and winter cutting will result in the most rapid sprout growth; ,July and
August cutting will produce the thinnest
stands and least height growth (Brickman
1950). Stands overtopped by larger trees respond well to release cut.ting, hut. ;-tump;.; of
pole-size hardwoods should be poisoned to reduce sprouting. Competition from tree seedlings, particularly conifers, should not limit
stump sprouting of alders.
Several formulations of the herbicides
2.'1,5-T and 2,4-D effoctively eontrol alders
Vl;hen applied as stump, basal, or foliage sprays
( Liscinsky, personal communication).

Alders, along with other desirable species,
are good for reforesting various kinds of spoil
hanks. Alders an~ also ideal as st.reamhank
cover and for increasing the fertility of botf omlands. .Fertility increa8e is from nitrogenfixation bv root nodules and from fallen
leaves. Th~ amount of nitrogen added to the
soil varies, but in general the alders compare
favorably with legume crops and black locust
( ])aly J 966, l,aum,nee l 9f>R, Lowry et al
1967). European foresters plant alders beneath conifers to increase soil nitrogen and
stimulate the growth of crop trees.
Alder stands can be established by planting
seedlings or by direct-seeding on cool, moist
sites. Where alders are present hut suppressed, fire and most logging practices favor
alder over competing :.;pecies. Large stands of
alders commonly form after spruce and fir are
logged from wet ground.
Large stands arc probably best managed for
v-:ildlife on a rotalion of 30 yearH or less, based
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Celastru.<s .w:andn1s L.

Also called Climbing, False, or Shrubby Bittersweet; ,md
Waxwork.

----------------·····--·-----·-By Jack I. Cromer
West Vir{?inia Department of Natural Resources

Elkins

RANGE

LIFE HISTORY

American bittersweet oceurs from southern
Quebec to southern Manitoba and souLhward
to Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Oklahoma.
Texas, and New MexiC'o.

Greenish-yellow flowPrs appear in late May
and June. On individual pJants, flowers are
mostly unis<!xual. The primarily female-flower
plants usually have enough malP nowers for
fertilization (Hoslc.r· 1938), but plants of both
sPxes should he fairly clo;.;p together to insure
good fruiting (llolwcg 196-1). Fruits ripen in
s,~pt.emher and October; some may persist on
the plants as lat.e as March, alt.hough most
drop before late winter ( Petrides 19-12).
Seed production st.arts at 3 years in vigorous plants growing in full sunlight. (Spinner
and Ostrom 1915), but may be delayed a year
or longer in less vigorous plants. Good seed
crops are commonly prmlm·Pd each year.
Bittersweet may reproduce by layering or
f mrn s1 olons.
Growth rate of plantings is variable; in Vermont, Delaware, and \Vest Virginia, average
length,, of 7-year-old stems ranged from 15
inches to 12 feet. Generally, stem growth averaged 12 to :30 inches in :{ years, :rn to 60 inches
in 5 yt>ars, and about 6 f1~et in 7 years, with
little additional growth afterwards (Rdminsler and May 1951).
On good ;:il('s, hittersweel. i;.: agg1·essiv1i and
competes well with other vegetation. However.

HABITAT
This vine grows under a diversity of climatic condition8, but no information ahout
climatic optima or limits was found.
It is common along sb'cam banks, in old
fields, in low thickets, and in f1-mc(!rows. Tl Loleral.es a variety of soil textures (sand. loam,
and clay), but prefers soils with a nearly neutral pH ( Wherry 19.57). II grows w!:11 in partial shad•i or full sunlight, but best in sunny
locations, either on banks or where the vines
can ascend a supporting structure (Holweg
196-1, llosley 19.'38).
Associat.ed plants i11 Minnesota wtire moonseed ( M E'nispermum canadense), frost grape
( Vi tis spp.), and prickly ash (Xantlwxylum
amnimnum) (Dwdwnmire 19,'Jfi): and in
Missouri redbud ( Cerci,c; canadensis), herbaceous mandrak<! ( Podophyllum peltalum),
goosegrass (Flrnsine indica), and Miami-mist
(Phacelia purshii) (Shc>lford 196.3).
10

planting;;; along pasture fences arc commonly
browsed hack to stubs wh1-mever they are
within reach of cattle (Edminster and 1.'1ay
1951). Phmtings in New York wen~ also retarded by browsing deer (Smith 1962) and
rabbits ( Petrides 1912).

USE BY WILDLIFE
Fruits, huds, and leave:-; are potential food
for ruffed grouse, pheasants, quail, wild turkeys, and other birds. Rahhits and squirrels
relish the fruits; rabbits and deer eat the
leaves and stems.
The twining vines form excellent wildlife
cover. Hitter:=:weet, along with wild grape and
elderberry, provides outstandingly acceptable
nesting sites for hedgerow birds (Petrides
1942).

PROPAGATION
Bittersweet can he propagated easily from
cuttings ol' mature shoots, layerings, or roots
(Fut/a /9/()). Female plants :-ire preforn•d a:-:
stock. Root cuttings, either softwood in summer or hal'dwood in fall and winter, have been
used successfully (Hosely 1938).
Seeds can be collected in mid-September
and later, as long as the fruit capsules hang
on. They should he spread out and allowed to
air-dry for 2 or 3 weeks. Cleaned seeds :weragc 26.000 per pound (12,000 to 40,000). Averagfi purity of comrnen:ial seed was 9~ to 98
percent and soundness \ va1, about 8-1 percent
(U.S. Forest Service 19,J8).
Seed dorrnam:y is hroken by pre-chilling for
2 to (:i months. Stratification in moist sand or
peat for 90 days at 41 ';F. is recommended
(Barton 1939). Seeds stored in a cool-damp
basement gave no germination after 1 year,
but seeds that had been air-dried and stored
in scaled glass containers at :H to :{8'-' F. re1
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tained excellent germination capacity after 4
to 8 years (Heit J967r,).
If stratification is impractical, seeds can he
sown in th,~ fall; how1'ver, emerging se~,dlings
arc susceptible to decay by mil-inhabiting
fungi. For outplanting. 2-year-old ,;eedlings
are apparently best. At each planting site, all
competing vegetation should he removed from
at !Past 1 square foot ( F.dmin.stf'f' and May
1951) around the plant.

MANAGEMENT
Asidt! from having food and cover v;;lue for
wildlife, bittersweet is a desirable ornamental
;;ncl nm also he 11:-:ed to conl.rol erosion. The
fall leaf color is yellow, and the persistent orange fruits add attractive color to landscapes
during fall and early winter. This species is esl)f!cially well adapted for training over out.buildings and for climhing over walls, trellises.
trees, and shrubs (Hosley 1988).
Plantings have generally smvived wl'll, and
they spread by runners; hut. growth and fruit
production have often bP.en retarded hy rahhit
and den brn\\'sing (Smith 196?). The high
palatability of this plant requires caution in
sdection of planting site:-. The best use of hittersweet may he as a filler among plantings or
natural growths of othn shruh specie;c (J<.:dminster and Mo.v 1951).
Aggressiveness of bittersweet should also be
considel'l!d. hecam;1i rapid spread on 1\xceptionally favorable sites may lead to control problems. No specific information ahout control
met.hods was found.

MISCELLANY
The fruiting bran<'hes are valuable for commercial use or as home decorations; however,
hitJersweel. fruits ;up thought l.o he poisonous
if eaten by humans (Grimm 1952).

LOWBCSH BLUEBERRY, Vaccinium angustifolium Ait. Also
called Lowsweet, Dwarf or Sugar Blueberry, Sweethurts, and
Strawberry-Hucklebt>n·y.
HIGHBUSH BLUEBERRY, Vaccinium corymbosum L. Also
called Tall or Swamp Blueberry. Wortlcbcrry, and Seedy
Dewberry.

By Robert Rogers
Rutgns Uni11ersity
The State llnir·ersity of New ,Jersey
Nn/1 Brunswick

RANGE

/94.'3). Temperatures below -20'°F result in
winter-kill, and temperatures below
30?F
will kill plants t.o ground nr ;:nnw lfivel (Cuin
and Slate 1953). Although lowhush blueberries border the tundra in Canada. they arc favor·NI hy a minimum growing sea.son of 125
days (Chandler 19-13). Lowhush blueberry is
found farther north than highbush bluebnry,
perhaps because its prostrate form nccommoda ies it to a protective snow cover (F:alon
19,19). Summer temperatures in excess of
120 'F can cause mortality in young plants
(Knzdn and Rrightu•plf 1966).
Blueberries, like most memhe•·s of the
Heath family, prefer acid soil. ·:.:hey make
their best growl h on light, well-drained aC"idie
soils high in organic-matter content ( Kender
and Bri1;htwdl 1966, Van Versa/ 19.18). Soils
developed Crom limestone are not conducive to
good blueberry growth.
Lowhush hlncbtirry is the typif'al upland
blueberry in t.he Appalachian Mountain arnas
from West Virginia north to the New England
States. .Stony, silt. and clay loam soils devel-

Lowbush blueberry, tlw more northerly species, oc(:urs from the tundra in Canada,
throughout the New England States, in the
Piedmont and mountain areas of Pemrnylvania
and New Jersey, and south dmvn the Appala<.'hian Mountains to northern Virginia ( Darrow and Moore 19(j6). Ilighhush blueberry occurs along tlw Atlantic Coast from eastern
\faine t.o norttwrn Florida and also in the
Great Lakes region, including northern Indiana, northern Ohio, northwestern Pennsylvania, southnn \Visconsin, and southern Ontario (Darrow and M uorr 1966).

HABITAT
Both species arc acclimated to climatic cxtremt!S in the southern par1 of tht! region. Tn
the northern part of the region. growth of
highbush blueberry is limited by growing season and extreme wintt>r temperatures. A minimum ac!Pquate growing season of IGO <layc: is
required for high bush blueberry ( Chandler
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oped from sandstones, shales, and glacial drift
commonly support colonies of lowlmsh blueberry. The;;e colonies often occur on dry,
rocky, open upper slopes and ridg1:•tops
(Braun 19.50, Fernald 1950, Darrow and
Moore 1966. Van Dersal 1938).
IIighbush blueberry is frequently found at
lower t>levaliom, along the Atlantic Coast and
in the Great Lakes region, where it occurs
along f.h1, edges of swamps, within open areas
of moist woodlands, and occasionally in moist
upland fields (Fernald 1950, /Jarrow and
Moore 1966). Highbush blueberries grow: on
soils consisting of sandy loams developed on
Coastal Plain sands and clays in Maryland,
Delaware, southern Kew ,Jersey, Long Island,
and southeastern Massachusetts; sands and
loamy sands developed on glacial drift; and on
stony and gravely silt and clay loams developed on glacial drift, which frequently have a
hardpan in the soil profile (Beclw:ith and Covi{lf, 19.'51, ,Johnston 1942, Trf:'uett, 19fi2, Van
Dersal 1938).
Heavy soils with poor drainage prevent root
penetration and thereby increase the probability of frost heaving; and coarse sandy soils
present droughty conditions during summer
months despite normal rainfall. During dry
periods, blueberries are hindered in watn uptake because they lack root hairs ( lJa llinger
1.966, Knuler and Brightwell /966). Optimum
growth of blueberry occurs when soil pH is hetween 4.3 and 4.8 (Kender and Hri~htwell
J.906). However, blueberries art! commonly
found on soils having pH values ranging from
:~.fi t.o fi.:i, all.hough soil pH values higher than
5,2 seem to limit growth (Ballinger 1966).
Blueberries are relatively intolerant t.o
shade, and tend to flourish in open areas.
Shading reduces vegBtat.ive growth and flowf!rbud formation in both species (Hall 1958, Reiners I 967). Throughout. I.he region, both species arc found in association with other members of the Heath family, especially mountain
laurel, huckleberry, and azalea. On moist sites
along the Atlantic Coast, highbush blueberry
may grow with alder, gray birch, hlackhaw, arrowood, silky dogwood, and red and black
chokeberry. It may he succeeded by reel
maple, blackgum. ash, sweet.gum, elm, yellowpoplar, pin oak, white oak, black oak, and

shagbark and mockernut hickories. The chief
shrub competitor of lowbush blueberry in the
northern forest is mounl.ain laurel (Hall 196,"t,
Shelford 1968). Invasion of the shrub layer by
pioneer tree species rapidly reduces the abundance of lowbush bluebeny (Shelford 1Y6:J).

LIFE HISTORY
Blueberry flowers appear with !he leaves in
spring. Flower buds are formed during the
previous season, and the pinkish-white bellshaped flowers are c1rranged in elongated dusters (Eck 19(i6. Gleason 1963b, Shutak and
Atarucci 196(j), Insel'ts, spec:ifically wild and
honey bees, arc the chief pollinating agents of
highbush and lowhush blueberriei;. Both fruit
yield and fruit size are a function of the bee
population in a given area (Martin 1966; Marucci 1966; 8hutah ruul Maru1·d 1966). Highbush blueberry fruit matures from i>O to 90
days after bloom, while lowbush blueberries
mature from 90 to 120 days after bloom. Lowbush blueberry flowers from April Io ,June.
Th!-! fruit is available from July to September
( Van Dersal 1938). Highbush blueberry flowers from .'.\1ay to ,Jurw, and the fruit is availahle from June to August (Kender and Brightwell 1966, Van Dersal 19:JB).
Highbush blueberry plants hear fruit when
8 to 10 years old, but some plants may bear
fruit as e1nly as the third year (Taylor 1962).
An established mature bush can be expected
to yield 8 to 10 pints of fruit, per yP-ar; however, fruit. production may vary with local conditions ( Taylor 1962). Fruit yield of lowbush
blueberry is usually lower t.han that. of highbush blueberry because of relatively poor blossom set. This reduced ability to set hlrn~soms
is attributed tD various degrees of self-sterility
in large clones (_1'\a 1ders and Hall 19fil). Also,
velvet-leaf hlueherry pollen is incomp.-1!.ible
with lowbush pollen. If velvet-leaf blueberry
(V. myrtilloides Michx.) is present. in the
stand, lowbush pollen will be diluted and fruit
production ,vill be reduced (Aalders and Hall
f96J).

Blueberries reproduce from sH1!ds, sprouts,
un<lerground stems, and suckers. Seed i:.; disseminated chiefly by animals, from ,J unc
through SeptP-mher. On sites previously uninhabited by blueberry plants, seedlings become
13

PROPAGATION

established in open areas on exposed mineral
soils. Highhush hhwherries are usually crownforming plirnLs 6 t.o 1fi feet high, which may
mnsist- of severa 1 stems. Individual plants
sometimes tend to sucker at the base and form
extensive colonies. Lowhush hluehcrri(•s may
form extensive colonies by means of underground stems (Camp 1945). Growth of hoth
species is comparatively slow even on the best
sites. Highhush bluebeny will attain a height
of 6 to 15 feet in 8 to 10 years ( Taylor 1Yo2).
l found no growth-rate figures for lowbush
blueberry. The maximum height growth for
lowbush blueberry is about 2 feet.
Both species arc intolerant to shade and are
found in open woods or clearings. Encroachment by shade-tolerant species restricts blueberries to openings in the ;-;tand or quickly relegates them to suppression and eventual elimination if no openings are provided. After fire
or logging, lowbush blueberry will become
ree8t.ahlished from roots within the area (Hall
1955).

Seed and stock are availahlt~ commP.rcially
for highhush blueberry, hut are not. commonly
available for lowbush blueberry. llighbush
blueberries arc commonly propagated by hardwood cut.tings obtained from healthy shoots of
the past season's growth, %-inch diameter or
le:,;.<.;. Shoots are gathered in the spring just before bud growth starts-1.5 March to 10 April
in ~ew ,Jersey (D<whlnt 19.53). Fruit buds
are undesirable on shoots used for cuttings
and should be rubbed off if present (Mainland
1966). Shoots ,-hould be cul. into piec<:s :1 to f)
inches long. using either a sharp knife or pruning shears. The cut is usually made below the
bud for small quantities of twigs, but for large
quantities a bench saw is used and bud position is ignored.
The cuttings should he treated with a fungicide and set in either a box frame, solar frame,
or optm frame containing an equal mixture of
sand and horticultural peat (Doehlr>rt 19.'3.5).
About 7G percent of the cuttings should root.
Rooting has taken place when the terminal
bud begins to green. Liquid fertilizer (either
15-;{0-4 or rn-26-13, at 1 ounce of concentrate
per 2 gallons of watei·) can he applied to
rooted cuttings during the summer, but its use
should be discontinued in time to allow adcquat<• tissue hardening-mid-August. in ~ew
Jersev (Doehlcrt 195:J). Young plants can be
left i;1 the propagating beds over winter, or
thev can hP transplanted inl.o nursery b<)dS in
eariy fall to allow adequate root growth before
winter.
Seeds are commonly used to propagate lowhush blueberry; this ~cthod may also he used
to propagate highbush blueberry. Berries
should he collected when ripe, and chilled at
50"F for several days. Seeds can be removed
from Hw berry by shredding in a food blender
for ;30 seconds (Morrozc ct al J9f"1). Sound
seeds will sdtle to tht1 bottom. Stratification
may he beneficial in hastening germination.
Seeds should be planted in a mixture of sand
and hortirnlt.ural peat. Seedlings will hegin to
emerge in a month and will continue to
emerge for a long period thereafter. Seedlings
can he transplantPd to otht--r flats afkr they
are 6 to 7 weeks old. Seed may be kept under
normal refrigeration and will remain viable for

USE BY WILDLIFE
Blueberries are important to American wildlife (.Harlin et al 1951 ). For :-:everal specie:- of
grouse, blueberries are among the most important summer and early fall foods. They also
are part. of I.ht! diPI. of oUwr 11pland game birds
such as bobwhite. wild turkey, and mourning
dove. Many song, birds, including the scarlet
tanager, bluebird, and thru,:h, al!-<o feed on
blueberries. Fur and game mammals such as
the black bear. red fox, cottontail rabbit, eastern and spoti~d skunk, and the fox squirrel
utilize tlH' fruit, twigs, and foliage of the blueherrv. Part of the diet of the white-footed
mou:<;c consists of blueberry fruit. Whitetailed deer hrowse !:ht\ hran<"hes and foliage and
cat the fruit (Martin et al 1951: Van Dersal
1.93R). Because of the dense shrubby growth
often produeed by highhush hluPherry, and its
high food value, it can be a desirable hedgerow
plant, providing both food and cover for a variety of song birds, ruffed grouse, and cottontail rabbit.
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as long as 12 years (Darrou.: and Scott 1951).
Young highbush blueberry plants can be
transplanted into the field after the first sl;ason.
Spacing between plants ranges from 4 to 8
fed hetwetm plant.~ and 8 feet bet.ween rows.
Lowbush blueberries may be established in
barren areas by using a golf-hole cutter to remove sod containing roots from a vigorous
stand and transplanting it to the d1isired are:1
(Hilz 19,19, Eggert 1955). The distance between holes should hf" no more than 8 inclws.
Blueberries arc exacting in their site requirements and att.empis at establishment. on le.ss
favorable sites have been disappointing (KPnder and Bright1l'ell 1966). If hlueherries are
present naturally, in most situations a desirable stand can he niltured.

MANAGEMENT
Lowhmh blueberries arc often found in the
undergrowth of open forest stands in a suppressed stage in which they rarely flower and
bear fruit. Removal of compeling vegetation

I :i

will stimulate the blueberry',;; root system and
increase the vigor, abundance, and fruit yields
of the plants (Hall 1955, 196:J). For maximum
flowering and fruiting of bluel,errie;,, competing vegetation shoulcl be reduced to a mini
mum. This can hP. accomplished by shallow
cultivation or, in the case of lowhush hlneherrics. light burning in the spring oncP every ?.
or 3 years (Chandler 19-J,J. Shutah and .Marucci 1966). Care must be taken to avoid fires
hot enough io destroy the roots from which
new shoots will appear. Pruning is beneficial
to both species because fruit is borne ahundantly on I-year shoot" rather than on old
matum hranche;.:_
When enlarging a field from an :-uljoining
woodland, it is advisable to clear the land
slowly by cutting and burning a slrip 2 or .'i
feet wide each year. The overstory must be removed gradually over a period of several years
( Hall 195.5). The herbicides 2,·1-D and 2,4 ..5-T
applied on foliage, st.ems, or stumps will control blueberries.

Also called Blackberry, Dewherry, Groundberry, and Raspberry.
ALLEGHENY BLACKBERRY, Rubus alleRheniensis Porter
BLACKCAP RASPBERRY, Ruhw, ocr:identalis L.
CANADIAN or 'T'HOR~LESS BLACKBERRY. Rulms canadensis L.
·
.FLOWBRJNC RASPBERRY, Rubus ndoratus L.
NORTHERN DEVIBERRY, Ru bus flagellaris Wilk!.

RED RASPBERRY, Rubus striRosus Michx.
SWA:\1P CROlJNDBERRY, Rubus hispidus L.

By Earl L. Core
West Virginia Universil.y
1'v1orRan town
---------------------

SPECIES

----------·

-----

on the bush; while in blackberries the receptacle itsdf becomes fleshy and is removed with
the fruit

No one knows how many kinds of brambles
there are in easlern North America, but more
than ,500 have been named. Classification of
the brambles has been thoroughly treated in
other publications ( Bailey 1941-45; Bailey
1947; Bailey 1949; Dauis et al 1967-70).
Blackberries have erect stems, usually angled in cros..c;-section, and armed with large
sharp spines. There arc usually five leaflets.
Dewberries and groundherries have prrn,trate,
trailing stems. Raspberries have erect canes,
usually white-powdered, round in cross-section, and often without spines or with weak
hairlike spines. There are usually three leaflets. Also, in raspberries the fruit is thimblelike or cap-like, the <lry receptacle remaining

RANGE
Brambles are found throughout the KorthThos<> listed above are common and
widespread, hut many other important species
occur (IJauis and JJcwi.s J9fi8, FPrnald J9f;0,
Strausbaugh and Core 1953). Red raspberry,
Canadian blackherry, swamp groundherry,
and northern dewberry are common in the
higher elevations and northward, while Allegheny blackberry, hlackcap raspberry, and
flowering raspberry are more abundant at
lower elevations and lalitudes (Shelford
eai,;t.

1968).

Hi

HABITAT

LIFE HISTORY

Typically the bramhles arc plants of old
fields and woodland clearings. The various
species are acclimated to practically all the extrcmE>,s that occur in the Northeast.
Brambles grow well· in a great. variety of
soils and topographic conditions. Red raspberry is frequent in acid barrens at the higher
elevations, where it grows wilh other acid-loving plants such as blueberries, huckleberries,
menziesia, azaleas, mountain laurel, great laurel, and teaberry. Swamp groundberry is widespread in mountainous areas in low boggy
places or upland mossy lands. It is associated
with cranberries in sphagnum hogs or with
teaberry and other plants in mossy uplands.
There are numerous other similar species of
groundberries. Korthem dewberry is most
common northward, but despite its name,
ranges south to Georgia, trailing in dry fields
and along road banks.
Blackberries generally occupy an intermediate temporary stage in old fields, associated
with hawlhorns, crabapples, sassafras, fire
cherry, black cherry, and other pioneer trees.
They arc quickly eliminated as overgrowing
trees provide too much shade. Allegheny
blackberry and many other blackberries arc
common in dry places from lowlands to uplands, open places in woorllands, along roadsides, in old fields, fence-rows, clearings, and
thickets. Canadian blackberry, one of the
taller and later-flowering species, is very common in woods, old fields, cool hollows, and
along roadsides, mostly in the mount.ainous regions.
Flowering raspberry is ahundant in shady
places in woods, along roads and in thicketc;;.
Blackcap raspberry is common in woods, bordcn;, fields, fence-rows, and thicket..<i. H i>'
often associated with black walnut trees, a situation unfavorable to many plants. In a study
of succession on abandoned farm fields in
southern Illinois, blackcap raspberry first appeared ~ years after ahandonm1~nt and wafstill present after 40 years. It remained important as long as fields were open and decreased
with the increase of woody vegetation. Sassafras, persimmon, and winged sumac were
among Hw first woody invaclers ( Razzaz
1968).
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Brambles are perennial; in most species the
root lives for many years and the stems live
for only 2 years. First-year stems arc usually
sterile and have leaves unlike those of the second year. Flowers and fruit arc horne the second year. In most species, flowers appear in
May and June, and fruits arc ripe in early
summer. In the Canadian blackberry, however, ripe fruib persist into September. No figures on seed production per plant were noted.
The seeds are spread mostly hy hirds.
Brambles reproduce from st!eds, sprouts,
layers, and underground stems. Vegetative
propagation is the primary source of dewlopment of the dense colonic.:- often seen in old
fields. New colonies on freshly exposed areas
develop from seeds. Growth of most hro.mhlcs
is more vigorous in full sunlight I han in shade.
Blackberries grown in shade arc often ne!lrly
or quite thornless, hut produce few fruits. Tn
full sunlight the thorn]e,:s habit disappears.
but fruit production is greatly enhanced.
Raspberries, in contrast, seem to do better in
partial shade. 1n t.h1! Southeast their habitat
preference often puts the brambles in direct
competition with Japanese honeysuckle.
USE BY WILDLIFE
Blackberries and raspberries stand at the
top of summer foods for wildlife. Even dried
berries persisting on Uw canes are eaten to
some ext1mt into fall or early winter; the principal use, ho,.vever, is while the fruit.s are juicy.
>!early all species ari! palat.ahle to human
tastes, and probably are equally so to wildlife
(Chapman 1947d). Another important fad.or
is the widespread availability of brambles in
all parts of the Kortheast-indced, in nearly all
parts nf the United SI.ates and Canada.
Rinls are especially prominent as users of
the fruit5. Blackberries and raspberries are important to game birds such as grouse, ringnecked pheasant, and bobwhite quail, and to
such common songbirds as catbird, cardinal,
yellow-breasted chat, pine grosbeak, rohin, orchard oriole, summer tanager, brown thrasher,
thrushes, and towhees. HlackbPrry and raspberry fruits are also important foods of raccoons, chipmunks. and squirrels, as well as

other small animals. Deer ancJ rahhits make
extensive use of ]eaves and stems (Martin el
al 1951).
Because of t.heir hahit of forming extensive
co]onies t.he various species of brambles have
much value as cover for wildlife. The thorny
canes ere11le nearly impenetrable thickets
where birds, rabbits, and other animals find
relative security. In winter, rabbits nihhle the
stems while at the same timf-! finding security
from enemies. Colonies of brambles are common nesting sites for small birds (1'1artin et al
1951).

PROPAGATION
Horticultural varieties of blackbc~rry and
raspberry are readily available from nurseries.
Dewberry or groundherry stock is also available, although less readily. Since comm1)reial
culture is usually for fruit. production, nurserie1, propagate brambles vegetatively from tip
layers, root cuttings, and suckers.
Brambles tolerate a wide range of 1-mil types,
texturPs, :md pH values; but adequate soil
moisture is critical for fruit production. Commercial stands produce best on deep samly
loam with a large supply of humus. Transplanting is done during the dormant season,
usually in early spring, and tmnsplanting after
growth has sl.11rted j,; avoided. Growing stock,
propagated in any manner, is generally cut
back to ground level when transplanted (.Me<:arlney 1945, Darrow and Waldo 1948).
Tip layering is a simple, naturally occurring
process recommended for raspberries (Mecart,u,y 1945). Raspb1°rry canes grow so that hy
late August or September the tips reach the
ground, and many of these will form new
plants nat.urnlly. To insure large numbers of
new plants, cane t.ips should he set 4 to 6
inches straight down into the ground, and the
soil should be formed around them, Canes are
ready for layering when the tips have elongated so that a bare portion ext.ends a to 6
inches beyond t.he last small set of leaves.
Rooting will begin in about a week, and rooted
tips can he cut from I.he parent plant. and
t.ransplanlPd I h£! next spring ( Darrow and
Waldo 1948).
Black berries send up suckeTI-, and new
plants are usually obtained by digging and
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transplanting thesp suckers (MPcartnP_v 1,9,15,
Darrow and VValdo l.94R). Root cuttings provide another simple method of propagating
blackherries. Root.s % inch or more in diameter are dug in the fall or early spring, and divided into pieces ;{ inches long. These are
plant P-<l horizontally in trenches about ~s
inches deep, and by the following fall new
plants will have developed (Darrow and
Waldo 1948).
Brambles can be propagated from seed in
the field or nursery. Blackberry seeds have extremely hard coats. Cntreated ;;eeds germinated over a period of ~ to Fi years, with very
lit.tie germination the first year (Heit 1967b).
To obtain maximum germination the first.
year, the seeds must be treated so that ·water
ean penetrate the coat. Cleaned seed should
be soaked in concentral.ed sulphuric acid for
iiO to 60 minutes at 7.5 to 80~F ( Heit 1967a).
Shorter treatments are less effective and
longer ones will cause injury. &eds should he
thoroughly washer{ immediately after acid
soaking, and planted in late August or early
September. In nurseries seeds are sown on
peat moss or light soil; in the field they should
be sown on mineral soil.
Raspberries do not have the extreme hard
seedcoat of blackberries. A long warm-andcold stratification period will usually give good
germination, and fresh cleaned seed may be
sown in late summer. However, hettm· and
rnorP. uniform germination can be obtained if
raspberry seeds are given a IO- to :30-minutc
sulphuric acid treatment before sowing in late
sumnwr (Heit 1967. pt. 7). Treat.ed blackberry and raspberry seeds may be planted in
early spring, but they require a 1- to 3-month
cold stratification period at 34 to 38-·F. This
stratification treatment is recommended for
seeds of all brambles that arc to he springplanteri (Heit J967b).

MANAGEMENT
Resides providing food and cover for wildlife, brambles have great erosion-control value.
Many species form dense thickets rapidly, and
:,;ome form dense mats on the ground. ;\fost
species grow satisfactorily in very barren and
infertile soils; and they invade and rapidly occupy burns, eroded areas, old fields. anrl

logged areas (Barrett, Farnsworth, and Rutherford 1962; Van Dersal 198R). Because there
are so many species and they are so abundant,
it is seldom neces,-,ary to establish brambles.
Direct-seeding would be justified if it were important to establish cover quickly or to insure
development of the desired species in a new
opening.
Openings arc the key to managing bramble
patches, hi~cause invading trees and shrubs
quickly eliminate most brambles. 13ramhle
patches can he encouraged or rejuvenated by
removing overhead shade, mowing, light burn-
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ing, or deep cultivation. Mowing and burning
stimulate sprouting in addition to removing
competing vegetation. Deep cultivation (6 to 9
inches) cuts the roots of existing brambles,
and cames the format ion of large numbers of
sucker plant~.
Bcnzabor {disodium tetraboratc pcntahydra te ii4.f>0 percent and disodiurn t.etrahorafp
decahydrate 35.5 percent with trichlorobcnzoic acid 8 percent), applied with lw.nd-opNa fed mechanical spreaders or blast guns in
early spring and summer, is effective again.st
hramh]e;: (Waeslf'meyer 1968).

Gaultheria procumbens L.

Also called Chcckcrbcrry, Grouse Berry, Mountain Tea,
Partridge Berry, Tcabcrry, Wintcrbcrry, \\'intcrgrcen, and many
other common names (Krochmal et al 196"9).

By Sadie L. Robinette

~Vest Virginia Unit•ersity
.~!organ town

-·--·-------------------------------

RANGE
Checkerbcrry winb•rgreen or teaberry occurs
from Newfoundland to Manit.oba south to Virginia, Kentucky, and Minne;;ofa, and in the
mountains to Georgia (Gleason 1963c).

HABITAT
Chcckcrberry wintergreen is hardy throughout the ~orl.heasl. It requires acid soil and
mmally grows within the pll range of 4.0 to
6.0 ( Wherry 1920 and 1957) ln a mal ur1!
beech-maple forpsf in Ohio, checkerberry wintergreen \Vas found growing where the pH of
the soil ranged from ~.fi l.o 6.9 on the surface
to 4.0 to 6.!l below the :;urface. Its distribution
was independent of pH value within these
ranges (8to1w 1944). However, a pH of 1.fl to
6.0 has been reported as optimum for the
growth of checkcrbcrry wint.erg·reen, with 7.0
the maximum pH it will tolerate (Spur;;,ay
1911)
As long as t Jw soil is acidk, checkerherry
wint.<>rgreen will grow well on many soil types,

including peat, sand, sandy loam, and coal
spoil banks. H will toleratP site condition'-'
ranging from dry to poorly drained ( Wild"
19.'J,'J).
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Chcckcrbcrry wintergreen is commonly
found in heath shruh communities that are
characteristic beneath many forest types, including both pine and hardwoods in New England, and jack pine and spruce-larch forests in
the Lake State.-, (Rraun 1950, Hm;fey 19,38,
Kittred{?e 193,1). It also occurs in bogs and as
an invadt>r of old fielcli- in many parts of the
region (Strausbaur:h and Core 19SR:708).
l\fountain-laurcl, rhododendron, azaleas, bluehnries, huckleberries, and trailing arbutus arc
t.he most common heath associates of C'heckerbcrry wintergreen.
In Maim~. d1t->ekerht!l'l'Y wintergreen is
abundant in grouse coverts in both upland anrl
lowland hardwoods and mixed hardwood-conifer stands. The tree associales arc yellow
birch, sugar maple, beech, white birch, a,-:H!n,
and spruce; and the ground cover nss(Jl:iates
include hun('hberry, dover, partridgcbcrry, celandine, and shinlcaf ([Jrou:n 19-16). In Massachusett.q, chcckcrherry wintergreen C'olonized abandoned farmland alon~ wit.h common
juniper, flowering raspberry, ancl suma('s
(Hosley and Ziebarth 19.'35). It also voluntetTPcl on coal spoil banks in cen1 rnl Pnrnsylvania, where it formed part of the shrub layer
beneath aspen-fire cherry stands. The common

shrubs growing with it were sweet.fern, Allegheny blackberry, smooth and staghorn
sumac, and prairie willow ( Bramble and Ashley 1955).

LIFE HISTORY
Checkerberry wintergreen's small, white,
perfect flowers arn horne from ,June Lo September. The bright red fruit ripens in the fall,
and often remains on the plant until early the
next summer (U. 8. Forest SP.rvi.ce 1948:187).
The fruit is rather dry and consists of fleshy
flower parts surrounding a dry capE!ule, which
contains many minute seeds (U. S. Forest
R<>rui,:e 194R). There are approximately 2,800
fresh fruits per pound, and about ~{,000 dried
fruits per pound (Swing[P. 19.99, U. S. Forest
Service 19,18, Van Dcrsal 1938). Individual
plants usually hear 2 lo 6 henies.
I found no information concerning the longevity of this perennial plant, or the age at
which it, first produces fruit. The growth rate
is slow, and there is little hazard of spreading
from planted specirrnm;; (Ruffnn 19(,5).
Checkerberry wintergreen reproduces vegetatively from root suckers (Hosley 1938).
Seeds are probahly the source of new plants
colonizing old fields, and birds may disseminate l11e seeds.
Checkerherry wintergreen is shade-tolerant.,
but most. fruiting occurs in openings (Edminster 1947: 120). Heavy fruiting often follows
cutting of timber (Hosley 1938).

USE BY WILDLIFE
Checkerherry wintergreen is not taken in
large quantities by any species of wildlife, hut
the regularity of use enhances its importance
(Edminster 1917, Martin et al 1951). It is a
year-round fruit producer, and one of the few
H0urces of green leaves in winter (Brown 1946,
McAtee 1914).
'\Vhile-tailed deer and ruffed grous1~ are lhc
most important users of checkerberry wintergreen. Grouse eal both fruit and leaves
throughout the year, and in some localities
teaherry is one of the most important grnuse
foods (Brown 1946, 1':dminister 1947, Hosley
1938). White-tailed deer browse h!ah,!rry
throughout the region, and in some localities
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it is an important. winter food (Hosley mu!
Ziebarth 1933, Watts 1964).

Other animals that eat checkerberry wintergreen are wild turkey, sharp-tailed grouse,
bobwhite quail, ring-necked pheasant, black
bear, while-footed mouse, and red fox (Hosley
1.938, Mart in et al. 19.51, Van Dersal 1938).
Teaberrics are a favorite food of the eastern
chipmunk, and the leaves al'e a minor winter
food of the gray squirrel in Virginia (Dudderar 1967, Van Dersal 1938).

PROPAGATION
Chcckerbeny wintergreen has heen cultivated at various times in the past, but seed
and growing stock are not usually available
from mirsPries (Rehder 1910:7.39). Commercial seed consists of the dried fruits, which
number about 3,000 per pound. Seed may be
collected locally at any time in the fall after
ripening (usually early Septemhel'). Seed is
extracted by drying the fruit until it is brittle
and powdery and then rubbing it through a
30-mesh screen (V. S. Forest Service 1948).
The number of clean seeds per pound has been
reported as 163,000 and 2,870,000 to 4,8,10,000
(Swingle 19.'38, U.S. Forest Service 1948).
The seed has a dormant embryo, so it must
he either planted in the fall or strat.ified before
spring planting. Probably the easiest way to
propagate small quantities of teaberry is by
sowing whole fruits soon after collection in the
fall. Fruits should he sown outdoors in moist,
acid soil in a shady location. Seedbeds should
he prot.eel.ed from rodents over winter.
For spring planting, seed should be cleaned
soon aft.er collection, and then ;;tratified for :~O
to 75 days at 4PF before planting. Because
of its minute size, clean seed should be scattered on OI' pressed into peat, and then prntected with a pane of glass placed about 4
inches above the i.oil. Seedbeds should he
shaded. The soil should be moist, porous, and
acidic; mixtures of sand and peat arc usually
used (U.S. Frm~st Seruice 1918).
Checkerberry ·wintergreen can be propagated at any time during I.he i.;pring arnl summer hy simple layering. It reproduces vegetatively from root suckers, and new plants may
he ohtained during t.he spring or fall hy digging and transplanting suckers. Clumps of

checkerberry wintergreen can also be divided
and transplanted during lhe spring or fall
(Bailey 1950, Laurie and Chad1cicl~ 1931).
Establishment in the field should he limited
to acid Hite.'l, and plan1s will do best in partial
shade.

MANAGEMENT
Checkerberry wintergreen is ordinarily
plentiful in the woodlands of the Northeast,
and no ::-pecial care is needed to keep it, growing (Ilosley 1938). Fruit production can be
stimulated by thinning timber stands and removing overt:opping vegetation.
Checkerberry wintergreen is recommended
to the suburban gardener as an ornamental
ant! for attracting songbirds (Mason 19,15,
.McAtee 191-1 and 19.'36). It can be planted

under taller shrubs and in other partially
shaded acid sites. Attractive groups of ground
cover plants can be formed from chcckcrberry
wintergreen, partridgebcrry (Mitchella repens), be.arherry (An:tostaphylos uva-ursi),
bunchbcrry ( Com us canadcnsis), and Canada
headruby ( Afaiantlu;mum. carwdn1se) ( ,lfason
1945). Song birds will cat the fruits ycarround, particularly during wint.er v.:hen few
other fruits are available.
Checkerberry wintergreen v,1as controlled by
droplet spraying of the foliage with D-T, an
equal mixture of 2,4-D and 2,4,G-T. A D-T
mixture was more effective than 2,4-D alone.
A 0.25-percent concentration of D-T killed
checkerbcrry early in the growing season, but
a 0.5-percent solution was more effective later
in the summer (Egler 1949).
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COMMON CHOKECHERRY, I'runus virginiana L. Also called
Black Chokecherry or Chokeberry, Cabinet Cherry, California
Chokecherry, Caupulin, Cerisier, Chokecherry, Eastern Chokecherry, Rum Chokecherry, Western Chokecherry, Whiskey
Chokecherry, and Wild Black Cherry.

-- -- -- -- - - .

- - --------

By James R. Vilkitis
University of J1assachu.<ietls
Amherst

RANGE
Chokecherry grow:,; from the Ardi<" Cirde
to Mexico and is one of the most widely distribu tcd shrubs or small trees ol' North America. IL occurs from Newfoundland and eastern
Quebec across the continent to British Columbia, south to California, Arizona, New Mexico,
Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, :Maryland.
and Maine, and also southward in lhe Appalachians to parts of Kentucky, Virginia, North
Carolina, and Georgia (Little 195:3). In the
mountains, in West Virginia at leasl, chokecherry has a scattered distribution (Strausbaugh and Core 1952-64).

HABITAT
Chokecherry is a hardy plant that, once established, defies northern extrem1!S of climate.
It occupies adverse sites such as moving sand
dunes (Schlatzer 196-1) and frost pockets
where t.emperat.mes drop to 40"F helnw zero
(Ilarlow 1957).
Occurring commonly in almost all soils of
the Northea:.-;t, chokecheny can he found in a
wide variety of habitats, from rocky hills and
sand dunes l.o },orders of swamps. lt is even
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found on the spurs of ML Kat.ahdin, Maine, at
an elevation of 4,000 feet (Mathews 1915).
Chokeeherrv sometimes occurs in open woodlands, but it is more oftfm associated with old
fields, fence rows, roadsides, river banks, forest margins, and waste-corner thickets of
forms. The species grows best in rich, welldrained, moist soil with ample sunlight, hut it
is also found in the shade on poor, dry soils
(Van JJersal 1938). Optimum soil pll was report.1~d as 6.0 to 8.0 (Spurwa:v 1941).
Throughout its entire range, chokecherry is
found in nearlv all wooded areas (Harlou.·
J.9f>7, Rogas 1906). Tn I.he moving, slightly
acid sand dunes it is a pioneer i,;pecies associated with P. besseyi, JJ. serotina, Pyms baccata, Spira<'a billiaulii, and IAmicera ledebourii (Schlatzer 1964). In dune depressions and
sand flat;.: it grows with Cari>x pensylvanica
var. digyna, 8ymphr1rirnrpos occirfontafis,
Hosa woodsii, and Agropyron spp. (Hulett et
al. 1966). In the "Korthcrn Great Plains, chokPchcrry grows in shelter belts in comhination
with tllmus pumila, Fraxinus pe11nsyh•anica,
Acer negundo, and I'mnus amaicana (George
19,36). On moist sites it is found with Crataegus douglasii, Amellmchier florida, Rosa spp.,
and Symphoricarpos spp. (Shelford 196:1).

LIFE HISTORY
The white, densely elongated clusters of
strongly-scented flowers bloom from April to
July. In northern areas the flowers open later.
The thick-skinned, edible fruit is ahout 5/16
inch in diameter. It ripens from July to September but remains aHtringent uni.ii ripe. Typically, the lustrous clusters of red or amber
fruit. turn dark red to purplish black at maturity. However, some varieties of chokecherry
have different fruit colors. For example, in P.
virginiana var. leucocarpa, the fruit is canary
yellow when mature. Jl'ruiting is abundant in
most years, but production µer plant is unknown. No information was found regarding
seed-bearing age of trees.
Bini-; and mammals are the chief means of
seed dispersal. Pits arc dropped by birds
throughout the fruit-bearing season and later.
Primary reproduction of chokecherry is
through seed. Once established it grows rapidly and often forms dense thickets of suckers
and sprouts from an extensive lateral rool system. (Brown 1922, Otis 1960, Van Dersal
19.18, Vines 1960).
In most of its range chokecherry is a tall
shrub. Only under the most favorable climatic
and soil c~nditions does it become a small
tree, 20 to 30 feet high, and it rarely exceeds 8
inches dbh.
Chokecherry is a very competitive shrub,
due to its tolerance of adverse climatic and
site conditions such as cold temperatures,
shade and drought, and its ability to sprout
prolifically. '!'he adaptability of chokecherry is
indicated by iLq exceptionally wide geographic
distribution. However, chokecherry is subject
to many disease and insect attacks, notably
black knot disease (Hepting 1971, Hosley
1938) and defoliation by tent caterpillars.
Chokecherry is a host of the apricot ring
pox virus, twisted leaf in sweet cherry (Lott
and Keane 1960), and the notorious X-disease
virus that infects peach and cherry trees (GilmPr et al. 1954, Wolfe 1955). Infected trees
can be symptomless. X-disease spreads rapidly
and can ruin an orchard in 3 or 4 years. This
disease has caused considerable damage to
peach orchards in New York since 1938 (Palmiter and Hildebrand 1948). It has been reported in the Maritime Provinces ( Callahan
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1961), Wisconsin, :Michigan, Pennsylvania,
and Connecticut. In areas where chokecherry
is rare, as along Lake Ontario, X-disease is unknown (Parlter and Palmiter 7951).

USES
Good crops of fruit are born in most years
(Vines 1960), and about 70 specieB of game or
song birds seek out fruits as soon as they become available (Bump et al 1.947, l,ongenecher and Ellarson 1960, Van Dersal 1938).
Chokecherries arc readily eaten by ruffed
grouse through the fall Lill December, hut may
be less important locally than pin or black
cherries (Edminster 1947). The fruits arc also
eaten hy small mammals (Grimm 1951), and
the hurls and twigs are browsed by ruffed
grouse during winter (Phillips 1967). Rabbits
have lit.tie taste for the bill.er twigs of chokecherry (llarlou· 1957), but repellents may not
keep them from eating the bark ( Vetroux and
Fouarge 1.952, Vines 1960). Chokecherry
stems ranked fairly high in winter feeding of
cottontails in Connecticut (Dalke and Sime
1941).
In northern forests during winter, whitetailed deer and snowshoe hares eat chokecherry, but utilization differs with locality. In
southern forests use of cherry species iP. low
(Taylor 1961). Moose on winter range in Wyoming showed a high preference for chokecherry (Harry 1957), ancl black-tailed deer in
Gtah used it as a summer staple (Smith
1952).
Chokecherry has fair cover value for small
mammals and nesting birds, particularly
where it forms thickets (Longeneclzer and Ellarson 1960) but is of questionahle value for
landscaping, llecause of insect and disease susceptibility. Erosion control and shelterbelts
are other important uBes. And in gome ini-;tances the fruit is eaten by humans; it makes
a jelly with an almond-like flavor (Hosley
1.9.18).

PROPAGATION
Because of the genetic variability of chokecherry and its wide geographic range, seed
should be collected or purchased near the area
of planting to insure local adaptability and

prevent introduction of strains that may be
undesirable.
Seed can be gathered in August to September, either from the ground or by flailing fruit
from the trees onto ground cloths. Cleaned
seed is sometimes available commercially, and
samples have proved 97 percent pure and 94
percent sound (U. S. Forest SP.rvice !9-'18).
Reported numbers of cleaned seed per pound
averaged il,800, ranging from :3,000 t,o 8,400
(Engstrom and Stoeckeler 19-11, U. S. Forest
Service 1.948, Van Dersal 1938, Vines I 960).
Yields of clean seed per 100 pounds of fruit
aver·aged 16 pounds, ranging from 7 to 24
pounds (Swingle 1939).
Optimum seed storage cnnclit.ions are unknown, but good results were obtained from
sealed dry storage at 26"F (U. S. F<m~st
Service 1948), and seeds of pin cheny have
kept for as long as 10 years when stored in
sealed containers at 84 to 88°F. Temperatures warmer than about ,10·°F would probably reduce viability.
Sowing in either September or spring has
been recommended. If seeds arc to be sown
shortly after collection, clepulping is not essential, but seed cleaning and a water soak beforn
planting may be beneficial (Heit 1968).
Cleaned seed t:o he used in spring planting
should be stratified in moist sand or peat for
120 to 160 days at 4l"F (Krefti,zg and Roe
1919) or for 60 to 90 days at 50c'F (Barton
1939) before sowing. Seed may germinate in
stratification if held too long. Stratified seed
should be sown in the spring in drills at 25
seeds per linear foot, covered with % inch of
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mulch until germination begins, and protected
from birds and rodents (U. S. Forest. Service
1948). The germination rates in one study
were between 30 and 70 percent, with a 4: 1
ratio between viable seed sown and usable
seedlings produced (Engstrom and Stoecheler
1941).

In the nursery, chokecherry is sometimes
attacked by the fungus Coccomyces lutescens
and the bacteria Hw:tPTinm prunh. Spraying
with 1-6-50 or 3-1-50 bordeaux mixture or a
2-pcrcent solution of lime sulfur will control
the fungus (U.S. Forest Service 1948).
Field planting of various species of cherries
is usually done with 1-0 stock on deep welldrained soil in sunny locations free of frost
pockets (U. S. Forest Service 1948). Specific
suggestions on field planting of chokecherry
were not found, but this species grows hetter
in partial shade than most other cherries.
1

MANAGEMENT
Chokecherry is a useful species for wildlife
food and cover, erosion control, shclterbelts,
and ornament.als. However, t.hP usefulness of
the species is impaired by its disease-hosting
qualities and livestock-poisoning risk. The
leaves are poisonous when wilted (llarlow
1957), and chokecherry should not he planted
or maintained in pasturage (Van Dersal
19:]8). Its use as an ornamental may al.so he
limited where risk of tent caterpillar infestation is high. hut has been recommended for
dry, shady locations (Curtis and Wyman
19S.3, Kammner 1934).

PIN CHERRY, Prun11s pensyli:anh-a L.f. Al;;o call1!d Bird
ChclTy, Cerises d'Etc, Fire Cherry, Northern Pin Cherry,
Petit .Merisier, Pigeon Cherry, and Wild Red Cherry.

By John R. Fulton
Northeastern Forest Expniment Station
J1forgantown, West Virginia

south it grows at elevations of about 2,500 to
(r:ure 1929, Stupka 1.964). Pin
cherry attains its largest size on western
slopes of the Great Smokey :Mountains in
eastern Tenrnissee (Sarf!,enl /9,19).
A shade-intolerant pioneer species, pin
cherry often invades roadsides, old fields,
hums, and similar openings. It often dominates these sites either in pure stands or with
species such as aspen, red maple, black cherry,
aml whiiP or gray hireh (Society of Ameri1·an
Foresters 19U7). It is characteristic as a
short-lived tree in hemlock, northern hardwoods, and spruce-fir forests (Core 192.9,
Shan!zs 1951). Pin cherry is a dominant natural revegetation species of coal-spoil banks in
Pennsylvania (Rramhfe and AshlP-y 1956).

RANGE

4,f>OO foHl

Pin cherry occurs from Ke\vfoundland and
southern Labrador to northern Ontario and
west across Canada to British Columbia and
south Lo thfi Rocky Mountains in Minne;-,ot.a,
Iowa, northP.rn Illinois, northern Indiana,
Pennsylvania, and New York and in mountains soutlnvard to Virginia, Korth Carolina, northern Georgia. and eastern Tennessee
(Little 1.9.53).

HABITAT
Pin cherry is a northern species; south of
Pennsylvania it occnrs only in the mountains.
Throughout its range, the number of days of
snow cover varjes from 1 to 10 in the south to
120 days or morn in the north, and the average growing seasons arc 100 to 210 days (Van
JJersal 1.93R). Average annual precipitation
varies from :30 inches in Canada to 80 inches
in the Great Smokey Mountains ( U. S. DC'partmP.flt of Agrit:ulturP. 1941).
Pin cherry grows on many kinds of soil,
from infer-Lile sand to rich loam (Hosley 1938,
J{e('/er 1915). Optimum soil pII is ahout 5.0 to
6.0 (Spurway 1941). In the north, pin cherry
is found in nearly all forest types, usually in
clearing-s, where it often forms thickets. In the

LIFE HISTORY
Pin cherry flowers from April to e:uly ,Tun!-!.
when the leaves are half grown. The flower is
perfect, white. % inch across, and is horn on a
slender stalk in a four- or five-flm.vered group
which usually is clustered with two or three
other groups. Thf' fruit is a red drupe. Vi inch
in diameter, and is thin-skinned and sour.
Fruits ripen from July to August and may
persist on the trees until Ocl.oher or lal:er
21,

(Keeler 1915,

U. S. Forest Service 19-1:8).

Seed dispnsal by birds and gravity occurs
from July into the winter months (Keeler
1.915, l!. S. Forest 8ervicP 1948).
In a 4-year study in West Virginia involving
pin cherries with an average dhh of 4.7 inches,
the average fruit yield was 0.68 quarts per
tree, half the trees bore fruit, and fruit yields
varied substantially among yean,. The average
fruit-ripening date was 31 August, and the latest date of fruit persistence was 6 Octoher
(Parh 1942).

Pin cherry usually occm;; as a lree 31 to 40
feet tall at maturity, hut in the southern Appalachians specimens up to 91 feet tall and 5
feet 4 inches in circumference have been found
(Stupka 1961). Pin cherry aggressively invades cleared areas and grows fast, particularly when young (Keeler 1915). Once established, it will reproduce by suckering and
sometimes forms thickets on poor soils
(Wright 1915). However, it is susceptible to
several fungous diseases and parasilic insects,
and has a shallow root system. Pin cherry seldom lives over 30 years and is usually replaced
hy shade-tolerant trees (Hosley 1988).

USE BY WILDLIFE
Pin cherry is an important wiltllife food
source. The fruit is eaten in summer and fall
by at least 2ii species of non-game birds, several upland game birds, fur and game mammals, and small mammals (Afar tin ct al 1951).
Pin cherry fruit constituted 4.fi peffent of the
fall diet of ruffed grouse in the Kortheast (Edminster 1947). The buds are used by upland
game birds, especially sharptailed and ruffed
grouse. Foliage ancl twigs are hrowsed by deer
(Martin et al 1951); however, a study showed
the foliage to have an undesirably high calcium to phosphorus ratio for good deer nutrition (Hailey 1967). Pin cherry is also browsed
by the cottontail rabbit (SwePtmrm 194-1).
Pin cherry provides only fair nesting cover
and materialH for hirds (l,ongr.necher and Ellarson 1960), hut this value would presumahly
he i~rPater whet'f! pin cherries form dense
thickets.
Beaver will cut pin cherry, sometimes !'Ompletely removing small stands at the detriment of other wildlife.
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PROPAGATION
The ripened fruit.s can iw collected in late
summer from trees or the ground. They should
then be cleaned of pulp and can he sown earlv
in Lhe :-mm~ £all, by planting 1 inch deep i~
mulched beds. Soaking the seeds in water before planting may he of benefit., hut scarification is not necessary (lleit 1967c). If seeds
are to be held over wintt~r. they should he
stratified in moist. sand for 60 davs at 68 to
86"F, then for 90 days at 4l"F (l~'. S. Forrst
8en:in~ 1948). Seeds of pin cherry have retained viability for as long as 10 years when
stored in sealed containers at J,1 to 38°F
(lleit 1967e).
The yield of deaned seed was reported as
1G pounds per 100 pounds of fruit, and the
number of cleaned seed per pound averaged
15,700 (U.S. Forest Serui,:e 194R). Seed may
he availahle commercially from at least on~
source, but planting stock apparently is not
sold (NF, Regiorwl Technical Cn1.ter 197J).
Pin cherry is used as grafting stock because
the wood unit.es wadily with that of sour
cherry (P. cerasus) (Wright 1915). Stocks are
worked more commonly by budding than by
grafting {Baihy 1950).
Little is known about field propagation of
pin cherry. but recomnwndations for nursery
prad ices may suggest field techniques. Once
established, pin cherry usually maintains itself
until it is overtaken hy compel ing tree;;. It.
suck<-;rs r<!adily and should grow well from root
cutting;:; ( Bailey 1950).

MANAGEMENT
Pin Cherry is a convenient species £or use
hy wildlifo managers who dc8ire a fast-grow-

ing. aggressive, small tree that is widely utilized hy game and ot.her animals. II will provide quick cover on denuded land because it
tolerates extreme soil condit.ions. SP.t1ds of pin
cherry have very hard coats and accumulate in
the humus layer of the forest floor. They will
germinate profusely when influenced hy fire or
lumbering operations (llosl<•y J9,'J8).
Pin cherry will produce well under mod1~rat.e
to heavy de1!r browsing, and should be
browsed at least. moderately to .keep plant
growth within reach of deer (Aldous 19.52).

Rut, most commonly, the wilcllife values of
pin cherry are oht.ained incidentally to il.s
occurrence rather than through purposeful
management. Despite its desirable qualities of
wildlife use, soil-binding capability, and stock
for commercial cherries, pin cherry is not
widely cultivated.
Pin cherry j,;;; plagued by sevt>ral diseases
and parasites. which may spoil its appearance,
at least. The most prominent leaf disease is
cherry leaf spot, caused hy lhc fungus Cocc:omyces hiemalis. This disease rt>sults in characteristic holes in the leaves and premature leaf
fall. Repeal.ed attacks reduce vigor of the tree.
Another eommon disease is black knot, caused
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hy tlu-! fungus Dihntr_ynn morhosu.m. This can
be recognized by the numerous large hlack
galls on the branches and twigs (Hepting
1971). The eastern tent caterpillar (Afalocasoma disstria) sometimes completely defoliates
cherries. Although pin cherries withstand repeated attacks of these insects, dead limbs,
defects, and growth loss may occur (Kulman
1965).
Pin cherry has been controlled by spraying
mixtures of 2.4-0 and kerosene on foliage,
stems, or stumps (Day 1918). Equal mixtures
of 2,4-D and 2.4,,j-'l' also have proved eliective
in killing seedlings an<l suckers ( E,?ler 1949).

Malu.s cororw.ria (L.) Mill.
(Pyrus coronaria L.)

Also called American Crabapple, Crabapple, Fragrant Crab,
Garland-Tree, Narrow-Leaf Crab-Apple, Scented Crab, Wild
Crab, Wild Crab Apple, and Wild Sweet Crab Apple.

Hy Robert W. Donohoe
Ohio Deparl.ment of Na.tu.ml Resources
New Marshfield

---------------~-------RANGE
Sweet crab apple docs not occm naturally
in the New England States or the Maritime
Provinces. Range of the typical form is from
central Kew York and southern Ontario to
southern Wisconsin, south to Delaware, and in
uplands to Soul.h Carolina, Tennesime, and
tfo,souri. The variety dasycalyx is common in
the western part of this area, particularly in
Ohio and Indiana, and ranges lo Minnesota
and Kansas. Along the southern Appalachians,
sweet crab apple occurs up to altitudes of
~,300 feet (Fernald 19.50, Little /9fi,1, Sanwnt
1922).

HABITAT
The range limits of sweel. crah apple indicate that it is not adapted to the colder climates, northward or at high elevations, within
the Northeast. Within its range limits, crab
apple occupies a wide variety of soils and topographical situations (Charles M. Nixon, personal communication concerning Ohio; Van
Dersal 1988). The tree does best in full sunlight on moist but well-drained, fairly heavy
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soiLc; (Ilough 1907, Van Dersal 1938). The soil
pH preferences are not documented, but may
approximate those for prairie crah apple (M.
ioensis): 6.0 to 6.5 for nursery soils and 5.5 to
8.0 for field soils (Wilde 1946). Although
sweet crab apple does best on moist, rich soils.
it will tolerate drier soils of moderate fertility
(F.dminster 1947, Van Dnsal 1988).
Sweet crab apple is often found in forest
glades among taller trees (Houph 1907). In
Ohio it is associated with old-field succession
and commonly occurs with hawthorn, elm,
a;,h, hickory, and sumac (Charles M. Nixon,
personal communication). In southeastern
Ohio, sweet crab apple on slopes of northern
exposure is associated with pawpaw, flowering
dogwood, hmvthom, American hophornbeam,
sourwood, pin cherry, and ,;assafras; on ridges
with serviceberry, pawpaw, flowering dogwood,
common apple, and sassafras; and on flood
plains with pawpaw, spicebush, wahoo, wild
plum, and elderberry (Hart 1951).
A survey of spoil resulting from st:rip-mining for limestone in northeastern Ohio (Stark
County) revealed good natural plant invasion
and establishment after 21 years. Sweet crab

terminating m sharp spur-like leafless tips

app)P. had becomti ,~stablished along with
whit<~ ash, black cherry, American elm, red
elm, cottonwood, sassafras, hawthorn, and
red-osier dogwood (Riley 1952).

(Hou1,th 1907).

The sweet crab apple is not shade-tolerant:.

It is part of the old-field succession and often
forms dense spiny thickets when it does not
have competition from overstory trees. It is
sometimes found growing in the forest understory; however, in thi:-, sif.uation, growth is poor
and fruit production is minimal.

LIFE HISTORY
The flowers of sweet crah apple appear in
March t.o May and are white and flushed pink.
The fruits ripen in late summer or early fall,
arc yellow-green in color, and are 1 to 1 ¼
inches in diameter (l1. S. Forest Service 1948,
Van Dersal 1938). Leaf color in the fall is yellow, and nearly all leaves arc off by Kovembcr

USE BY WILDLIFE

l.

In Michigan an 8-ycar study of fruit production by 1~ s1Jecies of plants that may be
used by wildlife showed that crab apple had
t.he largest. mean weight ( I 03 g, range 1.2 to
162.9 g) per square foot of crown surface
(Gysel and Lemmien 196-1). In another Michigan study, sweet crab apple was considered to
be a heavv and consistent fruit producer. The
fruits ripc"ned by October; nearly all had falltm
by December 1, but some persisted until January J. Fruil" soft.tmed aft.er falling and were
badly discolored by December l (Ho.-;/f-:y
1938). A fruit-production survey on sweet
crab apple in southern Ohio (Scioto County)
for three successive years revealed that out of
a sample of 100..:.. trees, 40 percent produced
fruit in 1!)35, 10 percent produced fruit in
1936. and 50 percent produced fruit in 19~7
(Chapman 1938).
The fruit of sweet crab apple contains '1 to
10 small- to medium-size dark seeds. Heavy
seed crops are produced every 2 to 4 years,
and medium to light crops in intervening
vears. One pound of cleaned seed can he obtained from 100 pounds of fruit (Sll'ingle
J.9.19). The average numbt--1· of deaned seed
per pound was reported as 14,000, but may be
as much as 70,000 (l:,'dminster 1947, lsely
1965). In naturn, the seed is dis.<,;eminaLed by
gravity and animals (U. S. Forest Service
1948).

Sweet crab apple reproduces primarily from
seed. The tree attains the height of 2!i to ~O
feet, has a trunk rarely more than 12 to J.1
inches in diameter. and when isolated develops
a hroacl top, 20 t.o 2.') foet in diameter, with
rigid branches bearing many short branchlets
30

The apples include about 2fi species, many
of which are of value to wildlife, and one of
t}w chief uses of sweel crab apple is for wildlife food (V. 8. Forest Snvice 1918).
Data ahoul. use of swe1!t crab apple are
scantv. But the following information ahout
all aJ;ple species collectively seems to apply
reae;onahlv well to swept crab apple. Ruffed
grouse, ring-necked pheasant, and bobwhite
quail eat the fruit, seeds, and buds of apple.
The purplti finch, grackle, blue jay, haltimore
oriole, orchard oriole, robin, yellow-hPllied
sapsucker, starling, tufted titmouse, rufoussided towhee. cedar waxwing, and the downy,
hairy, red-bei'Jied, and red-headed woodpeckers
eat the fruits and seeds. The fruit and bark of
the apple are eaten by the black bear, gray and
red fox, opossum. porC'Upine, c:ottont.ail rabbit,
raccoon, eastern skunk, fox squirrel, deer and
pine mouse, and Alle?;heny wood rat. The
lwigs and foliage are browsed by whitP-tailed
deer (Martin et al 1951).
A food-habil studv of white-tailed deer in
Ohio showed that fru"it of the sweet crah apple
ranked first in t.he diet. of animals from the
eastern part of the state (Nixon and 1\-fcClain
/.966).

Sweet crab apple provides excellent cover
for manv wildlife species, especially where it
forms de-nsc spiny thickets in old fields.

PROPAGATION
Ripe crab apples c1-1n be picked from the
trees or gathered from the ground in September or later. A bushel of fruit yields 2 to 3
pounds of deaned seed; and. as a rule of
thumh, a pound of deaned seed may produce
about 2,000 w,able seedlings ( Edminster
1.947).

Seeds can be extracted by macerating the
fruit in water and floating off or screening the
pulp. The wet seecl mass can he fermented, in
a waterbath with yeast added, but. must not
remain in the hath longer than 48 hours (Edminster 19,17). Cleaned seed should then be
dried, and. if necessary, can he stored in
sealed containers, at temperatures just above
freezing. Apple seeds (M. pumila) s1ored in
this way retained viability for at least 2%
years ([}. S. Forest Snuice 1948).
Seeds can be stratified in moist sand or peat
at 11°F for 60 to 120 days. The longest period, 120 days, hastened subsequent germination ( within 2-1 days), whereas the germination time was longer (within 104 days) following 60-day stratification. In other words, total
time to germination was about 21 weeks with
120-day stratification and over 23 weeks with
60-day stratification ( t:. S. Forest Servicf!
19-18).

Fresh seeds can be smvn in the fall, at the
rate of 1 pound of seed per 100 square feet of
soil, and then covered with ¼ inch of soil
plus mulc:h (T<;dmins!Pr J94R). Seeds of a
closely related species (M. ioensis). collect.eel
,•vhen slightly green and sown immediately,
germinated 100 percent the following spring.
Alternatively, stratifif!d setid can he sown in
the spring, prcferahly in drills ( U. S. Forest
Seruice I .9,1R).

Flowering crab apple U\Jalus sp.), at least.
can also be propagated by whip grafting onto
apple seedling root.:-; in ,January or February.
The stocks are dug in the fall and stored until
used. Six- or 8-inch scions should be usecl on
about. ~-inch root pieces. The unions are tied
with waxed string. and the grafts arc stored
overwinter likt! hardwood cuUings, or set singly in boxes of moist peat and lined out in a
similar way in the spring. If set deep in the
soil, many of them develop their own roots
(Laurie and Chadwic!.? 19:31).

MANAGEMENT
Sweet crah apple in old fields can be managed by preventing the invasion or ovcrstory
species. Cutting, girdling, or using herbicides
on invading trees, which would eventually
cause shade, may he the hf'sl management
technique.
Sweet crah apple may he controlltid in part
by using herbicides equivalent to 2.4-D, or
2,4-Dan,12,4,!";-T (equal parts of each). When
used at the rate- of :1,000 part" per million, diluted in \Nater and applied to foliage, these
herbicides gave good control on young seedlings, but only fair control on olrlcr trees (Rudolf and Wall I 9fi6).

MISCELLANY
The wood of sweet crab apple is heavy,
drn,e-grairwd, not strong, light red, with _vellow sapwood of 18 to 20 layers of annual
growth. It is used for le\·ers, tool handles, and
many small dorrw:-Jic art iclm,. The tree is
sometimes planted in gardens in northern and
eastc111 states (Sargent 1922).
The fruit of sweet nab applP makes a delicious marmalade or jelly (Fernald and Kinsey
1948), or cider and vinegar (/sPly 7965).
Crab apples arc susceptible to air-pollution
damage from HCI, Ct and ozone (Sucoff and

Optimum planting density in the nursery is
ahouf. 10 plants per square foot. Seedlings are
ready for outplanting whim about 6 inches tall
by 3/16 inch diameter ahove the root collar,
a.a, l-0 or 2-0 ,.:tock (Rdminster 1947).
Sweet crab apples can be outplantecl in a
variety of soils and site conditions. They do
best when grown in a moderate temperate dimate on a day-loam soil ( U. S. Forest SPruin:'
19-18). Fallow fields, fields in the early successional stages, and forest openings are places
where sweet crah appl,~ can he established.

Bail<'y J971).
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FLOWERING DOGWOOD, Camus fforida L. Also called Arrowwood, Boxwood, Cornelius-Tree, Dogwood, False Box, Florida
Dogwood, Nature's Mistake, White Cornel.
ALTERNATE-LEAF DOGWOOD, Cornus altemifolia L.F. Also
called Blue Dogwood, Gray Dogwood, Green Osier, Osier,
Pagoda Dogwood, Red Osier.
ROUNDLEAF DOGWOOD, Camus rugosa Lam. Also called
Bois de Calumet.
SILKY DOGWOOD, Comus amomum lVlill. Also called Kinnikinnik, Red Willow, Silky Corne!, Squawhush.

,Jean D. Wistendahl

By Walter A. Lesser

Department of Natural Resources
Elkins, West Virginia

and

RANGE
The four species of dogwood discussed here
arc found in most of the Northeast, but two
are rare or absent in Canada.
Flowering dogwood ranges north from Florida and Texas to southwestern Maine and
southern New Hampshire and Vermont, west
to southern Ontario and Michigan and south
to Missouri and Kansa;, (T,ittle J9f>:?).
Alternate-leaf dogwood ranges farther
north. into New Brumm,-ick and Nova Scotia
and we.'11:ward along the St. Lawrence valley to
the northern shores of Lake Superior and to
ei-:1st,ern Minne,.ota. The southern limits are
eastern Kentucky, Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, and New Jersey (Sargent

Ohio University
Athens ·

Cronqui.st 1963). Roundleaf dogwoorl, a more
northern species, is found from Quebec to
northmn Ontario, south to Kew ,Jersey, Pennsylvania, northern Ohio to northeastern Iowa.
and in the mountains to Virginia ( Gleason
and Cronquist l96S),

HABITAT
These dogwoods are found either as understory species in many forest types or as thicket-forming shrubs of fields and wet areas.
'Within I.he ranges of lht.•se four dfl,-.;woocls, annual precipitation varies from a low of 30
inche;; 1wr year in the north to a high of 80
inches in Florida, where there is no snowfall,
to more than 50 inches of snow in the north.
Temperature extremes are from • -30" to
115''F (Fowdls 1965). The growing season
ranges from 160 days in southern Michigan to
300 or more days in Florida ( F owells 1965),

J.922).

Silky dogwood ranges from southern Maine
to southern Illinois and Indiana south to
South Carolina and Alabama (Gleason and
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Dogwoods tolerate a wide val'iety of climatic
conditions, hut roundleaf dogw~od does not
range beyond the southern reaches of the
::-.Jortheast except in the mountains to Virginia
(Gleason and Cronquist 196.9).

Flowering dogwood is one of the most
adaptable and widely distributed understory
trees of the eastern deciduous forests-growing
in a variety of soils from well-drained uplands
to the deep, moist soils of streambanks (Fowdls 1965). His commonlv found on ,mi]s having pII values of 5 to 7 (Spurway 1941); and
optimum growth occurs in moist fertile loam
that is slightly acid (FoweUs 1965). In cutover loblolly pine stands on the Virginia
coastal plain, flowering dogwood was most
common on soils having good drainage and
light texture; it was almost absent on poorlydrained, heavy soils (Wenger 1956).
Alternate-Je,af dogwood grows in rich woodlands, along the margins of forests and along
streams in moist well-drained soils (Ammons
1950, Sargent 1922) as well as in drv woods
and on rocky slopes (Fernald 1950). Silky
dogwoods occurs in more moist situations, especially along streams (Ammons 1950, Gleason and Cronquist 1968) and in swamps and
thickets (Fernald 1950). Roundleaf dogwood
occurs mostly in dry woodlands and on rocky
slopes (Fernald 1950).
Alt:hough flowering dogwood is most prominent in two forest types, scarlet oak and white
oak-red oak-hickory, it is found in many
hard wood and conifer types (Powells 19fi5).
In the scarlet oak type, dogwood associates
are: scarlet, southern red, che ..;tnut, white, and
post oaks; hickories; blackgum; sweet gum;
hlack locust; and pitch, short.leaf, and Virginia
pines. In the white oak-red oak-hickory type,
flowering dogwood is associated with yellowpoplar; pignut, shagbark, and mockcrnut hickories; white ash; red maple; beech; and blackgum (Fowells 1965).
The following species are associated with
flowering dogwood in the moist, climax forest
understory: magnolias (Magnolia tripetala, M.
macrophylla, and }1. fraseri), sourwood,
striped maple, redbud, American hornbeam:
eastern hophornbeam, American holly, and
downy scrviccbcrry (Braun 1950). In the hill
section of Indiana, flowering dogwood is con-
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spicuous in the understory. It is a dominant
understory species in the white oak forest;; of
the Shenandoah Va11ey (Braun 1950).
Ali.ermite-leaf dogwood is among the shruh::;
that arc generally ahundant. in moist woods,
along with spicebush, witch-hazel, pawpaw,
and wild hydrangea (Hydrangea arhoresccns)
( Rraun 1.950). In oak forests at moderate elevations, the understory may include alternate-leaf dogwood, witch-ha;el, mountain-camellia (Stewartia ova ta), mountain winterberry, and Virginia creeper. Rhododendron
and mountain-laurel may be present, particularly if eastern hemlock is in the canopy
(Braun 1950). In the sugar maple-white elm
areaH in Alger County, Michigan, alternateleaf dogwood, prickly goost>berry ( Ribes cvnosbati), and virgin's-bower ( Clematis vir~iniana) are widely distributed along with m<~re
northern species such as American vew mountain maple, red-h1irried t~ldt!I', he:~ke(i hazel.
and Arneri,'.1m fly honeysuckle (Braun 1950):
In Colebrook, Connecticut, altcrrn1te-leaf dogwood along \Vilh witch-hazel, mapleleaf viburnum, and American fly honeysuckle are
frequently found in mature foresls ( Brann
1950).

In the sugar maple-basswood forests of the
MirfwcsL roundleaf dogwood and bush-honevsucklc ( Dirr villa lonicera) arc the northc;n
species of shrub::,; indicative of the transitional
nature of this zone (Braun 1950). In the mixed
forest of the hemlock-white pine-northern
hardwoods region, there are a large numher
of shrubs and small trees including roundleaf dogwood, alternate-lea!' dogwood, mountain maple, serviceherry, eastern hophornbeam, American mountain-ash, gooseberries
(Ribes spp), beaked hazel, rope-bark (Dirca
palustris), bush-honeysuckle, American fly
honeysuckle, and thimbleberry (Rubus pan:iflorus) (Braun 1950).

In a study of old fields on the floodplain of
the Haritan River in Kew Jersey, silky dogwood was found in as:-;ociat.ion with blackberries, poison ivy, shining sumac, smooth sumac,
blackhaw viburnum, southern arrow-wood,
Carolina rose, bayberry (Myrica pensylvanica), gray dogwood, and grape ( Wistendahl
19.SR).

LIFE HISTORY

the plants ·was December 2. The plants exhibited a crop failure in 1 of the 4 years (Parh
1.942). In Texas, 88 percent or more of trees
~;.~ inches dbh and larger fruited each year.
Year-to-year differences were more pronounced in the smaller diameter classes. The
fruit ripened in Septemher and somf! persisted
on trees until ,January. Average fruit production was 07.9 pound;.: per square foot of basal
area ( l,ay 1961). Flowering dogwood yields
fruit under a heavy overhead canopy even in a
poor seed year if the site is fair to good
(Crawford 1.967).
Alternate-leaf dogwood yield:; of deaned
seed ranged from fi,900 to 9,.'i00 and averaged
8,000 seeds per pound ( U. S. Forest Service
1.948, Vines 1960). Seed is dispersed from
July through Sepfern her ( U. 8. Forest SeruicP

The flowers of flowering dogwood are greenish white to creamy, perfect, in heads surrounded by four showy, petal-like, white, deciduous brads ( pink in the form ruhra) ( Preston 1966) . The flowers open at the same time
the leaves expand-in March at the southern
end of the range to June in northern areas
(U. S. Forest Service I94R). The light creamcolored flowers of alternate-leaf dogwood are in
broad flai open dusters that open from May in
the south to June in the north (Ammons
1950). Flower.- of the two of.her species are
white, in flat dm,l.ers, and appear from May lo
July (Ammons 19.50).
.Fruiting time varies with species and local.ion. Flowering dogwood has ovoid scarlet
fruits ½ inch long and ¼ inch wide with thin,
mealy flesh (Fow,dls 1966). The fruits ripen
from September to late October (U.S. Forest
Service 1948). Alternate-leaf dogwood has a
dark hlue, gloh1:-shaped fruit. about 1/1 inch in
diameter when it ripens in September (Ammons 1950). The fruil dm,t.ers an~ loo:-:c,
spreading, and red-stemmed (Brnsh ]957).
The pale blue fruits of silky dogwood arc also
in loose dusters and ripen in Septemher (Ammons /95()). Fruits of roundleaf dogwood are
light blue and sphere-shaped; they ripen from
August. i.o Ocloher (Ammons 1950, FPmald

19-18).

Silky dogwood seeds are dispersed from
September t.o mid-Octoher. Seed yields were
17 pounds of cleaned seed per 100 pounds of
fruit and 10,900 to 11,600 deaned seeds per
pound (U. S. Forest Service 1948). In southwest 11ichigan, fruits remHined on the shrubs
for about 90 days after ripening (Gyscl and
Lemmi,,n 1955). The average germination of
silky dogwood was reported to he 10 percent.
(Furbe.~ J.955). Annual fruit production for an
8-year period on the Kellogg Forest in Michigan ranged from 0.7 g per square foot of crown
surface to '16.6 g and averaged 17 .9 g ( Gysel
and Lemmien 1964).
No information was found on seed production of roundleaf dogwood. This species occur;.:
only infrequently throughout its range (Ammons 1950).
Natural germination of dogwood .<:eed occurs in the spring after the seed lrns fallen and
lain on the ground over winl.er. All species of
dogwood show delayed germination due to embryo dormancy and. in some species, l.o impermeability or hardness of the seed coat
(U. 8. Fom;t Service 1M8). The best natural
seedbeds arc moist, well-drained, rich loams
(Vimmerstvdt 1957).
Flowering dog,vood set,dlings wmally show
rapid root. growth. Height growth is relatively
fast during the first 20 to 30 years huf. then
pradic<1lly 1·eases, although individual plants
may live 12.5 years (Foll'ells 1965). Flowering

1950).

Flowering dogwood hears good seed crops
about every other year, but seeds from isolated trees are frequently hollow ( U. S. Forest
Serui<:P 1948). Bol.h wild and nursery-grown
flowering dogwoods fruited for the first time at
6 years of age (Spinner and Ostrom 1945).
Seed is dispersed in October to late :\lovemhe1·
or later, by gravity, birds, and other animals
(U. 8. Forest Service 1948). The number of
seeds per ounce averaged 280, with a range
from 200 to :190 (U.S. Department of Agricultun: 196/a). The yield of seed per 100 pounds
of fruit ranged from 22 to •16 pounds, and I.he
average number of cleaned seed per pound was
1,500 (U.S. FoN'st Service 1948).
In a yield and fruit-p,~rsistencf~ study of
flowering dogwood in West Virginia for a 1year period, il percent. of t.he plants produced
fruit, average date of ripening was September
20, and the latest date of fruit persistence on
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dogwood has a long growing season. In a Massachusetts nurHery, flowering dogwood displayed a height growth pattern different from
that of any other species studied. The dogwoods grew from 21 April to 1 September, and
90 percent of growth occurred during 95 days
from 15 May to 18 AugusL The most rapid
growth occurred during the first week in August, then growth suddenly slowed down.
This species has been reported to grow
nearly all summer, hul to stop temporarily
during periods of adverse conditions (Kozlow,c;ki and l-Vard 1957). In the Georgia Piedmont, the most rapid radial growth of stems
occurred during an 80- to 89-day period. Half
of the total radial growth wa;; complt•ted in 40
to 49 days (Jackson 1952).
Soil moisture was the most important factor
determining survival of 1-year-old flowering
dogwood seedlings in the North Carolina Piedmont (Ferrell 1953). In another North Carolina Piedmont study, flowering dogwood :,meds
were planted in three situations: in an open
field, under pine stands, and on the margins of
pine stands. Survival was significantly higher
on the margins of pine stands than on the
of.her lwo sites, hut then• was no i.;ignificant
difference in survival between the open field
and the pine forest. The intermediate light intensity of t.hc margins provided some advantage that compensated for a reduced water
supply. However, dogwood growth was greater
in the open than in the margin or the pine forest. Seedlings in the forest were the smallest
(Kramer et a{ 1.952).
Flowering dogwood reproduces by sprouting, and it sprouts most profust!ly whtm cul. in
late winter (Buell 1910). It also reproduce~
extensively by layering (Spector 195U, U. S.
Forest. Savi<"e 1948, Vim's 1960).
Maximum height for flow1"ring dogwood on
good sites is about 40 feet, with a dbh of 12 to
18 inches, attained in 20 to 30 years {Powells
1965). Near the northern limib of it.s range,
flowering dogwood becomes a many-branched
shruh ( Vimmerstedl 1957). Alternate-leaf
dogwood. under favorable conditions, becomes
a small tree not more than 30 feet in height,
with a short trunk 6 t.o 8 inches in diameter
(Sar.~ent 1922). Silky dogwood, with its upright to spreading form, grows to a height of :3
1

:-J5

lo IO feet (Vines 1960). Roundlcaf dogwood is
a shrub reaching 6 to 10 feet (Ammm1s 19.'50).
Flowering dogwood is well adapt.ed as an
understory tree. It has the ability to carry on
maximum phof.o;;ynthesis at one-third of full
sunlight, which helps explain how it survives
and grows under a forest. canopy ( Fowe!ls
196fi). Flowering dogwood i.s comparable in
shade tolerance to white oak (Vimmerstedl
1957).
Because flowering dogwood has thin hark. it
is readily injmed hy fire. In the Northeast,
fires killed the above-ground parts of all the
flowering dogwoods on a study area aft.er 1
year (Sticl<el 19,3f!). Fire-damaged t.rees, however, have ability to sprout profusely ( Vimmerstedt 1957). Once trees reach 10 to 15 feet
in height they can withstand infrequent winter hums of low intensity ( Halls and Oefinger
1969).

Flooding is also detrimental to flowering
dogwood. In one experiment, flooding killed all
potted seedlings in l to 3 weeks (Parher
1.9.50). Flowering dogwood is also susceptible
to drought, although it can tolerate low and
high temperat.un~s. In prolonged periods of
drought, the leaves often turn red and curl,
and severe dieback of ihe top may rmmll.
(Vimmerstedt 1957).

USE BY WILDLIFE
The dogwoods arc extremely valuable for
wildlife. The seed, fruii, hucls, flowers. I.wigs,
hark, and leaves are utilized as food by various animals.
As a wildlift> food, 1.he most. distinguishing
cpiality of flowering dogwood is its high calcium content. Samples collected in southern
pine-hardwood forests contained 1.72 percent
calcium in leaves, 1.44 percent in twigs, and
0.89 percent in fruib\. These amount;; are well
above those needed by wildlife for good skeletal growth (Halls and Oefinr;er 1969). Compared with other fruits. flowering dogwood is
outstanding for its content of calcium and fat.
Fruit collected in Texas had the following percentage mmposition: protein .S.-19, fat 16.17,
fiber 24.G,1, ash 4.9H, phosphorus 0.6, and calcium I. 10. Leaves and twigs contained l.7fi to
2.90 percent calcium (Lay 1961).
Alternate-leaf dogwood was deficient in

phosphormi, as were 11 of the 20 plant i;pecies
analyzed in a study of the mineral content of
deer browse on the Huntington Wildlife Forest in Kew York (Bailey 1967).
Flowering dogwood has been recorded as
food taken by at least 36 species of birds, including ruffed grouse, bob-white quail, and
wild turkey. Records of mammals eating this
dogwood include eastern chipmunk, whitefooted mouse, gray fox, skunk, cottontail rabbit, white-tailed deer, beaver, and gray squirrel (Chapman 19-17a, Van Dersal 1938, Vines
1960). In the Missouri Ozarks, flowering dogwood contributed as much or more than any
other soft-fruited species 1.o Lhe diet of wild
turkeys, and was prominent in the diet of turkeys from fruit ripening in Septemlmr until
February (Dalke et al 1942). Dogwood fruit
was in 10 percent of 115 crops from wild turkeys collected on the George Washington National Forest during three falls and early winters. Dogwood was fourth in importance
among all foods (Martin et al 1989). Flowering dogwood ranked 21st on a list of quail
food plants of the Southeast, and was listed as
a preferred food of the wild turkey (Vines
19G0). In cast Texas, fruit of flowering dogwood \ms found in 16 percent of 49 deer stomachs collected in November and December.
:Fruit remains were also found in deer pellet
groups (l,ay 1965a). In a study of cottontail
rabbits in southwest Michigan. flowering dogwood rated second among 18 winter food
plants (Haugen 1942). In Massachw;;eU.s, winter food choices among 100 species of woody
plants were analyzed for relative attractiveness as food of the cottontail rabbit. Browsing
by rabbits severely injured the flowering dogwood but injured alternate-leaf dogwood only
slightly (Sweetman 1944.).

raccoon, and squirrels. Cottontails eat the
fruit and browse the stems (llolweg 1964, Van
Dersal 1938). In West Virginia, wood ducks
readily cat silky dogwood fruit;.; in late summer and fall, before and after ripening. Wood
ducks have been seen reaching as far as they
can from the water to strip the shrubs of fruit.
Roundleaf dogwood fruit has been found in
stomachs of ruffed grouse and sharp-tailed
grouse, and feeding observations have been
made of the blue-headed vireo, cottontail. and
moose ( Van Dersal 1938). A ruffed grouse
from Delaware County, l\ew York, had eat.en
226 roundlcaf dogwood fruits on December 20
(lJump et al 1947).
All species of dogwoods possess cover value,
hut. that of roundleaf is least due to its infrequent occurrence (Korschgen 1960, McAtec
1936). Animals trapped or observed in plantings of silky dogwood on the Kellogg Forest in
Michigan included short- tailed shrew, striped
ground squirrel, red squirrel, white-footed
mouse, mPadow vole, and meadow jumping
mouse (Gysel and Lemmien 1955). A study of
power line right-of-way vegetation and animal
mie in ,;outhern Michigan revealed that. the
silky dogwood-willow shrub community was
used by cottontails, raccoon, red squirrels, and
opossums ({;ysd 1.962). In West Virginia.
silky dogwood on streambanks provides brood
and escape cover for wood ducks. The thicket-forming silky dogwood also provides cover
for woodcock.

PROPAGATION
Because these dogwoods, except roundleaf,
are highly prized for ornamental purposes,
seed (dried fruit or cleaned stones) and planting stock are available from commercial growers. Dogwoods can be grown from root cuttings, layering, and by division, as well as from
Heed (Powells 1965). If seed is to he colled.ed,
isolated plants should be avoided because they
often have a high percentage of empty stones,
in flowering dogwood at least; (U. 8. Fon~st
Service 1948).
Because the fruit pulp contains an unknown
chemical that delays germination ( Goodwin
1948), cleaned seeds arc preferable for germination in the nursery. The pulp may be removed by soaking fruit in water for a fe\v days

Fruits of alternate-leaf dogwood havP heen
reported eaten by at least 11 species of birds,
including ruffed grouse. Black bears may he
especially fond of this fruit (Chapman 1947a).
l.R.aves and stems are eaten hy white-tailed
deer and cottontail rabbits (Van Dersal 19.W,
Vines 1960).
Silky dogwood fruit is utilized by at least 10
species of bird;.; (including ruffed grnuse, bobwhite quail, wild turkey, and ring-necked
pheasant), and cottontail rabbit, woodchuck,
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until the covering is soft and easy to remove
(Free 1957). Large quantities of fruit may be
macerated in water or run through a hammer
mill, allowing pulp and empty stones to wash
away (U. S. Forest Servic<? 1948). Dogwood
seed should then be dried and stored in an airtight container at 34 to :38" F.
Rt.ratification is ne1·cs.-.ary to !weak seed
dormancy. The seed can be stratified in moist
sand or peat moss for four months at :~a to
41 "F. Seed can be sown in drills or broadcast
and covered with ¼ to ½ inch of nursery soil
depending on the size of the seed. Forty of the
smaller seeds are sown µer square foot and
mulched with leaves or straw. The mulch is removed as soon as germination hegins ( U. S.

Forest Service 19-18).
In nurseries where small lots of seeds
are used, broadcast so\ving is recommended;
and for fall sowings, heavy mulch is needed for
winter protection. A heavy mulch prevents
solid freezing of seeds during an open winter
and may induce much higher germina Lion l he
following spring (Heit 19GB). l◄'or seeding in
t.he fall, s«!ed,- should he gatlwred just as they
go into the meaty stage, but before the outside coat becomes hardened or impervious to
moistmc and air.
In one test, Heeds of alternate-leaf dogwood
gathered and planted on 8 July attained a germinalion of 100 percent the following spring.
Roundleaf dogwood seed gathered and planted
on 2 Septemher also had a germination of 100
percent the following spring (Til,!11; 1940). Rut
::,ecds of alternate-leaf and roundleaf dogwoods
usually are extremely dormant and probably
should be sown in July or early August or
stored, st.ratified, and seeded in the spring as
previously described. Silky and flowering dogwood seiid are less dormant and may be fallseeded in September or October (HP-it 1968).
One author reported greater success with
spring seeding than fall seeding and used
builder's sand as the stratification medium
(Miller 19G.9). J\ursery germination of flowering dogwood seed may range from about 77
percent to S5 percent (U. S. Forest Service
1948).

The number of usable plants ( 1-0 or 2-0
stock) per pound of clean seed was 200 for
flowering dogwood and 1,400 for silky dogwood (Bump et al 1917).

:w

Dogwoods are reproduced vegetatively by
various means: softwood cuttings in summer,
hardwood cuttings in winter, grafting in winter or spring, layering in spring and i'iummcr,
from sueken; and divisions in spring, and budding in the summer (lr!ahlstede and Haber
1957). Vegetative repro1L11dion is necessary t.o
propagatf' plants for characteristics such as
color of flowers and fruit retention.
Flowering dogwood roots readily from cuttings taken in June or immediately after the
plnnts bloom. The advantages of taking cuttings early in the ::,eason are that they obtain
maximum growth ;-incl harden off before the
first winter. Only terminal shoot tips should
he ust!d, trimmed to ~ inches in length and
leaving two to four leaves ( Peas<' 1953). One
author ch1imed that rooting was faster when
four leaves were retained rather than two
(Doran 1957). Dogwood cuUing res11lts were
better when a medium of sand or sandy soil
was used rather than peat moss ( Doran J.957,
Peas<' 19fi:J, VermPul<>n 1959). The cutting
bases should be dipped in a mixture of indolcbutyric acid crystals and t.ak, om~ part. acid
crystals to 250 parts talc by weight. Cuttings
are then St!t 1-1 / 4 inches deep in th,~ rooting
medium. The cuttings should be removed in
early August and placed in a cold frame in
light, well-drained soil with a pH of about 5.0
(Pease 1953). Cuttings from young trees
usually show better growth after rooting than
do cuttings from mat.me trees; also the survival of rooted cuttings from old trees may he
poor (lJoran 1957, Pease 19G:J). In addition to
the indolehutyric acid t.realrnent, om~ aut.hor
reported that wounding the cuttings provided
;-i
better distributed root syst.f!m ( Hridf!,i>rs
1965).
The red form of flowering dogwood ( C. f.
ru.bra) is difliculi to start from cutting, and i!usually propagated hy budding in late summer
or whip-grafting in winter on flowering dogwood seedlings (Hartmann and Kester 1968).
Dogwoods can be propagated succcssfuliy
by grafting durinl! the winter or early spring
months. Scions may he collected in advance of
the grafting work. and stored for 3 or 4 weeks
in plastic containers with a small amount of
sphagnum moss to prevent drying. Scions
;.:hould he rest rictf,d to wood of the previous
growing season, Wood to he used as scions

should be about the diameter of a lead pencil,

ing unchecked growth after transplanting. The
transplants may be fertilized with a mixture of
cot.tor,.sced meal and superphosphatc in early
spring at the rate of 5 to 7 trowels-full per
plant (Miller 1959). Altmnate-leaf dogwoods
are easily transplanted with bare roots when
the shrubs are less than ~ feet in height
(Brush 1957). Dogwoods should be transplanted only in the spring (DE' Vos 1953, Wis-

8 to 12 inches long, and should contain three
or 4 sets of buds (Co,?Reslwll 1960). Grafting

techniques most commonly used include the
whip-and-tongue method, side graft, and
bench or bare-root graft ( Coggeshall 1960.
Well.11 1955). A disadvantage in the whip-andtongue method is the total loss of the seedling
rootstock in the event of graft failure. This
does not occur when a side graft is used ( Co,[{geshall 1960).
Some dogwood graft failures have heen attributed to a black mold fungus appearing as a
crumbly, crust-like black layer on cut surfaces
of both the roof.-;f;ock and scion. The mold J>revents callus formation. Growers have reported
losses as high as 60 to 'iO percent of their
grafts. Control of this fungus is through sanitat.ion and use of healthy vigorous stock ( Collins 196'0).
Dogwoods are budded in late July or early
August, using l-yf~ar-old sped lings in the field.
The shield or T-bud method is normally used,
placing the hud as low as possible and on the
southwest side of the seedling. This results in
a straight plant. The following spring, before
the bud ;.;tart;; growth, the tops of the seedlings are rt~moved by cutting _ju;;t above the
new bud union (Shadow 1959).
Layering is a ;;al.isfactory method of propagating dogwoods. Plants produced by layering
soft, growing shoots are often superior to
those raised from hardwood cuttings. Layering
is dorn~ by starting again.-;t the base of Lhe
stock plant and working out, layering I.he
shortest shoots first. A slight twist is all that
is needed, but small pegs should he used to
keep the layers firm. The layers are lifted the
following spring and lined out. 1 foot apart

ter 1950).

MANAGEMENT
Although flowering dogwood fulfills requirements of many wildlife species for food and
cover, it is seldom planted for this purpose,
but. may he a practical means of improving
wildlife habitat where fruit-producing hardwoods are scarct> (Halls and Oefinger J.969).
Flowering dogwood has been suggested for
planting along streams, at the edge of farm
woodlots, and around farm pond!:' (Chapman
J.917a). It certainly commands attention in
the management of underst.ory plants for forest game habitat.
Silky dogwood was highly regarded hy game
managers for usP. in ruffed grouse management
in southern :.\1ichigan (Zorb 1966). This shrub
has been especially useful for .streambank stabilization when planted in rnmhination with
grasses (Porter and Silberb<'rger 1960). Silky
dog-wood has also been used successfully in
strip-mine reclamation (Rramh[P. !952, Hart

and Byrnes 1960).
Field plantings of flowtffing dogwood in the
::'.'-:ortheast have not hecn especially successful.
Survival in 22 plantings after· fi to 12 year.s
ranged from poor t.o excellent, being satisfactory in only l:J plantings. Most plantings had
grown only about 3 feet in 5 to 8 years. Kone
had reached ,-;ite domination or a complete
canopy. Retarding factors seemed mainly to
he poor soil and herbaceous plant mmpetition
CEdminstn and .Way J.951).
ln a study of flrnrnring dogwood survival in
the Korth Carolina Piedmont, improvement of
forest soil moisture conditions was considered
the mosl important initial st.ep in securing satisfactory reproduction. Soil moisture condi1ions may he improved by the use of a heavy
harrow or disk plow to break up the smface

(Sheat 1953).
Division of dogwoods is carried out just. before spring growth. Plants arc lifted, pulled
apart with .-,mall divisions, and lined out about
10 inches apart (Sh('at 195:J).
Transplantirrg flowering dogwoods with a
root ball is preferred over bare-root transplanting, although both methods can be successful. Plants entering their t.hird year are
well suited for planting in permanent locations. Plants of this age arc usually 2 to :3 feet
tall and can be dug easily without. excessive
disturbance to the root system, thereby inrnr38

organic matter and cut out some of the competing roots. This should be a good method for
use in a good seed year, but. an immediate cutting of the overstory is not desired. The result
from exposing mineral mil should be a ,mtisfactory stand of dogwood reproduction even
under a fairly dense canopy. Releasing this reproduction at a later date would be important

(Ferrell 195.3).
Flowering dogwood may be reproduced from
stump sprouts by cutting trees in late winter.
Tallest dogwood sprouts have been produced
by cutting in March. For discouraging dogwood sprouting, midsummer culling is recommended (Buell 1940).
Of 59 silky dogwood plantings in the Northeast, 37 had excellent and 19 had good survival. The few failures were attributed to excessive grass competition or infertile soil. Survival was about the same from Vermont to
West Virginia. After 12 or 13 years, plantings
had reached heights of 8 to 12 feet on bel.tPr
soils but only 5 to 6 feet on some poorly
drained, acid soils in New York (J,;dminsln
and May 1951 ). When 20-year-old plantings
were checked in "'.'Jew York State. silky dogwood was found to have grown vigorously and
dominated all the siles (Smith 1962). Survival
of silky dogwood on strip-mine spoillmnk
plantings has ranged from 45 to 7'2 percent.
and it is a promising species for spoilbank redamation (Bramble 1952, BramblE' and A..~hley 1919, Harl and Byrnes 1960).
When silky dogwood is to he pl.lmed, 1- or
2-year-old nursery-grown seedlings arc recommended. The top growth of nursery stock
should he pruned back to a height of ;-3 to 6
inclws just bdore planting. LikP mo:-1 hardwood shrubs, competition from other planb
retards early growth. Htmce, plantings should
he made in plowed furrows or scalpl'd -:od
areas. For complete site dominance, silky dogwood seedlings should be spaced :1 to ·1 feet
apart (Edminster and ,Way 1951).
Cse of inorganic nitrogen fertilizer ha~ stimulated radial growth of dogwoods of various
ages on soils of low to moderately low fertility.
Kitrogen was applii•d as ammonium nitrate,
:32 1/2 percent, at various rates. Marked
growth response occm•rpd tlw first growing
season after fertilization. The response was

less favorable I.ht' second year and insignificant the third year. A nitrogen application of
500 pounds per acre resulted in almost maximum growth response ( Curlin 1962).
The quality of flowering dogwood browse
has been improved by controlled burning, especially burning in the spring rather than in
fall or winter. Summer burning probably
would be as good c1s spring burning. Burningincreased the protein and phosphoric acid content of browse ( Lay I 957).
Dist•ast:>s and parasites that attack the dogwoods include noninfectious clisec1ses resulting
from an unfavorable environment, parasitic diseases, nematode:-:, and inseds. ?\oninfedious
diseases include sun scald. mechanical and
drought. injury, freezing. and improper soil nutrient balance (Beecher et al 1964). Diseases
and insect..; may kill dogwoods, but in most
cases are only detrimental to the health and
vigor of the trees.
The common diseases of flowering dogwood
include spot anthracnose caused by the fungus
Elsinoe cumi and Septoria leaf ,;pot. The spot
anthra<"nose fungus attacks leaves, bracts,
stems, and ripe fruits and affects mostly lhe
lowt~r <"rown. The symptoms are spot~ about 1
mm in diameter on the hlooms and leaves.
Center:; of the small spots fall out. giving a
shot-hole appearance to the leaves. The appearance of the blooms may be seriously affected. lf the disease is not controlled. it may
hernme so ~evere that flo·wer buds never open
(Beecher et al lf)(;,J, Cleucland 19.51). This
infection can be mnirolled hy spraying- four
times per year with either co.ptan fiO percent
wettable powder, 1 I /2 tablespoons per gallon
of watt>r; :J/1 tahkspoons of maneb 80 percent
wettable powder per gallon of water; or folpet
7:i percent \W•t.tahlP powder at the rate of 2 tahlcspoons per gallon of water. The first application is made in early spring wh(m the flower
buds are beginning to open. The second spray
i.~ applied as soon as the brads have fallen,
the third spray :f weeks later. and the fourth
in late summer after the new flower buds are
well formed (H{'1·ch1'r et al 1961).
Septoria IPaf spot: appe;us on flowering dogwood ahout mid-.June in Virginia. It is caused
hy the fungus Scptoria ,•nrnicola. which overwinters on leav<'s. either on the ground or on

leaves remaining attached to the tree. The
symptoms arc numerous small angular spots
bordered by veins. The spots are purple at
first, then hccome paler in the center, but
rarely drop out. The spots may also blacken
and roughen the fruit. Control consists of
spraying with ,vater solutions of eaptan,
maneb, or zineb. Adding 1/4 teaspoon of a liquid hou;.;ehold detergent to each gallon of
spray helps insure complete foliage wetting.
The first application should be made in early
spring when the buds begin to open. A second
application is necessary in ,June and a tinal
:,;prnying in August (RePcher Pt al 196-1. Hepting 1971).
Additional information about these and
other foliage diseases of flowering dogwood is
given in a recent handbook by Hepting
(1971).
Trunk canker, a steam disease most frequently found on low-vigor flowering dogwoods, is caw-:ed by the fungus Ph_vtophthrmr
cactorum. This disease is also called crown
canker or collar rot. Twigs and larg<' hrandws
die as ihe disease progresses. Infected trunk
tissues arc discolored, and a black fluid often
exudes from the cankel'. The canker slowly enlarge.,, extending completely around the base
of the tree; and a collar of rot develops. eventually followed hy the death of the tree. )Jo
satisfactory control for this disease is known.
Small canker:c., if detech•d in time. may he cut
out and the wound dressed, hut largP cankPrs
usually cannot he removed successfully. This
i;; a di.-ease of ornamental flowering dogwood
that often follows injuries such as those
cam,C(·j by lawn mowers or boring insects
(lk1·<·her et al 191-i.-J, Heptinu 197 I).
The most common stem disease of forestgrown flowering dogwood is the target canker
caust-'(I by Nr•ctria galligena. Only occasional
trees arc infected (l-!eptinf{ 1971 ).
Tlw most. damaging inse<'I 1·nemi('s of the
dogwoods arc the dogwood borer.::;. They feed
in the bark and cambium hut not the sapwood. ThP larval-' frequpntly kill young tree:-;,
and reduce the vitality and kill hranches on
older trees. Twe:a infested with borers hnve
swollen areas on the trunk near the ground or
at the main crotches. Since larvae enter only
through a definire hreak in the outer bark, all

mJmies to the trunk and branches of a dogwood should be avoided to prevent infostation.
Pruning wounds or injuries should be treated
with wound dressing. Some borers enter terminal twigs. Dt!ad twig,.; should be pruned
back Lo healthy wood and the wound dressed.
The pruned twigs should he burned to destroy
1he borers. The trunks of newly transplanted
trees may be wra1Jped with crepe paper to protect these trees from borer attack through unnoticed injuries. Insecticides may be used to
control the overwintering borers (Bc<'cher ('f
al 1964, Sch read 1957, lFestcott 1951 ).
Dogwood dub gall is caused hy infestation
with midge larvae CMyr:udiplosis alternata
Felt) and has hecome serious in some areas.
The orange-colored maggots overwinter in the
soil under dogwood trees. Pink flowering dogwoods seem to be infested most often; serious
infestation will stunt the trees and kill most of
th1i flower and leaf buds that develop beyond
the galls. Excellent cont rnl of t.lw gall may h('
ohtainPd hy spraying with carharyl at the rate
of 2 pints per 100 gallons of water. The spray
material should hi; appli1id al. weekly inl.t-'rvals
from late \fay until the end of June. Trees
sprayed six times wert! free of gall,; (8chread
1964).

Dogwoods are usw11ly dPsirable, hut certain
situations may warrant control of these
plants. ln the South. complelt! control ha:heen obtained hy the application of pidoram
at thf' rate of 0.7 pounds per 100 gallons of
spray. Lf!af-stem application produced the
best results. The degree of coverage by the
spray material on thiekcts of dogwood wa;; nol.
critical (Nation and l,ichy 196,J). Picloram
plus 2,4,5-T ester, 1 \ 2 pounds of each per
acre, was also effective; 7-1 percent. of flowering
dogwoods were top-killed at the end of the
second growing season afier treatment (Brady
/9rJ.9). But 2,4,"1-T alone resulted in a lower
kill of flowering dogwood, 22 pcrc(•ni. when
helicopter-sprayed at t.hc rate of 2 pollnc~, acid
equivalent per aere on log-ged and uncut areas
in West Virginia ( W<'ndel J.9fjfi).

In the South, flowering dogwood wa." successfully controlled hy injPction of 2.,1-D
amine concentrate (Mo_vN 19f-i7) and was reported a,.: susceptible to either 2.4-D amine or
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fenuron pellets (Cech and Mulder 1964).
However, in recent observations in Vvest Virginia, flowering dogwood was highly resistant
to treatment with fenuron (2ii percent,) pellets
broadcast at rates of 20, 10, and 60 pounds
per acre. Each treatment readily killed the
overstory oaks, whereas the dogwoods responded to being released by growing and
fruiting vigorously during the 4 yeius of oh::Nvation after the treatments. This observation,
and another in Pennsylvania (Shipman and
Schmitt 1971), shows that fenuron can be
used successfully to release flowering dogwood
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and other shrubs ovcrtoppcd by low-value
hardwood trees.
Flowering dogwood is beneficial in limiting
movement of nutrients (particularly calcium)
through the soil profile, thus keeping them
available in the rooting zone of other species
(Thomas 1967). Having a very high content
of calcium in the foliage, flowering dogwood
often create;-; its own high soil pH. Dogwood
litter decomposes very rapidly, thereby making it a prime soil h11ilder when rnmpared with
low-calcium species such as oaks or pines
(HP.piing 1971).

GRAY DOGWOOD, Cornus racemosa Lam. Also called GrayStemmed and Panidcd Dogwood.

By Stephen A. Liscinsky
Pennsylvania Game Commission
State College

·-·----------

RANGE

LIFE HISTORY

This species occurs in all but. the northern
and easternmost parts of the region. It grows
from central Maine to southern Ontario and
southward to Maryland, West Virginia, Kentucky, Missouri, and Oklahoma.

In ,June or ,July the shrub is often covered
with small pyramidal clustt>rs of Jittle creamywhite blossoms, which arc followed in September and October by ,ahowy dusters of
white herry-like and brightly red-stalked
fruits. If not eaten by wildlife, the fruit persists long after the leaves have fallen. Cray
dogwood is well known for producing good to
heavy crops of seed annually. Dissemination
of the seed is largely credited to wildlife. especially birds.
Gray dogwood thickets seem to originate at a
central point from seedlings that in turn
spread by means of root suckers.
Gray dogwood is a slow-growing shrub. At
10 years of age a stand of gray dogwood is seldom more than 6 feel. in height., with maximum stem diameters of 1 inch. At about 20
years it reaches its maximum height of 9 feet
and stem diameters up to 1 % inches. Maturity is reached at this time, and the stand either gives way to more tolerant, longer-lived
species, or regenerates itself if there is no competition. Stand density decreases from 120 to
20 .stems per 100 .square feet from ages about
fi to 15 years ( Uscinsky 1960).
Tolerance to shade is considered intermediate. Removal of some overstory competition
has been found beneficial to gray dogwood.

HABITAT
The wide range of gray dogwood indicates
the many climatic conditions it will tolerate.
Its ability to grow on a variety of sites is
equalled by few olher shrnbs. In central Pennsylvania alone it is found from moist lowlands
to dry uplands in me,lium- to heavy-textured
soils (Heyl 1951). The top 4 inches of soil in
these Pennsylvania sites had the following
rangt~s in characl,eristics: pH 4.6 to 7.8; percentage organic matter 1.3 to 5.0; phosphorous 0.0 to 7 .5 ppm; and potassium 15 to 338
ppm (Heyl 1954).
Gray dogwood is most commonly found
growing in thickets along fencerows and woods
edges and in abandoned fields. Alt hough
found mostly in pure thickets, it will persist
for a considerable time in mixtures with other
species. Hawthorns, elms, and ashes are common overstory associates, while grasses,
sedges, goldenrod, and c-inquefoil are common
ground cover companions (Liscinsky 1960).
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USE BY WILDLIFE
The fruits of gray dogwood are readily
eaten by wildlife, especially by birds. Gray
dogwood is an important cover plant. for woodcock and ruffed grouse. Woodcock use thickets
of gray dogwood from 8pring to fall for ne,-t.ing. feeding, and resting. Grouse may be
flushed from these thickets at any time of the
year, but there is no record of nesting in them.
For food and cover for wildlife, and its many
other desirable attributes, gray dogv,ood is a
highly desirable plant for wildlife. Deer browse
the plant, hut it is low on the preference scale.

PROPAGATION
Seed and stock are usually available commercially, hut less available than other dogwoods such as flo,,;ering and silky dogwoods.
Seeds average about 12,000 per pound, and
average germination in tests was 31 percent,
though a poiential of fiO lo 75 percent can he
expected (U. S. Forest Sen:ice 1948). Dogwood seeds arc dormant and require several
months of warm, moist treatment bdore cold
stratification for satisfactory germination
(Heit 1968). The ideal way to handle the species is to collect: mature fruit, clean the seeds,
and plant them in early August <Heit 1968).
1n one case, seeds collected green in July and
sown immediately gave full germination I.ht!
next spring. Cleaned seeds may aL<;o be stratified and held for planting in April or early
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May. For long-term storage, seeds should be
cleaned, air-dried at low humidity, placed in
sealed containers and kept at :-34 to 38'·F
(Heit 1967 e). Seed stored this way will retain
excellent germination and vigor for 4 to 8
years (Heit 1967e).
The seeds arc usually sown in drills, sometimes broadcast, and are covered with ¼ to ½
inch of soil. Forty seeds per square foot are
recommended (U.S. 1''orest Seruii:P 1948).
I had some success in planting 1-year-old
seedling stock, but recommend 2-year-old
stock. Success was definitely better on the
more fertile soils and where the sod wa8 removed before planting (Liscinsky 1960).
Generally speaking, success in planting this
dogwood has not been as good as with others.
However, most dogwoods can be grown from
seeds, from root cuttings, by layering, and by
division ( U. S. ForPst Service 19,18).

MANAGEMENT
Management of this species is not difficult.
Emphasis should he ph.1c1!d on caring for
stands tha1 hecome established naturally.
This involves provision for some direct sunlight and elimination of some competing lrees.
Growing in 1hickets, adjacent to hawthorn
and alder patches, this species is especially
lwneficial to wildlife. Est.ahlishment by planting should be reserved for areas where no gray
dogwood exists and where the soil is suitahle.

RED-OSIER DOGWOOD, Cornus stolonifera Michx. Also called
Hartes Rouges, Kinnikinnick, Red-Stemmed Corne!, and
Squawbush.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - -Ry Margaret Smithberg

llni1:ersity of Minnesota
St. Paul
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RANGE
Red-osier is most common in glaciat.ed are:.is
of t.he norlhe:.istern and midwestern states and
provinces. South of the glaciated areas, it occurs locally near Washington, D. C., and in
W<"''t Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
and Nehraska.

HABITAT
Although optimum conditions for tlu-! specie::, haVf~ not. been described, red-osier dogwood is somewhat restricted by high temperatures. Its southernmost limit. is Washington,
D. C.. whilti in Canada it extends up to the
tundra lines.
The species is d1araderist.ic of swamps, low
meadows, and river and creek banks. :However,
it is also found commonly in drier situations
such m-1 fields and woods borders and may lw
eultivated in drier soils (Grimm 1952).
It is highly adaptable to soil type, being
found for example on rich-woodland :-;oil, silt
loam. fine sandy loam. poorly drained muck.
gravelly sand, boulder till clay, sandy upland
soil, calcareous gravel, dolomi1e ,;;andstonP,
heavy clay with peat. hottomland silt. and dry
humus peat.
Red-osier dogwood, as a dominant nwmhP.r
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of "edge" vegetations, is also adaptable to :-ioil
reaction. It is tolerant of alkaline soils ( Van
Ders<ll 1988) and was found in a wide range of
pH values: 8.0 near lake outlets, 6.0 for sP<lge
and northern \\-hitc-ccdar swamps, and 3.2 for
sphagnum mats (,Jewel and Rruwn 1929).
Since red-osier dogwoods growing in the
poorer soils arc likely to grow slowly and produce Jc:;s fruit., the charaderistil's of soils I.hat
yield vigorous growth are more useful in
choosing high-quality planting site:-; or suitable nur;.;ery soils. A \\'isconsin sampling of vigorous stands led to these soil fertility standards for red-osier dogwood: pH !i0-6.0. base
exchange capacity 6.0 M.E./100 g., total nitrogen .07 percent; and these amounts of nutrienfa in pounds per acre: N-1 f>, P::O~,-7fi,
K::0- l~0, and replaceable cakium-1,200
(Wilde 1946).
'T'he species plays a major rol1° in !7,rny
plant communities. It is commonly :'rt.'sent
along stream bank8 and shores with alder,
birch, and willow, and i,, a dominant in wet
lowlands with sedges, poplars. and black
spruce. It is one of the earliest shrubby plants
to h!'come dominant in hogs and swamps, chw
to its ability to live with its roots often immersed in water ( Conu:ay 1949).
fn rnrn1erntely moist: situations, it is found

with mountain maple, alder, meadow rose, and
blackberries. It often invades grasslands,
where it produces single, very large plant.~
(Stallard 1929). Along forest margins, between forest. and moist. areas especially, it assumes an invader's role, as do hazel and gray
dogwood. Hut. where tlw latter t.wo rerrn1in
marginal, the red-osier dogwood soon extends
into the moister regions.

LIFE HISTORY
Flowering occurs in May-<June, hul second
flushes of bloom are common in late summer.
The fruit, which is white to lead-color, ripens
from July to early fall. The seed may germinate in the following i.;pring or may lie over
until the second spring.
Data are not available on the age for commercial seed-bearing (ll. 8. Forest Service
J9-18). The typical ages of first fruit-bearing,
among unshaded or lightly shaded plants in
Connecticut, were 4 yeari-.; for wildlings anrl ~
years for nursery stock. Fruit yields were
small compared to older plants (Spinner and
Ostrum 1945). Little is known about geographic differences in seed production; however, in a species with such a wide di!3trihution
it is quite likely that differences exist.
Number of cleaned t'lee,h, per pound varies:
13,800 to 26,700 (U. S. Forest Service 19-18)
and 17,300 (Van Der.qaf /98R). The seed is
heavy and is thus spread mostly by birds.
The species reproduces in a number of
ways. As its specific name denotes, it produces
stolons (runners). In a study in various habitats, this form of reproduction was noted primarily in very moist situations and in wet
sedge meadows (8mithlwrg 1964). Reproduction also occurs from stems touching or growing under the ground, from seed, and even by
shoot growth from roots. Tt was observed that
when a branch is near death, a new branch
may arise from I.he has(~ of the old one. This
occurrence accounts for the large manystemmed formi.; often found.
Growth is fairly rapid. An average plant
measured at the end of the first growing season, under clean cultivation, grew 443 inches
of twigs (1,125 cm among all branches over
three cm long) (Smithber{? and Weiser 19(j8).

The average plant height the first season was
above 3 feet.
\Vhen found in meadows with close gras..<;
cover, the species tends to remain in sing]e
large plants, hecause layering cannot occur.
Light intensity no doubt plays an important
role in limiting the spread of red-osier dogwood. It is suppressed in shade and thus is
never a dominant understory plant (Spector
1956, Stallard 1929). Under shade conditions
it often reaches a height of more than 10 feet.

USE BY WILDLIFE
The species is commonly browsed by deer
(Dahlber~ and Ouettinger 1956, Meagher
1958, Murie 1951, Smith 1964). I noted in

Minnesota that the species was prefened over
gray dogwood when they were found growing
together.
At Isle Royale in Lake Superior it is an impod ant. wint.er browse for moose (Hosley
19'19). In :Montana it is browsed extensively
by elk, in winter·, and by mountain goats
( l'vfurie 1951). Black bear and beaver include
it. in their diet (Afortin id al 1951, Rue 1964),
as do mule deer, cottontail rabbit, and
snowshoe hare (Van Versa/ /98R). Fruit.,
wood, and foliage a1•p utilized.
Red-osier also provides food for many ;.:ongbirds irnd upland game birds. In New England
it was found in the diet of 9;3 different hird
species (McKenny 19.18). It is a favorite fall
food of ruffed grouse (Bump et al 1947) and is
one of the preferred foodi.; of both ph1~asant
and t.urkfiy (K()r.~c·hgen 1960).
The fruits of the species arc readily identifiable in stomach analyses hecause of the
unique two-celled character of the nutlet5.
Red-osier dogwood is an important. cover
species for hirdi.;. In a study of vegetation and
animal use of power line rights-of-way, the
species provided dense summer cover, and the
wint£,r stems provided partial cover (Gysel
1962). It is an important cover for pheasant
( Korschgen 1960) and is commonly found
near ruff cd grouse drumming logs in lowland
vegetation types ( Palmer 1961).
In fishery management, red osier is recommended for streambank plantings to stabilize
eroding banks and to provide shade and cooler

water for summer protection of fo;h (Blac!<
1954).

PROPAGATION
Plants of Camus stolonifera arc often available cornrnercially. Howt->ver, Comus alba sibirica, a very closely related plant, is much
more common. Some taxonomists feel that the
two are one species, Cornus stolonifera on this
continent heing a geographic variant of the
Eurasian Cornus alba.
Propagat.ion is possihle eit:IHir from seed or
cuttings, and each source can be handld in
various ways. With seed, the first option is fall
versus sp1·ing sowing. Though this choice will
usually be made before seed collection, the
colledion, cleaning, and storage of seed should
be about the same in either case. Fruits should
be collected when fully ripe (late J uly-October). because plantings of irnmatme seed have
shown reduced germination. If viability testing is to he done, red-osier, along with other
dogwoods, requires use of embryo excision, tetrazoluim chloride, or other special cutting
tesls (Heit 1967<:). Cutting-Lest results in the
range of 80 to 92 percent have been reported
(Swingle 1939).
Seeds should be deaned and air-dried if
they are to be stored. The yield of cleaned
seed is 15 to 20 pounds per 100 pounds of
fruit, and the number of cleaned seed pei·
pound averages about 19,000 (U. S. Forest
Service 1948).
Fall sowing can he done in September-October or earlier. If dry, the seeds should he
soaked, at least, before planting (lleit 1968).
Soil recommendations are given in the life history discussion above.
The spring planting Olltion requires storing
and stratifying the cleaned, dried seed. Storage in sealed glass containers at 34 to 38 °F
for 1 to 8 years produced good germination,
after stratification. The seeds have an embryo
dormancy, which can easily be broken by stratification in sand, peat, or a mixture for 90 Lo
120 days at 41uF (U.S. Forest Service 1918)
or longer, 120 to 140 and up to 290 days at
32c to 50~F (Chadwich 1985, Laurie and
Chadwick 1931).
Some lots of seed may have hard-coat as
well as embryo dormancy obstacles l.o germi-

nation and may require meehanical scarification before stratification ( lJ. S. Forest SeruicP
1948). Hard seed that has not !wen scarified
may not germinate until the second spring
after planting (Laurie and Chadwich 1931 ).
Germination-test 1·e;mlts have ranged from 6
percent for untreated seed (Su:ingle 1939) to
76 percent for stratified see<I (Chadwick 1935,
F. 8. Forest Service 1948).
In the nursery, seeds are wmally sown in
drill~ at the rate of 10 viable seeds per square
foot and are covered with ¼ -inch oJ soil. The
beds arc usually mulched with leaves or straw,
which is removed at the first sign of germination (U.S. Forest Service 1948). In one case,
the yield per pound of deaned seed was 2,979
plant<; when seed was spring-sown after stratification for 155 days at. 40C'F (Swingle 1989).
One-yfiar-old stock is usually large enough for
outplanting (U.S. Forest Service 1948).
Use of cuttings or layering are practical alternatives to propagation from seed. Both
softwood and hardwood cul.tings root satisfaclorily (l,ewrie and Chadwick 1931). Ko treatment of the cutting material is necessary. Cuttings taken in early. August rooted 100 percent
in r, weeks. Hardwood cut.tings takt-m in midApril and immediately set in the field rooted
90 percent in 8 weeks (Doran 1957). A wholesale nmsery in Minnesota lakes hardwood
cuttings either in the fall or spring, plants
them in 1 ½ x 2-foot spacing in sandy loam
heds, irrigates only when necessary, and obtains about 60 percent rooting. The cuttings
are ready for transplanting after one growing
s1!ason (Gordon Bailey, personal commzmication).
Allhough lreal.ment. is not essential, over 90
percent rooting was obtained in hardwood cuttings 6 lo 8 inches long which were dipped in
indole hutyric acid (500 ppm in talc), plantec]
in sand, and intermittently mist-sprayed
(Srnil.hlwrg /964). Sand wa:-1 a better rooting
medium than peatmoss for potted cuttings of
various dogwood species ( Vermeulen 1959).
Layering is also a common practice.
Branches are held to thf! ~round with hooks
and covered with loose soil. Rooting occurs
afh~r several weeks. A 8hoot rooted in this
manner is merely cut from the parent. plant
and transplanted to the desired location
(Hartmann and Kester 1959).
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MANAGEMENT
The case by which the species can be propagated and its fairly rapid growth on open
moist sites makes it a desirable choice for
Htrcamhank planting and wildlife cover adjacent t.o farm ponds (Chapman 1947a). II, is
also commonly used for windbreaks, gullies,
and field and woodland border plantings ( Oraham 19-17).

Planting trials in New York led to conclusions that red-osier can be used interchangeably with silky dogwood (C. amomum) in all
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but the driest. sites. Red-osie1· fruited more
abundantly and somewhat later than silky
dogwood, but not enough later to provide \vinter food for wildlife. Most of the wildlife use of
both species apparently was feeding by songbirds. Both species showed good survival and
growth (Smith 1961).
Red-rn-;ier dogwood can he controlled by
spraying mixtures (in either oil or water) of
2,4-D and 2,4,:)-T. Mixtures of clicamha and
either 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T have also been recommended.

Al\fERICAN ELDER, Sambw:us canadensis L. Also called
Blackberry Elder, Common Elder. Elder, Sureau Blanc, and
Sweet Elder.
·
SCARLET ELDF.R, Sambu.cus pubens Michx. Also called Red
or Red-Berried Elder, Stinking Elder, and Sureau Rouge.

D. :viichael Worley
Ohio University

Athens

Charles M. Nixon
and

Ohio Department of

Natural Resources
New Marshfi.eld

also grows on gray forest soils and muck (LauriP. and Chadwicl~ 1931). Horticultural varieties of American elder succeed best in rich,
moist, sandy soils ( Judllins 1945). American
elder has heen found growing up to 4,000 feet
in the southern Appalachians (Ritter and
.McKee 1964).
Scarlet elder grow;:: in cirn1mneutral soils
(pH 6.0 to 8.0) and is somewhat more tolerant of dry soils and somewhat less adapted to
saturated soils than American elder. Scarlet
elder is often found on rocky soils (HottPs
1931), and in the Adirondacks is usually
founrl where mineral 8oil has been exposed
(Webb 1959).
American elder ranges almost throughout
the eastern deciduous forests (Hraun 1961).
In upland mixed, moist-site communities, it. i»
associated wilh \\itch-hazel, maple-leaved vihurnum, ironwood, spicebush, and hophornbeam. and is most commonly found in the
early· succcssional types. In bottomlands, willow. alder, ,.:vcarnore, and elm aw common associates (B;aun 1950). In oak-hickory communit.ie,;, Am1irican elder is associated with
hazelnut, spicebush, wilil hydrangea and i:oral-

RANGE
Both species occur throughout most of the
Northeast. 8carlel. elder iH morn widely distributed northward, from Newfoundland to
Alaska, but becomes localized soulhward, notah)y in northnn Ohio swamps and the Appalachian highlands of West Virginia and Kentucky. American elder ranges from Cape Breton west to Manitoba, and south to Georgia,
Louisiana, and Oklahoma (Braun 1961, /?Prnald 1950, Gleason 1968c).

HABITAT
Each species grows under a variety of conditions so that one or the other is acclimated to
pradieally all the extreme.s that occur in t.he
Northeast. Scarlet elder is less adapted to
warmer climates than American elder and
southward becomes localized to l:he coolm· uplands or swamp forests (Braun 1961).
Both species tolerate saturated soils. American elder usually occupies well-drained
slightly acid :-;oil (pH fi.fi to 6.0) hordering
streams and in the adjac.ent bottomlands, hut
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berry; and in the oak-chestnut community
with gray dogwood, rose, Kew Jersey tea, and
grape (Braun 1950).
Scarlet elder is seldom found south of, or
lower in elevation than, the beech-maple forest
:1.one, and in the ,.;outhern portions of the region is restricted to higher altitudes in this
community (Rrann 1961). Scarlet elder is aJ;;o
associated with the hemlock-white pine-northern hardwood communities. Shrnh species
found with scarlet elder in these forests include American tly honeysuckle, beaked hazel,
hophornbeam, and winterberry ( Braun 1950).
In the beech-maple and spruce fornst.s of the
Appalachian highlands, striped and mountain
maple, hohhlehush, and wint.erberry are common shrub associates (Braun 1950).

LIFE HISTORY
Both species bear separate male and female
flowers on t.he same plant. Flowers usually
occur on second-year and older canes and arc
arranged in dusters of compound cyrnes. Scarlet. elder flowers from April through May, and
the fruits ripen from June through August.
American elder flowers from late June into
August, and the fruits ripen from late July
into Scptemhel'. Seed dispersal occurs from
July to October in American elder and June
to Augm;t, in scarlet elder (Parh 1942, li. S.

be more variable in fruit. yield than American

eldn (L'. S. Forest Service 1948).
Seed dissemination for both species is
wmally through ingestion by birds and mammals. Passage through pheasants inhibited
seed germination of American elder, but passage through song birds increased subsequent
germination (I<.refting and Roe 1949).
Elders reproduce from seeds, sprouts, layers, and rool. suckers; but establishment in
new areas comes mainly from seed. Once established, runners of both species tend to
persist through vigorous resprouting (Rillt>r
and McKee 1964). Seedling growth is rather
slow during the first year; seedlings of American elder grew only 2 inches in 45 days (U.S.
Forest Service 1948). After the first year,
growth is rapid for individual canes of both
species, often as much as lG feet (Ritter and
.\frKee 1.964). Sprout. growth is much more
rapid than growth from seed, and is most
rapid in the first ye;:ir after sprouting. "'.Vfature
plant.a:: average 3 to 10 feet in height.
American elder grows hes! in foll sunlight;
scarld elder is more shade-tolerant (Chapman
1917 e). Once established, hoth elders soon
outdistance herbaceous 1:ompetit.ion. 'Thickets
of hoth species are replaced by more shadetolerant species during- the laler stages of forest suece.,sion, but individual plants and small
runners will persist under a forest canopy.

Forest Service 1918).

American eldel' usually hears seed on second-year and older canes, hut horticultural varieties grown from seed will occasionally fruit
the first year (Ritter and McKP.e 1961). In
Connecticut, wildlings first bore fruit at :J
years of age (SpinnPr and Ostrom 1945). The
life span of individual canes is 3 to 5 years
(Deam 1932). :\lo information is available on
youngest or oldest seed-bearing age of scarlet
elder.
Information about fruit prodnclion is
sketchy. In West Virginia, both elder species
were checked during four consecutive years.
There were no crop failures, and 70 to 80 percent of the plants bore fruit. Among 19 plants
of comparable si:1.es, averaging 0.40 to 0.47
inch dbh, American elder produced about five
times as much fruit, by volume, as scarlet
elder (Park 1942). Scarlet elder may have alternate light and heavy fruit crops, and may

USES
At least 50 species of song birds relish the
fruit of American elder during summer and
early fall, and at least 25 species cat the fruit
of scarlet elder during the summer ( Van l)ersal 19·12). Wild turkey, bobwhite, quail,
mourning doves, ruffed grouse, and ringneck1•d pheasant<.; also eat the fruit during late
summer and early fall (Martin et al 1951. Van
lJersal 1988) as do red squirrels, rabbits,
woodchucks, foxes, opossums, skunks, chipmunks. whitefooted mice, and raccoons
(Chapman 1947e, Martin et al 1951). Whitetailed deer feed on twigs, foliage and fruit of
both s1wcies during the summer Uvfartin el. al
1951), and moose have been observed hrowsing scarlct cldcr (Van Dersal 19.'58). American
elder rates higher on deer food preference lists
from four northeastern states than on those
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for southern states. Samples of American
elder, collecLed in Louisiana and ·:--forth Carolina, had higher percentages of crude protein
(leavt~s 18, stems 7, and fruit 14) than most
other hrowse plants (Hankla 1961).
:-,rew growth of American elder contains a
glucoside that. is occasionally Jal.al to livestock
(Hankla 1961) and may influence deer utilization of elder. In the northern Lake States, a
dipping ~tudy of scarlet elder showed errali<'
responses to heavy clipping in November. Capacity of I.he plants to withstand browsing was
about equal to that of red-osier dogwood and
mountain ash. Elders should be only moderately browsed each year (Aldous 1952). Cottontail rabbits, woodchucks, and red squirrels
have been observed feeding on the bark of
common elder during fall and winter (Jfortin
eta! 1951).
Elders provide fair escape cover for wildlife;
and American elder has been ranked outstanding, along with grape and bittersweet, as nesting cover for small birds (Petrides J9,J2).
American elder is thicket-forming, hut the foliage of individual plants is quite open and the
stems are ha re. Scarlet elder is less apt to form
thickets and offers less covPr. Howevn, during
;mmmer, the partial shade under American
elder promotes a dense ground cover of grasses
and £orbs that offers good loafing or feeding
areas for broods of young pheasants and quail
(Chapman J947<-!). In Ohio, elder thickets in
bottomlands are often used by rnfTed grouse
broods during summer. In northern Ohio, wintering flocks of mourning dov1:s roosted in a
mixture of elder, sumac, hlackherry, and dogwood found in openings within a pin oak stand
(Hennessy and VanC'amp 1963).
Both eldns have been recommended ancl
used for wildlife purpo;,:es in landscaping home
.,.rounds and roadsides (Curtis and Wyman
"'J9S3. Ho/u;ef! 1964). Elderberries, of course.
arc also attractive io makers of pit>~'>, jams, and
wine.

PROPAGATION
Seeds or rooted cuttings are available commercially, particularly for American cider, but
;;ee<Js are not usually utilized for commercial
propagation (Mnhlstede and Haber 1957).
Wild seed can be harvested from July through
50

September and should be collect.ed as soon as
fruits ripen. Commercial seed consists either
of dried fruit or clean seed. Seed soundness
and purity for American elder averaged 80
and 92 pernmt. respectively. For scarlet cider,
soundnesi; averaged 97 percent and purity 98
percent ( U. S. Forest Service 1.94R).
Fruit of American elder contains three to
five one-seeded nut.lets (I<refting and Roe
J.949). Yields of deaned seed per 100 pounds
of fruit were 7 to 18 pounds for American
elder ( 14 samples) and 4 pounds for scarlet
elder (6 samples). Average numbers of
cleaned seed per pound ( 14 samples) were
232,000 for Americ-an elder and ~86,000 ( 6
samples) for scarlet cider; ranges were 175,000
to 324,000 and 192,000 to ;~77,000 rn..;pectively
(U. S. Forest Service 1948). Cleaned and
dried seeds of both species showed little or no
loss in viability after nearly 2 years of stor<1ge
in Sf!aled containers at 4FF. Scarlet elder
seed also retained viability for 1 year when
stored in moist sand at 4 I · F ( U. S. Forest
Service 19.18).
Seeds of both species exhibit variable degrees of hard-seededncss and embryo dormancy. Scarlet elder is more difficult to germinate than American elder, but both require
pretreatment for good germination during the
first year. As preparation for spring sowing,
seeds can be scarified with sulfuric acid for 10
to W minutes (American cider) or 10 to 15
minutes (scarlet, elder), washed, and then prechilled at 36 to 40"F for 2 months (Heit
1967a). As an alternative to the acid treatment, a warm/cold shal.ifi<',ation in moist sand
was effective for American elder. The sequence
was 60 days at 68 to 86"F alternating daily,
I.hen 120 days at 41 "F. A longer period of
cold stratification, 150 days, was less desirable
because seeds began to germinate at 41°F
after 120 days. Also, freshly co1lected seed
showed less dormancy than seed from dried
fruit (KrPf ting and Roe 1949).
Scarlet elder seed may germinate more uniformly if given a combination of the treatment; above; acid scarification, 3 to 4 months
of warm stratification, and 2 months of moist
prechilling (Heit 1967a).
For late summer or fall sowing of fresh seed,
acid treatment, as described above, should im-

prove germination in the following spring. Untreated seeds sown in late fall ordinarily do
not complete germination until the second
year (Heit 1967a). Fall-sown seedbeds should
be well mulched because freezing doe~ not
favor after-ripening and may kill seeds that
have imbibed water (Dllvis 1927).
American elder seed can be sown in drills,
35 viable seeds per linear foot, and covered
with % inch of soil. Germination rates as high
as 80 to 8/"i percent have been attained. Beds
of scarlet elder seedlings should be given half
shade ( U. S. Forest Servi<-e 194R).
l<~lders can also be propagated from hardwood cuttings taken from vigorous 1-year-old
canes. Cuttings should vary in length from 10
to 18 inches, include 3 sets of opposite buds,
and be taken in the spring as soon as the
ground can be worked (Ritter and JJc:Kee
1961). Cuttings may also be taken in I.he fall,
placed in moist peat or sphagnum moss, and
held in cold storage P.f approximately 40"1<'
for spring planting (Jfohlsted<' and Haber
1957).
One-year-old Seedlings or rooted cuttings of
hot.h spec:i~:s are .usually large enough for field
planting (U. S. Forest Service 1918). AmPric.,an elder should be planted in moist, rich,
slightly acid soil, preferably in low swampy
areas in a sunny location. t-:o information is
available about success of direct-seeding or
the pretreatment of planting areas. Jf herbaceous growth is rampant, scarification should
improve seedling survival. Scarlet elder is
more tolerant of shade and soil conditions and
may he planted on a variety ol' sites. However,
in the southern port.ions of the Kort.heast,
scarlet elder may not succeed at lower elevations or away from the beech-maple community (Braun 1961).
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MANAGEMENT
Elders may serve best as ne.;.;ting cover and
a summer and early fall food source for- birds.
American elder seems super-ior to scarlet elder
for such purposes, hut i.-; more demanding in
its site requirements. ~ixtures of the two species may be desirable, particularly where the
site is partly shaded or the soil is less moist
than that preferred for American el<lt~r. Mixtures arc also recommended for contrast in
decorative landscape plantings-particularly a,
tall background shrubs in fairly moist, partly
shaded locations (Curtis and Wyman 1933).
Pond and stream margins are among the best
locations for both species ( Cha[Jman J9.Jie).
American elder ean be used, at least partly.
for erosion control on moist sites. It pioneers
on some strip-mine spoils and may occasio11ally be useful for reclamation planting ( Chapman !947e).
Experience with cultivated variei ies of
American elder has shown that annual pruning will considerably improve fruit yield.
Pruning should aim t.o leave five to six strong,
I -year-old canes and one or two older canes
per runner. Removal of terminal ;.;hoot.s and
dead canes will reduce \\·inter-kill of terminal
shoots and help control cider borers (Ritter

and Mr:KPe 1964).
Both species fruit best in full sunlight. although scarlet elder will produce some fruit
under a fairly dP.nse canopy. Shading should
be controlled if maximum fruit production is
desired. Once established, tlw eldns seem to
outdistance herhac<~ous competition.
For wildlife management purposes, elders
would seldom need to be killed; hut they are
;.;us<'<']Jlihle to mntrol hy AMS or 2,1.."i-T.
They are intermediate in susceptibility to
2,4-D, and resistant to Amitrol, diuron. fcnuron. and monuron (D11nham 1966).

Vitis aestivalis \tichx. and
Vitis aestivalis var. argentifolia (Munson) Fern.
Also called Blue, Bunch, Pigeon, and Silverleaf Grape.
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By Lynn M. Shutts
USDA Soil Conservation Seruice
Moorefield, West Virginia

RANGE

on ligh I, easily crumhled, shallow soils of old
formation (Viala and Ravaz 1903). In Virginia, summer grape was found growing over a
wide range of soil and ,;ite conditions (8huflli
1968). The pH requirements are variable.
Vines often occupy moist bench areas or
ravines on southeastern slopes where organic
matter has accumulated. Common associates
are thnsfi s1)ecies that occupy cove sifRA<i. Individual vines have been observed climbing in
practically all species of hardwoods and conifers that occur within the range of summer

Summer grape (including the variety argentifolia) ranges northward as far as ,;out.hem
New Hampshire to southern Minnesota-but
not into Canada- -and southward to Georgia
and Texas. It is uncommon near the northern
limits of its range. In West Virginia, summer
grape is the most common grape specieR, and
the variety arpn1tifolia is neiuly as abundant
as the typical form (Fernald 1950, 111aBsey
1961, Strausbaugh and Core 1958).

grape.

HABITAT
The optimum climatic conditions for summer grape have not heen described, hut grape8
are subject l.o both cold and heat injury. A
sudden temperature rise in late spring may result in damage to 8l10ot lips. Spring frm,ts
oHen damage foliage if warm weather and
rapid growth precede a sudden temperature
drop. Grapes do best. under the moderately
moist conditions necessary for adequate
growth and resistance io disease. The primary
damaging effect of excess moisture (rain or
high humidity) is the enhancement of fungous
di8ease,.: that destroy lhe fruit.
This species is generally restricted to upland areas (Hedrick 1908). The vines do well

LIPE HISTORY
The species bears male and female flowflr,.:
on separate plants, and the flowers bloom from
May through ,July. Pollen is disseminated by
wind and rain. The fruit ripens to a dark purple in September or October (Massey 1961).
Seeds are di;;;seminal.ed by wind action and by
animals.
The plant is capable of producing seed the
third season after establishment. The fruit
crop is variable and often fluctuates greatly
from year to year, hut goorl crops occur in
most years. Six vines with diameters ranging
from 0.8 to 2.1 inches produced a total of 9,-
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3:31 individual grapes in one season. Approximately 40 percent of these grapes were affected hy black rot. fungus, which reduced
their food value. The number of hunches per
vine increased with the diameter of the vine
(8hutt:; 1968). Dropping of fruit from the
vines peaked during the first 2 weeks of November in the Ridge and Valley Province of
Virginia (Shutts 1968).
Grapes may reproduce hy mean:-; of seed:-;,
sprouts, or layers. Terminal growth is very
rapid, hut lateral growth is :-;low. A vine GO
yearn old may have a diameter at ground level
of only 1.5 inches.
The effects of sunlight. on esl.ahlishment art!
unknown. However, woodland openings, such
as those produced hy windfall or logging, appear to accelerate growth.

USE BY WILDLIFE
Black bear, raccoon, bobwhite quail, ruffed
grou.-,e, wilcl turkey, and a host. of song hinJ:-;
eat grapes (Martin et al 1951). Deer browse
the foliage and stems in the spring and early
summer, and may consume large quantitie.s of
fallen leaves during the winter month~ L~fossey 1961).
ln summer, grapi., Hl.:mds provide excellent
escape and nesting cover for song hirds. The
vines may he so twisted and tangled as to
effectively exclude predators.
Birch; oft.en use the stringy hark in nest construction (Martin et al 1951). Gray squirrels
also huild leaf nesls with grape vine hark. and
trees with grape vines in them appear ti, he
preferred sites for leaf nests.

PROPAGATION
Seed is not available commercially, hut may
be collected in fruit traps made of polyethylene (Shutts J96R). Seed collect.ion may be accelerated by shaking the bunches from the
vines during lat:e October and early Novem-

ber. During years of heavy fungus attacks,
seed may be only GO percent sound.
Grape seeds are not difficult. to germinate,
but plants raised from seeds may not be true
to type (Hartmann and KPsti>r 196R:884;
Hosley 1938:339). Seed should be cleaned,
stratified over winter, and planted in early
spring. Good re:-;ults have been obtained with
a commercial species ( V. vinifera) after a
moist stratification period al. 33 l.o 40''F for
about 12 weeks before planting (Hartmann
and Ki--:ster J.968:8R.5). Aft.er I year in
seedbeds, seedlings can be transplanted to
permanent locations (MassP.y 191i>).
Probably the most effective method of propagation is layering in early spring. bPcause
this produces new plants of known sex. Plantings should have al least. one male plant for
every three or four female plants (Massey
J961). Cuttings are low in rool.ing (-,fliciency
(25 percent). Grafting can be used to increase
fruiting vines or pollen-producing vines where
an improper balann, is evident CMasSf''Y
1945).

MANAGEMENT
Summer grape is well adapted to grow in a
variety of special situations such as over stone
walls, rock piles. fonces, spoil banks, or up
over tree~ of poor quality (Hosh,y ]9.'18:.987).
It could be used in most forest. situations
where product.ion of wildlife food and cover
were of primary importance. Grape stands
may be effective in concentrating turkeys and
grouse for harvest because the peak of fruit
fall usually occurs in early November.
The best met.hods of maintaining grape
stands are not yet known, but U. S. Forest
Service studies ahoul. maintenance of grape
stands have been initiated on the Jefferson
National Forest., New Castle, Va. Grapevines
are hest controlled in large timhn hy severing
the vines at their base. In small timber the
herbicide 2,4,fi-T can he applied as a foliage
spray.

COM\fOK GREENBRIER, Smilax rotundifolia L. Also called
Bamboo-Brier, Biscuit-Leaves, Bread and Butter, Catbrier,
Common Bullbrier, Devil's Hop Vine, Horsebrier, Hungry
Vine, Roundleaf Greenbrier, Sowbrier, and Wait-a-Bit.
CAT GREENBRIER, Smilax glauca Walt. Also called Catbrier,
Glaucous-Leaf Greenbrier, Sawbrier, Sarsaparilla Vine, and
Sowbrier.
WITH NOTES 0::--1
SAW GREENBRIER, Smilax bona-nox L.
LAUREL GREENBRIER, Smilax laurifolia L.

By Robert L. Smith
West Virginia University
111organtown
--···----------
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RANGE
Eleven :,;pecies of greenhrier occur in the
eastern United States and Canada, but most
grow primarily in the South; and only four
species are considered here.
Common greenhrier is widely distributed
throughout the East, from :'.'irova Scotia to
southern Ontario and Illinois, south to Florida
and Texas. It. is most common in the northeastern part of its range (Gleason 1963).
Cat greenhrier, the seconrl most common
species, has a more southern distribution, the
northern edge of its range reaching into southern Kew England and Kew York. ea;.;tern
Pennsylvania, and southern Ohio (F crnald
1950) ; it is most common in the sou I hern part
of its range (Cll~ason rno.?a). Bristly greenbrier is widespread in the :'.\Tortheast, but is

-
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seldom abundant and is not discussed here because little information about it was available.
Saw greenbrier is chiefly a southern specie'."
that extends northward along the coast to
Maryland and Delaware. Laurel greenbrier, an
evergreen, is primarily a coastal species in the
Northeast, occurring only along the coasts of
Virginia, Maryland, and .New Jersey (Fernald
195()).

HABITAT
The greenhriers are adapted chiefly for
southern climates. ln the North they arc
found principr11ly on warmer r1ml drier- \'-'·estand south-facing slopes. Common greenbrier is
the most common species in the .Northeast; it
grows on a wide range of sites from moist to
·well-drained to dry, although in the south it is

most abundant in low, damp flatwoods (Goodrum 196 J). The optimum soil pH was reported
as fi.O to 6.0 (Spurway 1941). Cat greenhrier

and saw grcenbrier grow in a variety of soils
and moisture conditions (Goodrum 1.961), hut
in the Northeast cat greenbrier is characteristic of dry, well-drained soils (Braun 1950). In
the highly dissected mountains of southwestern \Vest Virginia, common greenbrier is
widely distributed on south slopes and grows
over the ridgetops and onto upper north
slopes, hut cat greenhrier is confined to
south-facing slopes ( W. A. Van Eck and R. L.
Smith, unpublished data). Lamel greenbrier
oc<'urs mostly in low, wet grounds and
swamps. It is most abundant. in the bogs and
pocosins near the coast from New ,Jersey lo
Florida ( Ousting 1956).
Both common and cat greenhrier are pioneering successional species as well as components of forest understory vegetation. They
commonly invade oltl fields, where they may
be associated with sumacs, St. John's wort,
black locust, sassafras, blackberry, blueberry,
and bracken fern; and they remain a part of
the understory when forest claims the site.
Common understory associates are witchhazel,
mapleleaf viburnum, grape, and flowering dogwood (R. L. Smith, unpublished dala).
Although most greenbriers grow well in tlw
shade, they generaliy do not grow or mature
as rapidly, or produce as much fruit, as plants
in the open ( /,. K. Halls J96R, unpublished rf!port). Common greenhrier is more shade-tolerant than cat greenbricr, and good fruit crops
have heen noted in \Vei.;t. Virginia for common
greenbrier in 70 to 80 percent shade. Both
species usually achieve maximum growl h ancl
produce the most fruit along the forest edge
and in forest clearings where better moisture
conditions may compensate for shading, or in
old fields where they may cover the ground
with dense spiny tangles. In Texas, young
common and saw grcenbrier plants yielded 11
or 12 times more hrowsc in the open than in
heavy shade from pines (L. K. HaUs 1968, rmpublished report). Ko such data for intermediate levels of shading are available; hut in t.hc
Northeast, common grcenbrier, at lca,;t, grows
hctl:er than cat greenhricr in partial shade.
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Shading of about 10 to 20 pen:ent may be optimal for common greenbrier.
In the woods, common and laurel greenhrier
tend to climb into trees. In the Northeast.
common greenbrier rarely overburdens the
supporting trees, and it, seldom interferes seriously with tree or shrub regeneration. C1:1l
grecnbrier, however, often dominates other
woody vegetation in old fields.

LIFE HISTORY
The greenbriers are climbing vines supported by tendrils that grow in pairs from the
axils of the leaf. The male and female flowers,
small and greenish yellow or white, are borne
in small clusters on separate plants. In the
Northeast., common and cat greenbrier bloom
in May and June, and saw greenhrier from
May to .July. Laurel greenbrier flowers later.
August and September, and its fruit does not
ripen until Octobc~r of the following year (Ferrwld !950, Gleason 196:Ja, Van Dersal 19:J8).
The fruits of common, cat, and saw greenbrier ripen during September and October, the
first year, into black berries covered with a
whitish bloom. The fruit. of common greenbrier usually contains 1 or 2 seeds, but may
have 4. Cat greenbrier fruit may also have O to
4 ~eeds hut usually has 1 to 3 (F. L. I'og~e,
unpublished data). In Connecticut, cat greenbrier fruited first. at. age 2 years among wild
plant.i,; and at I year in nursery-grown vines
(Spinner and Ostrom 1945). The canes. which
live for 2 lo 4 years, produ<'e flowers after the
fir:,;t year, usually on the annual shoot growing
from the upper part of the cane ( Goodrum
196 I). Fruits usually persi:,;I on the vines into
the winter (Parh 1942). Cat and common
greenhricr rruits often pt~n,ist until lhe next
summer.
The fruits of common and (',at. grcenbricr
consist. of about equal weights (oven-dry) of
fruit pulp and seed (L. K. Halls 1968. unpublished report). Chemical analysis percentages
for seed collc:cted in Rhode Island and airdried were, for common and cat grecnhrier respectively: protein 9, 11; fat 5, 8; crude filwr
19, 18; nitrogen-free extract 61, 57; ash :{, 8;
and waler '.3, 1 ( Wright 19't J). Leavt'H and
hrowsc-stems of common greenhricr collected
m North Carolina, Maryland, and Louisiana

have bP.en similarly analyzed. Crude protein
percentages ranged from 7 to 16 percent and
varied with season and site· factors as follows:
Higher
Luwer

Lca\'CS
Twig;,

Spring

Fall

Burned sit~
-·l'nhurned

Woods

Fat content was generally low, 2 to 4 percent,
except. for one sr,mple (6.1 percent) of leaves
from Louisiana (Blair and Epps 196.9; lJPWitt
and DPrhy 1.955; Halls and Epps 1969; Smith
et al 1956).
Although grccnbriers reproduce by seed,
common, cat, and ;;aw gret->nhriers spread most
rapidly hy means of underground stems. The
underground stems of saw grcenbrier bear
woody tubers growing singly or in dumps up
to 6 inches across. Cat greenbricr has tubers
and rhizomes, the latter possessing small
prickles between the node.~. Common greenbrier facks tubers, but has long, slender underground stems. Laurel greenhrie,· has hard
and thickened Luhers, but lacks true stolons
( VinPs 1960). These underground stems
usually produce new cane.-. annually, and the
canes grnw quickly.
::-.rear1y all the annual growth of g-reenhrier
stems is completPd in a relatively short time.
In Texas, common grcenbrier started growth
in early April, and 90 perl'enl: of the growth
was complel.P by l 1fay for plants in pine
woods and by 2U May for plants in the op~in.
Plants under the pines con.~i..;I en t ly sl.arwd
growl h about: 3 to 6 days earlier than those in
the open. Mean length of "browse twigs" was
40 percent. greatn in the open than in the
woods-probably representing a real but not
statistically significant difference (Halls and
Alcaniz 1972). Thew may be some diehack in
late summer and fall (llal/.c; and Alcani::
1965b). Clipping and browsing stimulate product.ion of new shoot.<.;; up to 60 percent of
greenbrier annual growth can he browsed
without injury (Schillin{! J98R). F.ven whlm
all the new monthly growth wa:=; removed,
common and laurel grccnbrier were highly tenacious spPcies in 'I'Pxc1s (l,ay 1965a).
Common and laurel grcflnhrier sometimes
form almost impenetrable spiny thickets. Saw
and cat greenbricr are more open and straggling- in their growth form, hut cat greenhrier
often forms dense low tangles in old fields.

USES
Of a11 vines and shrubs in the Northeast, few if any outrank the greenbricrs for
wildlife food and cover. The fruit of greenbrier
is eaten by at least 38 species of non-game
birds (11,fartin et al 1951), such as the ca third,
crow, mockingbird, thrasher, rohin and other
thrushes, white-throated sparrow, phoebe
(Hausman 1931), and pileated woodpecker
(llausman 1928). Common green brier and cat
grecnbrier are import.ant in the winter diet of
ruffod grouse, esp1icially in the central and
southern Appalachians ( Gilfillan and Bezdc-h
1944; Nelson et al 1938) and arc taken in the
same ar1:a hy tJw wild i.urkey (ffoi!f,y and Rinr:.>ll 1968, illartin et al 1.9:J9, 1\1oshy and Handley 1943). Greenbrier fruits arc also eaten by
sharp-tailed grouse, prairit! l'hiekens, and
ring-necked pheasant ( Van Dersal 19.'38).
Greenbrier seeds may also serve as grit for
gamp hirds.
Greenhriers are among the most important
deer browse plants, especially in the southern
and central Appalachians, whne they arc utilized 1.hroughoul the year (Blair and Halls
1968, Dalke 19D, Goodrum 1961, Lay 1969,
Ripley and 11,frClure 1963). Tlw greenbriers
arc highly palatable to deer (Halls et al 19.57,
Halls et al 1969), and are exceptionally succulent. Even in fall I.he twigs contain no more
than ;t? percent dry matter. And greenbrier
browse is relatively high in protein. Deer require a daily protein intake of 13 to 16 percent (dried weight) for growth, and 7 percent
for maintenance (M<Igruder P./, al 1957). The
lf'aves of greenhrier prnvide sufficient protein
for animal growth during the early flush of
plant growth in the spring (Blair and Halls
1968), and the twigs contain sufTicienl protein
for maintenance in spring (Blair and Epps
1969). Protein levels decline steadily throughout tht-> summer, but remain above thf' amount
needed for maintenance until the leaves fall.
Tn winter the twig:=; .supply, or nearly supply, the needs for maintenance. Laurel grcenbrim-, since ii is an evergrPen and lt!aVl~S are
available as browse through the year, adequately supplies maintenance requirements of
dP.er; and the twigs of common gre1mhrim· may
also meet maintenance needs during- winter.
Twigs of common grecnbrier collected in Mary56

A recommended method of propagation is
to divide and plant the roots in spring. The
soi] should he firmed about the roots and kept
thoroughly moistened (Everett 1960). Canes
may not. appear from the roolslocks until the
second year (Goodrum 1961).

land contained over 10 percent crude protein
in winter (DeWitt and Derby 1955), and
twigs eolleded in Korth Carolina contained
over 13 percent crude protein in winter
(Smith d al. 1.956). Twigs of common grecnhrier collected in Louisiana, however, contained only 7 percent crude protein in winter
(Blair and Epp8 1969). Like mo,.;t woody
browse species, greenhriers contain adequate
amounts of calcium, but. are deficient in phosphorus (Blair and Epps 1969).
Grcenbriers also withstand and respond well
to heavy browsing. ~p to a point, the more
the canes are browsed, the more additional
growth they add. Thus, palatability, nut ritional quality, and availability make greenbriers important in the management of whitetailed deer in the Northeast. as well as in
southern United States.
Rabbits ah.;o browse the leaves and twigs of
grcenbricrs, especially those of common and
cat greenhriers (Blair 1986 Trippensee 1938).
For covering tree stumps, trellises, etc., and
for an inpenetrahle fence along property
boundaries, horticulturist<; imggest the common greenbrier as a desirable species (Everett

Some green briers can also be propaga l.ed
from stem cuttings. In Texas, cuttings about 6
inclws long were taken in May when Lhe 1wigs
were actively growing and the leaves were
fully expanded, in Scplcmber when the growth
was over and the wood was partially matured,
and in January (Halls and 1llcani;; 1965a). All
leaves except two terminals were removed
from each stem: the cut ends were dipped in a
solution of indolebutyric acid, set upright lo a
depth of 2 inc·hpA-; in a :1 to I mixture of sand
and peat, and the cuttings were shaded 30
percenl and mist-sprayed regularly. Roofing
success was 3fi percent for common greenbrier.
Saw greenhrier rooted erratically (32 percent), cat grcenbrier rooted poorly, and laurel
green brier did not root at all. Cut.I ings taken
in May generally rooted better than those
taken in Septemher, hut the latter month is
better suited to out-planting in the spring

1960, Taylor 1918).

(Halls and Alcaniz 1965).

Native ::,Jorth Americans and early pioneers
used the roots of some greenbriers as food.
They pounded the roots to a pulp, washed
them in waler, strained this, and allowed the
sediments to dry into a fine reddish powder.
This powder, after boiling in water, produced
a jelly-like pudding. The meal was also used
to make hread or cakes, f,;ed in hear grease,
and to thicken soups (Gibbons 1970). The
young shoots of th<' four greenhriers discussed
can be eaten raw as a salad or cook<id like asparagus tips. Greenbrier extract was once used
as a mild diuretic.

Greenbriers can be propagated from seed,
but optimal procedures are unknown. Howard
( 1915) obtained 51 percent germination of
common greenhrier seed in :38 days. The seeds
had heen deaned, dried, ancl stratified outdoors over winter, during which time they
were exposed to freezing. Common and saw
greenbrier seed in Texas responded wPII 1.o
deaning and stratification in moist sand at
40c,F over winter. Seeds were planted in early
spring and lightly covered with soil. Seedlings
were niady for transplanting after 1 year in
the nursery (LowPll Halls J97D, person.a! mmmunication).

PROPAGATION

Frnit and seed data supplied by Franz L.
Pogge for 52 samp)ps of common grn1mhrier
and 33 samples of cat greenbrier collected at
various sites nPar Morgantown, West Virginia
were:

Because it is generally consiclerecl a nuisam~e, much more emphasis in the literature is
placed on the eradication of greenhricr than
on its propagation (Fr>rnald 1950, Strausbaugh and CorP. 1952, Taylor 1948).
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Item
Fruit sizt•, incite,;

of the reach of cfoer, new growth <'an he stimu-

Cat
Commun
greenhriPr {.!reenhrier
1/8 7/16

3/16-7/16

1-2
0-4
I .3:l

0-4

Seeds per fruit:

Usual numhcr
Ilange
.Sound 1,N,<l, aw·rar,<'
Seed soundness. perc1-nr•·
Fruits per pound, aw,rag<'
Sound seed/pound fruit:
Avnage
LowPst
Highest

51-89

1,82G

2.42/:i
l.600

derground stems are highly resistant. to fire,
and new shoot<; develop quickly (La.v 1956) .
Prcscrih1c;d hurning inc:rpas<icl hoi h forage production and protein content of common greenbrier. High-intensity fires produre the highes1
quality browse. Protein content of hrowse increased 8 pen:ent after low-intensity fire. and
19 percent after a high-intensity fire (DeWitt
and Derby 1955).
Eradication or control of greenbrier by cutting is usually ineffective. Individual plants
may be eliminated by digging out the roots;
but for species as aggressive as green brier, this
may he impractical. Cat greenhrier has proven
rather difficult t.o control by herbicidal .sprays.
It is moderately to completely resistant to
granular borate TBA applied at the rate of
275 l.o 400 pounds pN acre ( Wm:slemeyer
196:H, and to fenuron at the rate of 16 pounds
pHr acre (MeCully 1.95R). EITective control of
greenbrier was obtained by foliar and sh~m
sprays ( in water) of 2.4,5-T at 2 pounds acid
equivalimt per ane (F,/11:ell 1.9fil). Common
greenbrier wa.s controlled (kill of 9,5 percent)
by spraying with 2,4-D plus 2,4/i-T in oil at 1
to 20 in I part oil and ;{ parts waler applied to
the stems and foliage in July (Niering !9fil).
Saw g-rcenhrier was rated susceptible to AMS
only, among 9 herbicide:; (Dunham 1965).

1-3
1.90
74-!}4
1,!ifiO

3;750

2,950
2,050
3,525

9,22fi

9,775

Clean sound se;,<l/p0nnd,
average

latP-d hy cutting or disking, and hy prescribed
burning (Goodrum 1.961, Lay 1956). The un-

"'Exluding one aberrcnlly low sampll' for each
species.

In current studies (July 1972) by the
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station,
common g-reenhrier was fairly ea,;;y to propagate from seeds, st.em cuttings, and root cuttings, hut cat greenbrier showed promising results only from tubers collected while dormant.
(Franz Pugge, pasonal communication).

MANAGEMENT
Greenbrier grows in partial shade, in the
open, and on a variety of soils. However, maximum growth of t.wigs and production of fruit
is usually obtained from plants in the open.
This suggests that a major management practice should involve release of vines from overhead shade. This would increase fruit production and the quantity and quality of browse.
When canes become too tough or grow out
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Crataegus L.
Also called Cenellier, Haw, Pommettes, Red Haw, Thorn,
Thorn-Apple.

-------. - -

--

By Ward ~- Sharp

USDI Bureau of Sport Fisheries and V\!ildlife
Warren, Pa.

SPECIES

U\1alus comn(lrio (L.) Mill.] is often mistaken
for a hawthorn, but the short thorns in the
crab apple arise from lhe apex of a short. leafbearing, spur-like branch.
After mid-August, the small, berry-like
fruits of most. hawthorn-: turn reddish t.o red.
Only a fow species have ydlow or yellowish
fruits. The later-ripening species retain their
fruit!-i after leaf drop; and, in years of heavy
crops, the red fruits impart to the crown a reddish tint that serves as a further distinguishing mark in this season of the year. The red
fruits of the deciduous hollies, especially common winterberry I Iln verti<:illata (L.) A.
gray] , also impart a reddish tint in their
(Towns in autumn.

Hawthorns comprise the largest single
group of shrubs and small trees in the Middle
Atlanlic Stale,; and Northeastern States and
Provinces. I3ccausc of the hawthorn's complex
nature, the genu,; is divided into I 9 series; an<l
species wpre,-enting 17 of these series occur in
the Northeast. Hcgional floras or manuals arc
recommended for identification of the hawthorns. "The Illustrated Flora of the Northeastern Unit.ed Stal.es and Adjacent Canada"
(Gl~?ason 196:Jc), and "The Flora of West Virginia" (Strausbau.~h and Core HJ53) are particularly helpful because of their illustrations
in addition to the keys.
Haw I horns are medium to tall shrubs, 5 to
25 feet in height, with round, dense crowns in
some speciP.s; crowns of other i--pel'ie.s am gtmerally cylindrical or conical. Upon close-up
inspection, hawlhorns arc distinguislwd by the
presence of straight or slightly recurving,
smooth, hard thorns on the woody branches;
and sometimes additional multi-hrandwcl
thorns on the larger main stems. The presence
of stout thorns is a year-round characteristic
that distinguishes hawthorns from other
shrubs and small trees. The sweet crnh apple

RANGE
Hawthorns occur throughout the Northeast.
in pastures, in fence rows on farms, and on
idle hmd~ in rnral awas. \Vt!sl.t~rn sections of
Pennsylvania and New York. for example,
have a rich bawl.horn flora, both in numbers of
species and ahundance in local areas. Hawthorn abundance is associated with areas
where farms were opPral.t!d for livestock as
well as row crops_ In areas where row crops
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sweet crab apple, sumacs, dogwoods, juncberries, and blueberries occur in these communities. Old-field species of blackberries ( chiefly
those of the section Arguti) may develop
clonal colonies.
Abandoned lands that were previously used
for livestock operations are more productive of
hawthorn.-. than I.hose used for row crops. But
in the absence of grazing, trees usually invade
and finally engulf the open land. Common lrPe
invaders are those whose seeds are disseminated by the wind-ash, maple, elm, and pine.
Black cht'l'ry also invades where sePds are
brought in by birds. By repelling browsing animals, hawthorns prot1·ct other seedling;; that
grnw up through them, and these invaders
eventually shade out the hawthorns and dominate the site. Hawthorns-to Hwir mNn detriment-are excellent nurse crops for invading
trees.

prevAilecl, hawthorns are uncommon: hut. in
localities where grazing of livestock was import.ant, hawthorns are common to abundant.
In the coastal and piedmont provinces of the
region and in the sprawling nwgalopolis, intensive tfoan farming and the abundance of eastern redcedar (Juniperus vir{tiniana L.) have
limited the hawthorns' dist rihut.ion and abundance.

HABITAT
Hawthorns arc well adapted to the climate
of tht> l\"orthe::ist. Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Kew York have the greatest array of species;
at least 60 pcn•pr1J of all species in North
America may occur in these states. Hawthorns
are hoth cold-hardy and drought-hardy except
in the flowering pniod. when the female flower-part.-. (styles and ;;iigmas) are vulnerable to
frost.
The numerous species of hawthorns are
adapted to a hroad range of soil types, ranging
from fertile calcareous soils to acid i-;oils of
sandstone origin and low K-P-K content.
Hawthorns generally prefer moist or welldrained sites, especially the latter; but :-il.e:--:
water-logged in spring support a number of

LIFE HISTORY

species.
Hawthorns require full sunlighl. for optimal
growth. They arP iniolf.. rnnt. of shading, and
wane and die off when overtopped by a tree
canopy. Being tall shrubs, they convert open
grassland to a i-;avanna-1.yp,• t'ornmunity where
gra;.;:--:e:--: :-ind forb:,, are continuous in the ground
layer and the tall hawthorn shrubs arc scattered throughout the site.
A unit of an~a populated by hawthorni-; is
defined here as a stand. In Pennsylvania,
stands occupied by hawthorn;; varied in size
from I to fiO a(Te.-,, with an average of about 1
acres ( H oou('r J9(j J). Past land-use practices
determine the development of haw! horn
stands. Land grnzecl hy livesto<'k favored hawthorn invasion and development. Cows relished the ripened fruits and disseminated the
hony :--:et--ds in their dung, which nmtured the
hawthorn seedlings and aided their establishment in sodded area:--:. Crazin_g hy livt--stock
prolongs the life of a hawthorn rnmmunity.
The hawthorn stand is also a rich site for
other i-;hrubs and brambles. Such shrubs as
1
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In Pennsylv:-mia, early flowering species
generally begin blooming about :\fay ;i, and
later flowering sJiecie;; come into full bloom in
the first 10 days of June (l-Ioouer 1961).
Flowering dates arc not identical from year lo
year hecau;.:e of annual variation.,; in spring
temperatures. Because the flowering period of
different species extend:;; over a month, late
i-;pring frosts would affe<'t only those species in
flower at the time of a freeze. In stands with
only early-{lowering .specil's. for example, an
early May froi-;t <'oulcl eliminate the fruit crop.
The fruiti-; of early-flowering species ripen in
late August, while those of late-flowering- species ripen aftl-'r mid-:.;;,~pf.mnher. Fruits of early-ripening species have soft, pulpy flesh and
do not have lasting qualities. Those ripening
after mid-Sep Imnher have firm, fleshy fruib.
Fruits of some of the latter species, upon falling to the ground and being covered by leaves
or grass, remain firm into the following spring.
Seeds of hawthorns are hard, bony nutlels.
When fruits arc eaten by mammals or hirds,
only tJw pulp is digt--Hit>d, and tlw 8cP.1J:., pa;;:through the alimentary tract. There arc exceptions, of course, such as cud-chewing mammals
or tht-- larger game birds with gizzard;; dfil'it,nt
in grinding. Deer pass few seeds, if any, but
eat tie pasi-; numerous seeds in their dung. ln

ruffed grou8e, the hony s1ieds appear to serve
as grit., but many arc found intact in droppings.
Hawthorns arc propagated in nature hy
seeds. Three factors have heen com,idered important for regeneration: availability of seeds,
suitable germination conditions, and survival
of seedlings (Hoover 19fil). Hawthorn seedlings most commonly establish in grasslands.
Best survival is in re('ently abandoned cow
pastures or where grazing is light. Seedlings
arc unable lo establish themselves in full
shade.
Hawthorns may grow from a single stem, or
two or more may arise from a base. The latter
form is often the result of rabbit browsing in
the seedling stage or crowding of plants growing side by side. l<'requently two or occasionally three plants of different species may arise
together, their crown branches forming what
appears to he a single shruh. This trait c-.an be
confusing in species identification.
Once hawthorns aLt.ain about 2 feel. in
height, the sharp thorns in the compact crown,
if hedged from previous browsing, create a
barrier lo livestock and deer. Cotlontails may
inflict heavy browsing on seedlings about 6 to
24 inche.-; in height, hut rahhits avoid l aller
plants as a rule.
Since hawthorns are shade-intolerant, they
cannot compete with faster-growing trees or
tall shrub regeneration that ovcrtops or
crowd,; the sides of the crown. In particular,
the spreading, vigorous crowns of sweet crab
apple often crowd and weaken hawthorns by
shading the sides of their crowns.

INSECTS AND DISEASES
Hawthorns c1re suhjm:t to attack hy hoth insects and diseases. Based on my hawthorn research, those species with thick, leathery
leaves are the most resistant, while those with
leaves of thin texture arc the most vulnerable.
Insect infestations are, as a rule, periodic and
local. But the troublesome diseases may be an
eliminating fact.or unless the source of infection is eradicated.
Several groups of insects attack hawthorns
(Hoover 1961, Johnson et al 1966, Wiegel and
Bau.mhofer 1948). Field studies indicate that
the hawthorn lacebug ( Corythucha cydoniae)
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and the wooly aphid ( lfriosoma crataegi) inflict the most damage over extended areas in
Pennsylvania (Hoover 1961). Infestations of
laccbuf;s d<~st.roy the chlorophyll by August,
leaving the leaves brmvn and Here. \Voolv
aphids at.tack the hranche,,, en massc, prob·c
inlo the cambial layer, and girdle or kill
branches along one side.
Defoliating insects known to feed on hawthorn leaves are the tent caterpillar Uvfal.acosomu americana) and the fall cankerworm
(Alsophi/a pometaria). Outhreaks of Lhe cankerworm are periodic, and only one severe attack on hawthorns was observed in Pennsylvania over a 16-year period. This infestation
coincided with a regional irruption occurring
acros..s northern Pennsylvania during 1966 to
1968. Atfer two successive years of complete
defoliation, hawthorns bccam<! weakern~d and
I.op diehack was prominent.
The hawthorn leaf-aphid (Anuraphis crat,aegifoliae) is a pest ( Wiegel and Baumhofer
19-18) that seems to cause only minor dam:-ige
while leaves are succulent. I observed local
damage to hawthorn stands hy the !-lcvenleenycar cicade (Magicicrzde septendecim) in
Pennsylvania. The female cicadas damage
hawthorns when slit.ting Lhe hrancheH in the
act of faying eggs. Their damage is local because of isolated nature oi' the outbreaks. The
long interval hetwePn att.aek-; permit.-; the
shrnbs to recover.
Two rusts of the genus <Jymnospornngium,
two ltiafhlights ( Fabraea maculata and Entomnsporium thuemenii). and fircblight ( Erwinia amylovora) were reported as cam,ing
dise:-ise in hawthorns (,Johnson et al 1966,
Strong 1960). But these blights were not encountered on native !-ipecies of ha,vthornH during field work in Pennsylvania (Hoover 1961).
The English hawthorn (Crataegus oxycantha
L. ), its hortieultural cultivars, and ot.hn exotic species arc the principal targets for these
hlights (Inman 1962, Nichols 19.58, Strong
1960).
Two eastern redcedar/hawthorn rusts, (G.
clauipcs and G. globo.mm) parasatizc hawthorns. Of all the diseases, the hawthorn rw:;t
( G. daui pes) is the most destructive, infesting
the leaves, fruits, and branches (Hoover
1961). The east0rn reckedar is the alternate

host of these rusts. \Vherever redcedar occurs,
onl! can exped to find either heavily infested
hawthorn8, t.ht! remains of those that arc
dying out., or no hawthorns in the area. The
cockspur hawthorn (C. crusgalli L.) with
thick leathery leaves, is one of the few native
species whose leaves resist rust. Leaves of the
,.;eries Rol.undifoliae, which also are thick, nisist damage. But the fruits of the above-mentioned hawthorns ,m! damaged or eliminated
by these rusts.
Tlw control of diseaes and insects infesting
hawthorns requires comment. Attempts to
eliminate rusts and leaf blights or hawthorns
by use of chemical fungicides have been unrewarding (Ch(lpman and Schneider 1955,
Stroni 19GO, Nichols 1958, Strong and Kfomparens 19{;5, Inman 1962). Applications of
fungicide sprays were time-consuming and expensive; and results were temporary. The only
permanent. solut.ion for I.he control of hawthorn rusts is to cut the infested reckedars.
Several species of junipel's are resistant to
cedar rust (}fay 19/JS). These rust-resistant.
species should replace the red cedar in future
estate and landscape planning. But the problem of value:- hetween est.ahlished stands of
hawthorns and redcedars becomes controversial when multiple land ownership is involved.
Leaf blights prove trouhlesomc only among
the exotic cultivars such as English hawthorn.
Based on my extended field studies of hawthorns in Pennsylvania and Kew York, the native hawthorns are resistant to leaf and fire
blight. Since insect infestations arc periodic
and local in nature, use of insecticides may
prove more harmful to the total hawthorn
community than the impact of insect outbreaks.

USES
The fruit<; of hawthorns are consumed hy a
number of birds and mammals, including upland garnPhircls and songbirds, fur and game
animals, and deer and cattle (Chapman
1947b; Jtartin et al 1951). The occurrence of
hawthorn fruits in food studies varies parlly
because year-to-year yields arc inconsistent.
There may he good t.o bumper yields in a particular year. only to be followed hy I or 2
years of poor yields.

A 1·cview of food sl.udim; of ruIIed grouse in
the region reveals that hawthorn fruits are a
key item in their fall diet.. The fruits are eaten
by wild l.urkeys, beginning with the early-ripening species in August. A recent state,vide
study of white-tailed deer foods in Ohio
showed that the fruits and leaves of ha,vthorns ranktid 14th as a preferred food item
(Nixon ct al 1970). Cottontails feed on the
fallen fruit-;, and songbirds utilize the fruitc:
adhering to the branches in winter.
The leaves and succulent. shoots of hawthorns provide palatahle forage for deer and
cattle. Heaviest use occurs in May and June,
when shoot tips are succulent. Under heavy
browsing, plants are hedged to ,5 feet above
ground. Cottontails browse seedlings under 2
feet in height throughout. the year. Hawthorn
us1! by cottontails in Michigan closely approached that of apple which was a highly preferred winier browse (Trippensee /.9SR). My
recent. study on the impact of browsing in a
savanna community in northwestern Pennsylvania revealed I.hat 8R percent of all hawthorns under 5 feet in height were browsed by
deer or by cottontails.
Hawthorn stands serve as special habitat
niches for upland wildlife. They arc important.
brood-rearing arc~as for ruffed grnuse and wild
turkeys (Sharp 1965), and they form excellent woodcock coverts ( Liscinsk_y 1968). In
Ohio, abandoned fields reverting to hawthorns, sweet crab apple, and shrubby dogwoods-all st.aplP deer foods-provide deer with
their most productive feeding areas (Nixon et
al 1970).

Hawthorns provide nesting sites for several
species of birds, including brown thrashers,
catbirds, robins, hlue Jays. and mourning
cloves (Chapman 1947b). The dense crowns of
hawthorns afford protective cover not found in
other shrubs or trees. The frail rn~st.s of
mourning doves arc amply anchored against
storms. Tlw I.horny branches serve a,; a deterrent to nest predator,:: such as mammal,: anrl
possibly snakes.

In addition 1o providing food and cover for
wildlife, hawthorns impart aesthetic appeal in
the land,wape. This large genus of shrubs presents a variety of cro,•m forms. ranging from
columnar, flat-topped to roundish outline,:;
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(Hoover 1961, Watts 1916). Hawthorns have
been used in landscaping e,;t.ates, campuses,
and other open areas. They contribute to
landscape displays through the seasons by
their white bloom in spring, their st1mmer foliage, their crimson fruit in autumn, and the
grav outlines of their crowns in winter.
Hawthorn8 are used for screening and for
hedges. They have proved valuable in public
c,amping areas for scrnening between campsites. An out-;tanding demonstration of this is
the Forest Service'..: Bul'kaloons Recreation
Arca in Warren County, Pennsylvania. Hawthorn hedges serve as barriers because their
thorns render them formidable. The same trail
applies when used for screenings.

PROPAGATION
For those interested in improving wildlife
habitat, the best solution to the problem of
propagating hawthorns would be the establishment of nurseries consisting of native species. Such nurseries would provide an available
source of the most valuable early-, mediumand late-ripening species. The seed source
must he certified as to species; otherwise the

fruiting potential and adaptability of the
stock may he low.
Commercial nursery stock is expensive, and
hawthorn species oflned for sale are usually
either of exotic or unknown origin. Growing
native hawthorns for commercial distribution
no doubt entails finaneial risk on the part of
the operator. Will the demand for hawthorns
in wildlife plantings he ol' sufficient volunw to
warrant the establishment of hawthorn nurseries? Assuming that a nursery is a feasible
economic undertaking, one must consitfor
these factors for su,cessful operation. First, a
seed source of preferred nativt> specie;; must be
loeated. Second, pretreatment of seeds before
planting needs careful consideration. And
third, the nursery must be protected against
browsing by cottontails.
The fruiting potentialities and other qualities of native hawthorn in Pennsylvania and
western ;-.Jew York havp been under ,;l.rnly
during the past 16 years. Because of their annual yield rat.ings and site adaptahility, 1hose
speciPs named in table l are recommended for
propagation in wildlife habitats. Other hawthorns that occur in the aforementioned
states, hut arc not recommended, include 2fi
species or varieties in 11 series.

Table I.-Hawthorns recommended for wildlife habitat
Height,
SciPntific namt'·

Comm<Jn namP

fpf't

Fmit
availahilit.y

-----------------"---

Washington haY.1:horn

COHDATAE SEHIES
C. phaenopyrum (L f.) Medic

Cockspur hawthorn

CHUS-GALLI SERIES
C. crus-galli L.

to 33

Fall-winter

LargP-see<lP<l hawthorn
Roan\; hawthorn

TENUIFOLJAE SF.Rms
C. 111acrosper111a Ashe>
C. m. V. roanensis (Ashe) Palmer

2:1-26
23-::!6

Fallwinti·r
Aug.-Sept.

l•'a 11-wintn

SILVICOLAE SERIES (THE MIDTHOHNS)
C. bcala Sarg.
C. brumalis Ashe
C. lcvis Sarg.
C. populnea Ashe

Froste<l hawthorn

20-23
20-26
10-13
20-2:~

PRUINOSAE SERIES ('l'HE PRUINOSE THORNS)
C. compacla Sarg.
10 13
(,'_ gatr.in{.feri Ar;he.
20-2:l
C. fJUrleri Britt
10-13
C. pruinosa (\VPn<ll.) I<.. Koch.
2:l-2fi

Ont.1rio hawthorn
P('nn~ylvania hawthorn

COCCJNEAE fTHE LARGE-LEAVED THORNS)
20-2:;
C. anomalcz Sarg.
C. f)('(lirdlatn Sarg.
('_ pennsyluanica Ash(!

?.0 2:1
29-:{3

Fall-spring
do
do
do
Fall- wintc>r
do
do
do

Aug.-OcL
do

<lo

'According to Ernest J. PalmN in Frrnalrl 1950 767-801; and G/,,ason 1963b. u. 2.· ,':1:18 .f71.

The "\1Vashington hawthorn excels others for
its consistent year-to-year fruiting. First, this
hawthorn flowers after the first of J unc in central Pennsylvania when chances of frosts arc
nil. Sernnd, ils towering, mlumnar hahit of
growth enables it to compete better than other
hawthorns with other woody v1•getation. ln
h,rwthorn propagation projects, the Washington thorn should represent ahoul a lhird of
tl11! planting ,,-:tock.

s~d of n;itive hawthorn;:: is the most economical and dependable source of propagating
material in wildlife halJitats. However. the
seeds usually exhihit. double dormancy and
may need special treatment to stimulate gcrminat ion during Hw first spring ;iffpr ript!ning.
Sc,irifka t ion in sulfuric acid and two-stage
stratifieation (warm-cold) haw heen recommended ( Flemiun /.9.'?R).

It i;:; a standard nursery procedure to collect
fruits in the fall and rnat·t!rale them to removP
sPeds from the pulp. Cleaned seecls are dric<l
to remove surplus moisture that. ,•.-ould ca1rne
heating in stornge undPr warm fall tP.mperatures. Refrigerator storage of seeds is a common method of holding ,c.;eeds, hut I his practice
should he ust!d only r1s a stop-gap mea ...;urP lwfore drying or st.ratification. Seeds should he
mixed with sand, the mixture of sand and seed,:
placed in small woodtm boxes lirwd with %inch hardware doth. and the hoxPs stored out<loors for spring planting. But I have had good
results hv collecting the fruits. storing them
outside o~er winter enclo;:cd in hardware doth
tray;; ( to protect them from rodents. etc.),
and planting Hwm into rows in prt)pared imil
in the spring.
Direct-seeding in wildlife habitats and
grafting arc other methods in hawthorn propagation. Poor resulls or long wait.iug periods an·
likely to result from direct-sPeding. Grafting
among tht~ species of hawthorns has been successful, hut then~ are drawbacks in matching
!wight-growth forms. Th(' Washington thorn
attains a small-tree hahit of growth. When
thi;-; thorn is grafll'd to one of the low-growing
shrnhhy spel'ies. th<> resulting graftf'd scion is
stunted. The- dot !NI or ''gray'' hawthorn ( Crataegus puncfata ,Jacq.) also has a small-I rec
habit of growth. Sinct' it i!'. thf> most common
and widi.'ly dist rihuti:<l hawi horn in th<' rt>gion.

grafting of the Washington thorn to this species is n,commen<lP<l.
BPcaust~ of thP hawthorn rust, propagation
of hawthorns should not be attempted in areas
where redcedar is abundant. The cockspur
thorn is the only common species resistant to
leaf rust, hut even this speciPs suffers rnst
damage to its fruits.

MANAGEMENT
This discussion will deal with maintenance

of exi;.;l.ing hawthorn stands, reno\'ation of invaded stands, establishment ol new ones, and
the control of disease. Since other native
shrubs of value to wildlife arc usuall~, associated ·with the hawthorns in the samP si!Ps,
presnvation and management of the;::e other
shrubs must also he considered.
Management or existing stand,- is a maintenann~ operalion. Since hawthorns and many
other shrubs thrive only during a temporary
stage in succession, removal of tree invader:-: is
necessary to retard encroachment.. Removal
consists of cutting invading tree seedlings, saplings, and trees whert-> neees,-ary. ln some
areas, the sweet nab apples will also need to
be thinned to prevent them from crowding the
hawthorns.
Them are also former hawthorn stands that
have heen overtopped by sapling and polesized trees. Renovating these sites irn·olvcs
cutting the overstory t ret->s. The operation is
nearly always worth the effort because there is
usually enough suppressrnl hawthorn rPgennation to resurge; furthermore, these sites
usually contain n good seed source in the soil.
J:<~stablishing new stands either from seed or
nursery stock is a long-term project. Before
wildlife values arc realizc<l. there will be a
waiting period of several years, depending on
th<' wildlife species. The prnject must have a
dear objective as well as continuing interest
to follow it. through. If tree seedlings are also
present, they may tah' over the site whi!P the
hawthorns are developing.
Cedar rnsl <·an he controlled hy cutting tht:
r;,,dce<lars in an•as where they arc scarce. But
in the Piedmont and Coastal areas, where redecdar is abundant. the job of control is futile.
In thesp area", flH, onl:--; .<:olution is lo go lo a
rust-n,sistant specie~ of hawthorn.

